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Yuhichi Mitsutake
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Estimation of Surface
Temperature and Heat Flux Using
Inverse Solution for
One-Dimensional Heat
Conduction
An analytical method has been developed for the inverse heat conduction problem using
the Laplace transform technique when the temperatures are known at two positions within
a finite body. On the basis of these known temperatures, a closed form to the inverse
solution can be obtained to predict surface conditions. The method first approximates the
measured temperatures with a half polynomial power series of time as well as a time lag,
which takes for a monitor to sense the temperature change at the point. The expressions
for the surface temperature and the surface heat flux are explicitly obtained in the form of
the power series of time. The surface temperature and heat flux calculated for some
representative problems show agreement with the known values. The method can be
applied to the case where an initial temperature distribution exists.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1560147#

Keywords: Analytical, Computational, Conduction, Heat Transfer, Inverse

1 Introduction
The inverse heat conduction problem~IHCP! has been exten-

sively investigated to estimate surface conditions under a severe
environmental condition. In an unsteady state, direct measurement
of surface temperature and heat flux is usually difficult. For the
case of re-entry of a space vehicle and heat transfer from the
surface of a nuclear reactor at loss of coolant event, it is necessary
to estimate surface conditions such as temperature and heat flux
accurately. However, one may encounter difficulties in directly
measuring surface temperature and heat flux. A clue to solve this
problem is to use IHCP@1,2#. Most of the studies have been
approached to the IHCP by using numerical methods@3–7# for the
following reasons: 1!development of computer architecture and
increase in computer capacities and 2! mathematically nonconver-
gency of the exact solution of IHCP whent→0 @1#. In spite of
development of numerical methods, the analytical approaches
@8–12# for the IHCP in one-dimension and simple configuration in
2 or 3 dimensions still have merits in being easy to obtain the
surface temperature and heat flux distributions since solutions can
be explicitly obtained.

Recently, Monde@13# and Monde et al.@14# succeeded in de-
termining the analytical solution for one-dimensional heat con-
duction using the Laplace transformation and demonstrated that
the surface temperature or the surface heat flux could be calcu-
lated accurately. It may be worth mentioning finally that Monde
and Mitsutake@15# proposed a new method based on these ex-
plicit solutions, which made it possible to measure thermal diffu-
sivity and thermal conductivity more accurately and easier than a
direct solution.

We briefly review the analytical methods@8–14# for the IHCP
using the Laplace transform, which reached the same Laplace
transformed solutions expressed by Eqs.~9! and~11!, later. Spar-
row et al.@9# and Imber and Khan@10# expanded the hyperbolic
function in a series of exponential function of the Laplace param-

eter,s, to express a convolution of initial temperature and expo-
nential functions. Usage of a table for Laplace Transforms as
listed in a textbook@16#, gave the inverse solutions in a form of a
series of convolution functions. They did not take into account of
time lag for a sensor. A special function@9# to express a measured
temperature was introduced to avoid the divergence in their cal-
culation. Imber and Khan@10# also introduced a trial function to
approximate the measured temperature using a polynomial series
of time. Shoji @12# first expanded the Laplace transformed solu-
tion in a series ofs arounds50, and then expressed the measured
temperature as a derivative with respect to time to calculate the
inverse solution numerically using a finite difference method. The
Monde method@13# was different from the other author’s methods
and had merit in the following respects:~1! the Laplace trans-
formed solution was expanded in a series ofs arounds50; ~2! a
trial function to approximate the measured temperature was a half
polynomial series of time, which constitutes a general solution for
one-dimensional heat conduction as shown byT5 f (j/At); ~3!
the time lag, which takes to sense temperature change, was taken
into account;~4! a final function of the Laplace transformed solu-
tion was performed correctly by inverse Laplace transform, result-
ing into the explicit inverse solutions; and~5! the CPU time is
short due to the explicit solutions. Monde@13# shows that his
method is superior to the Imber and Khan@10#, and Shoji@12#
methods in some respects of estimate accuracy, predictive time in
which the inverse solutions become available and robust against a
disturbance included in the temperature change. However, math-
ematical manipulation in his method is slightly complicated com-
pared with their methods and then the software also becomes
complicated.

The objective of this paper is not only to expand Monde’s
method in rectangular coordinates to cylindrical and spherical co-
ordinates but also to propose a new idea in order to alleviate the
difficulty associated with the estimation of the surface condition
upon rapid changes. It is found that this method can be applied to
the case where an initial temperature distribution in a body exists,
whereas in the previous works@13,14#, an influence of the initial
temperature distribution on the inverse solution had not been dis-
cussed yet.

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
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2 Analysis of One-Dimensional Heat Conduction
Figures 1~a!and~b! show two points in different coordinates in

which the temperatures are measured. The one-dimensional heat
conduction equation with constant physical properties and no in-
ternal heat generation in a solid can be written in non-dimensional
form as:

]u

]t
5

1

jk S ]

]j
jk

]u

]j D 0,j,1 (1)

wherek50 corresponds to rectangular coordinates,k51 to cylin-
drical, andk52 to spherical coordinates. For an initial condition
of u5u0(j), Laplace transformation of Eq.~1! becomes:

1

jk

d

dj
S jk

dū

dj
D 2p2ū52u0 (2)

whereū is temperature in Laplace transformed form andp25s, s
is Laplace’s parameter.

2.1 Initial Temperature Distribution and General Solu-
tion. The temperature in a solid is considered constant where
]u/]t50, before a transient heat conduction starts. Therefore, the
initial temperature distribution in a solid with heat generationq
can be given for the three different coordinates by the following
equation:

1

jk S ]

]j
jk

]u

]j D5q~j! (3)

For k50 andq(j)5(n50qnjn approximating the heat genera-
tion, the initial temperature distribution can be determined from
Eq. ~3! as:

u0~j!5E
j
E q~j!dj5a01a1j1(

n50

qn

~n12!!
jn12 (4-1)

and for a special case of constant heat generation

u0~j!5a01a1j1~q0/2!j2 (4-2)

where two constants,a0 anda1 can be determined from a given
steady boundary condition.

It is necessary to mention that without the heat generation, the
initial temperature distribution becomes either constant or linear.
For the constant distribution, one can setu050 without loss of
generality and then we will consider the case for the constant heat
generation, for simplest one, which may be encountered in engi-
neering applications.

The general solution of Eq.~2! with initial temperature distri-
bution,u0(j), for k50 can be easily given as:

ū~j,s!5Ae2pj1Bepj1
1

s
u0~j!1

q0

s2 (5)

whereA, B are constants of integration to be determined using the
boundary conditions.

2.2 Solution for Finite Body. In the case of IHCP for a
finite plane, two known temperatures in the plate are necessary at
least to close Eq.~2!. Therefore, let the two temperatures at two
different points ofj5j1 , j2(j1,j2) be as:

ū~jn ,s!5 f̄ n~s!, n51,2 (6)

Substitution of Eq.~6! in Eq. ~5! gives

f̄ n~s!5Ae2pjn1Bepjn1
1

s
u0~jn!1

q0

s2 , n51,2 (7)

After determining the constants,A and B in Eq. ~7!, and then
substituting the values ofA and B into Eq. ~5!, we obtain the
temperature distribution in the body as follows:

ū~j,s!5
f̄ 1~s!sinh$p~j22j!%2 f̄ 2~s!sinh$p~j12j!%

sinh$p~j22j1!%

2
~u0~j1!/s1q0 /s2!sinh$p~j22j!%

sinh$p~j22j1!%

1
~u0~j2!/s1q0 /s2!sinh$p~j12j!%

sinh$p~j22j1!%
1

1

s
u0~j!1

1

s2 q0

(8)

and the surface temperature can be easily obtained by setting
j50 as:

ūw~s!5
f̄ 1~s!sinh$p~j2!2 f̄ 2~s!sinh~pj1!

sinh$p~j22j1!%

2
~u0~j1!/s1q0 /s2!sinh~pj2!

sinh$p~j22j1!%

1
~u0~j2!/s1q0 /s2!sinh~pj1!

sinh$p~j22j1!%
1F~A0 ,B0 ,s! (9)

whereF(A0 ,B0 ,s) is a function related only to the initial tem-
perature distributions and independent of thej coordinate,
namely, constant values for the fixed points ofj1 and j2 except
for functions of the parameter,s.

Likewise, the solution for the heat flux can also be obtained as:

Fig. 1 „a… Sketch illustrating two measuring points for rectan-
gular coordinates; and „b… Sketch illustrating two measuring
points for cylindrical and spherical coordinates
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F̄~j,s!5p
f̄ 1~s!cosh$p~j22j!%2 f̄ 2~s!cosh$p~j12j!%

sinh$p~j22j1!%

2p
~u0~j1!/s1q0 /s2!cosh$p~j22j!%

sinh$p~j22j1!%

1p
~u0~j2!/s1q0 /s2!cosh$p~j12j!%

sinh$p~j22j1!%
2

1

s

du0~j!

dj

(10)

where,F̄(j,s)52 ū(j,s)/]j
The surface heat flux becomes atj50,

F̄w~s!5
p f̄1~s!cosh~pj2!2p f̄2~s!cosh~pj1!

sinh$p~j22j1!%

2
~u0~j1!/s1q0 /s2!p cosh~pj2!

sinh$p~j22j1!%

1
~u0~j2!/s1q0 /s2!p cosh~pj1!

sinh$p~j22j1!%
1G~C0 ,D0 ,s!

(11)

whereG(C0 ,D0 ,s) is also a function related only to the initial
temperature distributions and independent of thej coordinate,
namely constant values for the fixed points ofj1 andj2 except for
functions of the parameter,s. In addition to these, the values of
(u0(j1)/s1q0)/s2) and (u0(j2)/s1q0 /s2) in Eqs. ~9! and ~11!
are also constant and have the same characteristics asF(A0 ,B0 ,s)
andG(C0 ,D0 ,s).

2.3 Approximate Equation for Temperatures at a Measur-
ing Point. In order to perform inverse Laplace transformation of
Eqs. ~9! and ~11!, we first have to give the known functions,
f̄ n(s), n51,2 included inūw(s) andF̄w(s) explicitly. In addition,
f̄ n(s), n51,2 is the Laplace transformed function off n(t) which
is already determined so as to approximate the measured tempera-
tures at points ofj5j1 , j2(j1,j2).

Any function f n(t) is available in approximating the tempera-
ture change. Therefore, Monde@13# tried some different kinds of
functions and recommended half polynomial series of time with a
time lag, as given by Eq.~12!, since it gives the best estimation
among them

f n~t!5(
k50

N
bk,n

G~k/211!
~t2tn* !k/2, n51,2 (12)

where coefficientsbk,n can be determined by using, for example,
the least mean square method from the measured temperature and
N gives the number of terms of the polynomial series. This time
lag tn* can be determined from erfc(jn/2Atn)5min(u). The reason
why polynomial series of time is recommended is that a general
solution for one dimensional heat conduction is provided in the
functional form ofu5 f (j/At).

The Laplace transformed form of Eq.~12! is easily obtained as:

f̄ n~s!5e2stn*(
k50

N

bk,n /s~k/211! n51,2 (13)

After substituting Eq.~13! into Eqs.~9! and ~11!, one performs
inverse Laplace transformation to give the surface temperature
and heat flux. However, even if one performs this inverse trans-
formation exactly, we can only know the estimated solution of
surface temperature and heat flux fort.tmin , because the solu-
tion always diverges ast→0 @1#.

Therefore, in order to follow another way rather than direct
inverse Laplace transformation of Eqs.~9! and ~11!, we first ex-

pand Eqs.~9! and ~11!, hyperbolic function in a series arounds
50, and then perform inverse Laplace transformation to obtain
the approximate solutions@13#.

2.4 Approximate Equation of Inverse Problem Solution in
Rectangular Coordinates With Constant Heat Generation.
The approximate equations for surface temperature and heat flux
can be obtained by performing an inverse Laplace transformation
of Eqs.~9! and ~11! as:

uw~t!5 (
j 521

N

Cj ,12~t2t1* ! j /2/GS j

2
11D

2 (
j 521

N

Cj ,21~t2t2* ! j /2/GS j

2
11D1W~q0! (14)

Fw~t!5 (
j 521

N

D j ,12~t2t1* ! j /2/GS j

2
11D

2 (
j 521

N

D j ,21~t2t2* ! j /2/GS j

2
11D1Y~q0! (15)

The details in the derivation ofCj ,12, Cj ,21, D j ,12, and
D j ,21 in Eqs. ~14! and ~15! are explained and summarized in
the Appendix. Then,W(q0) and Y(q0) in Eqs. ~14! and ~15!
become W52q0(c1,22c1,1)2q0(c0,2j1

22c0,1j2
2)/2 and Y

52q0(d1,22d1,1)2q0(d0,2j1
22d0,1j2

2)/2, respectively, and the
constants ofc0,1, c0,2, c1,1 andc1,2, andd0,1, d0,2, d1,1 andd1,2
are also listed in the Appendix~see Table A5!. When we setq0
50, all coefficients inW(q0) and Y(q0) become 0. Then, Eqs.
~14! and ~15! become the approximate ones for the initial tem-
perature distributionu0 being constant~or 0!. In other words, the
approximate equations for the initial temperature with linear tem-
perature distribution are the same as those with constant tempera-
ture distribution.

It should be noted that in any finite plane, a steady state tem-
perature distribution exists as the initial one, whereas in the semi-
infinite body, any temperature distribution except for a constant
temperature never exist. Therefore, it is not necessary to consider
any initial temperature distribution except for the constant.

2.5 Solution Procedure in Cylindrical and Spherical Coor-
dinates. How to obtain the inverse solutions in cylindrical and
spherical coordinates are explained here briefly, since they are
identical to the method for the rectangular case.

The initial temperature distributions at a steady state with the
constant heat generation ofq5q0 can be expressed in cylindrical
and spherical coordinates as:

u0~j!5a01a1 ln j1q0/4 (16)

u0~j!5a01a1 /j1q0/6 (17)

It may be necessary to mention that the two constants,a0 anda1
are determined from a given initial boundary condition and one
can seta150 due to the symmetric condition, provided that the
point of j50 is included in the solid.

The inverse solutions of surface temperature and heat flux on
cylindrical coordinate can be finally expressed as,

ūw5 f̄ 1~s!K1,2~s!2 f̄ 2~s!K1,1~s!2~u0~j1!/s1q0 /s2!K1,2~s!

1~u0~j2!/s1q0 /s2!K1,1~s!1~a01a2!/s1q0 /s2 (18)

F̄w5 f̄ 1~s!K2,2~s!2 f̄ 2~s!K2,1~s!2~u0~j1!/s1q0 /s2!K2,2~s!

1~u0~j2!/s1q0 /s2!K2,1~s!2~a11q0/2!/s (19)

whereK1,1(s), K1,2(s), K2,1(s), K2,2(s) are called ‘‘the kernels’’
of Eqs.~18! and ~19! ~See the Appendix and Table A2!.

For spherical coordinate, likewise, the surface temperature and
heat flux are also expressed as:
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ūw5 f̄ 1~s!K1,2~s!2 f̄ 2~s!K1,1~s!2~u0~j1!/s1q0j1 /s2!K1,2~s!

1~u0~j2!/s1q0j2 /s2!K1,1~s!1~a01a11q0/6!/s1q0 /s2

(20)

F̄w5 f̄ 1~s!K2,2~s!2 f̄ 2~s!K2,1~s!2~u0~j1!/s1q0j1 /s2!K2,2~s!

1~u0~j2!/s1q0j2 /s2!K2,1~s!1~a12q0/3!/s (21)

whereK1,1(s), K1,2(s), K2,1(s), K2,2(s) are the kernels~See the
Appendix and Table A3!.

It is worth mentioning, finally, that these inverse solution can be
applied for cylindrical and spherical shells.

2.6 Approximate Inverse Solution for Cylindrical and
Spherical Coordinates. The approximate equations for the sur-
face temperature and the heat flux are obtained by performing the
inverse transformation on Eqs.~18! and~19! for cylindrical coor-
dinate and Eqs.~20! and ~21! for spherical coordinates, resulting
into the same form of Eqs.~14! and ~15!. Each coefficient of
Cj ,12, Cj ,21, D j ,12, andD j ,21, andW(q0) andY(q0) depends on
the coordinates and is listed for the rectangular, cylindrical and
spherical coordinates in the Appendix and Tables A1 to A3 and
A5, respectively.

As for the effect of the initial temperature, letq050, then all
coefficients ofW(q0) and Y(q0) become 0. In other words, a
linear initial temperature distribution without the internal heat
generation, has no influence on the inverse solution which esti-
mates the surface temperature and the heat flux from the tempera-
ture measured at two points. It is worth mentioning finally that the
inverse solutions for constant initial and linear temperature distri-
butions become identical.

2.7 Approximate Solution for Semi-Infinite Body. Gen-
eral solution for a semi-infinite body is easily obtained by setting
A50, a15q050 in Eq. ~5!, since there is no initial temperature
distribution at steady state. The finite and semi-infinite plates are
different with regard to the number of unknown variables, the
former has two and the latter has one. Therefore, one measuring
point is enough for the semi-infinite plate. Now, when the tem-
perature distribution is given by, for example, Eq.~12! at j5j1 ,
one can determine the representative function of the unknown
constantB. The equations for surface temperature and heat flux
can be given as follows:

ūw~t!5
1

2p i Ec2 i`

c1 i`

es~t2t1* !epj1 (
k50

N

bk,1 /s~k/211!ds (22)

F̄w~t!5
1

2p i Ec2 i`

c1 i`

es~t2t1* !pepj1 (
k50

N

bk,1 /s~k/211!ds (23)

We first expand the integrandepj1 in a series arounds50, and
then we perform inverse Laplace transformation to give the sur-
face temperature and heat flux as:

uw~t!5 (
j 521

N

U j~t2t1* ! j /2/GS j

2
11D (24)

Fw~t!5 (
j 521

N

Vj~t2t1* ! j /2/GS j

2
11D (25)

A semi-infinite body can also be considered in cylindrical and
spherical coordinates, but the discussion of these cases would be
made in a future work.

3 Procedure to Determine Coefficients in Eq.„12…
The coefficients,bk,n , in Eq. ~12! can be determined from the

measured temperature, for example, by the least mean square
method. The coefficients are subject to round off of the data and

precision of the measured values, the level of the data accuracy
becomes important. Generally speaking, the measured tempera-
ture includes some uncertainty. Therefore, the simulated tempera-
ture calculated from the exact solution can be expressed as:

u~jn ,t!5uexact~jn ,t!~110.005«!, n51,2 (26)

Fig. 2 Approximate solution, Eq. „12… for temperature change
at a point „heavy solid line: exact solution, o : data with
uncertainties …

Table 1 Boundary condition and dimensionless parameters
„for all case, finite body …

Case
Boundary condition

~0,t! Parameters

u~t!51: j50
1 u5T/T0

u~t!50: j51
~1st type B.C.! F5qL/lT0

u50: t50

u~t!5t. j50
2 u5T/T0

u~t!50: j51
~1st type B.C.! F5qL/lT

u50: t50

F~t!51: j50
3 u5Tl/q0L

u~t!50: j51
~2nd type B.C.! F5q/q0

u50: t50

4
]u

]j
5Bi~u2u`~t!!: j50

u5T/T0

~3rd type B.C.!
(u`(t)51)

]u

]j
50: j51

F5qL/lT0

u50: t50

5 u~t!51: j50
u5T/T0

~1st type B.C. u~t!50: j51 F5qL/lT0

with I.C.! u5j2: t50
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where uexact(jn ,t) is the exact solution for the corresponding
boundary conditions, and« is a random value whose average is 0
and standard deviation is unity. It should be noted that tempera-
ture measured by thermocouples is generally expected to be accu-
rate to only 2 or 3 significant digits and corresponds to standard
deviation,s50.001 for the values ofuexact(jn ,t).

Another method is to truncate at the second decimal place,
commonly used to employ Eq.~26! by superimposing a certain
disturbance on the exact solution. However, the solution obtained
by Eq. ~26! is worse than the truncation approach@13#.

Figure 2 shows the temperature response measured atj50.05
and the approximate curves given by Eq.~12!. From Fig. 2, the
approximate solution is improved with an increase inN, but be-
comes saturated aroundN55;7 beyond which improvement is
minimal. Therefore, the order of the approximate equation can be
considered to beN57 at most.

4 Inverse Solution and Representative Problems

4.1 Method for Calculation. The procedure to solve the
inverse problems described previously is

1! Determine each coefficient ofbk,n in Eq. ~12! using the
measured temperature atj1 or j2 by the least mean square
method.

2! Expand the kernels of solution obtained by performing
Laplace transformation arounds50 in a series whose coef-
ficients are summarized in the Appendix.

3! Calculate coefficients given by multiplying coefficients in
Eq. ~12! and the coefficients of the kernel, which are sum-
marized in the Appendix.

4! Perform inverse Laplace transformation, and calculate ex-
plicitly the surface temperature and heat flux using Eqs.~14!
and ~15!, ~18! and ~19!, ~20! and ~21!.

4.2 Representative Problems and Inverse Solution.The
approximating solutions for several boundary conditions are re-
ported by Monde@13# and Monde et al.@14#. We investigated five
representative combinations of initial temperature distributions
and boundary conditions as listed in Table 1, which were not
included in our papers@13,14#.

Figures 3~a!to ~d! show comparisons between the exact solu-
tion of surface temperatures and the corresponding estimated so-
lutions for the cases 1, 2, 4, and 5. The solutions for the test Case
3 that corresponds to the heat flux boundary conditions at both
j50 andj51 are shown in Fig. 4~a!. The estimate for the bound-
ary heat flux in the test Case 4 is represented in Fig. 4~b!. The
number ofN in Figs. 3~a!to ~d! and Figs. 4~a!to ~b! means the
order of the approximate equation and the values ofj1 and j2
corresponding to the position of the measuring point in the solid.
The temperatures at each measuring point were obtained by using
Eq. ~26!. Figures 3 and 4 show that the estimated solutions ap-
proach to the exact solution asN increases.

5 Evaluation of Estimated Value

5.1 Minimum Predictive Time. It has been mathematically
shown@1,2# that no inverse solution exists att50 and the solution
can converge beyond a limiting time. Therefore, a minimum pre-
dictive time is an important factor in evaluating the inverse solu-
tion. One can adopt a minimum predictive time,t1 in which the
inverse solution achieves a relative difference of 0.01~error is less

Fig. 3 „a… Estimated surface temperature Case 1; „b… Estimated surface temperature Case 2; „c… Estimated surface
temperature Case 4; and „d… Estimated surface temperature Case 5.
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than 1%!between the exact and estimated values. In a real appli-
cation, the minimum predictive time may correspond to the time
in which sensor takes a temperature larger than the uncertainty of
temperature in a measuring equipment. Table 2 shows the mini-
mum predictive time for every case versus the value ofN. It is
found from Table 2 that the minimum predictive time is hardly
affected by the value ofN except for cases 3 and 4. In cases 3 and
4, a value ofN larger than 5 does little to influence the minimum
predictive time.

5.2 Accuracy of the Estimation for Surface Temperature
and Heat Flux. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the inverse
solution, we introduce standard deviation as:

s5A 1

~t22t1! Et1

t2

~uw,exact~t!2uw,cal~t!!2dt (27)

wheret2 is defined as 90% of the final time of the experimental
data measurement. Table 3 shows a minimum standard deviation

of s50.003 atN56 beyond which the accuracy of prediction
does not improve. Taking into account the fact that the deviation
in the prediction reaches the same level as the deviation of the
approximate equation, we cannot expect more accuracy in this
method. In addition, Table 3 shows that the approximate equation
at orderN56 gives the most accurate solution.

It can be seen from Figs. 4~a! and~b! that the inverse solutions
for the surface heat flux usingN55 to 7 in Eq. ~15!also agree
well with the exact solutions.

5.3 Effect of Position of Temperature Measurement on Es-
timated Solution. Figure 5 shows the effects of temperature
sensor position on the inverse solution for case 3 whenN55. The
position ofj250.5 in Fig. 5 corresponds to the farthest point from
the surface in a finite body.

According to Fig. 5, the inverse solutions forj150.05 and 0.1
are in good agreement with the exact value, although forj1
50.2 and 0.3, both the solutions and the time are not recom-
mended because of a large deviation and a delayed time.

On the other hand, the accuracy of prediction on these condi-
tions is identical as that forj150.05 andj250.1, as shown in
Fig. 3~a! and Table 2, but the minimum predictive time becomes
larger forj150.05 andj250.1.

Consequently, it is recommended to choose the measuring
points as close to the surface as possible to give a good estima-
tion. In particular, the pointj1 is recommended to bej1,0.1. On
the other hand, we may recommendj1<0.2 for the minimum
prediction time.

Incidentally, when the temperature change for 0<j,1 in cylin-
drical and spherical coordinates is treated with, the boundary con-
dition atj50 always becomes]u/]j50. Therefore, the number of
measuring points included in Eqs.~18!and~19!, and Eqs.~20!and
~21! are reduced to one. Consequently, these inverse solutions
become simpler than Eqs.~18! and ~19!, and also Eqs.~20! and
~21!, but worse estimations are obtained. The reason is that the
point of j50 is the furthest from the other surface, even though
the boundary condition of]u/]j50 is exact atj50. Therefore, it
is important as shown in Fig. 5 to choose the measuring points as
close to the surface as possible in getting better estimations.

Fig. 4 „a… Estimated surface heat flux Case 3; and „b… Esti-
mated surface heat flux Case 4.

Fig. 5 Effect of measuring point on accuracy of solution „Case
3, Heat flux…

Table 2 Minimum initial time „t1… estimated for error of 0.01
for j1Ä0.05, j2Ä0.10 „initial condition; uÄ0…

N case1 case2 case3 case4 case5

3 0.0050 0.0057 0.0233 0.0093 0.0050
4 0.0050 0.0057 0.0317 0.0067 0.0050
5 0.0050 0.0056 0.0189 0.0074 0.0050
6 0.0050 0.0047 0.0093 0.0051 0.0050
7 0.0050 0.0076 0.0059 0.0050 0.0050
8 0.0051 0.0057 0.0056 0.0050 0.0051

Table 3 Standard deviation „s… „initial condition; uÄ0…

N case1 case2 case3 case4 case5

3 0.0029 0.0091 0.0050 0.0056 0.0030
4 0.0030 0.0093 0.0020 0.0016 0.0032
5 0.0031 0.0093 0.0018 0.0012 0.0024
6 0.0029 0.0093 0.0008 0.0007 0.0029
7 0.0026 0.0094 0.0005 0.0002 0.0025
8 0.0022 0.0094 0.0005 0.0002 0.0013
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5.4 Effect of Data Uncertainties. Figure 6 shows, for ex-
ample, the effects of the data uncertainties on the inverse solution
for case 1 whenN55 and the levels of the uncertainties are ten-
tatively chosen at 1%, 5%, and 10%. The increase in the uncer-
tainties makes the inverse solution worse, but the surface tempera-
ture estimated using the uncertainty of 10% is still in good
agreement with the given condition. It may imply that the uncer-
tainty included in the data is smoothed during the process where
the coefficients in the approximate equation, Eq.~12! are deter-
mined using the data with 10% uncertainty by the least mean
square method. Table 4 lists standard deviation and minimum pre-
dicted time for the different uncertainties of 1, 5, and 10%.

5.5 Order of Approximate Equation of Eq. „12… and Its
Improvement. It can be observed in Tables 2 and 3 that im-
provement in the accuracy of prediction and reduction in the mini-
mum predictive time are not expected even though one increases
the number ofN in Eq. ~12!. Consequently, a value of eitherN
55 or 6 is recommended as the critical value.

When the surface condition sharply changes such as the surface
temperature and heat flux have either a maximum or minimum
value and the first derivative with respect to time becomes discon-
tinuous, the inverse solutions make the estimate of the surface
temperature and heat flux to degrade~see Refs.@13#, @14#!. The
reason comes from the failure in approximating the temperature
change by Eq.~12!. Therefore, the present method can predict the
surface conditions well only for the case in which the surface
temperature presents continuous derivative. In other words, the
high accurate estimation can be reached only for a smooth surface
temperature change.

Either improvement in Eq.~12! approximating the temperature
change or other method is required to alleviate this difficulty. We
propose a new idea in which the abrupt change with time is split
in partitions instead of over the whole time domain and Eq.~12! is
similarly used to approximate the temperature change in each sec-
tional time of@t i ,t i 11# by which the accuracy of the approxima-
tion can be achieved. The coefficients ofCj ,12, Cj ,21, D j ,12, and
D j ,21 in Eqs. ~14! and ~15! for the rectangular coordinates, for
example, are determined for each time interval by the same pro-
cedure as described previously. The inverse solutions for the sec-
tional time are connected to cover the whole time.

This method is applied to two surface conditions without heat
generation in the rectangular coordinates as an example: the sur-
face heat flux changes in triangular and rectangular shapes as
given by the following equation:

For the rectangular change

Fw50 0,t,0.09, 0.11,t,0.25
(28)

Fw51 0.09,t,0.11

For the triangular change

Fw50 0,t,0.05, 0.21,t,0.25

Fw512.5t20.625 0.05,t,0.13 (29)

Fw5212.5t12.625 0.13,t,0.21

Figures 7 and 8 show the estimated surface heat flux obtained
by this inverse solution with the sectional and the whole times.
For a comparison, the surface heat fluxes estimated by a numeri-
cal method@17# using maximum entropy method~MEM! and con-
jugate gradient method~CGM! are also shown in Figs. 7 and 8. It
is found that the heat flux can be predicted well by using the
sectional method and the MEM. The former inverse solution
method has merit in giving the continuous heat flux change,
whereas the MEM shows them discrete. Another merit of this
inverse solution is a better understanding of the whole trend in the
surface heat flux change. In addition, this solution requires very
small CPU time due to the explicit solution.

Fig. 6 Effect of data uncertainty on accuracy of solution
„Case 1…

Fig. 7 Comparison between the present, MEM and CGM †17‡
methods for rectangular change

Fig. 8 Comparison between the present, MEM and CGM †17‡
methods for triangular change

Table 4 Standard deviation „s… and minimum initial time „t1…

„for the case 1…

Uncertainty s t1

0.005~1%! 0.00168 0.0154
0.025~5%! 0.00288 0.0158
0.050~10%! 0.00504 0.0162
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Chantasiriwan@18# and Taler@19# applied their own methods
for the IHCP, but they failed in estimating the triangular surface
heat flux change, as given by Eq.~29!, with the same accuracy as
the present method.

6 Conclusions
A one-dimensional IHCP solution is developed for the estima-

tion of the surface temperature and surface heat flux for three
different coordinates using Laplace transformation.

1! This method is much easier to use than other existing nu-
merical techniques such as the MEM and CGM has merit in
giving the surface condition explicitly, although the software
for the calculation is more complicated than that for the
numerical ones.

2! The solution requires very small CPU time due to the ex-
plicit solution.

3! The surface temperature and heat flux can be easily esti-
mated with a high accuracy even in the cases when the
surface condition changes rapidly.

4! This method is also applicable in cases where an initial tem-
perature distribution exists. A linear temperature distribution
gives the same inverse solution as the constant one.

Nomenclature

a 5 thermal diffusivity @m2/s#
a0 , a1 5 coefficient of initial temperature distribution

f 1(t), f 2(t) 5 function of nondimensional temperature at a
point of j1 , j2

L 5 characteristic length@m#
min~u! 5 minimum of significant number or minimum

division of measuring equipment
N 5 degree of approximate polynomial
p 5 As
q 5 heat flux@W/m2#

q(j) 5 intensity of the volumetric heat source
(5(n50qnjn) @W/m3#

qo 5 uniform heat generation per unit volume
@W/m3#

R 5 characteristic length in the cylindrical and
spherical coordinate@m#

s 5 Laplace parameter (5p2)
T 5 temperature@K#

T0 5 characteristic temperature@K#
t 5 time @s#
x 5 x-coordinate distance@m#

Wr , Wc , Ws 5 influence functions of initial temperature for
rectangular, cylindrical and spherical coordi-
nates

Yr , Yc , Ys 5 influence functions of initial temperature for
rectangular, cylindrical and spherical coordi-
nates

« 5 random number varying from21 to 1
F 5 dimensionless heat flux
F̄ 5 Laplace transformed value ofF obtained by

Laplace Transformation
G(n) 5 Gamma function

l 5 thermal conductivity
u 5 dimensionless temperature (T/T0)
ū 5 Laplace transformed value ofu

uo 5 initial temperature~distribution!
t 5 dimensionless time~Fourier number5at/L2,

at/R2)
t1 5 minimum predictive time
t1* 5 dimensionless time lag

(erfc(ji /2At i* )5min(u))
j 5 dimensionless length (5x/L,r /R,j1,j2)
s 5 standard deviation

Subscript

1,2 5 point of sensor location temperature
c 5 cylindrical coordinates
r 5 rectangular coordinates
s 5 spherical coordinates

w 5 surface

Appendix
How to expand key functions ofs arounds50 and to calculate

these coefficients is briefly explained here. The Laplace trans-
formed form obtained after applying the Laplace transform can be
abbreviated intoū5 f̄ (s)K(s) in which one may call the function
K(s) kernel. The inverse Laplace transformation of this Laplace
transformed function is defined as:

u~t!5
1

2p i Ec2 i`

c1 i`

estū~s!ds (A1)

In the present analysis, we first expand the functionsK(s)
arounds50 in a series, and then obtain the inverse solution by
executing complex integration. The Laplace transformed functions
of the surface temperature and heat flux can be expressed using
different types of the kernelK(s) depending on the coordinates
and system. These concrete forms of the kernel are given in Tables
A1, A2, A3, and A4.

The inverse solutions in Laplace transformed form for the sur-
face temperature and heat flux are summarized into the following
equations for three different coordinates, respectively.

„a… For Finite Body

Surface temperature.

ū5 f̄ 1~s!K1,2~s!2 f̄ 2~s!K1,1~s!2~u0~j1!/s1A1 /s2!K1,2~s!

1~u0~j2!/s1A2 /s2!K1,1~s!1F~s! (A2)

Surface Heat Flux.

F̄5 f̄ 1~s!K2,2~s!2 f̄ 2~s!K2,1~s!2~u0~j1!/s1A1 /s2!K2,2~s!

1~u0~j2!/s1A2 /s2!K2,1~s!1G~s! (A3)

where functions ofF(s) and G(s) are related to the initial tem-
perature distribution and the constants ofA1 and A2 , and F(s)
andG(s) are summarized for the three coordinates into Table A5.

„b… For Semi-Infinite Body

Surface Temperature.

ū5 f̄ 1~s!K3~s! (A4)

Surface Heat Flux.

F̄5 f̄ 1~s!K4~s! (A5)

Table A1 Kernel K „s… for finite body in rectangular coordi-
nates, these coefficients in its series and commonly used
terms in its series

Surface temperature
(K1,n(s))

Surface heat flux
(K2,n(s))

Kernel K(s)
sinh~pjn!

sinh$p~j22j1!%

p cosh~pjn!

sinh$p~j22j1!%

Coefficients xi,n5
1

~2i11!!
jn

2i11 yi ,n5
1

(2 i)! jn
2i

Common terms g05j22j1, gi5
~j22j1!

2i

~2i11!!
~i>1!
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„1… How to Expand the Kernel for a Finite Body. Expan-
sions of the kernelK1,n(s), K2,n(s)(n51,2) in Eqs. ~A2! and
~A3! arounds50 in a series are equally given for any coordinate
as:

K1,n~s!5(
j 50

`

cj ,nsj n51,2 (A6)

K2,n~s!5(
j 50

`

dj ,nsj n51,2 (A7)

Let the coefficientscj ,n anddj ,n be:

cj ,n5
1

g0
(
i 50

j

xi ,nhj 2 i n51,2 (A8)

dj ,n5
1

g0
(
i 50

j

yi ,nhj 2 i n51,2 (A9)

Table A2 Kernel K „s… for finite body in cylindrical coordinates, these coefficients in its series
and commonly used terms in its series

Surface temperature (K1,n(s)) Surface heat flux (K2,n(s))

Kernel K(s)*1 Z1~jn ,s!

Z12~s!

Z2~jn ,s!

Z12~s!

Coefficients*2
xi ,n5(

j 50

i

$2 ln~jn!aj
+bi2 j

+ ~jn!

1dj
+~jn!ai2 j

+ 2cj
+bi2 j

+ ~jn!%

yi,n52(
j50

i

$2ln~jn!ej
+bi2 j

+ ~jn!

1dj
+~jn!ei2 j

+ 2f j
+bi2 j

+ ~jn!%

Common terms*2

g05 ln(j1 /j2),

gi5(
j50

i Hbj
+~j1!bi2 j

+ ~j2!1
dj

+~j2!bi2 j
+ ~j1!2dj

+~j1!bi2 j
+ ~j2!

ln~j1 /j2!
J ~i>1!

*1: Z1 , Z2 andZ12 are given as:

Z1(jn ,s)5 ln(1/jn)I 0(p)I 0(pjn)1X(pjn)I 0(p)2X(p)I 0(pjn)

Z2(jn ,s)5 ln(1/jn)I 1(p)I 0(pjn)1X(pjn)I 1(p)2$X8(p)2I 0(p)%I 0(pjn)

Z12(s)5 ln(j1 /j2)I0(pj1)I0(pj2)1X(pj2)I0(pj1)2X(pj1)I0(pj2)

where

I0~pjn!5(
j50

`
sjjn

2j

22j~ j!!2
, I0~p!5(

j50

`
sj

22j~ j!!2
, I1~p!5(

j51

`
~2j!sj

22j~ j!!2

X~pjn!5(
j51

`
sjjn

2j

22j~ j!!2 (m51

j
1

m
, X~p!5(

j51

`
sj

22j~ j!!2 (m51

j
1

m
, X8~p!5(

j51

`
~2j!sj

22j~ j!!2 (m51

j
1

m

where,I 0 and I 1 are modified Bessel functions of the first kind.
*2The coefficients ofaj

+ through f j
+ are summarized as:

aj
+5

1

22j~ j!!2
, bj

+~jn!5
1

22j~ j!!2
~jn!

2j, cj
+5aj

+ (
m51

j
1

m
, dj

+~jn!5bj
+~jn!(

m51

j
1

m

ej
+5~2j!aj

+ , f j
+5aj

+S2j(
m51

j
1

m
21D

Table A3 Kernel K „s… for finite body in spherical coordinates, these coefficients in its series
and commonly used terms in its series

Surface temperature (K1,n(s)) Surface heat flux (K2,n(s))

Kernel K(s)
sinh$p~jn21!%

sinh$p~j22j1!%

p cosh$p~jn21!%1sinh$p~jn21!%

sinh$p~j22j1!%

Coefficients xi,n5
1

~2i11!!
~jn21!2i11 yi,n5

1

~2i!!
~jn21!2i1

1

~2i11!!
~jn21!2i11

Common terms g05j22j1, gi5
~j22j1!

2i

~2i11!!
~i>1!

Table A4 Kernel K „s… for semi-infinite body in rectangular co-
ordinate and its coefficients in its series

Surface temperature
(K1(s))

Surface heat flux
(K2(s))

Kernel K(s) epj1 pepj1

Coefficients ui5
j1

i

i!
vi5

j1
i

i!
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where the coefficientsxi ,,n andyi ,n are defined in Tables A1, A2,
and A3 for the three coordinates and the value ofhj is also defined
by using functions ofgi , which are listed in Tables A1, A2, and
A3.

h051

h152g1

h252g21g1
2

(A10)
h352g312g1g22g1

3

h452g41~2g1g31g2
2!23g1

2g21g1
4

h552g512~g1g41g2g3!23~g1
2g31g1g2

2!14g1
3g22g1

5

We can express the surface temperatureuw(s) and heat flux
F̄w(s) using these coefficients in the Laplace transformed form
as:

ūw5e2st1*(
i 50

N
bi1

si /211 (
j 50

`

cj ,2s
j2e2st2*(

i 50

N
bi2

si /211 (
j 50

`

cj ,1s
j

5e2st1* (
j 521

N
Cj ,12

sj /2112e2st2* (
j 521

N
Cj ,21

sj /211 (A11)

where

C21,lm5(
k50

Nk

b2k11,lck11,m , Nk5Int$~N21!/2%

l ,m51,2 or 2,1
(A12)

Cj ,lm5(
k50

Nk

b2k1 j ,lck,m , j >0,Nk5Int$~N2 j !/2%

l ,m51,2 or 2,1

and

F̄w5e2st1* (
j 521

N
D j ,12

sj /2112e2st2* (
j 521

N
D j ,21

sj /211 (A13)

where

D21,lm5(
k50

Nk

b2k11,ldk11,m , Nk5Int$~N21!/2%

l ,m51,2 or 2,1
(A14)

D j ,lm5(
k50

Nk

b2k1 j ,ldk,m , j >0,Nk5Int$~N2 j !/2%

l ,m51,2 or 2,1

As for the inverse solutions ofW(qo) and Y(qo), these are
easily obtained by following the same procedure and are summa-
rized in Table A5.

„2… Expansion of the Kernel for Semi-Infinite Body. Ex-
pansions of the kernelK1(s), K2(s) in Eqs.~A4! and~A5! around
s50 in a series are given as:

K1~s!5(
i 50

`

uis
i (A15)

K2~s!5(
i 50

`

v is
i (A16)

whereui andv i are given in Table A4
We can express the surface temperatureuw(s) and heat flux

F̄w(s) using these coefficients in the Laplace transformed form
as:

ūw5e2st1*(
i 50

N
bi ,1

si /211 (
j 50

`

ujs
j5e2st1* (

j 521

N
U j

sj /211 (A17)

where

U215(
k50

Nk

bk,1uk11 , Nk5N

(A18)

U j5(
k50

Nk

bk1 j ,1uk , j >0,Nk5N2 j

and

F̄w5e2st1*(
i 50

N
bi ,1

si /211 (
j 50

N

v j s
j5e2st1* (

j 521

N
Vj

sj /211 (A19)

where

V215(
k50

Nk

bk,1vk , Nk5N

(A20)

Vj5(
k50

Nk

bk1 j 11,1vk , j >0, Nk5N2 j 21

The inverse solutions of Eqs.~24! and~25! can be derived by the
above-described procedure.
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Shape Identification by Inverse
Heat Transfer Method
The aim of this study is to investigate the performance of the inverse heat transfer method
in application to the shape identification problem. The approach is constructed by com-
bining the curvilinear grid generation scheme, the direct problem solver, the conjugate
gradient optimization method, and the redistribution method. A number of practical cases
are considered, in which shape identification for an inner void within a solid body based
on the data of the outer surface temperature of the solid body is performed. These cases
are divided into five kinds of geometrical configurations. Results show that the profile of
the inner void can be identified by using the inverse heat transfer approach, and the
accuracy of the shape identification is dependent on the uncertainty of the outer surface
temperature data, the Biot number, size of the inner void, and the geometrical configura-
tion as well. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1560152#
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Introduction
During the past several decades, development of the inverse

heat transfer problem~IHTP! has progressed more rapidly, with
the help of a combination of the advent of high technologies, new
mathematical achievements and modern computational facilities.
It is known that the space program, starting from about 1956, gave
considerable impetus to the studies of the inverse heat transfer
problems ~IHTP!. One of the earliest papers dealing with the
IHTP was reported by Stolz@1# in 1960. The author calculated
heat transfer rates during quenching of bodies of simple finite
shapes. Considering semi-infinite geometries, Mirsepassi@2,3#
had used a similar technique both numerically and graphically for
several years prior to 1960. A Russian paper by Shumakov@4# on
the IHTP was translated in 1957. Up to now, using the method of
the IHTP can successfully estimate the unknown boundary condi-
tions, such as temperature@5#, heat flux@6,7#, internal heat gen-
eration @8#, and contact resistance@9#, by utilizing the transient
temperature measurements taken within the objects. One addi-
tional kind of applications of the IHTP is the determination of
thermal properties such as thermal conductivity and specific heat
of the materials. For example, Terrola@10# estimated temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity according to the measured
temperature profiles and obtained the solution by using an optimi-
zation method. Lin@11# developed a similar method that could be
used to simultaneously estimate the thermal conductivity, the heat
capacity, and the heat transfer coefficient on the surface of the
solid slab based on the one-point temperature measurement data.

In addition, the inverse problem has been extended to the ap-
plications in thermal design. Kennon and Dulikravich@12# and
Dulikravich @13# devoted to design the thermal cooling system by
determining the size, shape, number, and location of the coolant
fluid passages within the turbine blades. The problem of optimiz-
ing the fin profile in order to satisfy the specific thermal require-
ments is studied by a number of several researchers. For instance,
Sinder and Kraus@14# presented the optimal fin profile for the
heat remover longitudinal fins, in order that the system may dis-
sipate the highest power at the smallest volume.

Recently, shape identification problems constitute an important
kind of IHTP problems. Huang and Chao@15# addressed the de-
velopment in the numerical schemes, including both the
Levenberg-Marquardt and the conjugate gradient algorithms,

which are applied for identifying the unknown boundary profiles
for the steady problems. Huang and Tsai@16# extended the study
to a transient problem of which the task is to identify the irregular
boundary configurations based on the external temperature mea-
surements. In these two reports@15,16#, a function of particular
form is assumed in advance to define the unknown boundary pro-
file, and hence the boundary configuration to predict may be es-
sentially restricted by the assumed function form. Therefore, a
relatively complicated boundary configuration, for example, a zig-
zag boundary, may not be predicted accurately. On the other hand,
the external temperature measurements required in the inverse
heat transfer analysis can be performed by using thermal image
method. The thermal image method has gradually become one of
the useful tools suitable for thermographic nondestructive evalu-
ation ~NDE! @17,18#which has received increasing attention from
the IHTP investigators.

The present study is concerned with the development of an
IHTP approach which is suitable to the shape identification for the
complicated boundary configuration. Therefore, the feasibility of
the inverse heat transfer method presented by Cheng and Wu@19#
and Lan, Cheng, and Wu@20# for the shape identification is in-
vestigated. The approach combines the curvilinear grid genera-
tion, the direct problem solver, the conjugate gradient method, and
the redistribution method for shape identification problem, as de-
scribed in Refs.@19,20#. According to results presented in Refs.
@19,20#, it has been found that the approach is robust and the
direct numerical sensitivity analysis applied avoids the complexity
in mathematical implementation so that the application range can
be extended. In addition, the approach performed direct adjust-
ment for theX andY coordinates of individual surface points, not
for the parameters of a prescribed function which must be pre-
scribed beforehand to express the unknown shape profile. In this
manner, the approach is able to deal with any unusual shape pro-
files which are not easily handled by other methods.

In this study, a number of practical cases with various geometri-
cal configurations are studied. The physical model of the test
problems for shape identification is shown in Fig. 1. A solid body
with given outer surface profile dissipates heat to the ambient air
at temperatureTa by convection. The heat transfer coefficient~h!
on the outer surface of the solid body may be given as a constant
or a function ofx. Somewhere within the solid body, there exist an
inner void. The boundary of the inner void is just the inner surface
of the solid body. It is assumed that the inner surface is main-
tained at a higher temperatureTw . However, neither shape nor
location of the inner surface is known. Now, the problem is: Is it

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division September 4,
2001; revision received November 1, 2002. Associate Editor: G. S. Dulikravich.
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possible to identify the shape profile and the location of the inner
surface simply based on the outer surface temperature measure-
ments? In other words, the goal of the inverse problem is to pre-
dict the geometry of the unknown inner surface by using the mea-
surable temperature information on the outer surface. Note that
the temperature information may be collected simply by using the
thermocouples installed on the outer surface of the object.

Five kinds of geometrical configurations for the test problems
are considered in this study. The geometrical configurations are
categorized in accordance with the shape profiles for the outer and
the inner surfaces. These configurations considered are:~1! outer
ellipse-inner ellipse,~2! outer ellipse-inner eccentric ellipse,~3!
outer ellipse-inner circle,~4! outer circle-inner rectangle, and~5!
outer circle-inner circle. The accuracy of the shape identification
is found to be dependent on the configuration, and detailed infor-
mation will be given later. Table 1 gives these five geometrical
configurations considered.

Shape Identification Methods

Heat Conduction Problem Solver and Numerical Grid Gen-
erator. Considering a homogeneous, isotropic solid body, the
heat conduction equation for the temperature solution can be ex-
pressed as

¹2T50, in V (1)

whereT is the solid temperature andV is the solution domain.
Note that a two-dimensional steady-state heat conduction equation
is investigated for the test problems. That is, transient behavior of
the temperature field is not taken into account in the present
analysis.

The body-fitted coordinate transformation technique, which
was originally proposed by Thompson et al.@21,22# is applied to
generate the curvilinear grid for computation at each iteration that
accommodates the variation of the shape of the solution domain
during the optimization process. The coordinate transformation
functionsj5j(X,Y) andh5h(X,Y) are obtained numerically by
solving two elliptic-type partial differential equations, as was sug-
gested by Thompson et al.@21,22#. Using the curvilinear coordi-
nate obtained, the heat conduction equation and the boundary con-
ditions are then transformed and solved in the computation
domain~j,h!. By introducing the following group of dimension-
less parameters,

X5
x

L
, Y5

y

L
, u5

T2Ta

Tw2Ta
, Bi5

hL

ks
(2)

the transformed steady heat conduction equation is derived from
Eq. ~1! as

ā
]2u

]j222b̄
]2u

]j]h
1ḡ

]2u

]h2 52Ja2S F1

]u

]j
1F2

]u

]h D (3)

where ā5(]X/]h)21(]Y/]h)2, b̄5(]X/]j)(]X/]h)
1(]Y/]j)(]Y/]h), ḡ5(]X/]j)21(]Y/]j)2, Ja5(]X/]j)
3(]Y/]h)2(]X/]h)(]Y/]j), andF1 andF2 are two functions
which are defined to artificially adjust the density of the grids
locally.

The dimensionless boundary conditions associated with Eq.~3!
become

u51 at h50 ~ inner surface! (4a)

]u

]j
50 at j50 and 1 ~symmetric line! (4b)

2
]u

]N
5Biu at h51 ~outer surface! (4c)

whereN represents the dimensionless outward normal coordinate
to the outer surface. In this study, the Biot number on the outer
surface is prescribed by Bi51 typically and the normal heat flux
on the outer surface is calculated with the normal temperature
gradient as

]u

]N
5

ḡ
]u

]h
2b̄

]u

]j

JaAḡ
(5)

However, results at a smaller Biot number~Bi50.1! are also pre-
sented herein to illustrate the effects of the Biot number on the
performance of shape identification.

Shape profile functions of the identified inner surface,Xd(j)
andYd(j), are updated during the iterative optimization process.
Based on the updated shape profile functions, a grid that accom-
modates the variation of the shape profile at each iteration is gen-
erated. Then with the help of Eqs.~3! to ~5!, the temperature
distribution on the curvilinear computation domain can be solved
on the curvilinear grid.

Conjugate Gradient Method. Let Xi ,d
n and Yi ,d

n ( i
51,2, . . . ,N) be thenth iterative values of the identified shape
functionsXd(j) and Yd(j) for grid point i on the inner surface.
The shape profile of the medium domain represented by the shape
functions on the identified surfaceXd(j) and Yd(j) is varied in
order that the objective function, defined by

Fig. 1 A solid body of which the shape of inner void is to be
identified

Table 1 Five kinds of configurations considered
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J5(
i 51

N

~u i ,M2Ēi !
2 (6)

is minimized, whereĒi is the curve-fitted simulated experimental
temperature data on the outer surface after regression, andu i ,M is
the dimensionless outer surface temperature.

Minimization of the objective functionJ is achieved by using
the conjugate gradient method. The conjugate gradient method
evaluates the gradients of the objective function and sets up a new
conjugate direction for the updated solutions with the help of a
sensitivity analysis. In general, in a finite number of iterations the
convergence can be attained by the conjugate gradient scheme.
General descriptions and further details of the method are avail-
able in Refs.@19,20#.

Redistribution Method. The distribution method proposed
by Lan et al.@20# is also employed in this study to facilitate the
convergence of the shape identification process. It is assumed that
the shape profile of the identified surface should be a smooth and
continuous curve in physical reality. Thus, the ill-ordered grid
patterns, such as twisted or out-of-alignment grids, are not desir-
able. Four major steps are included in the redistribution method:
~1! detection,~2! alignment,~3! segmentation, and~4! redistribu-
tion. Detailed information about the redistribution method can
been found in Ref.@20#.

Simulated Input Errors. In this study, simulated experimen-
tal outer surface temperature data (Ei) are collected by adding a
perturbation to the exact values. That is

Ei5uex1sr i (7)

whereuex is the exact outer surface temperature calculated by the
heat conduction problem solver for the case having a particular
inner void profile of interest;r i is a random number evenly dis-
tributed between21 and 1 and is provided by a random number
generator; ands is a value given to simulate the uncertainty of
experiments. The value ofs is assigned to be 0, 0.001 and 0.01 in
this report. Note that ats50, the exact outer surface temperature
data (uex) are used directly for the shape identification.

A regression analysis for the simulated experimental outer sur-
face temperature data is first made after they have been collected.
Data regression may be performed with any mathematical tool
available. In this study, a commercial software, CurveExpert 1.3,
which was released by Daniel Hyams and Microsoft Corporation
in 1993, is used. The data regression yields a curve best fitted by
the surface temperature data. A set of input data (Ēi) can then be
obtained based on the function of the fitted curve.

It is noted that the adjustment forXi ,d
n andYi ,d

n by the conjugate
gradient method is sensitive to the perturbation added to the exact
values. Direct introduction of the original simulated experimental
outer surface temperature data may lead to excessive grid skew-
ness and ill-ordered grid patterns on the inner surface. In that case,
the identified shape profile cannot be a smooth and continuous
curve as expected. This can be treated as a limitation of the
present methodology.

The flow chart regarding the iterative optimization process in
search of the shape profile is shown in Fig. 2. In the present study,
the convergence criterion is satisfied as the objective function
reaches a minimization in the iterating process.

Numerical Check. Typically, a grid system of 41321 grids
for the solution domain is adopted in this analysis. However, a
careful check has been made to ensure the grid-independence of
the numerical predictions. For this purpose, two grid systems,
41321 and 51331 grids, are tested. Figure 3 shows the compari-
son in shape identifications yielded by these two grid systems, for
case 2 withL251, H250.4, ,250.8, h250.25, e250.05, and
s50. It is found in Fig. 3 that the discrepancy between the solu-
tions obtained by adopting 41321 and 51331 grids is negligibly
small. Tests for other typical cases show a similar result.

Results and Discussion
Figure 4 displays the effects of the uncertainty of the simulated

experimental outer surface temperature data~s! on the shape
identification for case 1 atL151, H150.4, ,150.8, and h1
50.25. The uncertainty~s! is set to be 0, 0.001, and 0.01. Pre-
sented in the left and the right plots of Fig. 4 are the data of outer
surface temperature (uos) and the shape identified at various un-
certainties. In the left plots, the original and the curve-fitted sur-
face temperature data are given. The goal of the optimization
method is to identify the unknown inner surface profile according
to the outer surface temperature data. The temperature data asso-
ciated with the curve identified is the final surface temperature

Fig. 2 Flow chart of the process for shape identification

Fig. 3 Grid independence check, for case 2 with L 2Ä1, H2
Ä0.4, ø2Ä0.8, h 2Ä0.25, and e2Ä0.05, at sÄ0 and BiÄ1
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distribution accompanying the minimum objective function. For
the case ats50 shown in Fig. 4~a!, the original data, the curve-
fitted data, and the curve-identified data are coincident, and thus a
prefect inner surface identification is obtained. When an uncer-
tainty is introduced into the original temperature data, as for the
cases ats50.001, and 0.01 shown in Figs. 4~b! and ~c!, respec-
tively, it is found that the disagreement between the curve-fitted
data and the final curve-identified data apparently exists, and the
profile identified by the optimization methods is blurred due to the
uncertainty, especially for the portions adjacent to the symmetric
lines. The disagreement between the curve-fitted and the curve-
identified temperature data increases with the uncertainty, whereas
the identified shape of the inner surface is only slightly blurred as
s is elevated to 0.01.

Attention is now drawn to the case having a rectangular inner
void, case 4. The rectangular inner void features two sharp cor-
ners; therefore, the capability for the optimization method in deal-
ing with the sharp corners is examined. Figure 5 shows the results
of shape identification for case 4 withR450.5, ,450.64, and
h450.32. At s50, the rectangular inner surface is clearly identi-
fied based on the outer surface temperature data. However, the
shape identification is rather sensitive to the magnitude of the
uncertainty. Ats50.001 and 0.01, the identified shape of the rect-
angular inner surface is obviously blurred, and the sharp corners
are smeared. Nevertheless, the rectangular outline of the inner
void can still be recognized even thoughs of 0.01 is introduced.

To quantify the accuracy of the shape identification, an error
norm of the prediction of the shape profile is defined based on the
area difference between the identified and the exact profiles as

iNi5uA2A* u5( u~Yi ,ex2Yi ,d
n !DXi ,exu (8)

whereA andA* denote the areas of the exact and the identified
profiles, respectively, andDXi ,ex5Xi 11,ex2Xi ,ex. Relative error
norm can be expressed in terms ofiNi /A. Table 2 shows the error
and the relative error norms as functions of the uncertaintys for
various configurations. It is observed that the error norm of pre-
diction increases withs for all cases. In general, the relative error
norm is approximately 2% ass is assigned to be 0.01. However,

Fig. 4 Effects of uncertainty on inner surface identification,
for case 1 at Bi Ä1 with L 1Ä1, H1Ä0.4, ø1Ä0.8, and h 1Ä0.25 Fig. 5 Effects of uncertainty on inner surface identification,

for case 4 at Bi Ä1 with R4Ä0.5, ø4Ä0.64, and h 4Ä0.32

Table 2 Norms of errors of shape identification for various
configurations

Case s iNi iNi /A(%)

Case 1 withL151, H150.4,
,150.8, h150.25, and Bi51

0 1.0723 1023 0.68
0.001 1.4183 1023 0.90
0.01 2.4343 1023 1.55

Case 2 withL251, H250.4,
,250.8, h250.25,e250.05, and
Bi51

0 3.3493 1024 0.21
0.001 2.3423 1023 1.49
0.01 4.1473 1023 2.64

Case 3 withL351, H350.4,
r 350.35, and Bi51

0 4.2433 1024 0.22
0.001 1.5263 1023 0.79
0.01 2.7423 1023 1.42

Case 4 withR450.5,
,450.64,
h450.32, and Bi51

0 2.0743 1023 1.01
0.001 9.3133 1023 4.55
0.01 1.3933 1022 6.80

Case 5 withR550.5,
r 550.4,
and Bi51

0 1.6753 1024 0.07

0.001 1.0923 1023 0.43

0.01 6.4033 1024 0.25
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the predictions for case 4 are accompanied by a higher relative
error up to 7% ats50.01. For this case, one can expect a higher
relative error than for other cases observing the blurred and
smeared rectangular corners with the identified profile shown in
Fig. 5.

The convergence process for shape identification for case 4
with R450.5,,450.64,h450.32, ands50 is displayed in Fig. 6.
For this particular case, the initial guess of the inner surface pro-
file is a circle, while the desired shape is a rectangle. The grid
systems generated numerically by the body-fitted grid generator
for all iterations are also displayed. The sharp corners are clearly
visible at the sixth iteration, and eventually in approximately forty
iterations, the rectangular inner surface profile is completely
formed. Note that the number of iteration required to reach the
final shape is essentially dependent on the step sizes (b i) calcu-
lated and the magnitude of the under-relaxation factor as well. A
smaller step size or under-relaxation factor will definitely lead to a
larger number of iterations. Typically, twenty to sixty iterations
are needed to yield the final shape with sufficiently small objec-
tive functions.

Results at different Biot numbers are provided to illustrate the
effects of the Biot number on the performance of shape identifi-
cation. Figure 7 shows the inner surface identification results at
Bi50.1 and 1, for case 3 withL351, H350.4, andr 350.35. A
lower Biot number tends to increase the uniformity of temperature
distribution within the solid body. Therefore, at lower Biot num-
ber a small change in the inner shape profile may not lead to an
appreciable change in the temperature gradient along the outer
surface. When the simulated experimental outer surface tempera-
ture data is used to identify the inner surface profile, it is expected
that the error of shape identification shall be increased by a de-
crease in Bi. In Fig. 7, the left and the right portions of this figure
illustrate the results for Bi50.1 and 1.0, respectively. A higher
error of shape identification is hence observed for the case at
Bi50.1 even though the circular inner surface profile can still be
identified for various values ofs.

The size of the inner void~or say, the thickness of the solid
body! to identify is also an influential factor affecting the accuracy
of shape identification. Figure 8 conveys the thickness effects for
case 4 at Bi51 and s50. It is obvious that the error of shape
identification increases with the thickness. Error of shape identi-

Fig. 6 Convergence process of shape identification, for case 4
at BiÄ1 with R4Ä0.5, ø4Ä0.64, and h 4Ä0.32 at sÄ0

Fig. 7 Effects of uncertainty on inner surface identification,
for case 3 with L 3Ä1, H3Ä0.4, and r 3Ä0.35, at BiÄ0.1 and 1
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Fig. 8 Thickness effects on the accuracy of shape identifica-
tion, for case 4 at Bi Ä1 and sÄ0: „a… ø4Ä0.64 and h 4Ä0.32; „b…
ø4Ä0.6 and h 4Ä0.3; „c… ø4Ä0.56 and h 4Ä0.28; and „d… ø4
Ä0.52 and h 4Ä0.26

Fig. 9 Thickness effects on the accuracy of shape identifica-
tion, for case 5 at Bi Ä1 and sÄ0: „a… r 5Ä0.4, „b… r 5Ä0.35, „c…
r 5Ä0.3; and „d… r 5Ä0.28
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fication may be observed based on the values of error norms or the
order of magnitude of the minimum objective function. Even for
the same case, local thickness still exhibits great influence on the
accuracy of local identification. The thick portion of the profile is
easier to be blurred than the thin one.

The results shown in Fig. 9 considering case 5 at Bi51 and
s50 exhibit a similar trend. The dashed curves shown in Figs. 8
and 9 indicate the desired curve~exact solution!to identify. These
dashed curves are used for comparison to reveal the discrepancy
between the identified and the desired shape profiles.

The capability for the optimization process of identifying the
shape profiles with fine structures has been tested. Presented in
Fig. 10 are the results of shape identification for the cases stem-
ming from case 4 and having a multiple-step rectangular inner
surface. The purpose of dealing with the cases is to investigate the
capability of the shape identification method of identifying the

small steps. Again, the dashed lines are given to indicate the de-
sired curves. Results plotted in Figs. 10~b! and ~c! show that the
major geometrical features are identified; however, the identifica-
tion for the small steps is obviously blurred and not clear. The blur
on the fine structures may probably be attributed to two factors.
The first factor probably is due to the limitation of the grid den-
sity. In this study, there are 41 grids distributed on the inner sur-
face for identifying the shape profile. Number of the grid points
may not increase the resolution of identification for cases 1 to 5 in
which the geometry of the inner void is relatively simple. How-
ever, for the present case with fine structures, a larger number of
the grid points will definitely improve the resolution of identifica-
tion and eliminate the blur. The other factor may be the capability
for the grid generation method of handling the surfaces with con-
vex or concave structures. The capability of the elliptic grid gen-
eration method in handling this kind of surfaces is limited since
the grid density is inevitably too low on a concave surface and too
high on a convex surface. The problem can only be resolved by
improving the uniformity of local grid density in the area near the
convex or concave surface.

It is important to mention that the present approach provides a
method of shape identification simply based on the surface ther-
mal data. These thermal data may be collected by using the ther-
mocouples. Therefore, the average cost for the shape identification
can be greatly reduced as compared with the commonly used
X-ray or the ultrasonic scanning systems.

Concluding Remarks
The present study is concerned with the application of the in-

verse heat transfer approach for shape identification problem. To
quantify the accuracy of the shape identification, an error norm of
the prediction of the shape profile is defined based on the area
difference between the identified and the exact profiles.

In this study, shape identification for an inner void within a
solid body based on the outer surface temperature data is per-
formed. Five kinds of geometrical configurations are tested. Re-
sults show that the inner voids are accurately identified by the
approach. Accuracy of the shape identification is found to be de-
pendent on the uncertainty of the outer surface temperature mea-
surements, the Biot number, size of the inner void, and the geo-
metrical configuration as well. In general, the relative error norm
is approximately 2% as the uncertaintys is assigned to be 0.01.
However, the predictions for some particular cases are accompa-
nied by a higher relative error up to 7% ats50.01. Meanwhile, it
is observed that the error of shape identification is increased by a
decrease in the Biot number or a decrease in the size of inner void.
This is because a lower Biot number tends to increase the unifor-
mity of temperature distribution within the solid body. Thus, at
lower Biot number a small change in the inner shape profile may
not lead to an appreciable change in the temperature gradient
along the outer surface. It then becomes more difficult to accu-
rately evaluate the sensitivity of outer surface temperature to a
change in the inner shape profile. In addition, the size of the inner
void to identify is also an influential factor affecting the accuracy
of shape identification. It is found that the error of shape identifi-
cation increases with the thickness and local thickness exhibits
great influence on the accuracy of local identification.

Further increase in number of the grid points may not increase
the resolution of identification for cases 1 to 5 in which the ge-
ometry of the inner void is relatively simple. However, for the
case with fine structures, a larger number of the grid points will
definitely improve the resolution of identification and eliminate
the blur.

The present approach provides a method of shape identification
simply based on the surface thermal data. These thermal data may
be collected by using the thermocouples. Therefore, the average
cost for the shape identification can be greatly reduced as com-
pared with the commonly used X-ray or the ultrasonic scanning
systems.

Fig. 10 Shape identification for inner surfaces with fine struc-
tures. The outer surface temperature data are given at Bi Ä1
and sÄ0.
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Nomenclature

A 5 dimensionless area of exact inner void
A* 5 dimensionless area of identified inner void
Bi 5 Biot number (5hL/ks)
Ei 5 simulated experimental outer surface temperature

data of nodal pointi
Ēi 5 curve-fitted simulated experimental outer surface

temperature data of nodal pointi
h 5 heat transfer coefficient
J 5 objective function

ks 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 length of solid body

iNi 5 norm of error of shape identification
r i 5 random number varied between21 and 1
s 5 coordinate along outer surface
S 5 dimensionless coordinate along outer surface
t 5 time

T 5 temperature of solid body
Ta 5 temperature of ambient fluid
Tw 5 temperature on inner surface

x, y 5 Cartesian coordinates
X, Y 5 dimensionless Cartesian coordinates

Xd , Yd 5 shape functions of identified surface profile
Xi ,d , Yi ,d 5 coordinates of grid point i on identified surface

Greek Symbols

u 5 dimensionless temperature of solid body
uex 5 exact outer surface temperature
uos 5 dimensionless outer surface temperature of solid

body
j,h 5 dimensionless curvilinear coordinates

s 5 uncertainty
V 5 solution domain

Subscripts

i, j 5 grid indices
n 5 iteration number
N 5 number of grid points in thej-direction
M 5 number of grid points in theh-direction
ex 5 exact profile or solution
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Heat Transfer in Two-Pass
Rotating Rectangular Channels
(AR52) With Five Different
Orientations of 45 Deg V-Shaped
Rib Turbulators
An experimental study was made to obtain heat transfer data for a two-pass rectangular
channel (aspect ratio52:1) with smooth and ribbed surfaces for two channel orientations
(90 deg and 135 deg with respect to the plane of rotation). The V-shaped ribs are placed
on the leading and trailing surfaces. Five different arrangements of 45 deg V-shaped ribs
are studied. The Reynolds number and rotation number ranges are 5000–40000, and
0.0–0.21, respectively. The rib height to hydraulic diameter ratio (e/D) is 0.094; the rib
pitch-to-height ratio (P/e) is 10; and the inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio (Dr/r) is
maintained around 0.115 for every test. The results show that the rotation-induced sec-
ondary flow enhances the heat transfer of the first pass trailing surface and second pass
leading surface. However, the first pass leading and the second pass trailing surfaces
show a decrease in heat transfer with rotation. The results also show that parallel 45 deg
V-shaped rib arrangements produce better heat transfer augmentation than inverted 45
deg V-shaped ribs and crossed 45 deg V-shaped ribs, and a 90 deg channel orientation
produces greater rotating effect on heat transfer than a 135 deg orientation.
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Introduction
To achieve high thermal efficiency in a gas turbine engine, the

turbine inlet gas temperature should be increased. However, the
penalty is a high thermal load, which affects the durability of the
turbine components. Therefore, improved cooling techniques such
as film cooling and internal cooling are applied to turbine blades.
Internal cooling is achieved by circulating low enthalpy air in
multi-pass flow channels inside the blade structure. To increase
the heat transfer of the internal cooling, the internal surfaces usu-
ally are roughened by angled ribs to trip the boundary layer and
increase turbulence. As the turbine blade rotates, Coriolis and
buoyancy forces cause different heat transfer behavior between
the leading and trailing surfaces.

Over the past few decades numerous studies have been made
experimentally on the flow field and heat transfer in the internal
coolant passages of gas turbine rotor blades. Metzger et al.@1#
studied forced convection in a non-rotating two-pass smooth rect-
angular channel by varying the divider location and the gap at the
180 deg turn. Fan et al.@2# extended the Metzger et al.@1# work
by varying the channel width and concluded that increasing the
channel aspect ratio resulted in smaller azimuthal heat transfer
variations and increased overall channel heat transfer. Han and
Park @3# performed experimental studies on heat transfer charac-
teristics in a non-rotating rib-roughened rectangular channel. Han
et al. @4# studied the effect of the rib angle orientation on heat
transfer distributions and pressure drop in a non-rotating square
channel with two opposite in-line ribbed walls. They found that
the 60 deg and 45 deg V-shaped ribs performed better than the 60
deg and 45 deg parallel ribs and, subsequently, better than the 60

deg and 45 deg crossed ribs and the 90 deg rib. The V-shaped ribs
produced the highest heat transfer augmentation, while the
crossed ribs had the lowest heat transfer enhancement. Taslim
et al. @5# measured heat transfer and friction in channels rough-
ened with angled V-shaped and discrete ribs on two opposite
walls. Ekkad and Han@6# performed a detailed study on heat
transfer distributions in a non-rotating square ribbed channel using
a liquid crystal technique. The results show that the 60 deg,
V-shaped ribbed channel produced more heat transfer enhance-
ment than 60 deg and 90 deg angled ribbed channels. Kiml et al.
@7# investigated heat transfer enhancement mechanisms in a rect-
angular channel with V- andL-shaped ribs. They used a flow
visualization technique to examine the secondary flow behaviors
created by the V-shaped ribs.

Recently, experiments with rotation have been conducted to
closely model turbine blade cooling environments. Wagner et al.
@8,9# conducted a detailed experimental study to determine the
effects of rotation~buoyancy and Coriolis forces! on the local heat
transfer of a multi-pass square channel with smooth walls. They
concluded that in the first pass with radially outward flow, rotation
created a thinner boundary layer with higher heat transfer on the
trailing surface and a thicker boundary layer with lower heat
transfer on the leading surface. In the second pass with radially
inward flow, opposite heat transfer results were obtained. Johnson
et al. @10,11#performed a systematic investigation of the effects
of buoyancy and Coriolis forces on the heat transfer coefficient
distribution of a four-pass square channel with 45 deg ribs angled
to the flow. They concluded that both the rotation and channel
orientation with respect to the axis of rotation could change the
leading and trailing surface heat transfer coefficients of the ribbed
channel. Han et al.@12# investigated an uneven wall temperature
effect on local heat transfer in a rotating two-pass square channel
with smooth walls. Zhang et al.@13# analyzed the heating condi-
tion effects in a two pass square channel with 60 deg angled rib
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turbulators with rotation. They suggested that an uneven wall tem-
perature had a significant impact on the local heat transfer coeffi-
cients. Parsons et al.@14,15#studied the effects of channel orien-
tation and wall heating condition on the local heat transfer
coefficient in a rotating two-pass square channel with ribbed
walls. They found that the effects of the Coriolis force were re-
duced as the channel orientation changed from a normal~b590
deg! to an angled orientation~b5135 deg!. Dutta and Han@16#
also investigated the local heat transfer coefficients in rotating
smooth and ribbed two-pass square channels with three channel
orientations. Dutta et al.@17# presented experimental heat transfer
results for turbulent flows through a rotating two-pass rib-
roughened triangular channel, with two channel orientations with
respect to the direction of rotation. Taslim et al.@18,19# studied
the heat transfer characteristics in rib-roughened square and rect-
angular orthogonal rotating channels. They used a liquid crystal
technique to study the effect of rotation on heat transfer distribu-
tions on the walls. They found that rotational effects were more
pronounced in rib-roughened channels, with a higher channel as-
pect ratio and a lower rib blockage ratio. Prabhu and Vedula@20#
investigated the pressure drop distribution in a rotating rectangular
channel with transverse ribs on one wall. They found that a rib
array with a pitch-to-height ratio of 5 caused the largest pressure
drop. In addition, Park et al.@21# conducted experimental work
using Naphthalene sublimation to study the effects of the Coriolis
force, 180 deg turn, channel orientation, and the different rib ar-
rangements on local heat/mass transfer distributions on the lead-
ing and trailing walls of a two-pass square channel. Azad et al.
@22# experimentally investigated the heat transfer distribution in
two-pass rotating rectangular channels (AR52:1) connected by a
180 deg turn. The results showed that parallel 45 deg angled ribs
produced higher heat transfer distribution than crossed 45 deg
angled ribs. For a more comprehensive compilation of turbine
blade cooling research, please see the book by Han et al.@23#.

Following the above-mentioned research, few papers can be
found in the open literature studied the rectangular cross section
channel with rotation condition. Hence, the first aim was to study
two pass rectangular channels (AR52:1) that are connected by a
sharp 180 deg turn. The second motivation was to find different
rib configurations that trip the boundary layer and promote more
heat transfer inside the two-pass rectangular channels. However, it
was found from a previous study by Han et al.@4# that the 45 deg
V-shaped ribs show higher heat transfer performance in a one-pass
non-rotating square duct compared to other rib configurations~45
deg angled ribs or transverse 90 deg ribs!. Thus, we have chosen
45 deg V-shaped ribs to be placed on the leading and trailing
surfaces of the two-pass rotating rectangular channels since they
have shown a potential for higher heat transfer enhancement. A
comprehensive study was conducted to cover five different ar-
rangements of 45 deg V-shaped ribs and a comparison with 45 deg
V-shaped crossed rib case. In addition, the effect of the channel
orientation with respect to the axis of rotation was investigated for
two positionsb590 deg andb5135 deg. Such experimental data
is not available in the open literature. Our research shows the
combined effect of the 45 deg V-shaped rib induced secondary
flow and rotation induced secondary flow on the heat transfer
distribution in the two-pass rectangular cross-sectional channels.

Description of the Experiment
The experimental test rig used by Azad et al.@22# is employed

in this study. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental
test rig. Compressed air goes through a filter and an orifice meter,
then passes through a rotary seal and a hollow-rotating shaft to
feed the test section. The test section is mounted in a horizontal
plane. Air travels outward in the first pass and inward in the sec-
ond pass, and then exhausts into the atmosphere. Slip rings trans-
fer thermocouple outputs to the data logger and power input from
transformers to strip heaters, which are fixed under the copper

plates. An electric motor with an adjustable frequency controller
rotates the test section. A digital photo tachometer measures the
rotational speed of the rotating shaft.

Figure 2 shows a cross sectional view of the test section. The
test section has two passes. Each pass is 12.7 mm by 25.4 mm in
cross section. The first pass starts with an unheated nylon entrance
channel to establish a fully developed flow at the entrance to the
heated channel. It has twelve~12! hydraulic diameter lengths to
achieve the task. The heated channel length-to-hydraulic diameter
(L/D) ratio is 18, while each pass length-to-hydraulic diameter
(L/D) ratio is 9, connected by a sharp 180 deg turn. The ratio of
the mean rotating arm radius to the channel hydraulic diameter
(R/D) is 30. The flow in the first pass is radially outward and the
flow in the second pass is radially inward. The heated section is
divided into twelve longitudinal sections, six sections in the first
pass and six in the second pass, to obtain regionally average heat
transfer coefficients. Each longitudinal section has four copper
plates on four walls~one per wall!of the channel. Each copper
plate is surrounded circumferentially by a thin nylon strip that has
a 1.59 mm thickness for insulation from neighboring plates. The
copper plates are mounted in a nylon substrate, which comprises
the bulk of the test section. Pre-fabricated flexible heaters are
installed beneath the leading and trailing surfaces. The side walls
are each heated by a wire-wound resistance heater, which is also
installed beneath the copper plates. All heaters supply steady, uni-
form heat flux to the copper plates. Sufficient power is supplied in
order to maintain a maximum wall temperature of nearly 65 deg
for the corresponding section. This corresponds to an inlet

Fig. 1 Schematic of the rotating test rig
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coolant-to-wall density~temperature!ratio ~Dr/r! of 0.115 for ev-
ery test. Each 1/8 in.~0.318 cm!thick copper plate has a 1/16 in.
~0.159 cm!deep blind hole drilled into its backside in which a
copper-constantan thermocouple is installed 1/16 in.~0.159 cm!
from the plate surface with thermal conducting glue. The inlet and
exit bulk temperatures are measured by thermocouples. The 45
deg V-shaped ribs with a square cross section are made of brass
and are glued on the wider walls~leading and trailing surfaces! of
the rotating channel. A thin layer of conductive glue is used so
that it creates a negligible thermal insulation effect between the
brass ribs and the copper plates. The rib-increased surface area is
25 percent with respect to the smooth wall. The entire test duct is
surrounded by insulating nylon material and fits in a hollow cy-
lindrical arm for structural rigidity.

Data Reduction
The local heat transfer coefficient is calculated from

h5qnet/@A~Tw2Tbx!# (1)

Local net heat transfer rate is the electrical power generated
from the heater (q5VI) minus losses. Losses were determined by
supplying electrical power to the test section until a steady state
condition is achieved for a no flow~without any airflow! condi-
tion. This is done for several power inputs to obtain a relation
between the total heat loss from each surface and the correspond-
ing surface temperature. To place the results on a common basis,
the heat transfer area used in Eq.~1! was always that of a smooth
wall. The local wall temperature is obtained from thermocouples
that impeded in each copper plate. The bulk mean air temperatures

entering and leaving the test section are measured by thermo-
couples. The local bulk mean temperature (Tbx) used in Eq.~1! is
calculated from the linear interpolation between the measured in-
let and exit air bulk temperatures. The bulk mean temperature rise
at the lowest Reynolds number is around 20 deg. Another way to
find the local bulk mean air temperature is determined by march-
ing along the test section and calculating the temperature rise from
the local net heat input through each set of four heated surfaces.
The difference between the calculated and measured outlet bulk
mean temperature is between 1–2 deg in all of the cases.

Local Nusselt number is normalized by the Nusselt number for
the fully developed turbulent flow in a smooth stationary circular
pipe to reduce the influence of the flow Reynolds number on the
heat transfer coefficient. Local Nusselt number normalized by the
Dittus-Boelter/McAdams correlation is:

Nu/Nuo5~hD/K !/@0.023* Re0.8* Pr0.4# (2)

The Prandtl number~Pr! for air is 0.71. Air properties are taken
based on the mean bulk air temperature.

The uncertainty of the local heat transfer coefficient depends on
the uncertainties in the local wall and bulk air temperature differ-
ence and the net heat input for each test run. The uncertainty
increases with the decrease of both the local wall to bulk air
temperature difference and the net heat input. The temperature
uncertainty is around 0.5 deg. The flowrate uncertainty is less than
4 percent. Based on the method described by Kline and McClin-
tock @24#, the typical uncertainty in the Nusselt number is esti-
mated to be less than 9 percent for Reynolds number larger than
10,000. The maximum uncertainty, however, could be up to 23
percent for the lowest heat transfer coefficient at the lowest Rey-
nolds number tested~Re55000!.

Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the 45 deg angled rib that was divided at the

centerline to make the 45 deg V-shaped rib. There are two differ-
ent orientations of the V-shaped rib. The first orientation is called
the 45 deg V-shaped rib and the second orientation is called the
inverted 45 deg V-shaped rib. Figure 3 also shows the conceptual
view of secondary flow induced by the 45 deg angled rib, the 45
deg V-shaped rib, and the inverted V-shaped rib. The 45 deg
angled rib induces a secondary flow that moves parallel to the rib
from the left side to the right side and returns back to the left side
making a counter rotating vortex. The conjectured counter rotating
vortex induced by the 45 deg angled ribs has been confirmed from
numerical calculations by Al-Qahtaini et al.@25#.

It is further conjectured that the 45 deg V-shaped rib
creates two counter rotating vortices. As the fluid approaches the

Fig. 2 Cross sectional view of the two-pass rectangular test
section

Fig. 3 Conceptual view of secondary flow vortices induced by
45 deg angled ribs and 45 deg V-shaped ribs
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V-shaped rib, it splits into two streams. Each one moves parallel
to the rib from the centerline to either the left side or the right side
and returns back to the centerline making a counter-rotating vor-
tex. Another observation can be drawn that as the 45 deg V-shaped
rib is half the 45 deg angled rib, the boundary layer thickness for
the fluid that moves parallel to one side of the 45 deg V-shaped rib
is thinner than produced by the 45 deg angled rib. Therefore, since
the 45 deg V-shaped rib produces two counter rotating vortices
that promote more mixing in the bulk main stream and at the same
time produce a thinner boundary layer near the heated surface, a
higher heat transfer rate is expected when compared to the 45 deg
angled rib. However, a different situation can be observed in the
inverted 45 deg V-shaped rib. As the fluid approaches the near
surface of the inverted 45 deg V-shaped rib, it starts moving si-
multaneously from the left side and right side to the centerline,
interacting with each other, and then returns back to the starting
positions creating two counter rotating vortices. The vortices’ in-

teraction may weaken the two counter rotating vortices. Thus, the
45 deg V-shaped rib is expected to perform better than the in-
verted 45 deg V-shaped rib in the non-rotating condition.

Figure 4 shows conceptual views for the secondary flow pat-
terns of a smooth and ribbed rotating two-pass rectangular chan-
nel. Figure 4~a!shows the smooth channel that rotates atb590
deg with respect to the direction of rotation. Two symmetrical
cells of counter rotating secondary flow~dotted line!appear due to
the Coriolis force. In the first pass of the channel, the fluid moves
in a radially outward direction, and the effect of the Coriolis force
directs the coolant from the core toward the trailing surface. This
causes an increase of the heat transfer from the trailing surface
and a decrease in the heat transfer from leading surface. However,
in the second pass, the opposite situation can be seen: the fluid
moves in a radially inward direction, and the Coriolis force directs
the coolant toward the leading surface, causing an increase of heat
transfer from the leading surface and a decrease in the heat trans-

Fig. 4 Conceptual view of the secondary flow vortices induced by rotation, ribs, and channel orientation „dash line: rotation-
induced vortices, solid line: rib-induced vortices …
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fer from trailing surface. When the channel is positioned at the
b5135 deg orientation, the secondary flow vortices are asymmet-
ric and migrate diagonally away from the corner region of the
inner-leading surface toward the center in the first passage, and
from the corner region of the inner-trailing surface toward the
center in the second passage.

Figures 4~b!through 4~e!show four different arrangements of
the parallel 45 deg V-shaped ribs. These parallel arrangements are
attached to leading and trailing surfaces in a parallel fashion so
that they are directly opposite to each other. Figure 4~b! shows
that the 45 deg V-shaped ribs are attached to the leading and
trailing surfaces in both passes. Also, it shows the secondary flow
~dotted line!induced by rotational forces and the secondary flow
~solid line! induced by the 45 deg V-shaped ribs. As the channel
angle changes tob5135 deg, the rib secondary flow is un-
changed, but the rotational secondary flows are shared between
the principle surfaces~trailing, and leading! and side surfaces.
Figure 4~c!shows the same channel except that the first pass rib
orientation is reversed to become inverted 45 deg V-shaped ribs to
the mean stream flow. Consequently, all secondary flows that are
induced by rotational forces or ribs are the same as case~b! except
the rib secondary flow in the first pass is reversed due to the
changing in the rib orientation in the first pass. For case~d!, as
seen in Figure 4~d!, the first pass has 45 deg V-shaped rib, and the
second pass has inverted 45 deg V-shaped rib. Figure 4~e! shows
the first pass and second pass to have inverted 45 deg V-shaped.

Figure 4~f!shows the crossed rib case~the ribs on the leading
and trailing surfaces of the cooling channels are in crossed orien-
tation!. The crossed orientation of the 45 deg V-shaped ribs coa-
lesces the two pairs of counter rotating vortices into one pair of
counter rotating vortices. This reduction in number of rib-induced
secondary flow vortices limits the mixing between the near wall
flow ~hot fluid! and the core flow~cold fluid!, which causes less
heat transfer. In case of rotation, a pair of rotating-induced sec-
ondary flow vortices appears and moves in the opposite direction
the vortices generated by crossed ribs. This negative interaction
minimizes the rotation effect by suppressing flow impingement on
the first pass trailing and second pass leading surfaces and restricts
mixing with the core for both leading and trailing surfaces in both
passes, which causes low heat transfer enhancement.

Figures 5–10 show the regionally average Nusselt number ra-
tios ~Nu/Nuo! from leading and trailing surfaces for four Rey-
nolds number~5000, 10000, 25000, 40000!, rotating and non-
rotating, and two channel orientations~b590 deg, 135 deg!.

Smooth Case Results. Figure 5 shows the results of Nusselt
number ratios from leading and trailing surfaces for the smooth
case. For the stationary case, the Nusselt number ratio decreases
monotonically for both leading and trailing surfaces in the first
pass. This continuous decrease is due to the developing thermal
boundary layer. As the flow approaches the 180 deg turn, the
Nusselt number increases due to secondary flows induced by the
180 deg turn. The Nusselt number reaches the peak value at the
entrance of the second pass and then decreases as the flow moves
to the exit of the second pass. This is due to the diminishing of the
180 deg turn-induced secondary flows. However, in the rotation
case, the Nusselt number ratios from the first pass trailing and
second pass leading surfaces are higher than in the non-rotating
case, while those from the first pass leading and second pass trail-
ing surfaces are lower. This is due to the rotation-induced second-
ary flow vortices as shown in Fig. 4~a!. At channel orientation
b590 deg, rotational secondary flow vortices produced by the
Coriolis forces are impinging normally on the trailing surface of
the first pass and the leading surface of the second pass. However,
at channel orientationb5135 deg, the rotation secondary flow
vortices are impinging on the first pass trailing-side corner and the Fig. 5 Nusselt number ratio distribution for case „a…
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Fig. 6 Nusselt number distribution for case „b… Fig. 7 Nusselt number distribution for case „c…
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Fig. 8 Nusselt number distribution for case „d… Fig. 9 Nusselt number distribution for case „e…
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second pass leading-side corner, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. Thus, the
Nusselt number ratio for the trailing surface of the first pass and
the leading surface of the second pass for channel orientation
b5135 deg are lower than the ratios for channel orientationb590
deg. The opposite situation is observed in the leading surface of
the first pass and the trailing surface of the second pass. The
results also show that the effect of rotation decreases with increas-
ing Reynolds number~or decreasing rotation number!. The above-
mentioned results are consistent with the previous study~see Azad
et al. @22#!.

Parallel 45 deg V-Shaped Rib Cases.Figure 6 shows the
Nusselt number distribution for case~b!. The stationary case re-
sults show that the peak Nusselt number ratio occurs at the down-
stream location of the inlet rather than at the entrance region of
the first pass as in the smooth case. This is due to the two pairs of
counter rotating secondary flow vortices that are generated by the
parallel 45 deg V-shaped ribs, as shown in Fig. 4~b!. But, the
Nusselt number ratio decreases as the vortices are suppressed by
the 180 deg turn. Then, the Nusselt number ratio increases again
downstream of the second pass inlet as the secondary flow vorti-
ces induced by the parallel 45 deg V-shaped ribs start to develop.

The results show that rotation significantly increases the Nus-
selt number ratio on the first pass trailing surface and the second
pass leading surface, but significantly decreases the Nusselt num-
ber ratio on the first pass leading and second pass trailing surfaces.
This is because of the combined effect of the rib-induced second-
ary flow and the rotation-induced secondary flow vortices, as ex-
plained in Fig. 4~b!. The results of the 135 deg channel also show
that rotation enhances the heat transfer in the first pass trailing and
second pass leading surfaces, whereas the heat transfer decreases
in the first pass leading and second pass trailing surfaces. How-
ever, the differences in Nusselt number ratios between leading and
trailing surfaces are not as significant for the 135 deg orientation
as they are for the 90 deg orientation as explained in Fig. 4~b!.
The results also show that the rotational effect decreases with an
increasing Reynolds number~or decreasing rotation number!.

Figure 7 shows the Nusselt number ratio for case~c!. Case~c!
is generated from case~b! by changing the parallel 45 deg
V-shaped ribs in the first pass of case~b! to inverted 45 deg
V-shaped ribs. The stationary results show that the first pass Nus-
selt number ratio behaves differently from that in case~b! at lower
Reynolds numbers. This is because, as shown in Fig. 4~c!, the
inverted 45 deg V-shaped rib vortices tend to interact with each
other and reduce the surface heat transfer enhancement. However,
the effect diminishes at higher Reynolds numbers. The second
pass behavior is similar to case~b! due to the same V-shaped
orientation. The results also show that the rotation effect decreases
with an increasing Reynolds number~or decreasing rotation num-
ber!.

Figure 8 shows the Nusselt Number ratio for case~d!. In case
~d!, as explained in Figure 4~d!, the Nusselt number ratio distri-
bution in the first pass case~d! is similar to the case~b! first pass
because they both have parallel 45 deg V-shaped ribs. In the sec-
ond pass of case~d!, inverted 45 deg V-shaped ribs were placed.
The Nusselt number distribution shows lower values compared to
the case~b! or case~c! second passes, which have parallel 45 deg
V-shaped ribs.

Figure 9 shows the Nusselt number distribution for case~e!.
Both passes have inverted 45 deg V-shaped ribs as explained in
Figure 4~e!. The Nusselt number distribution in the first pass is
similar to the Nusselt number distribution in the first pass of
case~c! and the Nusselt number distribution in the second pass is
similar to the Nusselt number distribution in the second pass of
case~d!.Fig. 10 Nusselt number distribution for case „f…
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Crossed 45 deg V-Shaped Rib Case.Figure 10 shows the
Nusselt number distribution for the crossed rib case as can be seen
in Figure 4~f!. The results show that the non-rotating Nusselt
number ratios are unlike the parallel rib case results. Both leading
and trailing surfaces show different Nusselt number ratio distribu-
tions in each pass. This variation is due to the different orienta-
tions of the 45 deg V-shaped ribs that are placed on the leading
and trailing surfaces Their Nusselt number ratios are lower than
those of all previous parallel and inverted 45 deg V-shaped rib
cases, as explained in Fig. 4~f !.

Channel-Averaged Nusselt Number Ratio. Figure 11 pre-
sents the averaged Nusselt number ratio distribution for smooth

and five different arrangements of the 45 deg V-shaped ribs in the
two pass rectangular channels for the stationary case. The Nusselt
number ratios in Fig. 11 are the average values of the leading and
trailing surfaces for all cases. The results show that the ribbed
surfaces provide higher Nusselt number ratios in both passes com-
pared to the smooth surfaces. In the first pass, case~b! and case
~d! show higher averaged Nusselt number ratios compared to case
~c! and case~e!. This is because the 45 deg V-shaped rib induces
a stronger secondary flow than the inverted 45 deg V-shaped rib.
In the second pass, case~b! and case~c! show better averaged
Nusselt number ratios compared to other cases due to the same
reason. The crossed V-shaped rib case~f! results show lower av-
eraged Nusselt number ratios compared to the parallel V-shaped
rib cases. The crossed V-shaped ribs induce a pair of counter
rotating vortices, while the parallel V-shaped ribs induce two pairs
of counter rotating vortices, which promote more mixing with the
core flow.

Figure 12 shows the channel averaged Nusselt number ratio
with respect to Reynolds number forv5550 rpm on each pass
leading and trailing surfaces forb590 deg. All Nusselt number
ratio results exhibit a decreasing trend with increasing Reynolds
number. Ribbed cases provide better Nusselt number ratio en-
hancement compared to the smooth case. In general, Nusselt num-
ber ratios in the first pass leading surfaces are about the same for
all V-shaped cases. However, Nusselt number ratios for the
V-shaped rib cases~b! and ~d! are higher than other cases in the
first pass trailing surfaces. A noticeable variation can be seen in
the second pass due to the 180 deg turn effect. Cases~b! and~c! of

Fig. 11 Averaged Nusselt number distribution for non-rotating
„vÄ0… cases

Fig. 12 Averaged Nusselt number distribution for leading and
trailing surfaces with rotation „vÄ550 rpm… for bÄ90 deg
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the V-shaped rib show greater values of Nusselt number ratios
than cases~d!, ~e!, and~f! ~the inverted V-shaped rib and crossed
rib!.

Figure 13 shows the channel averaged Nusselt number ratio
on the leading and trailing surfaces forb5135 deg. The results
are similar tob590 deg in trend except that the Nusselt number
ratios on the first pass trailing and the second pass leading are
lower because of the oblique angle of the flow impinging on the
surfaces.

Conclusions
The influences of 45 deg V-shaped rib arrangements and chan-

nel orientation on the leading and trailing Nusselt number ratios in
a two-pass rectangular channel have been reported for rotation
numbers from 0 to 0.21 and Reynolds numbers from 5000 to
40000. The findings are:

1! The general trend of the rotation effect shows an increase in
the Nusselt number ratio in the first pass trailing surface and sec-
ond pass leading surface, while the opposite situation can be ob-
served in the first pass leading surface and second pass trailing
surface. This is due to the Coriolis and buoyancy forces, which are
generated by rotation. However, the differences between the Nus-
selt number distributions on the second pass leading and trailing
surfaces are smaller than that of the first pass due to the opposite
effects of the Coriolis and buoyancy forces.

2! The effects of the Coriolis force and cross-stream flow are
reduced as the channel orientation changes fromb590 deg to
b5135 deg. Thus, the Nusselt number ratios for theb5135 deg

first pass trailing and second pass leading surfaces decrease when
compared to their corresponding Nusselt number ratios for the
b590 deg orientation. The Nusselt number ratios forb5135 deg
first pass leading and second pass trailing surfaces increase when
compared to their corresponding Nusselt number forb590 deg.

3! Both orientations of the 45 deg V-shaped rib induce two
pairs of counter rotating vortices, but the inverted 45 deg
V-shaped rib vortices tend to interact with each other. Therefore,
the 45 deg V-shaped rib results in better heat transfer enhancement
than the inverted 45 deg V-shaped rib for both non-rotating and
rotating conditions.

4! The parallel 45 deg V-shaped rib arrangements provide a
higher heat transfer enhancement compared to the crossed 45 deg
V-shaped rib arrangement for both rotating and non-rotating con-
ditions. The crossed rib arrangement shows less rotational effect
compared to the parallel rib cases. This is because the parallel 45
deg V-shaped rib develops two pair of counter rotating vortices of
secondary flows, while the crossed 45 deg V-shaped rib develops
only one single pair of counter rotating vortices.

5! For all cases studied here, results show relatively low heat
transfer enhancement in the 180 deg turn region. This is because
the vortices induced by the V-shaped rib are suppressed by the
180 deg turn and there is no 45 deg V-shaped rib placed at the
middle of the 180 deg turn.

6! For all cases studied here, results show that the heat transfer
enhancement decreases with increasing Reynolds number.
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Nomenclature

D 5 hydraulic diameter~m!
e 5 rib height ~m!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient~W/m2K!
k 5 thermal conductivity of coolant~W/mK!

Nu 5 local Nusselt number,hD/k
Nuo 5 Nusselt number in fully-developed turbulent non-

rotating tube flow with smooth wall
P 5 rib pitch ~m!

Pr 5 Prandtl number
qnet 5 net heat at wall~W!

A 5 surface area of the copper plate~m2!
R 5 radial distance from axis of rotation to heated test sec-

tion’s mean radius
Re 5 Reynolds number,rVD/m
Ro 5 rotation number,VD/V

Tbx 5 local coolant temperature~ degC!
Tbi 5 coolant temperature at inlet~ degC!
Tw 5 wall temperature~ degC!
V 5 bulk velocity in streamwise direction~m/s!
b 5 angle of channel orientation with respect to the axis of

rotation
V 5 rotational speed~rad/s!
v 5 rotational speed~rpm!
a 5 rib angle
m 5 dynamic viscosity of coolant~Pa-s!
r 5 density of coolant~kg/m3!

Dr/r 5 inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio, (Tw2Tbi)/Tw
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Three-Dimensional Investigation
of a Laminar Impinging Square
Jet Interaction With Cross-Flow
The flow and heat transfer characteristics of an impinging laminar square jet through
cross-flow have been investigated numerically by using the three-dimensional Navier-
Stokes and energy equations in steady state. The simulations have been carried out for jet
to cross-flow velocity ratios between 0.5 and 10 and for nozzle exit to plate distances
between 1D and 6D, where D is the jet width. The complex nature of the flow field
featuring a horseshoe vortex has been investigated. The calculated results show that the
flow structure is strongly affected by the jet-to-plate distance. In addition, for jet-to-plate
spacing of one jet width and for jet to cross-flow velocity ratios less than 2.5 an additional
peak occurs at about three-dimensional downstream of the jet impingement point. For
high jet to cross-flow ratios two horseshoe vortices form around the jet in the case of
small jet-to-plate spacings.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1561815#
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Introduction
Impinging jets in a cross-flow are important in a number of

engineering applications including tempering of glass, drying of
paper and textiles, and the cooling of the metal sheets, micro-
electronic components and turbine blades. The impingement of a
jet on the surface of a plate results in the formation of a wall jet,
which flows radially away from the collision point along the plate
surface. The interaction of this wall jet with the free-stream results
in a complex flow field, which plays an important role in the
cooling performance. Often, the jets are used in submerged arrays
for cooling large surface areas. In such cases exhaust from the
upstream jets imposes a cross-flow on the downstream jets. There-
fore, a three-dimensional study of a single impinging jet through a
cross-flow may provide a basis for understanding the essential
dynamics of the complex practical flow fields, which cannot be
predicted by two-dimensional simulations.

The experimental and theoretical investigations on jets in cross-
flow are mostly related with turbulent jets. Although many appli-
cations involve turbulent jets, laminar jets are also encountered
when the fluid is viscous or the geometry is miniature as in mi-
croelectronics. Several investigators have studied the effect of
cross-flow on the heat transfer characteristics of impinging turbu-
lent jets. Goldstein and Behbahani@1# experimentally investigated
the impingement of a circular jet through a cross-flow on a heated
plate. They found that for a large jet-to-plate spacing of 12 jet
diameters the cross-flow decreases the maximum heat transfer
while for a smaller spacing of 6 jet diameters, cross-flow can
increase the maximum heat transfer. The impingement of confined
single and twin turbulent jets though a cross-flow have been stud-
ied experimentally and numerically by Barata et al.@2# and Barata
@3# to examine the characteristics of vortex and upwash flows
generated by multiple jets in a cross-flow. The experiments were
performed using Laser-Doppler measurements for the jet exit, 5
jet diameters above the ground plate and for a velocity ratio be-
tween the jets and the cross-flow of 30. Their results show the
presence of a complex three-dimensional scarf vortex formed
around each impinging jet and a fountain upwash flow due to the
collision of the wall jets. A two dimensional numerical model was

used by Chuang et al.@4# to determine the flow characteristics
associated with an unsteady, compressible impinging twin slot jets
between two plates coupled with cross-flow. The calculated results
show that several recirculating zones are distributed around the
flow field. Their size and location are closely related to the jet exit
height above the ground, the nozzle spacing and the strength of
cross-flow. Kim and Benson@5# employed a turbulent model to
simulate the three-dimensional impingement of multiple jets with
cross-flow. Their results show that the row of jets in the cross-flow
is characterized by a highly complex flow field that includes a
horseshoe vortex and two helical vortices whose secondary veloc-
ity components are co-rotating in space.

There is a considerable body of literature dealing with flow and
heat transfer in laminar jets combined with cross-flow. Kercher
and Tabakoff@6# measured the influence of spent air on the aver-
age heat transfer to a square array of round jets in a semi-closed
environment and concluded that increasing cross-flow decreases
the heat transfer performance. Obot and Trabold@7# observed that
the degradation in heat transfer with partial and complete cross-
flow, for a given mass flow rate of air, is more pronounced as the
number of jets over a fixed target area increases. The numerical
result of Al-Sanea@8# on single jet combined with cross-flow
show that a cross-flow degrades the favorable characteristics of
impinging jets, and can reduce the nominal Nusselt number by 60
percent. In addition, the local Nusselt number at a distance of one
jet width downstream of the stagnation point is not affected by the
initial velocity profile of the jet. Kelso et al.@9# by using the flow
visualization techniques and flying-hot-wire measurements identi-
fied the structure of round jets in a cross-flow for the jet to free-
stream velocity ratio from 2 to 6. Their results show that the flow
field of the jet in a cross-flow includes a horseshoe vortex origi-
nating just upstream of the jet and a wake vortex system at the
downstream side of the jet. Flow visualization technique was used
by Gogineni et al.@10# to investigate the flow field induced by a
jet in a cross-flow for a jet to cross-flow velocity ratio of one and
for Reynolds number 618 based on the width of the square jet.
They reported that the fluid in the wake of the jet was mixed and
transported by the counter-rotating stream-wise vortex pair that is
formed along the span-wise edges of the jet column.

Although most of the industrial applications of the jets in in-
dustry are in the turbulent regime, the three-dimensional nature of
the flow structure resulting from laminar jets in cross-flow is far
from being fully understood. Moreover, numerical simulation of
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impinging jets using different turbulence models lacks generality
owing to the absence of a very wide range of scales in the model.
The present work deals with laminar, three-dimensional, analysis
of a single square jet in a cross-flow~Fig. 1!.

The structure of the flow field and its effect on the heat transfer
characteristics are investigated numerically for Reynolds numbers
between 100 and 500 with jet to cross-flow velocity ratios,R,
from 0.5 to 10.

Computational Scheme
The steady-state, three-dimensional, Navier-Stokes and energy

equations for incompressible flows in Cartesian coordinates are
used for this study. The velocity and lengths are non-
dimensionalized by jet-exit velocity and jet width, respectively.
The buoyancy effect has been neglected.

The non-dimensional continuity, momentum and energy equa-
tions for steady laminar flow with constant properties can be writ-
ten as:
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where,T is the non-dimensional temperature, (t2t j )/(tw2t j ).
Boundary conditions for velocities: the cross-flow velocity is

assumed to have a parabolic profile at the inlet. The outlet bound-
ary is located far enough downstream for conditions to be sub-
stantially developed, accordingly the following conditions are im-
posed at inlet and outlet of the cross-flow stream:

V5W50 at X50

]U

]X
5

]V

]X
5

]W

]X
50 at X5Ax

All walls are stationary and impervious therefore no slip boundary
condition are used for the front, rear, top and bottom solid walls
except for theW velocity at the jet exit cross section at the top
wall, where it is assumed to be uniform and is set to be equal to
unity. Hence,

U5V5W50 at Y50, Y5Ay

U5V5W50 at Z50, Z5Az except at nozzle exit,

U5V50, W521 at nozzle exit.

Boundary conditions for temperature: if the fluid exits the domain
the first derivative of temperature is set to zero and if the fluid
flows from surroundings into the domain then the fluid tempera-
ture is set to the surrounding temperature. That is

At X50 T50

At X5Ax

]T

]X
50

Adiabatic boundary conditions are imposed on the top, front, and
rear walls, except at the nozzles exit cross section where it was set
to be equal to that of ambient. The bottom wall is set to a higher
temperature than the ambient,

At Y50, Y5Ay

]T

]Y
50

At Z50 T51

At Z5Az

]T

]Z
50 except at nozzle exit

T50 at nozzle exit.

Method of Solution
The governing equations are discretized by using the finite vol-

ume method in staggered, nonuniform grids. The grids are gener-
ated such that denser grid clustering is obtained in the vicinity of
the jet in x and y-directions. In thez-direction a sine function
distribution is employed, yielding denser grids near the top and
near the impingement plate. A grid independence test has been
made for Re5300,Az51, andR52.5 in order to determine the
effect of number of grids on the final results. The maximum dif-
ference between the result obtained by using 2513151351 and
2013101351 grids is 2.66 percent for the local Nusselt number,
which occurs near the exit section of the cross-flow. The differ-
ence in local Nusselt number at the jet impingement is only 0.4
percent. The corresponding differences between 2013101351
and 151375335 grids is 27.7 percent and 0.73 percent. Hence,
the 2013101351 grid system is used for all runs. The solution
domain inx andy-directions hasLx540D andLy515D respec-
tively. QUICK scheme~Leonard@11#! with ULTRA-SHARP flux
limiting strategy~Leonard and Mokhtari@12#; Leonard and Drum-
mond @13#! was used to calculate the convection of a scalar term
~f! at a control volume face. The extra neighboring points result-
ing from the application of QUICK scheme is written as the sum
of the upwind face value plus a correction term involving the
values from the previous iteration. The correction term is added to
the source term in accordance with deferred correction procedure
~Leonard and Drummond@13#! so that the numerical stability is
increased, while keeping the seven diagonal structure of the coef-
ficient matrix. The Bi-CGSTAB~Van der Vorst @14#! iterative
method with SSOR preconditioning~Saad@15#! is applied to the
pressure correction and energy equations in the sequential proce-
dure of the SIMPLEC~Van Doormaal and Raithby@16#! algo-
rithm. An under relaxation factor of 0.8 for Re5100 and 200 and
0.7 for Re5300, 400 and 500 is used for momentum and energy
equations in all calculations. Iterations are continued until the sec-
ond norm of the residuals for all equations are reduced below
1026, where no significant variations are observed at this residual
level.

The assumption of steadiness has been tested by including the
time dependent terms in the code for two cases. One case is Re
5500, which is the highest Reynolds number used in the study,
with Az51, R52.5 and the other is the case involving the highest
jet-to-crossflow velocity ratio,R510, with Az51 and Re5300.

Fig. 1 Definitions of geometric parameters and the coordinate
system
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In both cases the unsteady simulations have been carried out using
a reduced number of grids, namely, 101351325 in order to re-
duce the excessive computing time required. In both cases the
flow reached steady state suggesting that the flow is steady for the
values of the parameters used in the study.

Results and Discussions
Air is used as the working fluid, having a Prandtl number of

0.71. The analysis is performed for the following aspect ratios,
Az : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The jet to cross-flow velocity ratios used
are, R50.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10. The jet centerline was
fixed at a distance of 15Dfrom the entrance of the duct. The
distance from the center of the jet to the duct exit is fixed to be
25D in order to insure a fully developed flow at the outlet. The
cross section of the nozzle is taken to be square and the velocity
distribution at the exit of the nozzles is assumed to have a flat
profile. The cross-flow velocity at inlet is assumed to have a para-
bolic profile.

Flow Structure
Figure 2~a,b, andc! shows the projection of flow lines of the

predicted velocity field on the mid verticalx-z plane, for Re
5200,R52.5 andAz52, 4 and 6. The projection of flow lines on
an x-z plane are obtained from theU and W components of the
velocity vectors on that plane. At the upper plate the jet exits from
the nozzle perpendicular to the free stream direction and then it
deflects downstream away from the stagnation point. Upon im-
pingement a wall jet is formed on the bottom plate which spreads
radially outward. The forward flowing wall jet interacts with the
cross-flow and forms a ground horseshoe vortex close to the im-
pingement plate, which wraps around the impinging jet like a
scarf. The horseshoe vortex is also observed in incompressible
turbulent circular single jet in cross-flow~Barata et al.@2#, Barata
@3#, Abdon and Sunden@17#!. At large jet-to-plate spacings~Fig.
2~b! and 2~c!!the jet deflection increases while the ground vortex
diminishes. For higher jet-to-plate spacings~Fig. 2~c!!, the jet is
bent under the influence of the cross-flow such that no wall jet can
form in the reverse direction of the cross-flow at the bottom plate.
As a result, a ground vortex cannot form in front of the jet. The
deflected jet becomes almost parallel to the bottom plate and ex-
hibits a behavior similar to that of a radial jet. Downstream of the
jet exit there appears to be a node which resides a short distance
downstream of the edge of the nozzle from where the flow lines
appear to be originating. The numerical simulation of a turbulent
jet in cross-flow by Sykes et al.@18# also showed a node down-
stream of the jet, although it was located at the flat wall. The
simulation, however, used a free-slip boundary condition at the
flat wall and took no account of the flat-wall boundary layer. The
node is also reported in the experimental study of Kelso et al.@9#
for laminar and turbulent round jets in cross-flow. Figures 3 and 4
show the flow profiles at differenty-z and x-y planes, respec-

tively, corresponding to the case shown in Fig. 2~c!. As soon as
the jet exits from the nozzle, a negative pressure is induced around
the jet, which drags the fluid from the surrounding into the jet,
forming a vortex on the periphery of the jet~Fig. 3~b!!. Figure
3~c! corresponds to a cross section where the flow lines start at the
node shown in Fig. 2~c!. The node marks the separation point of
the upper pair of vortices near the top plate with the vortex pair
formed in the horseshoe vortex at a lower elevation. Secondary
vortices can be observed on the outer edges of the horseshoe
vortex atX518 ~Fig. 3~d!!. The flow structure in the wake of the
jet can be better analyzed through projection of flow lines on
different horizontal planes. The flow profile shown in Fig. 4~a!
corresponds to a horizontal plane passing through the node de-
picted in Fig. 3~c!. At this plane, which is close to nozzle exit, the
cross-flow is deflected sideways by the penetration of the jet and
cause a recirculation region behind the jet column similar to the

Fig. 2 Projection of flow lines on mid x -z plane for ReÄ200,
and RÄ2.5 at jet-to-plate spacing „a… A zÄ2, „b… A zÄ4, and „c…
A zÄ6

Fig. 3 Projection of flow lines for Re Ä200, A zÄ6, and RÄ2.5
at vertical cross sections of „a… XÄ14.5, „b… XÄ15, „c… X
Ä16.8, „d… XÄ18, and „e… XÄ27

Fig. 4 Projection of flow lines for Re Ä200, A zÄ6, and RÄ2.5
on horizontal cross section at „a… ZÄ5.4, „b… ZÄ4.2, „c… ZÄ3,
and „d… ZÄ0.6
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vortex formed behind a cylinder in cross-flow. The node shown
earlier in Fig. 2~c!corresponds to the separation point from the
cross-flow at the backside of the jet column atX516.8, where the
fluid flow is reversed. The counter rotating vortex pair, which is
formed behind the jet, moves downstream together with the jet
core at lower elevations~Figs. 4~b!and ~c!!. Close to the bottom
plate the vortices disappear and the cross-flow diverges away from
the centerline towards the sidewalls. A carpet plot of the vertical
component of the velocity at the horizontal section atZ51.8 is
shown in Fig. 5, where the jet has a single peak at the jet core and
is deflected downstream from the jet axis.

The effect of the jet to cross-flow velocity ratio,R, is shown in
Fig. 6 through the projection of flow lines at mid verticalx-z
plane, for Re5300 andAz51. At this small separation distance
between the jet and impingement plate the jet is deflected by the
cross-flow forR,2.5. The upstream wall jet interacts with the
cross-flow and forms a horseshoe vortex close to the bottom plate
for R.0.5, which wraps around the impinging jet. The horseshoe
vortex grows in size asR increases and atR55 it fills the whole
space between the plates~Fig. 6~e!!. At higher jet to cross-flow
ratios two horseshoe vortices form upstream of the jet as shown in
Figs. 6 ~e, f, andg!. Two horseshoe vortices have also been ob-
served by Fric and Roshko@19# in free jet flows close to jet exit
plane through flow visualization, but at much higher flow veloci-
ties (Re53800 andR510). The flow profiles in the larger horse-
shoe vortex are shown in Fig. 7 at differenty-z planes along the

cross-flow direction corresponding to case~f! in Fig. 6. The
counter rotating vortices in the horseshoe vortex are elongated
downstream the cross-flow and finally and atX518 they combine
and form a complex flow field with secondary vortices appearing
near the top and bottom plates. The flow lines at different hori-
zontal planes corresponding to the case~f! of Fig. 6 are depicted
in Fig. 8. Close to the top plate an outer horseshoe vortex sur-
rounds the inner horseshoe vortex~Figs. 8~a! and ~b!!. For Z
,0.5 the outer horseshoe vortex disappears and only the inner
horseshoe vortex wraps around the jet.

Heat Transfer
The local convection heat transfer coefficient is defined as

h5
qw9

tw2t j
(6)

and the local Nusselt number is defined in terms of the jet width,
D, as

Nu5
hD

k
(7)

where it is also equal to the non-dimensional heat flux and calcu-
lated from Nu(x,y)5]T/]Zuwall . At rather low jet-to-plate spac-
ings the Nusselt number may have four off-center peaks as shown
in Fig. 9. The four off-center peaks in the Nusselt number distri-
bution curve also appear in theW velocity profile ~not shown!,

Fig. 5 The three-dimensional plots of the W-velocity for Re
Ä200, A zÄ6, and RÄ2.5 at the horizontal cross section ZÄ1.8

Fig. 6 Projection of flow lines on mid x -z plane for ReÄ300,
A zÄ1, and for jet to cross-flow velocity ratio „a… RÄ0.5, „b… R
Ä1.0, „c… RÄ1.5, „d… RÄ2.5, „e… RÄ5, „f… RÄ7.5, and „g… RÄ10

Fig. 7 Projection of flow lines for Re Ä300, A zÄ1, and RÄ7.5
at vertical cross sections of „a… XÄ12.3, „b… XÄ13.5, „c… X
Ä15, „d… XÄ16, and „e… XÄ18

Fig. 8 Projection of flow lines for Re Ä300, A zÄ1, and RÄ7.5
on horizontal cross section at „a… ZÄ0.9, „b… ZÄ0.5, „c… Z
Ä0.3, and „d… ZÄ0.05
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which indicates that the jet velocity distribution plays a significant
role in impingement cooling. The four off-center peaks are also,
reported in laminar square single jet with small jet-to-plate spac-
ing with no cross-flow by Sezai and Mohamad@20#. It is interest-
ing to note that no such off-center peaks of the Nusselt number
could be observed for the cases studied in this work when a para-
bolic jet velocity is used instead of a flat profile. With the para-
bolic jet velocity profile, Nu exhibits a maximum value at the
stagnation point and sharply decreases to less than half of its value
at a distance one jet width from the stagnation point. After this
point, Nu curve coincides with that of the uniform jet. The maxi-
mum Nusselt number is about 100 percent higher when a para-
bolic jet exit profile is used. Previous results by others had shown
the same effect@8,21,22#. This is a result of higher velocity and
momentum of the issuing jet at the center for a parabolic profile.
On the other hand the vortical flow structure formed around the jet
is qualitatively similar to that of a jet with uniform velocity pro-
file.

The effect of jet to cross-flow velocity ratio,R, on the variation
of local Nusselt number alongx-direction at the mid-section (Y
57.5) is shown in Fig. 10 for Re5300 andAz51. For this small
jet-to-plate spacing, the magnitude of the local Nusselt number at
the stagnation point is found to be rather insensitive to the veloc-
ity ratio for R>5. For lower velocity ratios the maximum Nusselt
number is higher. This is a result of the jet being squeezed into a

narrower cross section by the cross flow stream as observed from
Fig. 6. In practice lowerR values are encountered for jets in an
array system downstream of the central jet, where the fluid added
by the upstream jets increase the cross-flow velocity. As the jet-
to-cross flow velocity ratio decreases to 1.5 the second peak of the
Nusselt number, downstream the maximum peak, decreases
slightly. But a third peak appears at about 3.5D downstream the
jet axis, where the boundary layer formed by the wall jet on the
bottom plate gets thinner. ForR51, the second peak of the Nus-
selt number disappears completely, while the magnitude of the
third peak increases. For the case where cross-flow velocity is
greater than the jet exit velocity, (R50.5), the magnitude of the
Nusselt number decreases and its position shifts to about 0.5D
downstream the jet axis due to deflection of the jet by the cross
flow. The maximum Nusselt number is not a result of jet impinge-
ment since the jet is unable to reach the bottom plate at this point,
but it results due to the squeezing of the cross flow by the jet
which forms a boundary layer on the bottom plate,~Fig. 6~a!!. A
second peak of the Nusselt number appears atX522.5, which
corresponds to the position of the jet impingement on the bottom
plate. At low R values, the higher cross-flow velocities produce
larger heat transfer coefficients at far downstream locations.

The effect of Reynolds number on the variation of local Nusselt
number alongx-direction at the midx-z plane (Y57.5) is shown
in Fig. 11 for Az51 and R52.5. The jet stagnation areas are
clearly distinguishable as local high Nusselt number regions. Heat
transfer decreases steeper away from the stagnation point in the
upstream direction. For Re>300 a small peak is formed at a lo-
cation upstream of the jet as a result of the interaction between the
upstream lower wall jet and cross-flow. The magnitude of the
local Nusselt number at the interaction point is expected to in-
crease more when Reynolds number is increased further. In gen-
eral the local Nusselt number found to increases as the Reynolds
numbers increase. The effect of nozzle-to-plate spacing on the
local Nusselt number alongx-direction at the midx-z plane (Y

Fig. 12 Effect of aspect ratio A z on Nusselt number variation
in x -direction for Re Ä200, and RÄ2.5

Fig. 9 The three-dimensional plot of the Nusselt number for
ReÄ300, A zÄ1, and RÄ7.5

Fig. 10 Effect of jet to cross-flow velocity ratio on Nusselt
number variation for Re Ä300 and A zÄ1

Fig. 11 Effect of Reynolds number on local Nusselt number
for A zÄ1 and RÄ2.5
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57.5) is shown in Fig. 12 forR52.5 and Re5200. The location
of the maximum Nusselt number is shifted downstream the jet exit
plane as a result of deflection of the jet by the cross-flow. For
Az>2 the local Nusselt number is found to have a second peak far
downstream from the jet axis. A carpet plot of the local Nusselt
number showing the two peaks forAz56 is depicted in Fig. 13.
The first peak occurs at a distance about 5D downstream from the
nozzle axis and is a result of deflection of the cross-flow towards
the lower plate by the jet as observed in Fig. 2~c!. The second
peak in Nusselt number is found about 12D downstream the
nozzle axis where the deflected jet impinges on the lower plate.

Conclusions
A three-dimensional numerical study has been undertaken to

determine the flow and heat transfer characteristics of a single jet
of square cross section combined with a cross-flow. The results
indicate a rather complex flow field with one or two horseshoe
vortices formed around the jet. For the jet-to-plate spacing of one
jet width the horseshoe vortex fills the whole spacing between the
plates while for 2<Az<4 an outer horseshoe vortex is formed
near the upper plate encircling the inner horseshoe vortex. The
size and location of the horseshoe vortex vary with jet-to-plate
spacing and jet to cross-flow velocity ratio. At large nozzle-to-
plate spacings (Lz.4D), no reverse wall jet can form on the
bottom plate where the jet is deflected by the cross-flow such that
it impinges almost parallel to the plate like a radial jet at a loca-
tion far away downstream from the jet centerline.

Heat transfer is strongly affected by the jet-to-plate spacing and
the best degree of the uniformity was found at large jet-to-plate
spacings (Lz>5D). For a jet to plate spacing of one jet width and
for R,2.5 the local Nusselt number was found to have an addi-
tional peak, which occurs downstream the jet impingement point
of which the magnitude and position depend on jet to cross flow
velocity ratio. A similar behavior is observed for jet to plate spac-
ing greater than one nozzle width forR52.5. For a nozzle to plate
spacing of one nozzle width, the uniform jet velocity profile at the
nozzle exit is transformed into non-uniform profile having four
off-center velocity peaks downstream the nozzle. These peaks re-
sult in the formation of four off-center peaks in the Nusselt num-
ber profile at the impingement plate.

Nomenclature

Ax , Ay , Az 5 aspect ratios inx, y, andz direction,Lx /D,
Ly /D, Lz /D

D 5 jet width
h 5 heat transfer coefficient~W/m2 K!
k 5 thermal conductivity~W/m K!

Lx 5 length of heated surface, inx-direction~m!
Ly 5 length of heated surface, iny-direction~m!
Lz 5 distance from jet exit to impingement plate~m!
Nu 5 local Nusselt number, (hD/k)

p 5 pressure

P 5 nondimensional pressure (p/ruj
2)

Pr 5 Prandtl number (n/a)
qw9 5 local convective heat flux on the impingement

surface
R 5 jet to cross flow velocity ratio (uj /Uc)

Re 5 jet Reynolds number (ujD/n)
t 5 temperature

T 5 nondimensional temperature, (t2t j )/(tw2t j )
u, v, w 5 Cartesian velocities

uj 5 jet exit velocity ~m/s!
U 5 nondimensional Cartesian velocity, inx-direction

(u/uj )
Uc 5 center line velocity of the cross-flow
V 5 nondimensional Cartesian velocity, iny-direction

(v/uj )
W 5 nondimensional Cartesian velocity, inz-direction

(w/uj )
x, y, z 5 Cartesian coordinates

X, Y, Z 5 nondimensional Cartesian coordinates,x/D,
y/D, z/D respectively

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity ~m2/s!
n 5 kinematic viscosity~m2/s!
r 5 density~kg/m3!
f 5 U, V, W, P, or Tfield

Subscripts

j 5 jet exit
w 5 wall
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Three-Dimensional Heat Transfer
of a Confined Circular Impinging
Jet With Buoyancy Effects
This paper describes the heat transfer and flow characteristics of a single circular lami-
nar impinging jet including buoyancy force in a comparatively narrow space with a
confined wall. Temperature distribution and velocity vectors in the space were obtained
numerically by solving three-dimensional governing equations for the Reynolds number
Re~5umD/n!5400–2000 and the dimensionless space, H~5h/D!50.25–1.0. After im-
pingement, heat transfer behavior on the impingement surface is divided into a forced
convection region, a mixed convection region, and a natural convection region in the
radial direction. The local heat flux corresponding to these three regions was visualized
using a thermosensitive liquid crystal. Moreover, with the increase in Reynolds number,
Re, and dimensionless space, H, the recirculation flow on the impingement surface moves
downstream and its volume increases correspondingly. The Nusselt number averaged from
r50 to the minimum point of peripherally averaged Nusselt number, Num, was evaluated
as a function of Re and H.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1527901#

Keywords: Analytical, Heat Transfer, Impingement, Jets, Mixed Convection, Visualiza-
tion

Introduction
An impinging jet can be applied to improve the local heat trans-

fer and local mass transfer. Recently, impinging jets are reported
to contribute to the cooling of electronic equipment@1–3#, film
drying @4,5#, and mass transfer@6# in a narrow space correspond-
ing to a compact facility with low power, low noise and low
vibration. Therefore, the heat transfer and flow features of imping-
ing jets should be investigated in a narrow space.

There are many studies referring to local heat transfer in the
flow direction in a large space for two-dimensional jets with six or
seven times the nozzle diameter. Gardon and Akfirat@7#, for ex-
ample, measured the local and average heat transfer coefficients
between an isothermal flat plate and impinging two-dimensional
jets. Goldstein and Behbahani@8# reported that in a large jet-to-
plate spacing the cross flow diminishes the peak heat transfer
coefficient and in a small spacing the cross flow can increase the
peak heat transfer coefficient for an impinging air jet. Goldstein
and Timmers@9# measured the heat transfer coefficient distribu-
tion on a flat plate for either a single jet or an array of jet using a
liquid crystal. Hrycak@10# correlated the stagnation point heat
transfer with space and Reynolds number on turbulent jet im-
pingement heat transfer for a comparatively large space. Streigl
and Diller @11# developed an analytical model of entrained fluid
on the local heat transfer to a single plane, turbulent impinging jet.
Kataoka et al.@12# estimated experimentally that the large-scale
structure of the impingement region becomes doubly-periodic due
to the alternate impingement of fast-and-slow moving core fluids
and the sway motion of the jet axis. Popiel and Trass@13# visual-
ized toroidal vortex initiation, vortex pairing and the fluid entrain-
ment process for a free and impinging round jet by the smoke wire
method. Saad et al.@14# obtained the flow and heat transfer char-
acteristics for geometric parameters to define the relationship be-
tween multiple jet systems and single jets. Sheriff and Zumbrun-
nen @15,16# studied the effect of flow pulsation on local time-
averaged convective heat transfer to an impinging water jet, and
indicated that the heat transfer distributions become more uniform

in response to pulsation, but that heat transfer is not enhanced.
Narayanan et al.@17# designed a slot jet reattachment nozzle and
investigated the heat transfer characteristics. Arjocu and Liburdy
@18# discussed naturally occurring large-scale structures and some
turbulent characteristics near the impingement surface. Lee et al.
@19# observed the local heat transfer for an ambient air jet with a
fully developed velocity profile and a uniform wall heat flux ther-
mal boundary. They obtained the relationship between Nusselt
number and Reynolds number in the wall region. Meola et al.@20#
measured the coherent structures and recirculation current affect-
ing the distribution of heat transfer coefficients. They discussed
the spatial distribution and averaged values of the Nusselt number.
San et al.@21# measured the local Nusselt number of a confined
circular air jet vertically impinging on a flat plate. They found that
the transition from the impingement region to the wall jet region
depends on the nozzle diameter and that the Nusselt number is
due to the flow recirculation and mixing on the impingement sur-
face. El-Glenk and Huang@22# performed a heat transfer experi-
ment using circular jets for various nozzle diameters. Both the
local and average Nusselt numbers within the jet diameters in-
creased with radial distance from the stagnation point. Behnia
et al. @23# simulated numerically the flow and heat transfer in
circular confined and unconfined impinging configurations using
an elliptic relaxation turbulence model. They presented the effect
of confinement at very low nozzle-to-plate distances, and showed
that the flow characteristics in the nozzle remarkably affect the
heat transfer rate.

There have been some reviews published on the impingement
heat transfer. Martin@24# systematically reviewed the heat transfer
and mass transfer of a gas impinging jet. Jamubunathan@25# fo-
cussed on a single circular jet impingement heat transfer and the
correlation for local heat transfer derived from the literature. Vis-
kanta@26# examined the heat transfer characteristics of single and
multiple isothermal turbulent air and flame jets impinging on sur-
faces and the effective features for an impinging jet. Webb and Ma
@27# demonstrated the theoretical considerations, along with the
hydraulic and thermodynamic characteristics of the impinging liq-
uid jets, submerged jets and free jets. In most of these references,
the radial heat transfer and two-dimensional flow have been
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evaluated. However, the heat transfer and flow of a circular im-
pinging jet change in three-dimensional form, radially, peripher-
ally and vertically.

In the present study, the heat transfer and flow of a single cir-
cular impinging jet including buoyancy force in a comparatively
narrow space were analyzed numerically in three-dimensional
form, and the temperature distribution and velocity vectors were
visualized. The mean Nusselt number was expressed by a function
of the Reynolds number and the space between the nozzle and the
impingement surface. Moreover, the local heat flux was visualized
by a thermosensitive liquid crystal and the flow by the dye-
injection method.

Description of the Problem
Figure 1 shows the co-ordinate system used in the analysis.

Fluid impinges on the isothermal flat plate in a space with an
insulated confined wall and flows in the radial direction. The sys-
tem is a three-dimensional circular coordinate~r, u, z! with a
confined wall designed to examine the three dimensional behavior
of the fluid. The gravitational force is exerted along the negative
direction of thez axis. The nozzle diameter isD520 mm, the
length of flow passager 5240– 300 mm, and the circumferential
angle u50 – 90 deg. The computational domain was previouly
checked foru50 – 45 deg, 0–90 deg, 0–135 deg, and 0–360 deg.
In the case ofu545 deg, the local heat transfer and flow were
affected by the peripheral boundary condition. However, in the
case ofu590 deg, they were sufficiently equivalent to the results
in u50 – 135 deg and 0–360 deg. The space between the nozzle
and the impingement surface is less than and equal to the nozzle
diameters (h55, 10, 15, and 20 mm!needed to obtain the heat
transfer and flow behavior in comparatively narrow spaces after
impingement. This model corresponds to the test section for the
visualization except for the radial length. In the analysis, the
buoyancy force was estimated by a Boussinesq approximation,
which agreed withr g within 10 percent at most under the present
conditions. We considered the effects of temperature dependence
of thermal conductivity and kinematic viscosity because they af-
fected the temperature and velocity distributions compared with
constant properties.

Numerical Analysis
The governing equations are as follows:

Continuity Equation.
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Initial Conditions. At t50, the fluid is distilled and the fluid
temperature is 20°C~293 K!.

Boundary Conditions. At the nozzle exit, the fluid velocity
has a laminar fully developed distribution~Reynolds number from
400 to 2000!and the fluid temperature is 20°C~293 K!; at the
impingement surface, the fluid velocity is zero and the surface
temperature is 30°C~303 K!; at the exit of the flow passage, the
second derivative of the velocity and temperature is zero; the up-
per wall is insulated thermally and the peripheral gradient of tem-
perature is zero atu50 deg and 90 deg where the flow slips. The
unsteady three-dimensional governing equations were solved nu-
merically with the control volume method. The velocity and pres-
sure were obtained by SIMPLE algorithm@28# and the QUICK
scheme with the third order upper wind method@29# was imple-
mented to calculate the convection flux through the cell face of a
control volume. The number of meshes were 150(r )390(u)
310(z). The time stepDt was 0.005 sec for numerical stability.
Solution accuracy was studied from solutions on successively re-
fined grids. The root mean square error defined by Fletcher@30#
was less than 0.05 for a grid employed to predict the velocity and
temperature. The numerical results were evaluated at steady con-
ditions. Heat transfer and flow characteristics in the transient pro-
cess will be reported in a subsequent study.

Fig. 1 Co-ordinate system
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Experimental Apparatus for Visualization
Figure 2 shows the experimental apparatus for visualization.

Water as a working fluid flows from a constant temperature water
bath to a circular nozzle via a flow meter. The circular nozzle
~inner diameterD520 mm) was made of transparent acrylic ma-
terial and had an entrance length of 1000 mm. Flow was almost
fully developed at the nozzle exit. The size of the impingement
surface made of aluminum was 330 mm in diameter and 15 mm
thick. A rubber heater with a maximum power of 2 W/cm2 was
placed at the back of the impingement surface. Seven thermo-
couples indicated that the impingement surface temperatures were
almost uniform~within 60.2 K! because of the high thermal con-
ductivity ~237 W/mK at 300 K!and the large heat capacity of
aluminum. A kiralnematic-type thermosensitive liquid crystal
sheet was set on the impingement surface. Four halogen lamps
with infrared cut filters were placed at a height of 400 mm and a
45 deg angle to illuminate the liquid crystal sheet. The sheet con-
struction consisted of a protective film, the liquid crystal layer and
a black film. A temperature difference was generated by setting a
thermal resistance layer between the uniform temperature wall
and the liquid crystal@31#. As a result, this temperature difference
distribution corresponded to the local heat flux. The thermosensi-
tive temperature region of the present liquid crystal ranged from
28°C~301 K! to 34°C~307 K!, and the temperature resolution and
accuracy were 0.05°C and 0.1°C, respectively. Flow was visual-
ized using the dye injection method.

Numerical Results and Visualization

Effect of Reynolds Number. Figures 3~a!and ~b! show the
effect of Re for temperature distribution and velocity vectors near
the heated~impingement!surface at the spaceh510 mm. The
temperature at one mesh away from the impingementT is
expressed,

T5Tw2~qd/l! (6)

whereq is the local heat flux,d one-mesh away from the impinge-
ment surface, andl the thermal conductivity of water. Therefore,
T corresponds toq. Consequently, the color distribution near the
impingement surface~one mesh away!presents not only tempera-
ture distribution, but also heat flux distribution. The color red
means low temperature, namely, high heat flux, while violet indi-
cates high temperature, namely, low heat flux. The positionr 50
denotes the area beneath the nozzle. In the case of Re5400, after
the fluid impinged on the heat transfer surface, its flow direction
changed perpendicularly. The color distribution ranges coaxially
from r 50 to r 560 mm and denotes two-dimensionality, where
forced convection is dominant. After that, thin blue lines and wide
pink lines appear alternately in the peripheral direction, which
indicates three-dimensional behavior. This is a mixed convection
region composed of rising and falling flows. The thin lines denote
upward motion from the high temperature surface and the thick
lines the downward motion of the cooler fluid. In the case of Re

51000, the two-dimensional forced convection region and the
transient region expand in the radial direction. The Richardson
number (5Gr/Re2) near the transition region was about 80. This
agrees with the value Incropera et al.@32# obtained experimen-
tally for mixed convection in a parallel plate duct.

Numerical results were compared with experimental results by
visualization using the thermosensitive liquid crystal shown in
Fig. 4. For Re5400 andh510 mm, fluid from the protruding
nozzle in the figure impinges on the isothermal plate and flows in
the radial direction. Color distribution changes coaxially from red
at r 50 mm to green atr 550 mm. The dark green and yellow
green thereafter appear alternately and peripherally. These corre-
spond to the two-dimensional forced convection region and the
three-dimensional mixed convection region, respectively. For Re
51000, the transition from a two-dimensional forced convection
region to a three-dimensional mixed convection region appears as
a dark green area and expands in the radial direction.

Figure 5 shows the rising and falling flows in a mixed convec-
tion region by flow visualization at Re5400 andh510 mm. A
plane figure of the parabolic behavior of the flow atr 570 mm is
observed from the exit. Peripheral convex and concave flows can
be seen alternately. This agrees well with the behavior of the
mixed convection region in the numerical results and the heat flux
visualization~Fig. 3 and 4!.

Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus

Fig. 3 Velocity vectors and temperature distribution near the
heated wall „hÄ10 mm… : „a… ReÄ400; and „b… ReÄ1000.
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Figures 6~a!,~b!, ~c! and~d! show the temperature distribution
and velocity vectors in~r,z! cross section foru545 deg at various
Reynolds numbers. A coordinate (r ,z)5(0,0) denotes the nozzle
center andz5210 mm the impingement surface. For Re5400, a
recirculating flow is generated on the upper wall, and the flow
near the impingement surface is accelerated. The fluid temperature
near the impingement surface increases slightly because of the
rising flow due to a bouncing phenomenon. Fromr 580 mm, the

fluid flows downstream. For Re51000, a large recirculating flow
on the upper wall expands, and a small recirculating flow on the
impingement surface moves downstream, corresponding to the
transition from the forced convection region to the mixed convec-
tion region.

Figures 7~a!and ~b! show the peripheral velocity vector and
temperature distribution, respectively, atr 5160 mm. The rising
thin line and falling thick line exist as a pair. The number of pairs
does not depend on Re.

Figure 8 shows the peripherally averaged Nusselt number Nua
as a parameter Re forh510 mm. Nua is defined by

Fig. 4 Heat flux visualization by thermosensitive liquid crystal
„hÄ10 mm… : „a… ReÄ400; and „b… ReÄ1000.

Fig. 5 Flow visualization across the uÀz section „hÄ10 mm,
ReÄ400…

Fig. 6 Velocity vectors and temperature distribution across
the rÀz section „uÄ45 deg… : „a… ReÄ400; „b… ReÄ1000; „c…
ReÄ1500; and „d… ReÄ2000.

Fig. 7 Velocity vectors and temperature distribution across
the uÀz section „rÄ160 mm… : „a… ReÄ400; „b… ReÄ1000; „c…
ReÄ1500; and „d… ReÄ2000.

Fig. 8 Peripherally averaged Nusselt number along the radial
direction „hÄ10 mm…
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j 51

m

Nu j

m
(7)

Nua takes the minimum corresponding to the small recirculating
flow on the impingement surface as shown in Fig. 6, and peaks at
the fluid reattachment position. These positions move down-
stream, and the absolute values increase with the increase in Re.
However, at Re52000, though the absolute value decreases, the
variant width ofNua increases, meaning that the longitudinal gra-
dient of theNuaweakens. The increase inNuaat the exit is due to
the backflow of low-temperature fluid.

Effect of Space Between Nozzle and Impingement Surface.
Figure 9 shows the velocity vector and temperature distribution at
h520 mm and Re51000. The average velocity ath520 mm is
less than that ath510 mm because of the large space. The alter-
nate peripheral stripe lines do not appear, and the flow moves
from the forced convection region to a flow region dominated by
natural convection with the increase in temperature. Visualization
was done using a thermosensitive liquid crystal in this condition
was performed~Fig. 10!. The coaxial structure can be seen be-
neath the nozzle, but the stripe structure does not appear clearly.

Figures 11~a!,~b!, ~c!, and~d! show the radial isothermal line
and velocity vector for various spaces at Re51000 andu545 deg.
The small recirculating flow on the impingement surface moves
downstream. Ath520 mm, the recirculating flow on the upper
wall increases in size, but the small recirculating flow does not
appear on the impingement surface. The flow rises fromr 5140

;150 mm and behaves irregularly. Figures 12~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d!
simultaneously present the peripheral temperature distribution and
velocity vectors atr 5150 mm. The fluid ascends and descends
across the section fromh55 mm to 15 mm. At h520 mm, the
periodicity of the peripheral rising and falling flow disappears and
three-dimensional instability can be seen.

Figure 13 shows the peripherally averaged Nusselt numberNua
in the radial direction for various spaces at Re51000. The peak
value of Nua decreases with an increase in the space and the
maximum moves downstream. In the case ofh/D50.25 (h

Fig. 9 Velocity vectors and temperature distribution near the
heated wall „hÄ20 mm, ReÄ1000…

Fig. 10 Heat flux visualization by thermosensitive liquid crys-
tal „hÄ20 mm, ReÄ1000…

Fig. 11 Velocity vectors and temperature distribution across
the rÀz section „uÄ45 deg… : „a… hÄ5 mm; „b… hÄ10 mm; „c…
hÄ15 mm; and „d… hÄ20 mm.

Fig. 12 Velocity vectors and temperature distribution across
the uÀz section „rÄ150 mm… : „a… hÄ5 mm; „b… hÄ10 mm; „c…
hÄ15 mm; and „d… hÄ20 mm.

Fig. 13 Peripherally averaged Nusselt number along the radial
direction „ReÄ1000…
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55 mm), the second peak ofNua appears atr 5140 mm. This
depends on the impingement of low temperature fluid on the im-
pingement surface. In the case ofh/D50.5, 0.75, and 1.0, the
second peak is due to the backflow from the exit.

Average Nusselt Number. The effective region of an im-
pinging jet is assumed to be the two-dimensional forced convec-
tion region from the center of the nozzle to a small recirculation
flow on the impingement surface.Nua is averaged fromr
50 mm to the minimum point ofNua in Fig. 8 and Fig. 13, and
the Nusselt numberNum is defined by

Num5

(
i 51

n

Nuai

n
(8)

Numis related to Re andh/D in Fig. 14. As a result,Numdepends
on Re0.17 and (h/D)20.31. The experimental equation ofNum is
expressed as follows:

Num57.62 Re0.17~h/D !20.31 (9)

The solid line denotes the above equation. The values are scat-
tered within615 percent.

In some practical applications, such as heat removal from an
electric device, the cooling of gas turbine blades and so on, the
space between the nozzle and impingement surface may be nar-
row. In this connection, the Nusselt number may change signifi-
cantly. The average Nusselt numberNum increases with a de-
crease in space within the present conditions. The effective region
expands with the Reynolds number. These results can be em-
ployed by the designer as basic data to promote the heat transfer
and determine the nozzle pitch of multi-jets.

Conclusions
We performed a numerical estimation and visualization of heat

transfer and flow of the impinging jet including buoyancy effect
by a single circular nozzle in a comparatively narrow space with a
confined wall using a thermosensitive liquid crystal and the dye
injection method.

1. After impingement, the heat transfer and flow were classi-
fied into three regions, a two-dimensional forced convection
region, a three-dimensional mixed convection region and a
three-dimensional natural convection region. In the mixed

convection region, streak lines due to rising and falling
flows peripherally appear on the impingement surface.

2. In the constant space between the nozzle and impingement
surface, a small recirculation flow on the impingement sur-
face moves downstream with the increase in Reynolds num-
ber. Downstream of the recirculating flow, the streak lines
appear in the mixed convection region. The average Nusselt
number depends on Re0.17.

3. At a constant Reynolds number, a recirculating flow on the
impingement surface moves downstream with the increase
of space. However, in a large space the recirculating flow
does not appear clearly, and the forced convection region
moves directly to the natural convection region. The average
Nusselt numberNumdepends on (h/D)20.31.

Nomenclature

CP 5 specific heat at constant pressure@J/~kg K!#
D 5 nozzle diameter@mm#
h 5 space between nozzle and impingement surface@mm#
H 5 dimensionless space,H5h/D

~Nu! 5 Nusselt number, Nu5aD/l
Nua 5 peripherally averaged Nusselt number, Eq.~7!
Num 5 mean Nusselt number, Eq.~8!

p 5 pressure@Pa#
r, u, z 5 circular coordinate

Re 5 Reynolds number, Re5umD/n
t 5 time @sec#
T 5 temperature@°C, K#

To 5 fluid temperature at nozzle exit@°C, K#
Tw 5 impingement surface temperature@°C, K#
um 5 average velocity at nozzle exit@m/sec#
a 5 heat transfer coefficient@W/~m2 K!#
b 5 coefficient of volume expansion@1/K#
d 5 one-mesh size@mm#
l 5 thermal conductivity of fluid@W/~mK!#
n 5 kinematic viscosity of fluid@m2/sec#
r 5 density of fluid@kg/m3#
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This study concerns the flow and heat transfer characteristics of a turbulent submerged
circular air jet impinging on a horizontal flat surface when free stream turbulence exceeds
20 percent. The turbulent fluctuations of the free stream velocity are the primary aerody-
namics influencing heat transfer. Two regions with distinct flow characteristics are ob-
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Introduction
Impinging jets are often used where high rates of heat transfer

are recommended. A jet impingement device can produce a flow
field that can achieve relatively high local heat transfer rates over
a surface area to be cooled or heated. One major application of jet
impingement is in electronic cooling. Other industrial uses of im-
pinging air jets include tempering of glass, annealing of metal and
plastic sheets, drying of paper and textiles and cooling of turbine
blades. Due to the many industrial uses for impinging jets, exten-
sive research has been conducted to understand the heat transfer
characteristics. The heat transfer rate to or from a jet impinging
onto a surface is a complex function of many parameters: Nusselt
number~Nu!, Reynolds number~Re!, Prandtl number~Pr!, non-
dimensional nozzle-to-plate spacing (zo /D), free stream turbu-
lence intensity~Tu!, and non-dimensional displacement from the
stagnation point (r /D). A majority of reported studies that con-
sider the effect of these parameters on the heat transfer rate focus
on a region extending a few nozzle diameters from the stagnation
point.

Bollen @1# and Zapp Jr.@2# reveal that over a wide range of
turbulence intensities and Reynolds numbers the heat transfer in-
creased with an increase in turbulence intensity. Kestin and
Maeder@3# show that a change in the intensity of turbulence in the
free stream affects the local rate of heat transfer. Their results also
show that the local heat transfer can be strongly influenced by the
transition to a turbulent boundary layer. Martin@4# contributed
extensively to the literature on submerged jet impingement and its
heat transfer characteristics by compiling experimental data from
various studies that have lead to many correlations. The effect of
free stream turbulence on heat transfer from heated cylinders in
cross flow is reported by Lowery and Vachon@5# where, at the
stagnation point, the heat transfer is related to the turbulence in-
tensity by

Nu/Re1/250.68610.043Tu Re1/2, 0,Tu Re1/2,10 (1)

Further research by Simonich and Bradshaw@6#, Pedisius et al.

@7#, Blair @8#, and Hancock@9# on the effect of free stream turbu-
lence on heat transfer show a complex relation between the local
heat transfer and turbulence parameters.

Maciejewski and Moffat@10# used a wind tunnel to study the
effect of free stream turbulence on the heat transfer coefficient
over a flat plate. Using data from various independent sources
concluded ‘‘the free stream turbulence of 20 to 60 percent inten-
sity results in Stanton number 1.8 to 4 times that would be pre-
dicted locally using accepted correlations for turbulent boundary
layers at the same enthalpy thickness Reynolds number’’. In an
accompanying paper, Maciejewski and Moffat@11# theorized that
the Stanton number, St,8 within an error band of615 percent, is a
weak function of the Reynolds number but depends on the Prandtl
number by the relation

St8/ f ~Pr!50.02410.012 expF2S ~Tu20.1!

0.055 D 2G
(2)

f ~Pr!5Pr0.6, Pr.3

50.75, Pr50.71

whereu8 is the maximum value of the root mean square of tur-
bulent fluctuations within the boundary layer in the bulk flow
direction, with Tu the corresponding turbulence. When the local
heat transfer coefficient ish8>h, then St85h/(rCpu8) is the
turbulence Stanton number, According to Eq.~2!, when Tu.0.2,
there is a nearly linear relationship between the local heat transfer
coefficient, h, and u8. This approximate linear relationship be-
tweenh andu8 is

St85h/~rCpu8!>constant (3)

The study by Maciejewski and Moffat@10# was based on flow
over a flat plate with uniform thermal boundary conditions.

According to Eq.~2!, for a given Pr, the turbulence intensity
locally sets the heat transfer coefficient and there is no parameter
describing the flow geometry. Al-Salam et al.@12# studied the
effect of free stream turbulence on heat transfer in stagnation flow
where the heat transfer coefficient has a strong laminar compo-
nent. They summarized their high turbulence data and those from
Hoogendoorn@13#, and Lowery and Vachon@5# to conclude that,
instead of the local heat transfer coefficient,h, its turbulent com-
ponent,h85htur , is a function ofu8,

htur5226~12e20.1u8! (4)
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When Tu.0.2 and Pr50.71, Eq.~2! yields St8>0.018, while un-
der the same conditions, Eq.~4! yields St85h8/(rcpu8)>0.019 at
the lower range ofu8 and at a mean temperature of 300 K. This is
well within the 615 percent error band for Eq.~2!. Even for
turbulence exceeding 20 percent, it can be deduced from these
studies that, for flow over different-shaped bodies, the primary
aerodynamics that influence the heat transfer are due to the maxi-
mum turbulent fluctuation,u8, in the boundary layer.

The objective of this work is to investigate the effect ofu8 on
the heat transfer coefficient and to ascertain if modifications are
necessary for different flow dynamics. The flow regime selected
for this study is a single-phase turbulent jet of air normally im-
pinging on a flat circular surface. Because of the spreading of the
fluid, away from the stagnation zone, this provides a different flow
dynamics than in reported cases leading to Eqs.~2! and ~4!. The
heat transfer coefficient has a relatively large laminar component
at the stagnation point and gradually decreases as the radial dis-
tance increases.

It is desirable to have a test model maintained at a constant
temperature that would provide an accurate measure of the surface
heat flux at various locations. Since, this is not easily attainable
for a large, surface, an alternative method is employed. A test
model is constructed and temperatures are measured internally
near the surface of the test model. The interior temperature data
are analyzed by an inverse technique in order to provide the local
surface heat flux and surface temperature within the stagnation
and the wall-jet regions. The inverse heat conduction method is a
non-intrusive method of calculating both the surface heat flux and
surface temperature because there is no measurement probe on the
surface to impede the surface phenomena. The thermal boundary
conditions of the surface are non-uniform. Initially, the disk is
heated 30 to 40°C above ambient temperature and then cooled
down by the air jet. The temperatures at interior sites within the
disk and flow rate are collected at predetermined time intervals.
For any uniform nozzle flow rate, the inverse technique yields the
local heat transfer coefficient and a hot wire anemometer provides
experimental data consisting of the mean and fluctuating velocity
components of air.

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is designed to perform two concurrent

studies. The first study uses an inverse technique to determine the
local heat transfer coefficient from the measured temperature
within a test model. The second experimental study uses a con-
stant temperature hot-wire anemometer to identify the local mean
velocity, ū and the root mean square of its fluctuations,u8.

An impinging air jet offers a simple flow field capable of gen-
erating very high local turbulence. The mean velocity is distrib-
uted across the jet from a maximum value on the centerline to a
zero value in the surrounding air. The turbulence intensity in-
creases dramatically near the outer edge. A relative turbulence
intensity of up to 50 percent, based on local mean velocity, can
easily be found. A variable velocity air jet facility produces a wide
range of local mean velocities and turbulence intensities. The
present experiments are conducted by placing a non-isothermal
heat transfer surface under a turbulent jet that is impinging on that
surface. The test surface is located at a distance of 10 nozzle
diameters downstream of the jet exit plane to ensure a monotonic
variation of the heat transfer coefficient~Gardon and Akfirat,
@14#!. For all the experiments described below, the disk is aligned
with the centerline axis of the jet. The jet stream is produced by an
air jet system~Model PAC-71C-23, FTS Systems, Inc.! with a
holding arm used to position the flow. The circular jet nozzle has
an inside diameter of 11.176 mm~0.44 inch!. The system has a
temperature controller and uses a variable flow rate to provide
uniform flow. Three volumetric flow rates are selected for the
experiments: 2.24 m3s21, 3.30 m3s21, 4.13 m3s21 and are set by
using the flow rate controller on the air jet system.

The experimental model selected to study heat transfer is a
SS304C stainless steel disk of radius,r o5127 mm~5 inches!and
thickness,b512.7 mm~0.5 inch!. The disk is insulated around the
circumference, and at the bottom. Polyethylene foam materials of
very low thermal conductivity thermally insulate the bottom sur-
face and the edges. Type-T thermocouples are located at six radial
locations to measure the internal temperatures. The thermocouple
holes are drilled from the bottom surface of the disk, at the center,
and at radial locations of 12.7 mm, 25.4 mm, 38.1 mm, 63.5 mm,
and 114.3 mm. All the thermocouples are at an axial location of
z511.94 mm, i.e., 0.76 mm below the top surface. The top sur-
face of the disk is exposed to the impinging jet. Figure 1 gives a
schematic of the test disk with the geometry and boundary condi-
tions used for the calculations~note that, for clarity, the thermo-
couples are not shown!.

The gauge pressure for an external air supply is set to 310 kPa,
to obtain the desired flow rates. A heater is held against the top
surface of the test disk to heat the surface. The temperatures are
monitored as the disk is heated and, once a pre-determined tem-
perature is reached, the heater is removed and an insulating pad is
used to cover the disk surface. The temperatures are allowed to
stabilize, so that the six thermocouples record a nearly uniform
temperature. The top insulation is then removed, the impinging air
jet hits the surface, and the specimen is cooled to the desired
temperature range. The temperatures at all internal locations are
recorded, and the surface heat flux and temperature are deter-
mined from these measurements by the inverse heat conduction
method, which is discussed in the next section.

The velocity and turbulence in the stagnation zone, and in the
wall-jet region, are measured using a three-channel, constant-
temperature hot-wire anemometer~DANTEC Model 56C17
CTA!. Although the turbulence generated by the flow under inves-
tigation is anisotropic, the qualitative characteristics of the flow
near the heat transfer surface allow some simplification in the
aerodynamics. In the present experiment,u8 can reasonably char-
acterize the state of all three components of the turbulent fluctua-
tions in the free stream, as suggested by Maciewjewski et al.@10#.
The velocity signals received from the anemometer are passed
through an analog-to-digital converter to data-acquisition software
that analyzes this data and calculates mean-velocitiesūmean, in-
tensity of turbulence Tu, andu8. All velocities and turbulence
measurements are taken at atmospheric pressure and ambient tem-
perature of 25°C. The hot-wire anemometer probe is attached to a
traversing mechanism that allows radial and axial positioning. In-
stantaneous velocities and their fluctuating components are mea-
sured at a sample rate of 1/2 kHz, consisting of 8192 samples. The
velocities and turbulence properties are measured at eleven radial
and different axial positions for three flow rates.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the 304 stainless steel geometry and
boundary conditions
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Inverse Heat Conduction Analysis
The inverse heat conduction problem~IHCP! refers to the pre-

diction of the boundary conditions or thermophysical properties
from the solution of the conduction equation and the temperature
history at some internal sites. Here the IHCP is solved to calculate
the temperature and heat flux on the surface. The fundamentals of
inverse heat conduction are discussed in Beck et al.@15#. The
governing equation and the boundary conditions for the geometry
that is being discussed are given by
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These equations assume that the temperatureT5T(r ,z,t) is inde-
pendent of the angular coordinate. This is justified since the jet is
circular, nearly uniform, and hits the disk at the center. The disk
material is assumed to be isotropic; therefore, the thermal conduc-
tivity k is independent of direction. The parameterg represents the
heat generation per unit volume that includes the surface heat flux.
The solution to Eq.~5! is

u~r ,z,t !5T~r ,z,t !2To
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r oE
0
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0
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G~r ,z,tur 8,z8,t!

3$q~r 8,t!d~z82b!%32pr 8dr8dz8dt (7)

where G(r ,z,tur 8,z8,t)5Gr(r ,tur 8,t)3Gz(z,tuz8,t) is the
Green’s function for the geometry in Fig. 1 and its boundary con-
ditions. The Green’s functions are taken from Beck et al.@16#, Eq.
~X22.3! for Gz(•) and Eq.~R02.1!for Gr(•)).

The next step is to assume a profile for the unknown heat flux
q(r ,t). A linear combination of polynomials inr and t would
suffice, i.e.,

q~r ,t !5 (
j 51

M13M2

cj f j (8)

where

f j5r j 21, j 51, . . .M1

f j5r j 2~M111!3t, j 5M111, . . . 2M1

f j5r j 2~2M111!3t2, j 52M111, . . . 3M1 (9)

] ] ] ]

f j5r j 2~M1~M221!11!3tM221, j 5M1~M221!11, . . .M13M2

The maximum number of spatial functions permitted should not
exceed the number of locations at which the temperature is mea-
sured. When the number of functions approaches this maximum,
the solution tends to be more oscillatory about the true solution.
Based on this guideline,M154 andM254 are chosen for the top
surface where heat flux changes rapidly. The choice ofM154
means that four spatial functions describe the heat flux at the top
surface, including the constant, i.e., a cubic variation forq(r ,t)
with r. Note that the temperature is measured atL56 locations
near the top surface. Also,M254 is chosen to recover the true
variation of the boundary condition with time since the behavior

of q(r ,t) is not known a priori. The total number of functions that
describe the heat flux at the top surface isM5M1M2516. Sub-
stituting these profiles into Eq.~7! and integrating in the
z-direction results in the following expression:

u~r ,z,t !5(
j 51

M

cjF j (10)

where
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The functionF j (r ,z,t) on the right-hand-side of Eq.~10! can be
evaluated for eachf j (r ,t). If the temperature measurements are
taken atN time instants, there will beN equations for each loca-
tion, totaling toK5N3L equations. Equation~10! is numerically
calculated so that the firstN equations represent the temperature at
N time instants for the first thermocouple location, the nextN
equations for the next thermocouple, and so on until theLth loca-
tion. Then, the matrix form of Eq.~10! is

F•C5Q (12)

whereQ and C are K31 andM31 vectors andF is a K3M
matrix. This set of equations is solved by the method of least
squares to provide the vectorC as

C5~FT
•F!21

•~FT
•Q! (13)

Once thecj ’s are calculated, the heat fluxq(r ,t) at z5b can be
determined from Eq.~8!. A measure of a good fit is the standard
deviation of the error given by

s5A~Q2F•C!T
•~Q2F•C!

K
(14)

This measure is equivalent to the root mean square of the error
between the measured temperatures and those obtained from the
solution of the direct problem at those locations. A low value ofs
is indicative of the robustness of the inverse estimation of surface
heat flux.

Results and Discussion

Hydrodynamics of the Impinging Flow. A turbulent axi-
symmetric air jet impinging normal to the surface of a disk pro-
duces the flow field. Since the diameter is large compared to that
of the jet exit diameter, the flow field is subdivided into different
regimes. Based on the flow characteristics, as shown in Fig. 2,
three regions are identified:~i! The free jet region develops from
the exit of the nozzle and becomes turbulent at largeZo /D; ~ii!
The impingement or stagnation region, where the strong interac-
tion of the jet with the surface produces a deceleration as it ap-
proaches the surface, resulting in an increase in pressure. This
helps to form and stabilize the hydrodynamic and thermal bound-
ary layer. The flow then changes direction and starts accelerating
away from the stagnation point.~iii! The wall-jet region where the
flow leaving the stagnation region begins to decelerate in a direc-
tion parallel to the targeted test surface. It is also termed the par-
allel flow zone. In the wall-jet region, the deceleration of the mean
velocity helps the transition to turbulence to occur generally at a
distance 1.2Dfrom the stagnation region, whereas the stabilizing
effect of acceleration helps keep the boundary layer laminar in the
stagnation zone, Kestin et al.@3#. Moreover, the transition is trig-
gered by the disappearance of the pressure gradients that exist in
the vicinity of the stagnation point and serve to stabilize the lami-
nar boundary layer, despite the presence of high local turbulence
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levels in the free stream. Thus, it is only at the outer edge of the
jet deflection region that conditions are conducive for a transition
to a turbulent boundary layer.

The experiments are carried out at three values of the mean
velocity at the jet exit nozzle,Wo522.9 ms21, 33.7 ms21, and
42.1 ms21. The corresponding values of the Reynolds number,
based on the inner diameter of the nozzle, are 16,100, 23,700, and
29,600, respectively. The mean velocity and turbulence properties
are measured at nine stations along ther direction. A single-wire
probe is used for this purpose. At each radial location, the probe is
traversed vertically to different heights. Samples of measured
data, Figs. 3 and 4, show the behavior of the velocity field. The
experimental data depict the variation ofu8 andū as a function of
z. Figure 3 showsū andu8 as a function of the heightz for two
Reynolds numbers atr /D57.95. The data are for ReD516,100
and ReD529,600; they illustrate the effect of the Reynolds num-
ber on u8 and ū. For the low Reynolds number, ReD516,100,
spreading and decay of the boundary layer is more pronounced

than for the higher Reynolds number ReD529,600. A similar trend
is observed at other locations; Fig. 4 showsū and u8 profiles at
r /D55.68 for ReD523,700 and 29,600. Figures 3 and 4 demon-
strate the growth and spreading of the boundary layer, measured at
two radial locations and for three Reynolds numbers. The mean
velocity profiles show the effect of wall friction on one side and
jet mixing on the other side. Also, they show that the value ofu8
is nearly constant inside the boundary layer whereas the mean
radial velocity,ū, increases withz, attains a maximum within the
boundary layer, and then reduces. However, bothu8 andū mono-
tonically reduce asr increases. The radial velocity andu8 are
found to have their highest values near the impingement surface
for all ReD values.

The boundary layer was traversed to obtainu8 andū data simi-
lar to those in Figs. 3 and 4. The velocity data are summarized in
Figs. 5 and 6. The maximum value ofu8, within the boundary
layer, is plotted in Fig. 5 for all the Reynolds numbers mentioned
earlier. The data are collected at two radial locations in the stag-
nation flow region and at nine locations in the wall-jet region. In
general, the maximumu8 in wall jet region, within experimental
uncertainties, is located whereū is maximum. The corresponding
turbulence data, in Fig. 6, represent Tu, the ratios of the maximum
u8 to maximumū in the boundary layer. From this point forward,
u8 refers to the maximum value of the localu8 in the boundary
layer. The Tu data in Fig. 6 display a sharp rise nearr /D53.5 for
ReD516,100 and ReD523,700, indicating a transition from pre-
dominantly laminar to predominantly turbulent flow. This transi-
tion occurs earlier atr /D52.25 for ReD529,600, Fig. 6. The
radial location of transition is likely to be dependent on the Rey-
nolds number; however, this deserves a separate investigation.

Fig. 2 Schematic of flow developing from a nozzle and im-
pinging on a surface

Fig. 3 The ū and u 8 profiles at r ÕDÄ7.95 for Re DÄ16,100 and
ReDÄ29,600

Fig. 4 The ū and u 8 profiles at r ÕDÄ5.68 and for Re DÄ23,700
and ReDÄ29,600

Fig. 5 Variation of u max8 as a function of r ÕD for three Reynolds
numbers
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Further away from the stagnation region the intensity of turbu-
lence, Tu, increases since the mean radial velocity,ū, decreases
faster thanu8.

Heat Transfer Measurements
A test begins by heating the disk to a pre-selected temperature.

The disk is cooled using the pre-selected flow rates. An inverse
technique is then used to find the surface heat flux and surface
temperature. Figure 7 shows a sample of computed surface tem-
perature data to illustrate the behavior of the impinging jet for
ReD523,700. The data for the other flow rates follow the same
trend, but are not shown, for brevity. In Fig. 8, the computed
surface heat flux is also shown for the same flow rate. Figure 9
compares the measured temperatures and those calculated by the
direct solution using the estimated boundary conditions. The stan-
dard deviation of the error is about 3°C, which is within66
percent of (To2Tamb).

The computed surface heat flux is plotted versus the difference
in temperatures between the wall and the ambient temperature;
see Fig. 10. The heat transfer coefficient, defined byh5q/(Tsur
2Tamb), is calculated, averaged over the entire duration of the
experiment, and plotted in Fig. 11 for three flow rates. Note that
the general character of these curves follows the behavior dis-
cussed previously; that is, the stagnation region heat transfer co-
efficient is relatively high compared to that of the wall-jet region
when the dimensionless distance~jet exit plane to plate!z/D
>10. Because of the great difference between the behaviors of the

heat transfer at and near the stagnation point, and in the developed
wall-jet, it is convenient to discuss the measurements in these
regions separately.

The primary interest is in the distribution of heat transfer under
an impinging submerged jet. Therefore, an attempt is made to
study the dependence of local heat transfer rates on the hydrody-

Fig. 6 Measured Tu as a function of r ÕD for three Reynolds
numbers

Fig. 7 Surface temperatures at different r ÕD locations for
ReDÄ23,700

Fig. 8 Surface heat flux at different r ÕD locations for
ReDÄ23,700

Fig. 9 Comparison of measured and recalculated tempera-
tures at different thermocouple locations at Re DÄ23,700

Fig. 10 Surface heat flux at different r ÕD locations for
ReDÄ23,700
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namic properties of the jet in the stagnation region and in the
wall-jet region. The data recorded are,u8, ū, Tu, and the heat
transfer coefficient,h. They are calculated at eleven radial loca-
tions. Figure 11 shows the average values ofh versusr /D over the
entire disk for the three experiments.

Stagnation Flow Region
The stagnation region, based on data available in the literature,

is defined as a circular region with a radius equal to 1.2D from the
center of the disk. As stated earlier, for high values of the free-
stream turbulence, Tu>20 percent, Maciejewski and Moffat@11#
observed that, for air, the heat transfer coefficient,h, is directly
proportional to the standard deviation of the local stream-wise
velocity. Using empirical reasoning, Al-Salam et al.@12#, hypoth-
esized thath, has a laminar component,hlam, and a turbulent
component,htur , that depends onw8. This hypothesis for fluids
with constant thermophysical properties is mathematically verified
in the Appendix; therefore, near the stagnation point,

h5hlam1htur (15)

The laminar component of the heat transfer coefficient at the stag-
nation point depends on the mean velocity,w̄, outside of the
boundary layer and can be written as

hlam5c1Auw̄u (16)

wherec1 is a constant that includes the dependence ofhlam on the
Prandtl number Pr, geometry, and thermophysical properties of the
fluid. Equation~16! assumes that changes in the velocity profile
within the boundary layer due to turbulence have a weak influence
on c1 , see Appendix. At or near the stagnation point, a single wire
probe provides a velocity that is approximately normal to the wall,
w̄, and its fluctuating component,w8. When Tu.0.2, for a rela-
tively small range ofw8, it is assumed there is a linear relation-
ship betweenhtur andw8, therefore,htur is written as

htur5c2w8 (17)

wherec2 is a constant to be determined. Now, the total heat trans-
fer coefficient,h, at the stagnation region, can be written in the
following form:

h5c1Auw̄u1c2w8 (18)

The next task is to use the experimental data to extract the
contribution of laminar and turbulent components. Rewriting Eq.
~18! with the data at or near the stagnation point

U•C5H (19)

whereU is a matrix andC andH are column vectors,

U5F Auw̄1u w18

] ]

Auw̄6u w68
G , C5Fc1

c2
G , and H5F h1

]

h6

G , (20)

results in an over-determined linear system. The variableuw̄i u
stands foruw̄u at the ith combination of flow rate and location.
Since there are two locations inside the stagnation region and the
data is collected for three flow rates, theni 51,2, . . . ,6.Solving
for c1 and c2 , the method of least squares givesc1537.82 and
c2517.75. Now Eq.~18! becomes:

h537.82Aw̄117.75w8 (21)

The error between the experimental heat transfer coefficient and
that calculated using Eq.~21! is less than 10 percent.

To validate the earlier assumption that changes inū andw̄ due
to turbulence do not appreciably affecthlam, the laminar compo-
nent of Eq.~21! need to be compared against established data. For
hlam at the stagnation region, the following correlation obtained by
Liu et al. @17#,

NuD50.715 ReD
1/2 Pr0.4, for 0,r /D,0.787

and 0.15,Pr,3 (22)

is used. Although Eq.~22! is for a free jet, this comparison is
appropriate for flow near stagnation point since heat transfer co-
efficient for a given Pr depends on ReD alone. Moreover, the
Prandtl number in this study is within the range Prandtl numbers
in Eq. ~22!. The error in the calculatedhlam compares remarkably
well with the correlation of Liu et al.@17#, less than 2 percent~See
Table 1!and this close agreement verifies the earlier assumptions
concerninghlam.

The turbulent component of Eq.~21! is also compared against
the correlation obtained by Al-Salam et al.@12#, Eq.~4!. Figure 12
compares the present data with Eq.~4! in the stagnation region.
The error between data from Eq.~4! and the present experimental
results is within 10 percent. The agreement is very satisfactory
although, in this study, the velocity components were measured

Fig. 11 Heat transfer coefficient as a function of r ÕD for three
ReD values

Fig. 12 Turbulent heat transfer coefficient as a function of u 8
at the stagnation region

Table 1 Comparison of present h lam with h lam „Liu et al. †17‡…
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with the test model in place whereas Hoogendoorn@13# and Low-
ery and Vachon@5# and Al-Salam et al.@12# reported removing the
test models prior to measurements.

Generally, there is a high laminar component ofh due to a
favorable pressure gradient in the stagnation region. Despite the
high laminar component, when Tu is large~greater than 20 per-
cent! in the stagnation region, the root mean square of the fluctu-
ating component of the local stream-wise velocity determines the
turbulent componenthtur .

Wall-Jet Region. The success of the simple correlation sug-
gested by Eq.~15!, encourages one to attempt the same formula-
tion in order to obtain a description of the behavior of jet impinge-
ment heat transfer in the wall-jet region. To validate this approach,
the total heat transfer coefficient is obtained experimentally and
needs to be compared against established data forh in the wall-jet
region. The analysis of Brdlik and Savin@18# is based on laminar
theory, but their experimental investigation dealt with a region far
away from the stagnation region where the velocity at the outer
edge of the boundary layer is decreasing withr, and the free
stream, Tu, is relatively high. The same trend is also observed in
the present experiments. The following semi-empirical correla-
tion, obtained by Brdlik and Savin@18#, uses data from experi-
ments where the flow in the wall-jet region is essentially turbulent

Nur51.18Pr1/3 ReDo

1/2S r̄ 2

11 r̄ D F r̄ S 1

2
r̄ 21D1 ln~11 r̄ !G21/2

(23)

where r̄ 5r /D. Figure 13 compares the correlation obtained by
Brdlik and Savin@18# with the present heat transfer coefficient in
the wall-jet region. The total heat transfer coefficient,h, follows
the same trend as Eq.~23!, Brdlik and Savin@18#, but differs by
about 20 percent. The higher values of measuredh in Fig. 13 are
attributed to higheru8. The other flow rates, not shown, also show
the same trend.

The mean heat transfer coefficients is computed over a time
interval when radial changes in temperature are relatively small,
see Fig. 7. The results for three Reynolds numbers are plotted in
Fig. 14 using open circular symbols. The data are plotted for the
same radial locations whereumax8 is plotted in Fig. 5. Sinceh in
the present experiments follows the same trend observed by Brd-
lik and Savin@18# but at a higher value, Fig. 13, the next step is to
describe the variation ofh in the wall-jet region withu8. Also, the
heat transfer in the wall-jet exhibits higher levels compared to
parallel flow as noted by Dup. Donaldson et al.@19#. This appears
to be due to the higher level of turbulence generated by the shear
between the wall-jet and the ambient air, which is transported to
the boundary layer at the heat transfer test surface.

As stated earlier, Eq.~15! can describe the total heat transfer
coefficient in the wall-jet region. The computed temperature at

any r /D in Fig. 7 shows thatdT/dt is small and a quasi-steady
state assumption is valid. One can infer from Eq.~A.2! in the
Appendix that the laminar heat transfer coefficient in the wall-jet
region is inversely proportional tor 1/2. Therefore, assuming ve-
locity profiles are similar and neglecting the higher-order contri-
bution ofdTsur/dr sincehlam is small~See Fig. 7!, then the lami-
nar component ofh in the wall-jet region can be written as

hlam5c3Aūmax

r
(24)

The constantc3 includes the dependence ofh on the Prandtl num-
ber, the influence of turbulence onū and w̄, and any secondary
effect due to departure from non-uniform surface temperature
condition. Maintaining Eq.~17! to be valid in the wall-jet region
when Tu.0.2, one can write

htur5c4u8 (25)

wherec4 is a constant expressing the physical properties of the
fluid. Therefore, using Eqs.~24! and~25!, Eq.~15! can be written
as

h5c3Aūmax

r
1c4u8 (26)

Rewriting Eq.~26! with the data recorded in the wall-jet region
and employing the method described by Eqs.~19! and ~20! leads
to the computation ofc3 and c4 . A least squares method yields
c352.12 andc4538.27 and Eq.~26! becomes:

Fig. 13 Heat transfer coefficient as a function of r ÕD for
ReDÄ23,700 in the wall-jet region

Fig. 14 Variation of h , h lam , and h tur as functions of r ÕD at:
„a… ReDÄ16,100, „b… ReDÄ23,700, and „c… ReDÄ29,600
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h52.12Aūmax

r
138.37u8 (27)

Discussion
Figure 14 shows the laminar and turbulent components ofh.

The computed laminar component whenr /D,1 is nearly con-
stant only for ReD516,100 as suggested by Eq.~22! Liu et al.
@17#. However, the variations ofhlam when r /D,1 for other two
ReD values are within610 percent from their mean. The value of
hlam1htur is also plotted in Fig. 14 for the three Reynolds num-
bers. The error between the experimental value ofh and hlam
1htur calculated using Eq.~27! is generally less than 10 percent
and slightly larger for a few data points when ReD523,700. As in
the stagnation region, for validation, the laminar and turbulent
components of Eq.~27! need to be compared against established
data. Generally, the flow in the wall-jet region is turbulent and
therefore no data on heat transfer in laminar flow is cited in the
literature for comparison with calculatedhlam. Figure 15 illus-
trates the turbulent component of the heat transfer coefficient in
the wall-jet region. The correlation obtained by Al-Salam et al.
@12# for the stagnation flow region, Eq.~4!, is also plotted in Fig.
15 for comparison. Figure 16 compares the stagnation flow and
wall jet with the Maciejewski and Moffat@11# correlation, Eq.~2!.
The stagnation flow data fall within the error band specified in
Maciejewski and Moffat@11#. Also, the data in the wall jet region

are plotted in Fig. 16. The data for ReD516,100 and 23,700 are
quite smooth but the data for ReD529,600 have noise within 10
percent of the mean. For the measured wall-jet-region data, the
mean value of St8/ f (Pr) is 0.043 instead of 0.024. This increase is
attributed to a much higher turbulent component,htur , that can be
predicted from flat plate data, and it is in line with the hydrody-
namics of the flow in the wall regime. It is likely that a thinning of
the laminar sublayer, occurring in the wall-jet region as the radius
increases, is responsible for this increase. Figures 3 and 4 vali-
dates the thinning boundary layer assumption because, when
ReD529,600, the peakūmax moves closer to the wall asr /D in-
creases. This phenomenon can reduce the thermal resistance of the
sublayer and increase the rate of heat transfer across this layer.

Conclusions
In the stagnation region, the heat transfer coefficient has a high

laminar component for all the Reynolds numbers studied. Figure
12 shows that these results agree well with the summary of
stagnation-flow data for different shaped bodies in Al-Salam et al.
@12#. The measured data are within the error band of610 percent
specified in Al-Salam et al.@12#. Figure 16 shows that the stagna-
tion flow data fall within the 15 percent error band, as specified in
Maciejewski and Moffat@11#. Accordingly, one can conclude that
Eq. ~2! and Eq.~4! can adequately describe the contribution of the
fluctuating component of the stream wise velocity on the heat
transfer coefficient,htur while the laminar flow theory can provide
hlam at or near the stagnation point.

Special care is needed to account for the effect of stream-wise
turbulence in the wall jet region. Because the contribution of the
laminar component is small, the free stream turbulence can have a
profound effect on the heat transfer coefficient. This confirms the
Maciejewski and Moffat@10# assertion that the classical Reynolds
number based correlations can produce information with large er-
rors depending on relative value ofu8. Figure 16 compares the
data in the wall-jet region with Eq.~2!. When Tu.0.2, there is a
significant departure from the asymptotic value of 0.024 in Eq.
~2!. Accordingly, for a turbulent flow in the wall jet region, one
needs to modify Eq.~2! in order to account for the contribution of
the fluctuating component of the stream wise velocity on the heat
transfer coefficient.

Nomenclature

b 5 thickness of the disk, m
cj 5 coefficient
C 5 array of coefficients

Cp 5 specific heat, J/kg.K
D 5 nozzle diameter at exit, m
f 5 a function of Pr

F 5 matrix, Eq.~12!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.K

h8 5 turbulent heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.K
k 5 thermal conductivity, W/m.K

Nu 5 Nusselt number,hr/kf
Pr 5 Prandtl number
r 5 radial coordinate
r̄ 5 r /D

r o 5 radius of the disk, m
ReD 5 Reynolds number,rWoD/m

St 5 Stanton number, St5h/(rCpu)
St8 5 turbulence Stanton number, St85h8/(rCpu8)

t 5 time, s
T 5 temperature, °C

To 5 initial temperature, °C
Tu 5 turbulence intensity,u8/u ~percent!

u 5 radial velocity, m/s
u8 5 root mean square value of the fluctuating component

of u, m/s
ū 5 temporal mean of radial velocity, m/s
w 5 axial velocity, m/s

Fig. 15 Variation of h tur as a function of u 8 in the wall-jet re-
gion for Re DÄ16,100, 23,700, and 29,600, and comparison with
Al-Salam et al. †12‡

Fig. 16 A comparison between Maciewjewski and Moffat †11‡
correlation and the data from present study
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w8 5 root mean square value of the fluctuating component
of w, m/s

w̄ 5 temporal mean of axial velocity, m/s
Wo 5 velocity at nozzle exit, m/s

z 5 axial coordinate, m
a 5 thermal diffusivity, m2/s
m 5 viscosity coefficient, N•s/m2

u 5 temperature after transformation,T2To
Q 5 array of measuredu
r 5 density of SS304C steel, kg/m3

s 5 standard deviation

Subscripts and Superscripts

amb 5 ambient
lam 5 laminar
max 5 maximum in the boundary layer
sur 5 surface
tur 5 turbulent

Appendix
The residency of most fluid particles over a 0.127 m disk radius

is typically less than 50 milliseconds. An examination of transient
temperature in Fig. 7 shows that the cooling process in the test
model is sufficiently slow so that the temperature in the air can be
classified as quasi-steady state. Therefore, the fluid boundary con-
ditions are classified as prescribed nonuniform temperature distri-
bution atz50 and constant ambient temperature far away from
the surface. For a steady state incompressible boundary layer flow,
the two-dimensional form of the energy equation is

rcpS ū
]T̄

]r
1w̄

]T̄

]zD 5k
]2T̄

]z2 1S (A1)

whereS is the contribution of the fluctuating components ofT and
w and can be viewed as a sink/source in Eq.~A1!. One can de-
compose the temperatureT̄(r ,z) into two components:T̄(r ,z)
5T̄1(r ,z)1T̄2(r ,z) so thatT̄1(r ,z) satisfies equation

rcpS ū
]T̄1

]r
1w̄

]T̄1

]z D 5k
]2T̄1

]z2 (A2)

and T̄2(r ,z) satisfies equation

rcpS ū
]T̄2

]r
1w̄

]T̄2

]z D 5k
]2T̄2

]z2 1S (A3)

The boundary conditions forT̄1(r ,z) are linear and identical to
boundary conditions forT̄(r ,z) while the boundary conditions for
T̄2(r ,z) are homogeneous. Therefore, once Eq.~A2! and~A3! are
satisfied, the Eq.~A1! and the corresponding boundary conditions
are satisfied. The surface heat flux is

q52k
]T̄

]z
U

z50

5S 2k
]T̄1

]z
U

z50
D 1S 2k

]T̄2

]z
U

z50
D (A4)

Equation~A2! has a form similar to the energy equation for lami-
nar although ū and w̄ are different. Therefore, the function
2k]T1 /]z at z50 serves as the laminar component of the sur-

face heat flux,qlam. BecauseT̄1(r ,z) has the same boundary con-

ditions as T̄(r ,z), one can setq5h(Tsur2Tamb) and qlam
5hlam(Tsur2Tamb). Accordingly, Eq.~A4! can be rewritten as

qtur52k
]T̄2

]z
U

z50

5S 2k
]T̄

]z
U

z50
D 2S 2k

]T̄1

]z
U

z50
D

5h~Tsur2Tamb!2hlam~Tsur2Tamb!

5~h2hlam!~Tsur2Tamb!5htur~Tsur2Tamb! (A5)

wherehtur5h2hlam. Since the boundary conditions forT̄2(r ,z)
are homogeneous, the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions have
secondary effects on effectT̄2(r ,z) and consequently onhtur .
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Mathematical Model and
Simulation of a Thermal
Diffusion Column
A two-dimensional mathematical model, in stationary state was developed for the sepa-
ration of species in a thermal diffusion column working with total reflux. The model was
applied to a gas mixture ofCO2 and N2 . The existence of convective currents along the
column was verified, the separation of species due to the temperature gradient was pre-
dicted and the effect of the thermal gradient and of the operation pressures on the com-
position profiles was analyzed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1560150#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Mass Transfer, Modeling, Natural Convection, Non-
Equilibrium

1 Introduction

Irreversible phenomena in nature can act simultaneously@1# in
such a way that under certain conditions imperceptible effects
become perceptible. A typical example of the phenomena is the
separation of a two specie gaseous mixture in two interconnected
recipients when a significant temperature difference is produced
between them@2#. This irreversible phenomena is known as ther-
mal diffusion, which accompanied by ordinary diffusion, due to
concentration gradients, produces heat and mass flows simulta-
neously.

Substances separation due to temperature gradients, was used
first in an efficient way, in 1938, when Klaus Clusius and Gerhard
Dickel @3,4# demonstrated that the introduction of a convective
laminar flow in a gas mixture, subjected to a temperature gradient,
achieves the species separation with high yields. The Clusius–
Dickel Thermal Diffusion Column~TDC! ~Fig. 1! consists on a
vertical tube refrigerated outside by means of water and with a
electrical resistance located in its central axis as a heater. There-
fore, a radial temperature gradient originates radial thermal diffu-
sion and axial mass convection currents. The thermal diffusion
process produces radial species separation and the presence of
convective laminar flow causes a longitudinal separation of spe-
cies. Consequently, an accumulation of the lightest component in
the top and the heaviest one in the bottom of the column is nor-
mally placed. A qualitative experimental evidence of the operation
of the TDC is obtained using a homogeneous mixture of Bromine
and Nitrogen@5#.

The concentric tubes column, in which the central tube is usu-
ally conformed by an electric heating element, is the TDC more
commonly used in the separation of gas mixtures@4#. However,
the parallel plates TDC is used for liquid mixture separations,
because it guaranty a gap less than one mm between the hot wall
and the cold one@3#.

The TDC can be used to separate mixtures which are difficult or
impossible by the common methods, such as distillation and ex-
traction. Recent studies have shown that it can be separated by the
above procedure biological solutions and suspensions; aqueous,
isotopic and polymeric solutions; organic geometric isomers and
organic mixtures~as raw petroleum and mixtures of high molecu-
lar weight alcohol!, etc.@6–8#. Also, a plant has been designed for
the production of high viscosity oil lubricant@9#.

Since the thermal diffusion process is thermodynamically irre-
versible, probably it is not an economically profitable process
such as other separation methods with high production levels.
However, since the TDC is simple, relatively cheap and it can
work for long periods of time without supervision, the process can
be competitive when small quantities of special substances are
produced.

From Clusius and Dickel’s TDC developments a lot of studies
about the gas mixture behavior in the column have been made. In
1939, Furry, Jones and Onsanger@10#published a theory about the
plane wall TDCs by employing kinetic theories to find the fluid
properties values. In 1946, Furry and Jones@11# extended the
theory in order to apply it to the extreme cylinder TDC~hot fila-
ment column!. In the following decades, studies were continued to
obtain more general and complete models. They included the ar-
bitrary dependence of properties with temperature and the consid-
eration of more realistic kinetic models for gases—Srivastava
@12#, McInteer and Reisfeld@13#, Saxena and Raman@14#, among
others. Simplified analytic models based on experimental data for
the properties in either batch or continuous systems have been
developed more recently@15–21#. However, these models are
characterized by simplifications that allow easy analytic solutions,
but also exclude some important aspects.

More realistic models, with numerical solutions employing
computational machines@22,23# to simulate the column behavior
and to optimize the design parameters of TDC with flows have
been developed. Employing the above models, the pressure opera-
tion @24,25#, the separation between the surfaces@15,26–28#and
the optimal feeding point of columns@29# have been found for
continuous columns.

In order to allow a higher species separation efficiency; a lot of
column designs have been made. Examples of them are intercon-
nected column systems@27,30–32#, inclined columns@31,33,34#,
rotational columns@35,36#, packed columns@35,37#, and columns
with barriers@38,39#.

A new mathematical model for a batch TDC from analytical
and numerical data is presented in this paper. The temperature and
velocity profiles are evaluated from the analytical solution of the
energy and momentum equations due to their simplicity. The con-
centration profiles are obtained by the numerical solution of the
mass conservation equation. The model allows to predict the gas-
eous mixture pattern of several variables at the inside of a thermal
diffusion column without flow. Also, the model can predict the
composition inversion due to convective phenomena.

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division June 6, 2002;
revision received November 1, 2002. Associate Editor: H. Bau.
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2 Mathematical Model
A two-dimensional and time independent mathematical model,

for describing the separation of a binary gas mixture in a TDC,
subjected to a temperature gradient between two cylindrical sur-
faces~Fig. 2! was developed.

The temperature difference between the walls of the column
generates a radial temperature profile, which can be obtained by
solving the energy conservation equation. The temperature and the
globalz-direction velocity are only function ofr-dimension due to
a fully developed flow and the assumption that the thermal con-
ductivity is a constant. If it is only considered a time independent
problem, from the energy balance it can be obtained the following
expression

2S 1

r

]

]r
~rqr !1

1

r

]qz

]z D1mS ]VZ

]r D 2

50 (1)

Assumptions that are made in order to simplify the above equation
are that the effects of viscous dissipation are negligible since the
velocity in natural convection processes is low; the contribution of
the Dufour heat~heat flow due to concentration gradients! to heat
transfer rate is small and it could be considered that it does not
have an important effect in the temperature profile; temperature is
not exactly equal along the whole hot wall of the TDC@18#, but it

may be assumed as constant inz-direction since the column is
very long compared with its width. With the previous consider-
ations, Eq.~1! can be written as

d

dr S rk
dT

dr D50 (2)

subject to the following boundary conditions

r 5RC T5TC (3)

r 5RH T5TH (4)

where the sub-indexesH andC are used to denote the hot and the
cold walls respectively.

By integrating Eq.~2! and considering the thermal conductivity
at mean temperature and composition, the temperature profile is
obtained

T5
TH2TC

lnS RH

RC
D lnS r

RC
D1TC (5)

which gives the temperature at any point in the column.
Due to the existence of ther-direction temperature profile, a

convective flow inz-direction is generated. The velocity profile
can be obtained by solving the momentum conservation equation

1

r

d

dr S rm
dVZ

dr D2rg2
dP

dz
50 (6)

The effects at the column ends leading to a two-dimensional pro-
file are neglected, because they appear only in a narrow region
@18#.

The pressure gradient may be obtained by considering the
whole system at average temperature (T̄) and gas composition (x̄)
and at zero mean velocity

dP

dz
52 r̄g (7)

wherer̄ is the fluid mean condition density. In natural convection,
the velocity gradients are only generated by the existence of tem-
perature or a non-homogeneous composition field and the fluid
movement is generally very slow. Eq.~7! is a good approach, also
for the fluid in movement@40#.

The density is a function of temperature and composition, and
its dependence can be obtained by means of an expansion in Tay-
lor series around the mean Temperature (T̄) and composition (w̄)
values. Rejecting the second and greatest terms for the tempera-
ture and composition variable, the density can be expressed as

r5 r̄2 r̄b̄~T2T̄!2 r̄ z̄~w2w̄! (8)

whereb̄ is the thermal expansion coefficient andz̄ is a coefficient
that represent the density variation with respect to the composition
~analogous tob̄) calculated at mean conditions.

From. ~7! and ~8! in ~6!

d

dr S mr
dVZ

dr D1 r̄b̄g~T2T̄!r 1 r̄ z̄g~w2w̄!r 50 (9)

subjected to the following boundary conditions

r 5RH VZ50 (10)

r 5RC VZ50 (11)

It can be seen from~9! that the buoyancy force depends on mean
temperature and mass composition. In some cases the buoyancy
force is positive and in others it is negative. The last term in the
Eq. 9 can be omitted because the solute buoyancy force is negli-
gible to the temperature one in a thermal diffusion column. Sup-

Fig. 1 Clusius-Dickel Column

Fig. 2 Concentric Tubes TDC Scheme
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posing the viscosity as a constant and with the temperature profile
~Eq. 5!, Eq.~9! may be integrated to obtain an expression for the
velocity profile

VZ5VmVZ* (12)

Vm5
r̄b̄g

4m
~TH2TC!~RC

2 2RH
2 ! (13)

VZ* 5S r 22RC
2

RC
2 2RH

2 D ln~r /RH!

ln~RC /RH!
1S RH

2 2r 2

RC
2 2RH

2 D 1

ln~RC /RH!

1
ln~r /RH!

~ ln~RC /RH!!22
TH2T̄

TH2TC
S r 22RH

2

RC
2 2RH

2 2
ln~r /RH!

ln~RC /RH! D
(14)

The net mass flow in each cross section is zero, since there is no
mass accumulation and the stationary state must be satisfied.
Therefore,

E
RH

RC

rVZrdr5 0 (15)

Substituting Eqs.~12! to ~14! in ~15!, an equation for the mean
temperature is found. In order to solve the integral, the density is
considered as a constant and a numerical method is used.

To obtain the concentration profile of the heaviest component
~i! along the column, a mass balance on a control volume in a ring
shape is made~Fig. 3!

1

r

]

]r
~r j r !1VZ

]r i

]z
1

] j z

]z
50 (16)

The mass diffusive flows are given by

j r52rD
]wi

]r
2

rDT

T

dT

dr
(17)

j z52rD
]wi

]z
(18)

Substituting Eqs.~17! and ~18! in ~16!

1

r

]

]r S rDr
]wi

]r D1
1

r

]

]r S rDTr
d ln T

dr D2VZ

]r i

]z
1

]

]z S rD
]wi

]z D
50 (19)

Equation~19! can be written in a different way using the follow-
ing dimensionless parameters

W* 5
wi2wsup

winf2wsup
, T* 5

ln T2 ln TC

ln TH2 ln TC
, Z* 5

z

L
,

R* 5
r

RC
, r* 5

r

r i 2C
, D* 5

D

DH
, DT* 5

DT

DH
T (20)

where wsup, winf are respectively the mass fractions of the
i-component at the top and bottom end of the column,r i 2C is the
density of thei-component at the cold wall,DH is the diffusivity
at the hot wall andDH

T is the maximum thermal diffusion coeffi-
cient at the hot wall.

With the expressions~20!, the differential Eq.~19! can be writ-
ten as follows

1

R*
]

]R* S r* D* R*
]W*

]R* D1
Cl

R*
]

]R* S r* DT* R*
dT*

dR* D
2PeGVZ*

]~r* ~W* 1Wm!!

]Z*
1G2D*

]

]Z* S r*
]W*

]Z* D50

(21)

In Eq. ~21! four dimensionless numbers appear. The first one is the
Clusius Number in honor to one of the inventors of the thermal
diffusion column and it is given by

Cl5
DH

T

DH

ln~TH /TC!

~winf2wsup!
(22)

The Clusius Number provides information about how the separa-
tion of a binary mixture is executed in a thermal diffusion column.
The second dimensionless number is the Peclet Number

Pe5Gr•Sc5
VmRC

n

n

DH
(23)

where Gr is the Grashof Number, Sc Schmidt Number, andn the
Cinematic viscosity. The Peclet number provides information
about the relation between convective and diffusive forces.

The other numbers are a geometric and a separation factors
given by

G5
RC

L
, Wm5

wsup

winf2wsup
(24)

The boundary conditions to solve the differential equation are

r 5RH or R* 5
RH

RC
, j r50 (25)

r 5RC or R* 51, j r50 (26)

z50 or Z* 50, j z50 (27)

z5L or Z* 51, j z50 (28)

With the above boundary conditions, the solution of the model is
not possible because in the system solution any composition value
could be true. Then, Eqs.~27! and~28! must be in terms of known
composition values at the neighborhood of the end and the top of
the column. These values can be obtained from separation rela-
tions taken from the literature@3,4,15#. In consequence,

z50 or Z* 50, wi5winf or W* 51 (29)

z5L or Z* 51, wi5wsup or W* 50 (30)

Additionally, it is necessary some relationships among properties,
i.e., for the diffusivity

D5DoS T

To
D 3/2S Po

P D (31)

whereDo is the reference diffusivity at temperatureTo and pres-
surePo .

For the thermal diffusion coefficient,

Fig. 3 Control volume for mass balance
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DT5aTDwi~12wi ! (32)

where aT is a thermal diffusion factor which is a function of
temperature

aT5a2
b

T
(33)

wherea andb are experimental constants that depend on the type
of the gaseous binary mixture and on pressure. Furthera andb are
practically independent of composition@3#.

The density can be expressed as a function of temperature and
molecular weight by using the ideal gas law, which is valid at low
pressures

r5
PM

RgT
(34)

whereRg is the universal gas constant.
The dependence of the viscosity of a pure gas with temperature

can be expressed by a third degree polynomial expression

m5a1bT1cT21dT3 (35)

and the dependence with pressure is assumed to be negligible.
For a gas mixture, the viscosity can be expressed by means of

the Wilke’s experimental correlation@40#

mmixture5(
i 51

2
xim i

( j 51
2 xiF i j

(36)

where

F i j 5
1

80.5 S 11
Mi

M j
D 20.5F11S m i

m j
D 0.5S M j

Mi
D 0.25G2

(37)

and i, j denote the chemical species which are presents.

3 Numerical Solution
Differential Eq. ~21! together with the boundary conditions

~25!, ~26!, ~29!, and~30! can be solved for the mass fraction by
using the finite volume method@41#. It consists of dividing the
system in small control volumes which do not overlap on each
volume, in such a way that a nodal point exists inside each vol-
ume. The differential equation is integrated on each one of the
volumes.

The thermal diffusion column~Fig. 2! can be divided in finite
volumes of a ring shape~Fig. 3! with their nodal points settled at
the shell center except the top and bottom ones~boundary nodes!.

Integrating Eq.~21! over the control volume and then applying
Gauss divergence theorem over some terms in order to find a new
surface integral, the Eq.can be discretized at each nodal point as
follows

APWP* 5AEWE* 1AWWW* 1ANWN* 1ASWS* 1B (38)

where,

AE5re* De* Re*
DZ*

DR*
(39)

AW5rw* Dw* Rw*
DZ*

DR*
(40)

AN5PeGrn* RP* DR* max~2VZ* ,0!1G2rn* Dn* RP*
DR*

DZ*
(41)

AS5PeGrs* RP* DR* max~VZ* ,0!1G2rs* Ds* RP*
DR*

DZ*
(42)

AP5AE1AW1G2rn* Dn* RP*
DR*

DZ*
1G2rs* Ds* RP*

DR*

DZ*

1PeGrn* RP* DR* max~VZ* ,0!

1PeGrs* RP* DR* max~2VZ* ,0! (43)

B5ClCe* DTe* Re*
DZ*

DR*
~TE* 2TP* !1ClCw* DTw* Rw*

DZ*

DR*
~TW* 2TP* !

2PeGrn* RP* DR* VZ* Wm1PeGrs* RP* DR* VZ* Wm (44)

The sub-indexesE, W, N, S, andP denote east, west, north, south
and central nodes in the finite volume respectively, whilee, w, n,
ands denote east, west, north and south nodes touching each finite
volume surface respectively~Fig. 4!. The operator max compares
several real inputs in order to get the biggest value among them.

The convective term in Eqs.~38! to ~44! is approached by
means of the upwind scheme@41#, in which is assumed that the
value of the composition in a finite volume surface has the same
value that the corresponding location at the contiguous up stream
nodal point.

Gas compositions inside the column can be calculated at the
nodal points by solving the algebraic equation system once the
original differential equation is discretized.

4 Results
A software developed in FORTRAN 90 was employed in order

to solve the mathematical model for a gaseous mixture of
CO2 /N2 . The data for viscosity, diffusivity, and for the thermal
diffusion factor were taken from Incropera and DeWitt@42#,

Fig. 4 Selected mesh scheme

Table 1 Thermo-physical properties of the gas mixture CO 28N2

Property Correlation

Viscosity CO2 , mCO2
(N s/m2) a52.2460e26, b54.0315e28,

c59.1141e212, d521.2893e214.
Viscosity N2 , mN2

(N s/m2) a51.5696e26, b56.4705e28,
c523.8999e211, d51.2732e214.

Diffusivity, D(m2/s) Do51.67e25 m2/s,
To5298 K, Po51 atm.

Thermal diffusion factor,aT a50.09870,b517.7433.

Table 2 Thermal diffusion column Operation conditions data

Parameter Value

TH (K) 900.0
TC (K) 300.0
RH (m) 0.001
RC (m) 0.006
L (m) 1.0
wsup 0.10
winf 0.90
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Hinex and Maddox@43# and from Grew and Ibbs@3# respectively.
The thermophysical properties of the mixture are presented in
Table 1 and the operation conditions in Table 2.

The temperature and velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 5. A
variation of temperature is observed along the radius, and the
highest slopes are presented in the neighborhood of the hot sur-
face (r 51 mm). Velocity only changes with radius and not with
height. The inside fluid portion flows up and the outside fluid
flows down, producing convective streams between the bottom
and the top ends.

It is noticed that as the pressure inside the tube increases, the
speed of the ascending fluid next to the hot surface is proportion-
ally increased. The same occurs with the descending velocity next
to the cold surface.

In Fig. 6 the concentration profiles with the height~at the left!
and the radius~at the right!of the column, for pressures of 0, 1
atm ~at the bottom!and 5 atm~at the top!are shown.

A variation of the mass fraction is seen with the radius and the
height, demonstrating the separation due to the thermal diffusion
and the convective effects.

The higher effects of thermal diffusion are at low pressures, in
which the heavy component (CO2) is concentrated in the cold
wall ~Fig. 7!. At high pressures the convective effects cause the
heavy component to concentrate on the hot wall because the fluid
circulation is increased~Fig. 5!. Although, the effect of profile
inversion due to an alpha sign change has been reported in the
literature@3#, for the analyzed gas mixture the effect is caused by
the convective flow.

When the thermal diffusion phenomena controls the process,
the concentration of the heavy component varies smoothly
throughout the radius of the tube. An opposite situation is ob-
served when the convective phenomena controls the process; the
heaviest species concentration varies in appreciable way, mainly

Fig. 5 Temperature and velocity profiles

Fig. 6 Mass fraction profiles
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in the bottom of the column (z,20 cm). Also, it is observed that
the inflection point of the concentration profile happens exactly in
the inflection point of the velocity.

Due to the drastic change in the gas composition with the radius
at high pressures, the gaseous mixture is only partially purified in
the neighborhood of the column bottom. For example, at 5 cm of
height, the CO2 average mass fraction at a pressure of 5 atm is 0,
65, whereas at a pressure of 0, 1 atm it is 0, 75. So, the separation
is more efficient at low pressures. However, if the column oper-
ates at low pressures, the processed amount of gas is smaller.
Then, the optimal working pressure is selected on the bases of two
criteria: required purity and quantity of processed gas.

Similarly to the operation pressure, the mathematical model
could be used to determine under specific conditions of separation
~gas concentrations at the column ends!, other optimal parameters
of operation and design, as temperature gradient, diameters and
column height.

In order to find the point where the convective and diffusive
phenomena are equally important, Fig. 8 was constructed. In this
figure a minimum of the heavy species concentration is observed
at a pressure near 1 atm, showing that the accumulation of the
heavy species at the bottom of the column is greater than at other
pressures. Due to the existence of a minimum, at this value of the
pressure the convective phenomenon starts to control the phenom-
ena.

5 Conclusions
A stationary two-dimensional model was developed to describe

the separation of a gas mixture subjected to a temperature gradi-
ent. The model allows to determine optimal operation parameters
and design of a TDC from conditions of required gases purity.

In situations at low pressures~less than 1 atm!the lightest
specie, in this caseN2 , is concentrated in the warm zone and the
weightiest specie, in this case CO2 , is concentrated in the cold
zone. At high pressures~over 1 atm!, an opposite situation is
observed, but a separation of the species is placed.
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Nomenclature

A 5 term of the discretized equations
a 5 parameter of the equation for the thermal diffusion

factor and of the correlation for the viscosity@5#
N•s/m2

B 5 term of the discretized equations
b 5 parameter of the equation for the thermal diffusion

factor and of the correlation for the viscosity@5#
N•s/m2

•K
c 5 parameter of the correlation for the viscosity@5#

N•s/m2
•K2

Cl 5 Clusius number
D 5 coefficient of ordinary diffusion@5# m2/s
d 5 parameter of the correlation for the viscosity@5#

N•s/m2
•K3

DT 5 thermal diffusion coefficient@5# m2/s
D* 5 dimensionless ordinary diffusion coefficient
DT* 5 dimensionless thermal diffusion coefficient

G 5 dimensionless geometric number of the column
g 5 gravity acceleration@5# m/s2

Gr 5 Grashof number
j r 5 radial component of the diffusive flow@5# kg/m2

•s
j z 5 axial component of the diffusive flow@5# kg/m2

•s
k 5 thermal conductivity at average conditions@5#

W/m•K
L 5 thermal diffusion column height@5# m
P 5 pressure@5# Pa

Pe 5 Peclet number for mass transfer with natural convec-
tion

qr 5 radial component of the heat density flux vector@5#
J/m2

•s
qz 5 axial component of the heat density flux vector@5#

J/m2
•s

R 5 radius@5# m

Fig. 7 Effect of the pressure in the mass fraction profiles

Fig. 8 Mass fraction versus pressure at different heights
along the column
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r 5 radial coordinate
Rg 5 universal gas constant@5# J/kmol•K
R* 5 dimensionless normalized radial coordinate
Sc 5 Schmidt number
T 5 temperature@5# K
t 5 time @5# s

T̄ 5 average temperature@5# K
T* 5 dimensionless normalized temperature
V̄ 5 Velocity vector@5# m/s

Vm 5 Parameter of the velocity profile@5# m/s
VZ 5 Axial component of the velocity vector@5# m/s
VZ* 5 Dimensionless parameter of the velocity profile

w 5 Mass fraction
w̄ 5 Average mass fraction

Wm 5 Dimensionless mass fraction
W* 5 Normalized molar fraction

z 5 Axial coordinate
Z* 5 Dimensionless normalized axial coordinate

Greek Letters

aT 5 thermal diffusion factor
b̄ 5 thermal expansion coefficient at average conditions

@5# 1/K
F 5 parameter of the viscosity correlation
m 5 absolute or dynamic viscosity@5# N•s/m2

n 5 cinematic Viscosity@5# m2/s
r 5 density@5# kg/m3

r* 5 dimensionless density
r̄ 5 density at average conditions@5# kg/m3

z̄ 5 coefficient of density variation with respect to the
composition

Subscripts

C 5 cold wall
E 5 east node in discretized equations
e 5 east bound in discretized equations

H 5 hot wall
inf 5 bottom of the column
N 5 north node in discretized equations
n 5 north bound in discretized equations
P 5 central node in discretized equations
S 5 south node in discretized equations
s 5 south bound in discretized equations

sup 5 top of the column
W 5 west node in discretized equations
w 5 west bound in discretized equations
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Introduction
Buoyant convection in enclosures encompasses a wide variety

of applications and has traditionally focused on the steady-state
behavior of closed systems, that is, systems for which there is no
mass flow through the enclosure. For such systems, the energy
transfer to and from the enclosure provides the only driving
mechanism for the internal flow. Several comprehensive reviews
of the related research are available@1,4,5,21,22#including a re-
view of closed systems with time-dependent boundary conditions
by Hyun @13#.

The present focus is on a related but distinct class of problems
for which the enclosure is open and the internal flow is driven
through a combination of mass and energy flows, i.e., mixed con-
vection. This class of problems is encountered in applications
such as thermal energy storage@6#, building ventilation@16#, res-
ervoir flows @27#, and electronic equipment@8#. Although the
steady-state behavior is of primary interest in several of these
applications, only the transient behavior is of interest in thermal
energy storage devices since both the charging and discharging
processes are inherently transient. The optimal performance of
these devices depends, in turn, on the transient behavior as shown
for fully-mixed storage storage vessels@2,3,14,20#. Interestingly,
for perfectly-stratified behavior in which there is no thermal con-
tact between the hot and cold fluid volumes, Krane and Krane@15#
have shown that optimal performance has no dependence on the
time of operation. However, since real thermal storage systems
invariably exhibit a significant degree of thermal contact between
the fluid volumes, as evidenced by the presence of a thermocline,
the optimal performance depends intimately on the evolution of
the thermal contact.

Despite the ubiquity of liquid-sensible thermal storage applica-
tions, only a relatively small number of simplified models exist
due to the difficulty of determining suitable characterizations for
the multi-dimensional, thermal mixing effects. Zurigat et al.@30#
have described a numerical model based on the one-dimensional
convective energy equation with an eddy diffusivity fixed in time,
but varied over the height of the vessel. Truman et al.@24# intro-
duced a numerical model which accounted for mixing effects by

averaging nodal temperatures over a fraction of the tank height. In
each case, the difficulty of predicting the temperature profile evo-
lution over the filling process was noted.

In the present work, integral solutions to the horizontally-
averaged energy equation with non-uniform and time-dependent
diffusivities have been developed which reproduce observed tran-
sient behaviors. The model predictions are compared with several
sources of published data to illustrate their determination and
quantify their variation with key flow parameters.

Formulation
Consider a vertical vessel of heightH and cross-sectional area

Ac with an inflow of constant temperature fluid occurring at the
lower boundary of the vessel and an outflow at the upper bound-
ary occurring at an identical rate so that the mass inventory is
constant. Provided it is the low temperature fluid which flows into
the lower portion of the vessel or the higher temperature fluid into
the upper portion of the vessel, the temperature field in the enclo-
sure will be stably stratified. The flowfield observed in such an
enclosure is dictated by the geometry of the respective inlet and
outlet diffusers, the vessel geometry, the imposed through-flow
rate, and the stabilizing effect of gravity. Even at relatively low
mass flow rates both the velocity and the temperature field are
multi-dimensional and time-dependent. A schematic of the vessel
geometry and a representative vertical temperature profile are il-
lustrated in Fig. 1.

After decomposing the full temperature field,T(t,x), into a
horizontally-averaged component,T̄(t,y), and a perturbation,
T8(t,x), the horizontally-averaged energy equation@12# simplifies
to

]T̄

]t
1v~ t !

]T̄

]y
5

]

]y S 1

Pe

]T̄

]y
2E

Ac

v8T8dAD , (1)

wherev(t)[ v̄/vo and Pe[voH/a. The length, time and velocity
scales used in the non-dimensionalization of Eq.~1! are H,
(H/vo), and vo , respectively. The dimensional velocityvo is a
representative scale forv̄, the dimensional, instantaneous area-
averaged velocity. The area-averaged velocity is related to the
dimensional mass flow rate through the system byv̄5(ṁ/r)/Âc

5V̇/Âc . In general,v̄ will be time-dependent and the present
formulation encompasses this potentiality. The temperature scale
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is taken as the characteristic temperature difference of the storage
device,DT̂s , which is the nominal difference between the high
and low temperatures in the system. Consideration of the possi-
bility that the perturbation integral is proportional to the gradient
in the mean temperature suggests a convective thermal diffusivity,
«, defined as

«

voH

]T̄

]y
52E

Ac

v8T8dA, (2)

after Homan and Soo@12#. Upon substitution of Eq.~2! into Eq.
~1!, the energy equation simplifies to

]T̄

]t
1v~ t !

]T̄

]y
5

]

]y
S a1«

v0H

]T̄

]y
D . (3)

Defining a convective thermal-mixing factor ask[11«/a, the
energy equation can finally be expressed as

]T̄

]t
1v~ t !

]T̄

]y
5

]

]y
S k

Pe

]T̄

]y
D . (4)

The utility of this model hinges upon the assumption implied in
the definition of the convective thermal diffusivity, Eq.~2!, and an
appropriate characterization of« or, alternatively,k. The present
paper examines several possible variations ofk and their compari-
son to published empirical data.

The bars appearing in Eq.~4! will hereafter be dropped, al-
though it remains a description of the horizontally averaged tem-
perature field which is being sought.

Coordinate Transformation. From mass conservation, the
horizontally-averaged vertical velocity can be at most a function
of time, v(t). As a result, a coordinate system is selected which
moves with the contact line between the hot and cold fluid vol-
umes, the position of which is specified by

yf~ t !5E
0

t

v~ t !dt. (5)

The transformation from a fixed coordinate system originating
from the bottom of the vessel to one moving with the fill line is
thereforej5y2yf(t), and the relation of the desired temperature
distribution to the corresponding solution in transformed coordi-
nates,u(t,j), is T(t,y)5u(t,y2yf(t)). This coordinate system is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

In terms ofu(t,j), the energy equation of Eq.~1! then simpli-
fies to

]u

]t
5

]

]j S k

Pe

]u

]j D . (6)

Integral Energy Equation. Empirical observations of the
vertical temperature distribution in stratified, liquid sensible stor-

age devices generally indicate a strongly asymmetric temperature
profile @19# and thermocline growth rates which vary with oper-
ating parameters and design parameters. In order to model such
characteristics, the domain is divided into two regions, separated
by the fill line, yf , as shown in Fig. 2. The extent of the gradient
layer on either side of the fill line is denoted by the boundary layer
scale,d(t), the size of which will differ between the upper and
lower regions~the ‘‘upper’’ region refers toj.0).

For the upper region, 01<j<du(t), the integration of Eq.~6!
over this interval yields

E
01

du ]u

]t
dj5Fku

Pe

]u

]jU
j5du

2
ku

Pe

]u

]jU
j501

G . (7)

Applying the boundary conditions,

u~ t,j5du!51, (8)

]u

]j
~ t,j5du!50, (9)

and Liebnitz’ Rule, the equation simplifies to

d

dt
~cu2du!52

1

PeFku

]u

]j G
j501

, (10)

where

cu[E
01

du~ t !

u~ t,j!dj. (11)

In a similar manner, integration of the energy equation over the
lower region,2du(t)<j<02, yields

d

dt
~c l !5

1

PeFk l

]u

]j G
j502

, (12)

where

c l[E
2du~ t !

02

u~ t,j!dj, (13)

with the boundary conditions

u~ t,j52d l !50, and (14)

]u

]j
~ t,j52d l !50. (15)

Temperature Profiles. As indicated in the development of
the integral energy equations, Eqs.~10! and ~12!, the natural
boundary conditions include the specification of the temperature
and a zero gradient at the end of each layer,j5du and j

Fig. 1 Schematic of a thermal storage vessel and a represen-
tative instantaneous vertical temperature profile

Fig. 2 Schematic of a composite boundary layer profile
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52dl . In addition, the temperature profiles must satisfy matching
conditions for temperature and heat flux at the interface,j50.
Symbolically, these conditions require

u l~ t,j502!5uu~ t,j501!, (16)

and

Fkt,l

]u l

]j G
j502

5Fkt,u

]uu

]j G
j501

, (17)

wherekt is the total conductivity, consistent with Eq.~3!. Since
the molecular properties of the liquid are uniform across the two
regions, the flux-matching boundary condition may be rewritten in
terms of the respective thermal mixing factors as

Fk l

]u l

]j G
j502

5Fku

]uu

]j G
j501

. (18)

Considering polynomial profiles of up to the fourth order in
each of the two regions, the general form of the solution foru will
be u5( j 50

J mjj
j with J52, 3, or 4. The matching conditions re-

quire

m0,l5m0,u , (19)

and

k l

ku
m1, l5m1,u . (20)

The first of the two matching conditions serves to determine the
interfacial ~fill-line! temperature,Tf , defined as

Tf5u l~ t,j502!5uu~ t,j501!. (21)

The matching conditions, along with the previously mentioned
boundary conditions at the edges of the two regions, are sufficient
to determine the six unknown coefficients and the interfacial tem-
perature,Tf , for the quadratic profiles

u l5Tf12Tf S j

d l
D1Tf S j

d l
D 2

, and (22a)

uu5Tf12~12Tf !S j

du
D2~12Tf !S j

du
D 2

. (22b)

For a cubic or quartic profile, additional constraints are required.
After Goodman@9#, a ‘‘derived’’ boundary condition is obtained
from the differential equation, Eq.~6!. Evaluating the differential
equation at the far end of the two regions and upon recognizing
that u is independent of time at these locations, one obtains

]2u l

]j2 U
j52d l

5
]2uu

]j2 U
j5du

50. (23)

The cubic profiles resulting from the application of these addi-
tional constraints are given in Homan@10#. These profiles are
applicable irrespective of whether the interfacial temperature is
constant or a function of time.

For the more restrictive case, in whichTf is independent of
time, two additional profiles may be obtained. An additional con-
straint on the profile may then be derived from application of the
governing differential equation atj50, in a manner identical to
that of Eq.~23!. Application of both derived boundary conditions
produces quartic profiles given by

u l5Tf12Tf S j

d l
D22Tf S j

d l
D 3

2Tf S j

d l
D 4

, and (24a)

uu5Tf12~12Tf !S j

du
D22~12Tf !S j

du
D 3

1~12Tf !S j

du
D 4

.

(24b)

For each profile, the second matching condition, Eq.~18!, re-
quires that the interfacial temperature satisfies

Tf5
d lku

duk l1d lku
,

5~11b!21, (25)

where

b[
k l

ku

du

d l
. (26)

As will be seen, this corresponds to the parameter defined asb
5(k1 /k2)Aa1 /a2 in the solution for a two-layer medium using
the method of Laplace transforms by O¨ zişik @23#.

Results and Discussion
The solutions to the integral equations are examined for diffu-

sivities uniform across both regions, with differing magnitudes in
each of the two regions, and finally with identical time-
dependency but differing magnitude. The model results are then
compared to several sources of empirical data. For all of the re-
sults presented, a uniform through-flow rate,v(t)51, has been
assumed.

Uniform Diffusivity. For the integral solution, the interfacial
temperature is determined by the matching condition, Eq.~18!,
and is a constant for time-independent diffusivities. In the case of
a uniform diffusivity across both regions,Tf is identically equal to
1/2. Since the interfacial temperature is constant, the assumed
profiles foru can be substituted into the respective integrated en-
ergy equations to produce an ordinary differential equation for
each of the boundary layer scales,du(t) andd l(t). Assuming zero
initial thickness for the thermal layers, the solutions are of the
form

dn5Faknt

Pe G1/2

5 f ~ t;Pe/kn!. (27)

where the subscriptn denotes either ofu or l as is appropriate to
the region under consideration. The constanta appearing in Eq.
~27! takes on different values for each of the assumed profiles,
a512 for the quadratic profile (J52) in Eq. ~22!, and a
5(40/3) for the quartic profile (J54) in Eq. ~24!.

For two semi-infinite regions in perfect thermal contact with a
uniform conductivity across both regions, the well-known analyti-
cal solution@23# also predicts an interfacial temperatureTf iden-
tically equal to 1/2. O¨ zişik @23# has shown that the quartic profile,
Eq. ~24!, provides the most accurate prediction of the interfacial
heat flux relative to the analytical solution. In the context of strati-
fied sensible storage, a quantity of greater interest is the thickness
of the thermocline which in turn has direct relation to the degree
of thermal mixing. The selection of a particular definition for the
extent of the thermocline takes on physical significance if the edge
is chosen as the limiting temperature for the usable fraction of the
storage volume. For cool storage applications, the usable portion
of the fluid volume is typically considered to be that portion at a
temperature of less than 5–25 percent of the overall storage tem-
perature difference. For heat storage applications, the fluid volume
above 75–95 percent of the storage temperature difference
@11,17,18,29#is typically considered usable in most applications.
The thermocline thickness,dn* , is therefore computed as the dis-
tance between the fill line,yf and the location at which the profile
equals a particular edge temperature,Te . The thicknesses are de-
fined, implicitly, according tou l(t,j52d l* )5Te , and uu(t,j
5du* )512Te . In the case of a uniform diffusivity,k l /ku[1 and
d l* [du* . The variation of the apparent thermocline thickness,d* ,
in time is shown in Fig. 3.

The t1/2 growth of the layer thickness is untouched by the
choice of the edge temperature,Te . For each edge temperature,
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the apparent thermocline thickness is greater in the quadratic pro-
file than in the quartic profile. However, the boundary layer scale,
d, is larger in the quartic profile than in the quadratic profile as
indicated by the previously indicated coefficient values. Based on
comparison to the analytical solution for uniform diffusivity, the
quadratic profile gives a slightly more accurate prediction of the
Te50.05 edge whereas, for the 0.15 and 0.25 edges, the quartic
profile provides the closest agreement@10#. The results presented
in the remainder of this paper will therefore utilize the quartic
profile.

Non-Uniform Diffusivity. Considering the case in which the
diffusivity is constant in time, but of different magnitude in each
of the two regions, the solutions for the boundary layer scales
remain of the form shown in Eq.~27!. Defining a thermal mixing
factor ratio ask r[k l /ku , the boundary layer scales can be ex-
pressed in the formdu5 f (t;Pe/ku) andd l5 f (t;(Pe/ku)/k r).

The interfacial temperature is then given by

Tf5~11b!215~11Ak r !
21, (28)

sinceb5(k l /ku)(du /d l)5Ak r .
Interestingly, increasingk r results in an increase in bothdu* and

d l* at fixed Pe/ku . The upper layer thickness increases slightly
because the interfacial temperature decreases with increasingk r .
The increase ind l* with k r , however, is much greater. The growth
in time for du* andd l* at severalk r values is shown in Fig. 4.

The difference between the two thicknesses increases fork r
<5, but atk r510 has clearly decreased. Qualitatively, the expla-
nation is that the boundary layer scale,dn , is independent of the
interfacial temperature, whereas one or the other of the apparent
thermocline thicknesses,dn* , must vanish asTf approaches either
Te or (12Te). Quantitatively, the behavior may be understood by
comparing the ratio of the respective thicknesses to their boundary
layer scale. Symbolically, this ratio is computed as

cn5
dn*

dn~ t !
. (29)

These ratios are shown versus the interfacial temperature for se-
lectedTe in Fig. 5.

The shape of the curve serves to explain the behavior observed
in Fig. 4. Observe that asTf is decreased from one-half,cu in-
creases slightly and therefore the upper thermocline thicknessdu*
takes on an ever larger fraction of the boundary layer scale,du .
On the other hand,cl decreases rapidly asTf approachesTe .
Thus, d l* becomes an ever smaller fraction ofd l , which does
increase according toAk r .

Transient Diffusivity. Physical reasoning suggests that the
effective diffusivity observed at the thermocline will vary in time
since the thermocline is transported away from the inlet at the
bulk velocity. Since gravity serves to restore and maintain equi-
librium in the stably-stratified case, it is only the inflow and out-
flow which drive the departure from equilibrium~in the absence
of heat transfer in or through the tank walls!. The effective ther-
mal diffusivity must therefore be a function of time if the ther-
mocline thickness is to grow at anything other than thet1/2 rate
prodicted by a constant diffusivity. Consider, therefore, a thermal
mixing factor of the form

k~ t !5k̃~11b!tb. (30)

Provided that the exponentb is identical for both the lower and
upper regions, the interfacial temperature remains constant and
the solutions for the boundary layer scale are of the form

dn5Fak̃nt ~11b!

Pe G1/2

, (31)

where the subscriptn again refers to either ofu or l. The ther-
mocline thickness will therefore have a simple power law depen-
dence onb. The constanta in Eq. ~31! remains as earlier. The
interfacial temperature,Tf , also remains equal to (11b)21, ex-
cept that nowb5Ak̃ l /k̃u[Ak̃ r .

The growth in time of the upper layer thickness,du* , is shown
in Fig. 6 for several values ofb. The constant diffusivity case,b

Fig. 3 Upper boundary layer growth, du* „t …, for several edge
temperatures, Te , at PeÄ103

Fig. 4 Growth of the upper and lower boundary layers, du* and
d l* , for TeÄ0.15 and „PeÕku…Ä103. In each case, d l*Ìdu* except
for the case k rÆ1, where d l*Ædu* .

Fig. 5 Ratio of thermocline thickness to boundary layer scale
versus interfacial temperature for several edge definitions
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50, is seen to produce the familiard;t1/2 growth whereas the
b51 limit showsd;t. The relation between the upper and lower
thicknesses,du* andd l* , remains identical to that of the constant
diffusivity case sinceTf remains constant with respect to time.

Comparison To Empirical Data. The distinguishing charac-
teristics of the diffusivity variations considered in the present for-
mulation are~1! a constant fill-line temperature and~2! a constant
thermocline growth rate for all edge temperatures, both above and
below the fill line. Several sources of empirical data have there-
fore been selected to demonstrate the validity of these basic hy-
potheses and are shown in Table 1 along with the corresponding
experimental conditions. The sources cover a wide range of en-
closure volumes and include temperature ranges corresponding to
both hot and cool storage. The data of Truman et al.@25#, Wildin
and Sohn@28# and Zurigat et al.@31# consist of temperature pro-
files at several instants in time whereas the data of Zurigat et al.
@30# consists of time series data for each of several sensors. All of
the references except for that of Zurigat et al.@30# correspond to a
bottom inflow of lower temperature water.

The time variation of the fill-line temperature for each of the
data sets are shown in Fig. 7.

In each case, except possibly for the data of Zurigat et al.@31#,
the fill-line temperature is essentially uniform in time. The last
data point of Truman et al.@25# departs from the trend otherwise
indicated and is likely due to the influence of the outlet since it
corresponds to the point at which essentially an entire tank vol-
ume has been drawn through the vessel.

The growth of the upper and lower thermocline thicknesses are
shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10 for Truman et al.@25#, Wildin and
Sohn@28#, and Zurigat et al.@31#, respectively. In each case, the
growth rates are, to a good approximation, identical for each of

the edge temperatures although a clear asymmetry in the ther-
mocline thickness may be observed on either side of the fill line.
Estimated thermocline growth rates from the data in these figures
are in the ranget0.33 to t0.43. Interestingly, the data also makes
clear that a higher degree of mixing does not necessarily manifest
itself in a larger thermocline thickness at all edge temperatures.
For example, Figures 8 and 9 showd l* ,du* for Te50.25 and
0.75, respectively. In effect, the higher degree of mixing erodes
the lower edges of the thermocline thereby transporting it
throughout a broader region, resulting in the long tails often ob-
served in these profiles@19#. Since the data presented in these
figures exhibit both a nominally uniform fill-line temperature and
constant growth rates for all edge temperatures, there is good
agreement with the basic tenets of the present formulation.

To illustrate the quantitative determination of the empirical con-
stants in the present formulation, the data of Zurigat et al.@30#
and Zurigat et al.@31# will be examined in detail. The latter has
both a relatively constant fill-line temperature and thermocline
growth rates whereas the former has strongly varied thermocline
growth rates.

The data of Zurigat et al.@31# consists of vertical temperature
profiles,T̂( ŷ), recorded at three times during the discharging of a
heat storage device. From these profiles, the instantaneous fill-line
temperatures and thermocline thicknesses can be directly deter-
mined. These quantities are shown in Table 2.

Based onTf , the mixing factor ratio may be determined from
Eq. ~28!, which is equally applicable to any of the diffusivity
variations considered. Then, having selected a representative
value for Tf , values forkn may be computed from each ther-
mocline thickness using Eq.~24! and Eq.~27!. Additionally, the
plot of dn* (t), Fig. 10, may then be used to estimate a value forb
since the slope of the curve is equal to (11b)/2. Values fork̃n

Fig. 6 Growth of the upper boundary layer thickness, du* „t …,
for ko ,rÄ1 at „PeÕko ,u…Ä103 for several b values

Fig. 7 Variation of the fill-line temperature in time for empirical
data from several references

Table 1 Empirical data sources and associated experimental conditions.

Reference V̇ ~Lpm! V ~L! H ~m! Dh ~m! Pe T̂c ~°C! DT̂s ~°C!

Truman et al.@25a#1 2.0 561 0.91 0.78 357 6 9.9
Truman et al.@25b#1 5.6 561 0.91 0.78 999 6.2 9.6
Wildin and Sohn@28#2 13.0 1,990 0.91 1.32 645 12 10.9
Zurigat et al.@30#3 5.72 188 1.45 0.406 7010 24.6 26
Zurigat et al.@31#4 12.1 2,250 2.1 1.16 2750 22.5 18.1

1Temperature profile data taken from Figures 11 and 14, respectively.
2Temperature profile data taken from Figure 14.
3Temperature profile data taken from Figure 6.
4Temperature profile data taken from Figure 12.
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may then be determined for each of the thermocline thicknesses
using Eq.~24! and Eq.~31!. The values fork̃n are also shown in
Table 2. Solution profiles based on the data in the table are shown
overlayed with the temperature data in Fig. 11.

Three solution profiles are shown corresponding to uniform,
non-uniform, and transient non-uniform diffusivities. The uniform
diffusivity model is clearly inadequate for predicting the growth
of the upper layer while the non-uniform (k rÞ1) and transient
(k̃ rÞ1,bÞ0) diffusivities provide increasingly better agreement
throughout the duration of the filling process.

Finally, the data of Zurigat et al.@30# is examined which con-
sists of time series data,T̂( t̂ ), at each of several temperature
sensors distributed vertically in the enclosure throughout the
charging process of a heat storage vessel. The vertical coordinate,

Fig. 8 Growth of the thermocline thickness for the indicated
edge temperatures taken from the data of Truman et al. †25‡ at
Peclet numbers of 357 and 999, respectively. The lower edge
temperatures correspond to the inlet side of the thermocline.

Fig. 9 Growth of the thermocline thickness for the indicated
edge temperatures taken from data of Wildin and Sohn †28‡
with a Peclet number of 645. The lower edge temperatures cor-
respond to the inlet side of the thermocline.

Fig. 10 Growth of the thermocline thickness for the indicated
edge temperatures taken from data of Zurigat et al. †31‡ with a
Peclet number of 2750. The lower edge temperatures corre-
spond to the inlet side of the thermocline.

Table 2 Fill-line temperatures, thermocline thicknesses and
mixing factor coefficients computed from the temperature pro-
files of Zurigat et al. †31‡

Parameter

t

0.161 0.323 0.645

Tf 0.729 0.629 0.603
k r , k̃ r 0.138 0.348 0.433

Te50.05a

d i* 0.0352 0.0522 0.0635
k i 3.93 4.31 3.19
k̃ i 2.07 2.90 2.74

Te50.15a

d i* 0.0273 0.0338 0.0399
k i 4.65 3.55 2.48
k̃ i 2.45 2.39 2.12

Te50.25a

d i* 0.0212 0.0242 0.0268
k i 5.20 3.38 2.07
k̃ i 2.74 2.27 1.78

Te50.75a

d0* 0.00612 0.0188 0.0214
k0 1.77 8.32 5.40
k̃0 0.933 5.60 4.63

Te50.85a

d0* 0.0140 0.0284 0.0345
k0 2.37 4.87 3.60
k̃0 1.25 3.28 3.09

Te50.95a

d0* 0.0358 0.0433 0.0598
k0 5.30 3.87 3.69
k̃0 2.80 2.60 3.17

aThe convective mixing factor,kn , and coefficientk̃n are computed based onTf
50.63.
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x, is aligned with the direction of bulk flow such thatx512y
wherey is the coordinate originating from the bottom of the ves-
sel. The fill-line temperature is then the temperature at each sensor
when yf equals the sensor position. In thex-coordinate system

Tf5b/(b11), in contrast to Eq.~25!, since the ‘‘upper’’ and
‘‘lower’’ designation is reversed. Determination of the ther-
mocline thicknesses is considerably more tedious than for the in-
stantaneous profile data since each thermocline edge crosses a
given sensor at a different time. The instantaneous thickness is
then the difference between the sensor position and the instanta-
neous fill-line position. The fill-line temperatures and thermocline
thickness data so determined are shown in Table 3.

As with the time series data, an estimate ofTf is sufficient to
determine thekn values shown in Table 3. In order to determine
the parameters of the transient diffusivity model, the power law
exponent must also be estimated. The thermocline thickness varia-
tion in time for this data is shown in Fig. 12. The variation is
clearly more complex than observed in the previous data sets with
marked differences in the thermocline growth rate of the upper
~outlet! and lower ~inlet! side. Based on the outlet side thick-
nesses, a value forb is estimated as20.665. Fig. 13 shows solu-
tion profiles overlaying the empirical data for each of the uniform,
non-uniform and transient diffusivity models. Neither the uniform
nor the non-uniform diffusivity models provide a good prediction
of the data throughout the filling process. However, having esti-
matedb from the time variation of the outlet-side thicknesses, the
transient diffusivity provides an excellent prediction of the outlet-
side segment of the profile. The inlet-side has a much lower
growth rate, however, and the transient diffusivity model therefore
overpredicts its growth. Although not encompassed by the present

Fig. 11 Comparison of the analytical model for „a… bÄ0, k i
Ä4, and k rÄ1, „b… bÄ0, k iÄ3.5, and k rÄ0.34, and „c…
bÄÀ0.35, k̃ iÄ2.5, and k̃ rÄ0.34 with empirical profile data of
Zurigat et al. †31‡

Fig. 12 Growth of the thermocline thickness for the indicated
edge temperatures taken from data of Zurigat et al. †30‡ with a
Peclet number of 7010. The higher edge temperatures corre-
spond to the inlet side of the thermocline.

Fig. 13 Comparison of the analytical model for „a… bÄ0, k i
Ä30, and k rÄ1, „b… bÄ0, k iÄ40, and k rÄ4.5, and „c… b
ÄÀ0.665, k̃ iÄ40, and k̃ rÄ5.0 with empirical time series data of
Zurigat et al. †30‡

Table 3 Fill-line temperatures, thermocline thicknesses and
mixing factor coefficients computed from the temperature pro-
files of Zurigat et al. †30‡

Parameter

x̂/H

0.276 0.466 0.657 0.847

Tf 0.630 0.652 0.687 0.694
t f 0.276 0.466 0.657 0.847

k r , k̃ r 2.90 3.51 4.82 5.14

Te50.05a

d0* 0.0994 0.111 0.122 0.128
t 0.177 0.355 0.535 0.719

k0 72.0 44.8 35.9 29.4
k̃0 22.8 22.5 23.7 23.6

Te50.15a

d0* 0.0708 0.0843 0.0913 0.0991
t 0.205 0.382 0.566 0.748

k0 60.7 46.2 36.5 32.6
k̃0 21.2 24.4 25.0 26.9

Te50.25a

d0* 0.0554 0.0670 0.0759 0.0780
t 0.221 0.399 0.581 0.769

k0 62.1 50.3 44.3 35.4
k̃0 22.8 27.3 30.9 29.7

Te50.75a

d i* 0.0330 0.0251 0.0181 0.0160
t 0.309 0.491 0.675 0.863

k i 102.2 37.2 14.1 8.6
k̃ i 46.9 23.2 10.8 7.8

Te50.85a

d i* 0.0673 0.0576 0.0563 0.522
t 0.343 0.524 0.713 0.899

k i 75.6 36.3 25.5 17.4
k̃ i 37.2 23.6 20.3 16.2

Te50.95a

d i* 0.153 0.137 0.144 0.138
t 0.429 0.603 0.801 0.985

k i 97.2 55.5 46.1 34.4
k̃ i 55.4 39.6 39.8 34.1

aThe convective mixing factor,kn , and coefficientk̃n are computed based onTf
50.66.
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formulation, this behavior is consistent with the higher flow iner-
tia for this case and the observed sharpening of a fixed gradient
layer undergoing interaction with an imposed turbulent field
@7,26#.

Conclusions
The stably-stratified top- or bottom-filling of an enclosure pro-

duces an interfacial layer, or thermocline, reflecting the internal
mixed-convection flow. The evolution of this thermocline largely
determines the performance of the stratified thermal storage sys-
tem. Integral solutions to the horizontally-averaged energy equa-
tion with non-uniform and time-dependent diffusivities are pre-
sented which exhibit profile asymmetries and growth rates
consistent with empirical observations of thermocline evolution.
Analysis of published data from several sources shows good
agreement with the present model over the duration of the filling
process at moderate flow rates corresponding to Peclet numbers
from order 102 to 103. At these Peclet numbers, the profiles are
characterized by nominally uniform~1! fill-line temperatures and
~2! thermocline growth rates on either side of the fill line. Ther-
mocline growth rates of the formd* ;tb with b-values ranging
from 0.33 to 0.43 are observed, in contrast to thet1/2 growth rate
predicted by simple molecular diffusion. Empirical diffusivities of
up to several orders of magnitude larger than the molecular diffu-
sivity are also observed. At higher flow rates, Peclet numbers of
order 104, the evolution of the thermocline exhibits increasingly
different growth rates on either side of the thermocline, a charac-
teristic not encompassed by the diffusivity variations considered
in the present paper.
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Nomenclature
Dimensional variables are denoted by a hat, e.g.,ŷ

Âc 5 vessel cross-sectional area~dimensional!
a 5 constant in boundary scale solution, see Eq.~27!
b 5 power law exponent, see Eq.~30!
c 5 ratio of d* to d, see Eq.~29!

Dh 5 hydraulic diameter
H 5 vessel height~dimensional!
k 5 thermal conductivity

m 5 general polynomial coefficient, see Eq.~18!
Pe 5 Peclet number, see Eq.~1!

DT̂s 5 storage temperature differential
T 5 temperature

Tf 5 interfacial or fill-line temperature, see Eq.~20!
V 5 volume
v 5 dimensionless vertical velocity
v̄ 5 vertical velocity~dimensional!
V̇ 5 volumetric flow rate

vo 5 vertical velocity scale~dimensional!
yf 5 fill-line position

Greek

a 5 molecular thermal diffusivity
b 5 constant, see Eq.~26!
d 5 boundary layer scale

d* 5 thermocline thickness
« 5 convective thermal diffusivity, see Eq.~1!
u 5 solution in transformed coordinates, see Eq.~5!
k 5 convective mixing factor, see Eq.~2!

k r 5 ratio of thermal mixing factors,k l /ku

k̃ 5 transient diffusivity coefficient, see Eq.~30!
j 5 spatial coordinate relative to fill-line, see Eq.~5!
c 5 time-dependent function, see Eq.~11!

Subscripts

c 5 cold
e 5 edge
f 5 fill-line
h 5 hot
l 5 lower region
t 5 total ~molecular and convective!, see Eq.~17!
u 5 upper region
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Natural Convection Heat Transfer
From a Cylinder With High
Conductivity Permeable Fins
The problem of laminar natural convection from a horizontal cylinder with multiple
equally spaced high conductivity permeable fins on its outer surface was investigated
numerically. The effect of several combinations of number of fins and fin height on the
average Nusselt number was studied over a wide range of Rayleigh number. Permeable
fins provided much higher heat transfer rates compared to the more traditional solid fins
for a similar cylinder configuration. The ratio between the permeable to solid Nusselt
numbers increased with Rayleigh number, number of fins, and fin height. This ratio was as
high as 8.4 at Rayleigh number of 106, non-dimensional fin height of 2.0, and with 11
equally spaced fins. The use of permeable fins is very advantageous when high heat
transfer rates are needed such as in today’s high power density electronic components.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1532013#

Keywords: Computational, Finned Surfaces, Heat Transfer, Natural Convection

Introduction
Laminar convection from a heated cylinder is an important

problem in heat transfer. It is used to simulate a wide range of
engineering applications as well as provide a better insight into
more complex systems of heat transfer. Accurate knowledge of the
overall natural convection heat transfer around circular cylinders
is important in many fields, including heat exchangers, passive
cooling of electronic components, hot water and steam pipes,
heaters, refrigerators and electrical conductors. Because of its in-
dustrial importance, this class of heat transfer has been the subject
of many experimental and analytical studies. The problem has
received continuous attention since the early work of Morgan@1#
and Churchill and Chu@2#. The most widely referenced work in
this area is that of Kuehn and Goldstein@3# which included the
first numerical solution of the full elliptic governing equations.
Although more recent work and more accurate work has been
reported in the literature since then@4–6# the work of Kuehn and
Goldstein @3# is still being referenced@7,8#. A more extensive
review can be found in a recent paper by Eckert et al.@9#.

Fins have always been used as a passive method of enhancing
the convection heat transfer from cylinders@7#. The presence of
the solid fins has an effect on both the aerodynamic as well as the
thermal characteristics of the flow. The fins tend to obstruct the
natural convection currents near the cylinder surface, thus reduc-
ing the heat transfer from the cylinder to the surrounding fluid. On
the other hand, the fins increase the heat transfer area resulting in
an increase in the heat transfer from the cylinder to the surround-
ing fluid. The net result of these two opposing effects depend on
the combination of number of fins, fin height, and Rayleigh num-
ber. Previous work by the author has shown that increasing the
number of uniformly spaced solid fins beyond a Rayleigh number
dependent value can result in a reduction in the Nusselt number
@10#. Permeable fins can offer less resistance to the natural con-
vection currents around the cylinder while still offering the in-
creased heat transfer surface area of solid fins. Such fins are ex-
pected to offer much enhanced heat transfer rates from a cylinder
than solid fins. Stewart and Burns@11# reported enhanced convec-
tion heat transfer characteristics in a concentric annulus with heat
generating porous media when using a permeable inner boundary.

Zhao and Liao@12# and Zhao and Song@13# showed that forced
convection heat transfer in a cavity can be significantly enhanced
using permeable walls. No published work could be located that
discusses the use of permeable fins on the natural convection heat
transfer from a horizontal cylinder.

This paper details the changes in the Nusselt number due to the
use of different number of equally spaced high conductivity per-
meable fins placed at the cylinder’s outer surface. The fluid under
consideration is Air. The elliptic momentum and energy equations
were solved numerically using the stream function-vorticity
method on a stretched grid. This detailed study included varying
the Rayleigh number from 103 to 106, number of fins from 1 to
11, and the non-dimensional fin height from 0.25 to 2. This range
of values is based on the experience gained from a previous work
using uniformly spaced solid fins for the same configuration@10#.
Due to symmetry, the computations were carried on half the
physical domain making use of the vertical symmetry plane pass-
ing through the center of the cylinder. The number of fins reported
herein is that on one half of the cylinder. No fins were located at
the symmetry plane.

Mathematical Analysis. The steady-state equations for two-
dimensional laminar convection over a cylinder, including the
Boussinesq approximation, are given by:
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Equations~1!–~4! are subject to the following boundary condi-
tions:

1 On the cylinder surface, i.e.,r 5r o ; u5v50 andT5To .
2 Far-stream from the cylinder, i.e.,r→`; ]v/]r 50. As for

the temperature, and following the work of Kuehn and Goldstein
@3# and Abu-Hijleh et al.@8#, the far-stream boundary condition is
divided into an inflow (u<150deg) and an outflow (u

Fig. 1 Schematic of the problem, showing a case with non-
uniform fin distribution

Fig. 2 Schematic of the computational grid in the physical
„left… and computational „right… domains, showing a case with
uniform fin distribution

Fig. 3 Comparison of the local Nusselt number for the case of
a cylinder without fins

Fig. 4 Change in the normalized Nusselt number of the perme-
able fins „solid lines … and solid fins „broken lines …, at
RaDÄ103

Fig. 5 Change in the normalized Nusselt number of the perme-
able fins „solid lines … and solid fins „broken lines …, at
RaDÄ104
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.150deg) regions, Fig. 1. The far-stream temperature boundary
conditions areT5T` and ]T/]r 50 for the inflow and outflow
regions, respectively.

3. Plane of symmetry;u50 and u5180degrees;v50 and
]u/]u5]T/]u50.

4. On the permeable fin surface;u50. The least restrictive
permeable boundary condition is that of no resistance to the ve-
locity normal to the fin surface, i.e.,v5constant[]v/]u50 @11#.
The fins are assumed to be very thin and of very high conductiv-
ity, thus the temperature along the fin will be equal to that of the
cylinder’s surface, i.e.,Tfin5To .

The major assumptions made regarding the fins’ boundary con-
ditions above are: fin thickness→0, fin thermal conductivity
→`, and fin flow resistance→0. These assumptions we intro-
duced in order to simplify the solution of the problem and will
give the ‘‘best case scenario’’ effect of using permeable fins.
‘‘Real’’ fins will have a finite thickness and thermal conductivity.
If this is to be taken into account, the problem will become that of
conjugated conduction—convection heat transfer. This will
greatly complicate the solution procedure as well as introduce two
new parameters that need to be considered, i.e. fin thickness and
fin thermal conductivity. Neglecting the fin’s flow resistance will
only change the velocity gradient boundary condition at the fin but
will not affect the computational procedure. Still this will intro-
duce another parameter that need to be addressed. The inclusion
of any of these parameters will greatly increase the number of
different cases that need to be simulated and will further expand
the size of this paper. Thus as a first attempt at studying the ben-
efits of permeable fins, the author made a conscious decision to
introduce the above mentioned simplifying assumptions. With the
‘‘ideal’’ performance of permeable fins established, future work
can focus on real fin effects such as the fin’s flow resistance,
thickness, and thermal conductivity.

The local Nusselt number, based on diameter, on the cylinder
surface is given by:
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The local Nusselt number at the fin, based on diameter, is given
by:
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The effective average Nusselt number, including the effect of the
fin~s! is given by:
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Using the stream function-vorticity formulation, the non-
dimensional form of Eqs.~1!–~4! is given by:
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The new non-dimensional boundary conditions for Eqs.~9!–~11!
are given by:

1. On the cylinder surface, i.e.,R51.0; c5]c/]R50,
v5]2c/]R2, andf51.0.

2. Far-stream form the cylinder, i.e.,R→`; ]2c/]R250 and
v52(1/R2)(]2c/]u2). For the nondimensional tempera-
ture, f50, and]f/]R50, for the inflow and outflow re-
gions, respectively.

3. Plane of symmetry;c5v5]f/]u50.
4. On the fin surface;]2c/]R]u50, andffin51.0.

In order to accurately resolve the boundary layer around cylin-
der, a grid with small radial spacing is required. It is not practical
to use this small spacing as we move to the far-stream boundary.
Thus a stretched grid in the radial direction is needed@14#. This
will result in unequally spaced nodes and would require the use of
more complicated and/or less accurate finite difference formulas.
To overcome this problem, the unequally spaced grid in the physi-
cal domain (R,u) is transformed into an equally spaced grid in the
computational domain~j,h! @14#, Fig. 2. The two domains are
related as follows:

Fig. 6 Change in the normalized Nusselt number of the perme-
able fins „solid lines … and solid fins „broken lines …, at
RaDÄ105

Fig. 7 Change in the normalized Nusselt number of the perme-
able fins „solid lines … and solid fins „broken lines …, at
RaDÄ106
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R5epj, u5ph (13)

Equations ~9!–~11! along with the corresponding boundary
conditions need to be transformed into the computational domain.
In the new computational domain, the current problem is given
by:

v5
1

E2 F]2c

]j2 1
]2c

]h2G (14)

]2v

]j2 1
]2v

]h2 5
1

PrF]c

]h

]v

]j
2

]c

]j

]v

]h G
2ERaFsin~ph!

]f

]j
1cos~ph!

]f

]h G (15)

]2f

]j2 1
]2f

]h2 5F]c

]h

]f

]j
2

]c

]j

]f

]h G (16)

where,

E5pepj (17)

The transformed boundary conditions are given by:

1. On the cylinder surface, i.e.,j50; c5]c/]j50,
v5(1/p2)(]2c/]j2), andf51.0.

2. Far-stream form the cylinder, i.e.,j→`; ]2c/]j250 and
v52(1/E2)(]2c/]h2). For the nondimensional temperature
f50 and ]f/]j50, for the inflow and outflow regions,
respectively.

3. Plane of symmetry; i.e.,h50 and h51; c5v5]f/]h
50.

4. On the fin surface;]2c/]j]h50, andffin51.0.

The effect of adding the fin~s!on the convection heat transfer
from the cylinder will be presented in terms of the normalized
Nusselt number (NUD, f) which shows the relative change in the
Nusselt number compared to the case of a smooth cylinder, Eq.
~18! below. The ratio of (NUD, f) permeable fins to (NUD, f) solid
fins will be used to gage the enhancement in heat transfer due to
the use of permeable fins in place of solid fins, (R NUD, f), Eq.
~19! below.

Fig. 8 Streamlines „right… and isotherms „left… for the case Ra DÄ104 and HÄ2.00 for different number of permeable fins
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NUD, f5NuD, f /NuD,o (18)

R NUD, f5~NUD, f !Permeable/~NUD, f !solid (19)

The resulting system of elliptic PDEs along with the corre-
sponding boundary conditions were discretized using the finite
difference method. The resulting system of algebraic equations
was solved using the hybrid scheme@15#. Such a method proved
to be numerically stable for convection-diffusion problems. The
finite difference form of the equations was checked for consis-
tency with the original PDEs@15#. The iterative solution proce-
dure was carried out until the error in all solution variables
~c,v,f! became less than a predefined error level~P!. Other pre-
defined parameters needed for the solution method included the
placement of the far-stream boundary condition (R`) and the
number of grid points in both radial and tangential directions,N
andM, respectively. Extensive testing was carried out in order to
determine the effect of each of these parameters on the solution.

This was done to insure that the solution obtained was indepen-
dent of the predefined value of each of these parameters. The
testing included varying the value ofP from 1023 to 1026, R`
from 5 to 50,N from 60 to 150, andM from 60 to 144. For the
case of a smooth cylinder at RaD5105, using P51025 and
changing the grid size (N3M ) from 60360 to 120390 to 140
3120 to 1503144 resulted in average Nusselt number values of
7.7352, 7.7925, 7.7951, and 7.7948, respectively. These numbers
indicate that a 120390 grid size is fine enough to resolve the fluid
and thermal boundary layers. Still the next size up grid (140
3120) was chosen to allow for the changes in the flow and ther-
mal fields that will rise as a result of adding the fins. For the same
case (RaD5105) and a grid size of (1403120), changing the
predefined error level~P! from 1023 to 1024 to 1025 to 1026

resulted in average Nusselt number values of 8.5035, 8.0972,
7.7951, and 7.7943, respectively. The results reported herein are
based on the following combination:N3M51403120, R`

513.19, andP51025. The accuracy of the local Nusselt number
calculations, NuD,s(u), is another measure of the accuracy of the
numerical code. Figure 3 shows very good agreement between the
profiles of the local Nusselt number calculated by the current code
and the data reported by Kuehn and Goldstein@3#, Wang et al.@5#,
and Saitoh et al.@6#, for the case of a cylinder with no fins.

In the previous work for uniformly spaced fins@10#, the number
of grid points was varied in the radial (N5133– 141) and tangen-
tial (M5105– 120) directions in order to insure that all fins co-
incided with one of the grid’s radial lines and that the fins end
coincided with one of the grid’s tangential lines, Fig. 2. The need
for the fins to coincide with the grid was also observed in this
study but in a different fashion. In order to avoid any changes that
might result from using different grids for different combinations
of number fin~s!and fin height, a fixed size grid was used for
combinations in this study (1403120). In this study the fin’s
tangential location was varied in 15 deg increments between 15–

Fig. 9 Velocity vector plot for the case of Ra DÄ104, HÄ2.00,
and NfÄ11 „constant length vectors are use, i.e., vector’s
length does not represent the magnitude of the velocity vector …

Fig. 10 Variation of the local Nusselt number for different
number of permeable fins at Ra DÄ104 and HÄ2.00

Fig. 11 Change in the ratio of the normalized permeable to
solid fins Nusselt number at Ra DÄ103

„top… and RaDÄ106
„bot-

tom…
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165 deg. Thus usingM5120 insured that the tangential grid reso-
lution was suitable for all tangential fin locations. The hardest part
was adjusting the radial grid resolution to insure that the fin’s end
coincided with one of the radial grid points. In this study the
nominal fin heights~H! used were: 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. The
combination ofN5140 andR`513.19 resulted in a difference of
less that 1 percent between the actual fin height and the nominal
fin height used in the current study. The actual height being that of
the fin used in the calculation with the fin’s end coinciding with
the closest radial grid point while using a fixed radial grid resolu-
tion (N5140).

Results. Figures 4–7 show the change inNUD, f for the cases
of RaD51032106, respectively. The solid curves indicate the re-
sults of permeable fins while the broken line curves indicate the
results of solid fins. The solid fin cases were recomputed using the
current fixed size grid, not the results of the previous work@10#,
and are intended to show the heat transfer enhancement due to the
use of permeable fins. It can be seen that the use of permeable fins
results in a significant heat transfer enhancement over solid fins
under the same geometric and flow conditions. Under no condi-
tion does the increase of the number of permeable fins result in a
reduction in the Nusselt number as opposed to case of using solid
fins, Figs. 5–7. This clearly shows that permeable fins perform the
function of increasing the heat transfer area without the penalty of
reducing the convection currents, as is the case of solid fins@10#.
At low Rayleigh number, the value of (NUD, f) levels off at large
number of permeable fins. As the air flows through the permeable
fins it gets heated and creates a thermal wake behind the fin. This
wake renders part of the next fin ineffective as the temperature
gradient between the next fin and the incoming hot air is small and
thus not conducive to significant convection heat transfer. As the
air flows through more fins the ineffective portion of each subse-
quent fin becomes larger. As the number of fins increases the
spacing between the fins becomes smaller. This causes part of the
hot air to get ‘‘trapped’’ between the fins resulting in a recircula-
tion region which further increases the ineffective portion of the
fins. Also as the number of fins increases the surrounding cold air
cannot penetrate radially deep into the smaller hot air pockets
formed by the larger number of fins. This can be seen form the
streamlines and isotherms shown in Fig. 8 for the case of RaD

5104 and H52.0 at different number of fin configurations. The
reduction in the effective portion of the fins is clearly visible from
the isotherms while the increase in the radial size and tangential
span of the recirculation zone can be deduced from the stream-
lines. Figure 9 shows the velocity vector plot for the case of
RaD5104, H52.0, andNf511. In this figure, constant length
vectors are used. The use of vectors whose length is proportional
to the magnitude of the velocity would have rendered the slow
speed recirculation zone not visible. Figure 9 clearly shows the
reduction in the cool surrounding air’s ability to penetrate between
the subsequent fins. The size of the recirculation zone is also
visible. Figure 10 shows the tangential distribution of the local
Nusselt number around the cylinder for the same conditions in
Fig. 8 but limited to four cases in order to improve readability.
The reduction in the heat transfer from each subsequent fin is
clearly visible. Also visible is the reduction in the individual fin
contribution as the total number of fins is increased fromNf52 to
3 to 11.

Figure 11 shows the ratio of (NUD, f) permeable fins to (NUD, f)
solid fins, (R NUD, f), at RaD5103 and 106. The ratio (R NUD, f)
increased with increasing number of fins, fin height, and Rayleigh
number and was as high as 8.4 at RaD5106, H52.0, and
B511. Such high heat transfer rates can only be achieved by
using fan induced mixed or forced convection heat transfer when
coupled with solid fins. The use of permeable fins is an excellent
passive method for providing high heat transfer rates for elec-
tronic components in a small, light weight, low maintenance, and
energy free package. This figure indicates that the use of perme-

able fins is more beneficial when using long fins. This is logical
since long solid fins tend to significantly suppress the convection
currents around the cylinder. It is in such circumstances that the
aerodynamic advantages of permeable fins become prevalent. The
significant increase in permeable fin heat transfer compared to that
of solid fins at large number of fins and high Rayleigh is mainly
due to the reduction in (NUD, f) of solid fins at combinations
of large number of long solid fins and high Rayleigh numbers,
Figs. 5–7.

Conclusions
The problem of laminar natural convection heat transfer from a

horizontal cylinder with uniformly spaced permeable high con-
ductivity fins was studied numerically over a range of Rayleigh
numbers and for different configurations of number of fins and fin
height. The use of permeable fins resulted in much higher Nusselt
number values than for cases of similar cylinder/fin configurations
but with solid fins. Permeable fins increased the heat transfer area
without suppressing the convection currents, as is the case of solid
fins. The ratio between the permeable to solid fins Nusselt number
increased, up to 8.4, with Rayleigh number, fin height, and num-
ber of fins. At low Rayleigh numbers, RaD<104, the Nusselt
number of permeable fins did not increase much forNf>5. The
results indicate that permeable fins can be very useful in situations
which require higher heat transfer rates than what can be achieved
by the use of regular solid fins.

Nomenclature

D 5 cylinder diameter~meters!, 2 ro
E 5 parameter in computational domain,pepj

g 5 gravity
H 5 nondimensional fin height
h 5 local convection heat transfer coefficient
k 5 conduction heat transfer coefficient

M 5 number of grid points in the tangential direction
N 5 number of grid points in the radial direction

Nf 5 number of fins
NuD,s 5 local Nusselt number on the cylinder surface based

on diameter
NuD, f 5 local Nusselt number over the length of the fin

based on diameter
NuD,0 5 average Nusselt number based on cylinder diameter,

reference case with no fins
NuD, f 5 average Nusselt number based on cylinder diameter,

including effect of (f ) number of fins
NUD, f 5 normalized average Nusselt number based on cylin-

der diameter, including effect of (f ) fins
P 5 nondimensional pressure
p 5 pressure

Pr 5 Prandtl number
R 5 nondimensional radius
r 5 radius

r f 5 fin radius
r o 5 cylinder radius
Ra 5 Rayleigh number based on cylinder radius,gb(To

2T`)r o
3/av

RaD 5 Rayleigh number based on cylinder diameter,gb(To

2T`)D3/av
R NUD, f 5 Ratio of the normalized Nusselt number for the case

of permeable fins to that of solid fins
T 5 temperature
U 5 nondimensional radial velocity
u 5 radial velocity
V 5 nondimensional tangential velocity
v 5 tangential velocity
a 5 thermal diffusivity
b 5 coefficient of thermal expansion
P 5 measure of convergence of numerical results
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h 5 independent parameter in computational domain rep-
resenting tangential direction

u 5 angle
n 5 kinematic viscosity
j 5 independent parameter in computational domain rep-

resenting radial direction
r 5 density
f 5 nondimensional temperature
c 5 stream function
v 5 vorticity function

Subscripts

D 5 value based on cylinder diameter
f 5 value at fin
o 5 value at cylinder surface
` 5 free stream value
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Line Plume Approximation on
Atrium Smoke Filling With
Thermal Stratified Environment
Upward motion of a balcony spill plume in an atrium with a thermal stratified layer will
be simulated. This is aimed at answering the question on whether a smoke plume can
move up an atrium to reach the ceiling. The gradient of air density in the atrium is taken
as a constant negative value. The plume motion under this condition is compared with the
case without a thermal stratified layer. It is noted that the effect of stratification is not
obvious in regions near to the fire. But for the upper region of the plume, the effect is
significant. In this way, the plume might not be able to reach the ceiling of an atrium with
a hot enough thermal stratified layer. The maximum plume rise under this condition will
also be calculated.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1532009#

Keywords: Enclosure Flows, Entrainment, Fire, Heat Transfer, Plumes, Stratified

1 Introduction
Knowledge on how a balcony spill plume flows out of a shop to

fill up an atria is important in determining the fire safety measures
with some works reported in the literature~@1–4#!. Based on ear-
lier experimental results~@5,6#!, correlations on air entrainment
into a two-dimensional spill plume were developed~@7,8#! using
dimensional analysis with the line plume theory~@9#! and Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics~CFD! ~@10,11#!. In those works, the
plume and the fire under the balcony were treated separately. The
spill plume was considered as a two-dimensional flow emerging
from under the balcony with the atrium temperature taken as a
constant.

However, there might be a thermal stratified layer inside an
atrium with glazed ceiling due to solar heating. The magnitude of
the vertical temperature gradient depends on the geometry and the
architectural features of the atrium~@12–14#!. Buoyancy acting on
the fire-induced plume might be reduced if the ambient tempera-
ture increases with height. The plume cannot travel up to the roof
as shown in Fig. 1 if the temperature of the plume is lower than
the ambient due to cool air entrainment. Sprinkler heads and ther-
mal detectors installed at the atrium ceiling might not be acti-
vated. Further, smoke management systems@e.g.,~@14–16#!#such
as natural vents might not be effective in extracting smoke. The
effects of the thermal stratified layer on the development of the
plume should be considered carefully and will be discussed in this
paper.

2 Review on Line Plume Theory in Uniform Environ-
ment

One of the earliest works on line plumes might be due to Lee
and Emmons@9# with assumptions:

• Turbulent flow is fully developed with negligible molecular
diffusion

• Local density variations are small compared with the refer-
ence density in the field

• Acceleration along the horizontal direction is small compared
with that along the vertical direction

• The rate of entrainment at the edge of the plume is propor-
tional to the centerline velocity at that height

A set of key equations can be derived~as shown in Appendix A!
from the integral forms of the conservation equations on a line
plume. Gaussian profile assumptions are taken for vertical veloc-
ity and temperature rise.

• The vertical velocity along the centerlinewm is:

wm5&SA11l2

4 D 1/3 1

~aL !1/3 F0
1/3

5S A11l2

&
D 1/3

1

a1/3 S gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 1/3

(1)

• The Gaussian half-width of the plumeb is:

b5
2a

Ap
z (2)

• The density differenceDrm is given by:

Drm

ra
5

~&!1/3~A11l2!2/3

2a2/3

1

lg
S gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 2/3

z21 (3)

• The volume flux per unit lengthN/L is:

N

L
52•SA11l2

&
D 1/3

a2/3F08
1/3z

52•S A11l2

&
D 1/3

a2/3S gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 1/3

z (4)

• The mass fluxṁ can be expressed as:

ṁ525/6a2/3~A11l2!1/3LraS gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 1/3

z (5)

Dividing ṁ by L gives:

ṁ/L525/6a2/3~A11l2!1/3raS gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 1/3

z (6)

In the above equations,

F05
gQ̇c

raCpTa
(7)

F085F0 /L (8)
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Q̇c85Q̇c /L (9)

Drm5ra2rm (10)

ra , Cp , andTa are the density, specific heat and temperature of
the ambient gas;a is the entrainment constant;l is the ratio of the
widths of buoyancy and velocity profiles;L is the length of the
plume; z is the distance above the source;Q̇c is the rate of heat
release by the fire transferring to the plume, and the subscriptm
designates the local value along the plume axis.
As given by Eqs.~1! to ~6!, width of the plume induced by a line
heat source will increase linearly with the elevation. The vertical
velocity along the centerline is independent on the elevation, but
the density difference is inversely proportional to the height.

3 Line Plume in a Thermal Stratified Layer
A similar approach can be applied to study a line plume in a

thermal stratified layer as that for a plume rising in an atmosphere
with constant density. A constant negative density gradient is as-
sumed to simplify the analysis. For more complicated density gra-
dients, the set of equations concerned had to be solved numeri-
cally.

Suppose the ambient fluid has a constant density gradient,
dTa /dz denoted byg:

g52
1

ra0

dra

dz
'

1

Ta0

dTa

dz
(11)

wherera0 is the standard density in the environment,Ta0 is the
corresponding temperature, anddra /dz is the ambient density
gradient.

Following similar analyses on buoyant point source plume by
Morton and Turner@17–19#, the conservation equations of mass,
momentum and buoyancy can be reduced to the form:

d~ApLwsmbs!

dz
52aLwsm (12)

dSAp
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2 bsD
dz

5gLlbsAp
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dSA l2
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52ApbsLwsmS 2
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dz D (14)

In the above equations,

Drsm5rsm2ra (15)

ra5ra0~12gz! (16)

Quantities with the subscripts refer to those for the stratified
environment. The density gradient in the environment is described
by the last term in Eq.~14!.
Introducing:

G52
g

ra0

dra

dz
(17)

Solving the above conservation equations~as shown in Appendix
B! would give the following in terms ofw:

w5sin21S Ms

F0AA11l2

&G

D (18)

where

Ms5Ap

2
bsL•wsm

2 (19)

and

0<w<p (20)

• The plume widthbs is given by:
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z
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where

f 1~w!5
~w2sinw cosw!2/3

sinw•E
0

w sinwdw
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(22)

• The centerline upward velocitywsm is:
wsm

z
5~A11l2!1/2G1/2f 2~w! (23)

where

f2~w!5
sinw

~w2sinw cosw!1/3E
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w sinwdw
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• The density difference is:
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where
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~w2sinw cosw!1/3E
0

w sinwdw
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• The volume fluxNs /z is expressed as:

Ns

z
5

62/3

&
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1/3f 4~w! (27)

Fig. 1 Geometry of the problem
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where

f4~w!5
~w2sinw cosw!1/3

E
0

w sinwdw

~w2sinw cosw!1/3

(28)

• The plume elevationz is given as:
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• The mass flow rate of the plume is given by:
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Combining with Eq.~29! gives:
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1/3f 4~w! (31)

4 Maximum Elevation
Characteristics of the plume in stratified ambient can be ana-

lyzed by the above Eqs.~21! to ~31!. The mean centerline velocity
would decrease with the increase in height. Forwsm to approach
zero:

sinw

~w2sinw cosw!1/3→0 (32)

andw→p.
Vertical motion of the plume flow would be stopped, and the

plume would reach its maximum elevationzmax. Integrating Eq.
~29! with w tends top, the maximum elevationzmax that the
plume can reach is:

zmax5
2

61/3
•~& !3/2~A11l2!1/6

•

1

~aL !1/3

•S 1

GD 1/2

F0
1/3E

0

p sinwdw

~w2sinw cosw!1/3

51.56•~11l2!21/12a21/3F08
1/3G21/2 (33)

For l51,

zmax51.47•a21/3F08
1/3G21/2 (34)

Volume flux per unit length at heightzmax can be calculated as:

Nsuz5zmax
/L51.435•~A11l2!1/3

•a2/3F08
1/3zmax (35)

Comparing with the volume flux in uniform environment at the
same height,

N/Ns51.24 (36)

Therefore, air entrained from the stratified ambient is less than
that entrained from the uniform environment at the same height.
The buoyancy of the plume would be negative rather than positive
at regions above the height withDrsm/ra050.

For Drsm/ra050, w→p/2,

zcri5
2

61/3
•~& !3/2~A11l2!1/6

•

1

~aL !1/3

•S 1

G
D 1/2

F0
1/3E

0

p/2 sinwdw

~w2sinw cosw!1/3

51.07•~11l2!21/12a21/3F08
1/3G21/2 (37)

zcri50.69zmax (38)

That means the direction of buoyancy would change from up-
ward to downward when the plume reaches 69 percent of the
maximum height it can travel. In comparing with the plume in-
duced by a point source, buoyancy would change the direction at
76 percent of the height it can rise~@18–22#!. However, the up-
ward velocity at that height would keep it moving up until decel-
erated by the downward buoyancy to reachzmax where the upward
velocity becomes zero.

5 Numerical Examples
Numerical solutions of Eqs.~21!, ~23!, ~25!, and~27! would

give characteristics of the plume. The variations of plume width,
centerline density difference and centerline vertical velocity as a
function of height are shown in Figs. 2–4 respectively, with con-
stantsA* , B* , andC* in these figures given by:

A* 5
3a

Ap
(39)

B* 5
&

62/3

~A11l2!2/3

lg

F0
2/3

~aL !2/3 (40)

C* 5~A11l2!1/2G1/2 (41)

Fig. 2 Variation of the plume width with height

Fig. 3 Variation of the plume centerline density difference with
height
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Defining the nondimensional value of volume fluxN8* , and cen-
terline density differenceDrm* as:

N8* 5
N8

S g

raCpTa
D 1/3

Q̇c8
1/3z

(42)

Drm* 5
Drm

S ra

gCp
2Ta

2D 1/3

Q̇c8
2/3z21

(43)

In a constant temperature environment,N8* and Drm* are con-
stant; but in a stratified ambient, their values will change with
height. Comparisons of plume width, nondimensional volume flux
and nondimensional centerline density difference with the results
predicted in uniform environment, described by (bs /z)/(b/z),
Ns8* /N8* andDrsm* /Drm respectively, are shown in Fig. 5.

For buoyant plumes induced by a point source rising in an
environment with weak density gradient, the effects of stratifica-
tion is relatively smaller near the source, but would dominate at
the upper regions of the plume~@18–22#!. A similar conclusion
can be drawn for the line plumes. As shown in Figs. 2 to 5, the
shape of the plume is similar to that predicted for a uniform en-
vironment at a lower height.

bs}z (44)

Drsm/ra0}1/z (45)

and

wsm}z0 (46)

However, with the increase in height, the effects of stratification
would become more significant. Buoyancy would be reduced to
zero at the height of 0.69zmax, rather than 0.76zmax in the point
source plume~@18–22#!, then become negative above it. Numeri-
cal results showed that the plume width would increase rapidly
while approaching the maximum plume rise. The centerline veloc-
ity would decrease rapidly at the lower height and approach zero
at the maximum rise. Volume flux of the plume under the two
different environments would have almost the same tendency at
all heights.

With a constant density gradient, the minimum convective heat
release rateQ̇c min8 required to drive the plume from the source to
the ceiling can be found by:

Q̇c min8 50.264•a~11l2!1/4S ra0CpTa0

g DG3/2H3 (47)

whereH is the height of the room.
The increase in ambient temperatureDTa from the fire source

to the ceiling to prevent a plume of strengthQ̇c8 to reach the
ceiling can be deduced from Eq.~33!:

DTa

Ta0
52.43•

1

~11l2!1/6

1

a2/3g
S gQ̇c8

ra0CpTa0
D 2/3

H21 (48)

For l51,

DTa

Ta0
52.166•

1

a2/3g
S gQ̇c8

ra0CpTa0
D 2/3

H21 (49)

For comparison, the centerline temperature riseDTm generated by
a fire plume in a constant temperature environment at the ceiling
level given by Eq.~3! can be expressed as:

DTm

Ta0
5

Drm

ra0
50.707•

1

a2/3g
S gQ̇c8

ra0CpTa0
D 2/3

H21 (50)

DTsm/DTm'3.06 (51)

If the ambient temperature rise from the fire source to the ceil-
ing is 3 times greater than the ceiling temperature rise predicted
for a fire in a uniform environment, the plume cannot rise up to
the ceiling. Remedial works, such as cooling down the stratified
layer, should be considered to give smoke management system
which can be more effective in controlling smoke.

Equations which describe the line plume characteristics in a
stratified environment were derived theoretically through the con-
servation equations of mass, momentum and energy.l anda are
constants describing the flow before the plume rises to its maxi-
mum height in which local density variations are small~@18,19#!.
These constants are determined experimentally. Retainingl anda
in these equations might not affect the accuracy of these equa-
tions, as long as these values were determined experimentally.
Different values ofl anda were proposed from different experi-
ments in the past years~@26–29#!. As in axisymmetric plumes for
different cases, it appears that no universal values ofl anda can
be derived. Suitable values should be chosen for fire engineering
application, but have to be verified by full-scale burning tests.

6 Balcony Spill Plume in Stratified Environment
As described earlier, the balcony spill plume can be considered

as two-dimensional flows emerging from under the balcony. As
discussed by Poreh et al.@8#, the balcony spill plume can be con-
sidered as a two-dimensional line plume with its virtual source
located at the height ofz0 below the balcony. This is because only
a small amount of air would be entrained into the turning region
of the smoke flow from the horizontal to the vertical at the bal-
cony edge.z0 is given in terms of the depth of the buoyant layer
beneath the balconyDB and the mass flux beneath the balcony
spill edgeṁB by:

Fig. 4 Variation of the plume centerline velocity with height

Fig. 5 Comparison of the plume rising in stratified environ-
ment with that rising in uniform ambient
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z05DB1ṁB /~CQ̇c8
1/3! (52)

where

C525/6a2/3~A11l2!1/3ra0S g

ra0CpTa0
D 1/3

(53)

Based on the results predicted by the above theoretical derivation
for a line plume in stratified environment, as shown in Fig. 5, at
the lower level below the maximum rise, the behavior of the
plume in weakly stratified atmosphere is similar to that predicted
for a uniform environment, and the effects of stratification would
only dominate at the upper region of the plume. Therefore, the
buoyant spill plume rising in the atrium with constant density
gradient could be taken as a line plume rising in the weakly strati-
fied ambient with the source located at the height ofz0 below the
balcony.

The maximum elevation which the balcony spill plume can
reach is:

Hmax5zmax2z01hB (54)

wherehB is the height of the balcony, andzmax can be calculated
by Eq. ~33!.
Assuming the height of the atrium isHA , the minimum convec-
tive heat release rate to drive the spill plume from the source to
the atrium ceiling can be calculated by Eq.~47! with

H5HA2hB1z0 (55)

Similarly, the ambient temperature rise which could just prevent a
plume of strengthQ̇c8 from reaching the ceiling can be calculated
by Eq. ~48!.

The mass flux of the balcony spill plume in the stratified envi-
ronment can be expressed as:

ṁsA

zA
5

62/3

&
~A11l2!1/3ra0S 12

G

g
zAD ~aL !2/3F0

1/3f 4~w!

(56)

In the above equation,

Fig. 6 Geometry for numerical experiments: „a… plane y -z; and „b… elevation

Fig. 7 Sensitivity studies on the grid size: „a… temperature dis-
tribution; and „b… vertical velocity distribution.
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zA5
2

61/3
•~& !3/2~A11l2!1/6

•

1

~aL !1/3

•S 1

GD 1/2

F0
1/3E

0

w sinwdw

~w2sinw cosw!1/35 f ~w! (57)

wherezA>z0 , zA2z01hB<Hmax.

7 Numerical Simulation on Balcony Spill Plume
Smoke filling in an atrium with height 30 m, length 20 m and

width 10 m due to a balcony spill plume resulted from an adjacent
fire compartment was simulated. The dimensions of the compart-
ment are 10 m by 10 m and 5 m high. The ceiling of the com-
partment was extended a distance of 2.5 m into the atrium. A fire
of size 2 m32 m31 m with constant heat release rate of 2.0 MW
was located at the center of the compartment.

The physical model was simulated with the free boundaries
extended to outside, giving the entire computing domain of
40 m310 m330 m. Cartesian coordinate system was used in the
simulations with z-axis taken to be opposite to the direction of
gravity.

To save effort in developing CFD code from ‘‘scratch,’’ PHOE-
NICS ~@23#! was selected as the simulator. This code has routines
accessible for checking so that equations and parameters in the
models can be modified. There is a module FLAIR~@23#! de-
signed for simulating the fire-induced air flow by taking the fire as
a heat and mass source. Verification works on applying this CFD
code to simulate free plumes and flows induced by enclosure fires

were reported@e.g.,~@34–37#!#. The predicted results agreed sat-
isfactorily with the experiment, giving confidence in applying this
CFD code to study line plumes.

The two-equationk-« model with buoyancy modification~@30#!
was used in the simulation. The governing equations are dis-
cretized into finite difference forms by the finite-volume method
in a staggered grid system with the hybrid differencing scheme.
The algorithm SIMPLEST was used for solving the velocity-
pressure linked equations~@23#!. The convergence criterion is to
check whether the sum of normalized absolute residuals in each
control volume for all variables is less than 1023. The fire was
taken as a volumetric heat source. Combustion was not included
in the simulation. This is sufficient to study the smoke movement
in enclosure fires~@31–33#!.

Nonuniform grids were used in the simulations. Coarse or fine
grids were used at different positions to give the solutions within
reasonable computing time. Time steps were initially taken as 0.1
s, and then increased to 0.5 s after 600 time steps. Comparisons of
temperature and velocity profiles at several locations showed that
the results will be the same when using grid distributions of 54 by
21 by 43. Results on the predicted vertical velocity w and tem-
perature T at x of 20.2 m and y of 5 m for grid systems of 54 by
21 by 43, 63 by 21 by 51 and 73 by 25 by 63 as shown in Fig. 7
indicated that the results are the same. Further reduction in grid
size did not give different results. Geometry of the atrium and the
distributions of grids are shown in Fig. 6.

Two cases were simulated by taking the ambient air tempera-
ture as 20°C.

Fig. 8 Results for case NTS: „a… temperature at 50 s; „b… velocity at 50 s; „c… temperature at 150 s; and „d… velocity at 150 s
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Case NTS: No Thermal Stratification.The initial conditions
were taken as those of normal ambient at 20°C, all the walls and
the ceiling of the atrium were adiabatic in the simulations. Tem-
perature contours and velocity vectors for NTS at the centralx-z
plane are shown in Fig. 8.

For the case of constant temperature environment, the plume
was observed to reach the ceiling rapidly by its buoyancy force,
and a ceiling jet was formed after reaching the ceiling. The thick-
ness of the hot air layer under the ceiling increased with time as
the plume brought more hot fluid into the layer, and eventually the
ceiling jet was totally submerged into the warm upper layer.

Case WTS: With Thermal Stratification.There was a thermal
stratified layer in the atrium, with the initial temperature distribu-
tion as shown in Fig. 9. The ceiling of the atrium was at constant
temperature of 80°C, other walls were adiabatic. Such a high tem-
perature at the roof glazing has been observed in hot summer of
tropical areas such as Hong Kong.

Numerical results were only used to show the hot spill plume
filling process in thermal stratified ambient. Numerical results at
25 s and 50 s, 100 s and 150 s across the centralx-z plane are
shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively.

It is observed from WTS simulations that with the spill plume
moving up in the atrium with a hot stratified air layer, smoke
spreading into the atrium would be cooled down rapidly at the
early stage of a fire. The plume cannot move up to the high level
at this stage because its average density is larger than the density
in the upper layer, as shown in Fig. 10, at 25 s and 50 s.

For regions near the centerline of the plume with higher tem-
perature and vertical velocity, the plume there is able to penetrate
the hot air layer interface when its density is smaller than that of
the ambient air there. Buoyancy forces and initial momentum of
the plume flow will act on this region and cause the plume to rise
up to the ceiling. Associated with the entrainment of ambient
‘‘cool’’ air is a decrease in the upward velocity and temperature of

Fig. 9 Thermal stratification assumed for WTS

Fig. 10 Numerical results at 25 s and 50 s for case WTS: „a… temperature at 25 s; „b… velocity at 25 s; „c… temperature at 50
s; and „d… velocity at 50 s
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the plume. When the plume reaches the heightzcri , where the
ambient temperature is higher than the maximum temperature of
the plume, the buoyancy driving the plume up will change its
sign. Above this elevation, the plume will continue to rise until the
negative buoyancy reduces its momentum to zero, and the plume
would reach its maximum elevationzmax at that stage. As the fire
grows, temperature of the plume will rise to give hotter smoke
with sufficient buoyancy to move up to the higher level in the
atrium. This process will continue until the smoke ‘‘strata’’ have
become sufficiently mixed to rise up as a single ‘‘bulk of smoke.’’
Taking the smoke front to be the surface where the vertical veloc-
ity is zero, the development of the smoke front at the centralx-z
plane is shown in Fig. 12. The time for the plume to reach the
ceiling is extended in comparing with in an atrium of constant
temperature ambient.

8 Conclusion
The behavior of a line plume rising up in an atrium with a

thermal stratified hot air layer was studied. Based on this study
and earlier research work in the literature~@8#!, some characteris-
tics of the balcony plume rising in an atrium with such a thermal
environment were predicted. The following can be concluded:

• The effects of thermal stratification should be considered
carefully at the upper region of the atrium, but might be ig-
nored at the lower region.

• The minimum heat release rate of a fire that the plume can
reach the ceiling is given by Eq.~47!. For fires of heat release
rate smaller than that value, smoke cannot reach the ceiling.

• The maximum height that the plume can reach and the asso-
ciated mass flow rate can be calculated. These results will be
useful for designing smoke control systems in atria. Note that
only the stratification effects for plumes induced by a point
source are given in NFPA 92B~@14#!. Results given by Eqs.
~54! and~56! in this paper can be worked out in complemen-
tary to those design guides@e.g.,~@14#!#.

• Numerical simulations were carried out on the smoke filling
process to support the argument. The results showed that the
time for the smoke to reach the ceiling might be delayed due
to the thermal stratified layer. But for some cases, such as the
volume of the atrium was very large or the fire size was too
small, smoke cannot reach the atrium roof.

• Smoke failed to rise might spread to other areas adjacent to
the atrium. More occupants will be exposed to smoke to give
a shorter available safe egress time~ASET!. Smoke detectors
installed at the ceiling cannot be activated. If the hot air can-
not be extracted immediately, the evacuation plan will be
disturbed.

All the above should be considered carefully in designing smoke
management systems for atria. New alternatives, such as beam
smoke detectors~@15,16#! and video smoke detection system
might be assessed for suitability. Further, verification of the de-
rived equations should be carried out with full-scale burning tests.
Such tests will be conducted at the PolyU/USTC Atrium~@24#!
and the results will be reported later.

Fig. 11 Numerical results at 100 s and 150 s for case WTS: „a… temperature at 100 s; „b… velocity at 100 s; „c… temperature at
150 s; and „d… velocity at 150 s
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Nomenclature

b 5 plume width in uniform ambient, m
bs 5 plume width in stratified ambient, m
Cp 5 specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure,

kJ/kg•K
DB 5 smoke layer thickness under the balcony, m

F 5 buoyancy flux in uniform ambient, m4/s3

F0 5 buoyancy flux from the source, m4/s3

F08 5 F0 /L, m3/s3

Fs 5 buoyancy flux in stratified ambient, m4/s3

G 5 the square of local buoyancy, 1/s2

g 5 acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

HA 5 height of the atrium, m
Hmax 5 maximum rise of the plume in an atrium, m

hB 5 height of the space under the balcony, m
L 5 width of the balcony spill plume, m
N 5 volume flux of the plume in a uniform environment,

m3/s
N8 5 N/L, m2/s
Ns 5 volume flux of the plume in a stratified environment,

m3/s
Ns8 5 Ns /L, m2/s
M 5 momentum flux in a uniform environment, m4/s2

Ms 5 momentum flux of the plume in a stratified environ-
ment, m4/s2

ṁB 5 mass flux of smoke layer flowing out under the bal-
cony, kg/s

ṁA 5 entrainment rate in the balcony spill plume, kg/s
ṁs 5 mass flux above the fire in a stratified ambient, kg/s
Q̇c 5 convective heat release of fire source, kW
Q̇c8 5 Q̇c /L, kW/m
Ta 5 temperature of the ambient air, K

Ta0 5 temperature of the ambient air at the level of the fire
source, K

w 5 vertical velocity of the plume, m/s
wm 5 centerline velocity of the plume, m/s

wsm 5 centerline velocity in stratified ambient, m/s
z 5 height above the fire source, m

z0 5 virtual source height, m
zA 5 height above the virtual source in the atrium, m

zmax 5 maximum rise of the plume, m

Greek Symbols

a 5 entrainment constant
g 5 constant of the ambient density gradient
w 5 defined as Eq.~18!
l 5 ratio of the widths of buoyancy and vertical profiles

ra 5 density of the ambient air, kg/m3

ra0 5 density of the ambient air at the level of the fire
source, kg/m3

rm 5 density of the plume on centerline, kg/m3

rsm 5 density of the plume on centerline in the stratified
environment, kg/m3

DTa 5 increase in ambient temperature from the level of the
fire source to the ceiling, K

DTAa 5 increase in ambient temperature from the level of the
virtual source to the ceiling in the atrium, K

DTm 5 Tm2Ta
DTsm 5 Tsm2Ta
Drm 5 ra2rm

Drsm 5 ra2rsm

Subscripts

a 5 ambient
m 5 local values along the plume axis
s 5 stratified environment

Appendix A

Derivation of Key Equations of Lee and Emmons†9‡. The
conservation equations for a line buoyant plume can be written in
integral form as:

Continuity.

d

dzF E
2`

`

rLwdxG52ra lim
x→`

~Lv ! (A1)

Fig. 12 Smoke front at central x -z plane for case WTS: „a… 25
s; „b… 50 s; and „c… 100 s
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Momentum.

d

dzF E
2`

`

rLw2dxG5gE
2`

`

DrLdx (A2)

Energy.

d

dzF E
2`

`

rCpDTwLdxG5
dQ̇c

dz
(A3)

Buoyancy.

d

dzF E
2`

`

g
Dr

ra
wLdxG50 (A4)

where Dr and DT are the density and temperature difference,
respectively:

Dr5ra2r (A5)

DT5T2Ta (A6)

Taking the rate at which the fluid entrained into the plume is
proportional to the vertical velocity on the axis of the plume
through an entrainment constanta ~@9,17–19#!:

2 lim
x→`

~Lv !5awmL (A7)

With the Gaussian profiles assumption, vertical velocity and tem-
perature difference at heightz can be expressed as:

w~x,z!5wm~z!expS 2
x2

b2D (A8)

DT~x,z!5DTm~z!expS 2
x2

l2b2D (A9)

wherel is the ratio of the widths of buoyancy and velocity pro-
files, b is the Gaussian half-width for velocity profile, and the
subscript m designates the local value along the plume axis.
Ideal gas law gives:

rT5raTa (A10)

Combining with the second assumption,

Dr

ra
5

DT

Ta
(A11)

Integrating Eqs.~A1! to ~A4! with the profiles in Eqs.~A8! and
~A9! gives:

d~ApLwmb!

dz
52aLwm (A12)

dSAp

2
Lwm

2 bD
dz

5gLlbAp
Drm

ra
(A13)

dSA p

11l2 lbwmL
DTm

Ta
D

dz
5

dS Q̇c

raCpTa
D

dz
(A14)

dSA l2

11l2 •Ap•bL•gwm

Drm

ra
D

dz
50 (A15)

To solve the above equations, ‘‘mass flux’’N, ‘‘momentum flux’’
M and buoyancy fluxF are introduced:

N5ApLwmb (A16)

M5Ap

2
bL•wm

2 (A17)

F5A l2

11l2•Ap•bL•wmg
Drm

ra
(A18)

Thus,

dN

dz
52&aL

M

N
(A19)

dM

dz
5

A11l2

&
•

NF

M
(A20)

By eliminating z and integrating with the boundary conditions,
N50 at z50 andM50 at z50. This gives:

N5S 4

A11l2

aL

F D 1/3

M (A21)

From Eqs.~A16! and ~A17!,

wm5S A11l2

&
D 1/3

1

a1/3 S gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 1/3

(A22)

b5
2a

Ap
z (A23)

Drm

ra
5

~& !1/3~A11l2!2/3

2a2/3

1

lg
S gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 2/3

z21 (A24)

N

L
52•S A11l2

&
D 1/3

a2/3F08
1/3z

52•S A11l2

&
D 1/3

a2/3S gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 1/3

z (A25)

In the above equations,

F085F0 /L (A26)

Q̇c85Q̇c /L (A27)

The mass flux for the line plume is given by:

ṁ5E
2`

`

rw•Lxdx

5AprawmbL

525/6a2/3~A11l2!1/3LraS gQ̇c8

raCpTa
D 1/3

z (A28)

Appendix B:

Line Plume Equations in a Thermal Stratified Environ-
ment. Three conservation equations for mass, momentum and
buoyancy for the line plume rising in a thermal stratified environ-
ment can be given as:

d~ApLwsmbs!

dz
52aLwsm (B1)

dSAp

2
Lwsm

2 bsD
dz

5gLlbsAp
Drsm

ra0
(B2)
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dSA l2

11l2 •Ap•bsL•gwsm

Drsm

ra0
D

dz

52ApbsLwsmS 2
g

ra0

dra

dz D (B3)

Quantities with the subscript s refer to those for the stratified
environment.
Let

Ns5ApLwsmbs (B4)

Ms5Ap

2
bsL•wsm

2 (B5)

Fs5A l2

11l2 •Ap•bsL•wsmg
Drsm

ra0
(B6)

G52
g

ra0

dra

dz
(B7)

Substituting the above equations into the conservation equations
gives:

dNs

dz
52&aL

Ms

Ns
(B8)

dMs

dz
5

A11l2

&
•

NsFs

Ms
(B9)

dFs

dz
52NsG (B10)

Integrating the above equation with the boundary condition atz
50:

Fs5F052lbs0L•ws0g
Drsm0

ra0
5

gQ̇c

ra0CpTa0
(B11)

Ms5Ms0 (B12)

This gives:
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Integrating Eq.~B8! with z gives:
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35
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where
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3

3
2
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For the line source, atz50,

Ns050 (B17)

Ms050 (B18)

Let
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Then,

Ms5F0AA11l2
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sinw (B20)
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(B21)

From Eq.~B8!,
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The mass flow rate of the plume at heightz is computed as:
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An Adaptive Angular Quadrature
for the Discrete Transfer Method
Based on Error Estimation
The ray effect is a serious problem in radiative heat transfer computations. Continuously
varying radiation fields are approximated numerically by sampling a limited number of
angular directions. The discrete transfer method (DTM) is a conceptually simple tech-
nique suitable for general-purpose calculations of thermal radiation in complex geom-
etries. Over the years a large variety of quadratures based on fixed ray firing patterns has
been suggested for use in conjunction with the DTM. Arguably, in absence of a compre-
hensive error analysis, the efficacy of all these quadratures has only been proved for
limited collections of radiation problems. Recently, sharp error bounds for the heat flux
integral in the DTM have been established for irradiation distributions of three different
continuity classes: smooth fields, fields with discontinuous angular derivatives and piece-
wise constant fields. The resulting error formulas have paved the way for a new adaptive
quadrature strategy. Results are presented of its application to an idealized jet flame and
to radiative exchanges inside a cube-shaped enclosure, along with brief comments on the
viability of this approach in general-purpose CFD/radiation computations. In this paper,
the following capabilities of the new adaptive angular quadrature are demonstrated:
Evaluation of DTM heat flux integrals to a pre-specified tolerance for any intensity dis-
tribution; Excellent accuracy with very low ray numbers for irradiation due to small view
factor sources; and Good heat flux estimates for piecewise constant sources, provided that
the starting mesh is selected carefully.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1560148#

Keywords: Computational, Heat Transfer, Numerical Methods, Radiation

Introduction
The discrete transfer method~DTM! is a conceptually simple

algorithm for the computation of radiative heat transfer problems.
The technique was originally developed by Shah@1# and has since
been applied successfully to coupled CFD/radiation problems in
complex geometries involving 3D body-fitted and unstructured
meshes. The DTM computes the irradiation of enclosure surfaces
at the midpoints of elements of a surface mesh. The hemisphere
about such a midpoint is subdivided into solid angle elements. A
ray is fired through the centroid of each solid angle element and
traced from its origin to the irradiated point. Its contribution to the
irradiation is computed by assuming that the intensity of the cen-
troid ray applies throughout the entire solid angle element. An
error arises due to the fact that the actual intensity generally varies
within each element. Sampling of a varying intensity field along a
limited number of centroid ray directions causes this error, which
is commonly known as the ‘‘ray effect’’. It is a serious problem in
radiative heat transfer computations with the DTM and other al-
gorithms @2#. The original DTM @1,3# involves discretization of
the hemisphere by means of uniform intervalsDf andDu in the
azimuthal~f! and polar~u! directions of a spherical polar coordi-
nate system. This leads to a distribution of rays with nonuniform
solid angles and a bias towards the pole.

Over the years, various improved integration rules or quadra-
tures, based on fixed ray firing patterns, have been suggested for
use in conjunction with the DTM. The more recent contributions
are briefly reviewed. Cumber@4# discussed an unbiased ray dis-
tribution ~due to Guilbert!with uniform solid angles throughout

the hemisphere. He also proposed a higher-order~Newton-Cotes!
quadrature rule to improve the accuracy of the DTM. Cumber’s
rule is exact for locally constant and bilinear intensity distribu-
tions and was tested for the case of a jet flame. Andersen@5#
compared Shah’s method with a variety of other quadratures in-
cluding Gauss-Legendre rules in spherical coordinates and in two
different transformed coordinate systems for a test case involving
a cylindrical pipe with cold walls and filled with a hot absorbing/
emitting medium. He also investigated the discrete ordinates
quadratures S-2, S-4, S-6 and S-8. Andersen found that the Gauss-
Legendre rule implemented in them-f coordinate system~where
m5cosu! was the most accurate for his test case. Li et al.@6#
developed ray distributions by subdividing theu-direction into
equal intervals. This produced a series of azimuthal bands on the
hemisphere surface. The band nearest the pole was equipped with
1 ray per octant. The second azimuthal band was given 2 rays per
octant and so forth, givingn rays per octant within thenth azi-
muthal band~or 4n rays on the entire hemisphere in each band!.
Bressloff et al.@7# suggested an unbiased ray distribution consist-
ing of elements with~almost! equal solid angles based on the
projection of a cylindrical coordinate system onto the hemisphere.

All the above techniques have fixed ray directions and weight-
ing coefficients. Most recently, Cumber@8# has made an important
step forward by proposing an adaptive quadrature for the DTM.
The technique involves a coarse starting mesh and simultaneous
bisection of each solid angle element in both angular directions
until the estimated local relative error is smaller than a pre-set
tolerance. The computed irradiation due to a jet fire using fixed
and adaptive angular meshes was compared with radiation mea-
surements. Cumber’s adaptively refined mesh achieved similar ac-
curacy as a fixed angular mesh using around half the number of
rays. In spite of considerable progress, most authors have only
demonstrated the efficacy of their method for a fairly narrow
range of radiation problems. Generalization of such findings has
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thus far been problematic due to the absence of a systematic
analysis of the errors associated with each numerical method. In
recent work@9,10#, Versteeg et al. have established sharp error
bounds for the heat flux integral in the DTM for irradiation dis-
tributions of three different continuity classes:~i! smooth fields,
~ii! fields with discontinuous angular derivatives, and~iii! piece-
wise constant fields. The resulting error formulas have paved the
way for the new adaptive angular quadrature that is presented in
this paper. The method is applied to two radiation problems: an
idealised jet flame and radiative exchanges inside a cube-shaped
enclosure. Brief comments are also given on the computational
resource implications of the adaptive method and on the viability
of adaptive strategies in general purpose computations involving
coupled CFD/radiation.

Absolute Error Estimates
Following Shah@1#, an angular mesh on the surface of the

hemisphere around an irradiated point defined in terms of spheri-
cal angular coordinates~u,f! is considered. The DTM computes
the incident heat flux as a sum of heat flux contributionsdqi , j

2 due
to solid angle elements (i , j ), where i is the index in the
u-direction andj is the index in thef-direction:

qactual
2 >(

i , j
~dqi , j

2 !DTM5(
i , j

1

2
I i , j sin~2u i !sin~Du i , j !Df i , j

(1)

In Eq. ~1!, I i , j denotes the intensity at the centroid (u i ,f j ) of
solid angle element (i , j ); the interval size in angular directionsu
andf is denoted byDu i , j andDf i , j , respectively.

Versteeg et al.@9,10# used Taylor series expansions to develop
estimates of the local absolute error associated with (dqi , j

2 )DTM in
Eq. ~1! assuming thatDu i , j andDf i , j are sufficiently small, and
that the intensity is a smooth, infinitely differentiable function ofu
andf:

d« i , j5~dqi , j
2 !actual2~dqi , j

2 !DTM5~Du i , jDf i , j !
2Fi , j (2a)

where

Fi , j5ci , j
u AR1ci , j

f /AR (2b)

ci , j
u 5

1

12
cos~2u i !

]I

]uU
i , j

1
1

48
sin~2u i !

]2I

]u2U
i , j

(2c)

ci , j
f 5

1

48
sin~2u i !

]2I

]f2U
i , j

(2d)

AR5Du i , j /Df i , j (2e)

The total absolute error« associated with the DTM heat flux in
Eq. ~1! can be computed by summing the elemental errors over
the entire hemisphere. Thus,

«5(
i , j

d« i , j (3)

Coefficientsci , j
u andci , j

f in Eqs.~2c–d! contain derivatives of the
intensity field in the angular directions. If the size of an element
( i , j ) is sufficiently small, the derivatives can be approximated by
means of finite differences. In principle, the intensity at the cen-
troids of element (i , j ) and its nearest neighbors could be used.
However, in an adaptive meshing procedure this requires the

evaluation of finite differences on irregular angular meshes after
one or more refinement cycles. Here, a less economical, but con-
ceptually simpler method is proposed for the computation of the
relevant finite differences using four additional rays.

Figure 1 illustrates two alternative ray configurations. Ray pat-
tern 1 is recommended for intensity fields that may that contain
jump discontinuities, e.g., due to radiation source patches. Ray
pattern 2 can only be used in conjunction with intensity distribu-
tions without discontinuities, but it will be shown later that it has
advantageous error properties, since it allows Richardson extrapo-
lation between the coarse mesh and the~quartered!sub-element
mesh.

The intensity gradients in Eqs.~2c–d! are computed using the
expressions given below. For ray pattern 1 in Fig. 1, the following
expressions are used:

]I

]uU
i , j

>
I i 11/2,j2I i 21/2,j

Du i , j
(4a)

]2I

]u2U
i , j

>
I i 11/2,j22I i , j1I i 21/2,j

~Du i , j !
2/4

(4b)

]2I

]f2U
i , j

>
I i , j 11/222I i , j1I i , j 21/2

~Df i , j !
2/4

(4c)

For ray pattern 2:

]I

]uU
i , j

>
~ I i 11/4,j 11/41I i 11/4,j 21/4!2~ I i 21/4,j 11/41I i 21/4,j 21/4!

Du i , j

(5a)

]2I

]u2U
i , j

>
I i 11/4,j 11/41I i 11/4,j 21/424I i , j1I i 21/4,j 11/41I i 21/4,j 21/4
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2/8

(5b)

]2I

]f2U
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>
I i 11/4,j 11/41I i 21/4,j 11/424I i , j1I i 11/4,j 21/41I i 21/4,j 21/4

~Df i , j !
2/8

(5c)

Refinement Criterion
First, it is necessary to define a maximum relative error«R,tol

associated with DTM heat flux estimate given by Eq.~1!. The task
in hand is to design a subdivision of the hemisphere into solid

Fig. 1 Mesh element „ i , j … with centroid ray and additional rays
for gradient estimation
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angle elements (i , j ) such that the absolute error in the DTM heat
flux qDTM does not exceed«R,tolqDTM

2 . Thus, the requirement is
that

«5(
i , j

d« i , j<«R,tolqDTM
2 (6)

Equations~2! shows that the magnitude of the elemental error
contributionsd« i , j depends on the intensity gradients. Hence, if
the incident intensity distributionI (u,f) is nonuniform the most
economical hemisphere mesh to achieve objective of Eq.~6!
might well be non-uniform with smaller solid angle elements in
areas of large intensity gradients.

The fraction occupied by solid angle element (i , j ) in the
u-direction is equal toDu i , j /(p/2) and in thef-direction, it is
equal toDf i , j /(2p). The maximum allowable local error contri-
bution due to each element (d« i , j )max is made proportional to the
interval sizes in both angular directions. Thus,

~d« i , j !max
~r 11!5

Du i , jDf i , j

p2 «R,tol~qDTM
2 !~r ! (7)

Superscripts~r! and (r 11) indicate that at ther 11th adaptive
refinement cycle, the maximum allowable error is evaluated on
the basis of a DTM heat flux estimate at the end of therth refine-
ment cycle. Solid angle element (i , j ) is refined if the current error
contribution d« i , j is greater than the maximum allowable error
(d« i , j )max, i.e., if their ratioR« exceeds unity:

R«5
ud« i , j u

~d« i , j !max
~r 11! 5

ud« i , j up2

Du i , jDf i , j«R,tol~qDTM
2 !~r !.1 (8)

Bi-Directional Adaptive Refinement With Fixed AR
It is easiest to maintain a fixed element aspect ratioAR

throughout the various cycles of adaptive refinement, hence
ARnew5AR5Du i , j /Df i , j , whereARnew is the aspect ratio of the
refined mesh. Cumber@8# used this technique in conjunction with
successive stages of local bisection of the solid angle elements. As
an alternative to the bisection method, Eq.~2! can be used to
predict the interval sizesDu i , j8 5Du i , j /N andDf i , j8 5Df i , j /N of
a mesh that should not require further refinement.N is the number
of subdivisions in each angular direction, so there will beN2

sub-elements and Eq.~2! shows that the error contributiond«8 due
to each sub-element is given by:

d«85~Du i , j8 Df i , j8 !2F8>
1

N4 ~Du i , jDf i , j !
2Fi , j5

1

N4 d« i , j

(9a)

with

Fi , j5ci , j
u AR1ci , j

f /AR (9b)

and

F85~cu!8AR1~cf!8/AR (9c)

In Eqs.~9a–c! the prime~8! indicates properties of a sub-element.
The approximate equality in Eq.~9a! holds good when the origi-
nal solid angle elements are sufficiently small that factorF8 for
the sub-elements is not too different fromFi , j .

The total errord« i , j
(N) associated with the sum of error contribu-

tions due toN2 sub-elements can be approximated using the right
hand side of Eq.~9a!:

d« i , j
~N!5(

N2
d«85N23

1

N4 d« i , j5
1

N2 d« i , j (10)

The required number of angular sub-intervalsN is calculated by
inverting criterion given by Eq.~8!. This yields:

ud« i , j
~N!u

~d« i , j !max
5

ud« i , j
~N!u

ud« i , j u/R«
<1 (11)

Finally, d« i , j
(N) is replaced by the right hand side of Eq.~10!. After

some re-arrangement, the following expression is obtained

N5
Du i , j

Du i , j8
5

Df i , j

Df i , j8
>R«

1/2 (12)

The actual new sizes of the refined intervals (Du i , j
new andDf i , j

new)
must be integer fractions of the original interval sizes of the
coarse mesh, so it is necessary to take:

Du i , j
new5

Du i , j

11INT~R«
1/2!

(13a)

and

Df i , j
new5

Df i , j

11INT~R«
1/2!

(13b)

where INT(x)5integer part of real numberx.

Uni-Directional Adaptive Refinement With Variable AR
Next, an extreme case is investigated where bi-directional re-

finement with fixedAR is obviously wasteful. Equations~2a–d!
show that the contribution to the elemental heat flux error due to
changes in one of the angular directions is zero if the intensity
gradient is zero in that direction, i.e., ifci , j

u 50 or ci , j
f 50. In such

cases, it is much more effective to refine the mesh only in the
direction of the nonzero gradient. To demonstrate this idea let us
assume thatci , j

f 50 andci , j
u Þ0. Now, Eqs.~2! give the following

expression for the DTM error:

ud« i , j u5Df i , jDu i , j
3 uci , j

u u (14)

Sinceci , j
f 50, the value ofDf i , j is maintained at its current value.

The required interval sizeDu i , j8 5Du i , j /N in the u-direction is
evaluated by noting that there areN sub-elements and the error
contributiond«8 due to each subelement is given by:

d«85Df i , j~Du i , j8 !3~ci , j
u !8>

1

N3 Df i , jDu i , j
3 ci , j

u 5
1

N3 d« i , j

(15)

If ( ci , j
u )8>ci , j

u the total errord« i , j
(N) associated with allN sub-

elements of original element (i , j ) can be approximated by:

d« i , j
~N!5(

N
d«85N3

1

N3 d« i , j5
1

N2 d« i , j (16)

As before, the criterion given by Eq.~8! is inverted andd« i , j
(N) is

replaced by the right hand side of Eq.~16!. Next, it is necessary to
ensure that the sum of the errorsd« i , j

(N) due to theN sub-elements
is smaller than (d« i , j )max:
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N5
Du i , j

Du i , j8
>R«

1/2 (17)

Again, the new interval sizeDu i , j
new must be an integer fraction of

the current interval. Thus,

Du i , j
new5

Du i , j

11INT~R«
1/2!

(18)

Treatment of the caseci , j
u 50 andci , j

f Þ0 is analogous. The ap-
propriate expression for the refined interval size can be obtained
by interchangingu andf in Eq. ~18!.

Optimal Adaptive Refinement
In three-dimensional radiation problems intensity gradients will

generally be nonzero, soci , j
u Þ0 andci , j

f Þ0. However, unidirec-
tional mesh refinement with variableAR is likely to be superior to
bi-directional refinement with fixedAR if the error d« i , j in the
elemental DTM heat flux is largely due to intensity gradients in
one angular direction, i.e., ifuci , j

u uAR@uci , j
f u/AR or uci , j

u uAR
!uci , j

f u/AR in Eq. ~2!.
As an alternative to fixedAR refinement, a new aspect ratio

AR* is sought that makes the contributions to the error in both
angular directions equal:

uci , j
u uAR* 5uci , j

f u/AR* (19a)

so

AR* 5Auci , j
f /ci , j

u u (19b)

This aspect ratio is, in fact, an excellent choice when coefficients
ci , j

u andci , j
f have opposite signs. Equation~2! shows that the local

error contribution reduces to zero in this case. It can be shown that
if ci , j

u andci , j
f have the same sign, the local error contribution is

minimized by AR* of Eq. ~19b! for fixed value of the product
Du i , jDf i , j . This suggests that, ifARÞAR* , it would be advan-
tageous to reduce the local error by simultaneous changes of in-
terval size and aspect ratio. The ratioAR* /AR is computed and
the ~integer!refinement parameterNAR is defined as follows:

NAR5H NINT~AR* /AR! if AR* /AR>1

NINT~AR/AR* ! if AR* /AR,1
(20)

with NINT(x)5nearest integer to real numberx.
The following simple rule for optimal adaptive mesh refinement

is proposed:

NAR51: apply bidirectional fixedAR refinement.
NAR>2: apply unidirectional variableAR refinement.

For unidirectional refinement (NAR>2) the refinement direction
is governed by the magnitude of ratioAR* /AR. If AR* /AR.1,
the f-direction is subdivided, whereas ifAR* /AR,1, the
u-direction is subdivided. Finally, if the current mesh is very
coarse Eq.~18! will indicate a large number of sub-intervals. This
can produce values ofAR beyond the optimum valueAR* . To
protect against this condition the number of sub-elements is set in
accordance with:N5MIN(N,NAR).

Global Termination Criterion
Mesh refinement takes place on the basis of local relative error,

so the possibility exists that an unnecessarily large amount of

effort is spent attempting refinement in a solution region where
the contribution to the global heat flux estimate is modest. This
can be avoided by means of a global termination criterion:

• The change in the global heat flux estimates for two succes-
sive generations of mesh refinement is smaller thanf T
3«R,tol ~with 0, f T<1).

• The magnitude of the change is smaller for the last of these
two refinement generations.

A flowchart indicating the key elements of the algorithm used
for the test cases in the next section is presented in the Appendix.

Final Heat Flux and Error Estimates
The adaptive refinement process is continued untild« i , j

,(d« i , j )max for all elements (i , j ). The final DTM heat flux and
its error can then be computed by summing the contributions for
all solid angle elements over the entire hemisphere. The DTM
heat flux value on the final mesh of elements (i , j ) and a sharp
error bound are computed as follows:

qDTM
2 5(

i , j
~dqi , j

2 !DTM (21a)

«5(
i , j

d« i , j (21b)

A more accurate DTM heat flux estimate and a further error based
on known rate of decrease of error with element size given by Eq.
~2! can be made using the four additional rays of pattern 2 and
their intensities:

~qDTM
2 !85(

i , j
H 1

4 (
k5 i 21/4

i 11/4

(
l 5 j 21/4

j 11/4

I k,l sin~2uk!sinS 1

2
Du i , j DDf i , jJ

(22)

«85
1

4 (
i , j

d« i , j>
1

4
« (23)

Richardson extrapolation of the results of Eqs.~21b!and~23! is
possible if the trends are monotonic for a sequence of three results
at different mesh sizes. At the cost of the additional storage re-
quired to enable this test to be performed, an extrapolated heat
flux estimate can be constructed as follows:

qactual
2 2qDTM

2 5« (24a)

qactual
2 2~qDTM

2 !85«8>
1

4
« (24b)

Subtraction of 1/4 times Eq.~24a! from Eq. ~24b! yields an ex-
trapolated heat flux estimate:

qactual
2 5

4

3
~qDTM

2 !82
1

3
qDTM

2 (25)

Results and Discussion
The error theory developed in Refs.@9,10# has shown that the

most important aspects of the error behavior of the DTM are
closely related to the continuity class of the irradiation distribution
as a function of the angular variablesu andf: infinitely differen-
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tiable, piecewise constant and derivative-discontinuous. To dem-
onstrate the application of the adaptive angular quadrature results
are presented for the following test cases:

1. Irradiation due to a bivariate normal intensity distribution
~infinitely differentiable distribution!. This resembles a jet
flame and is similar to one of the problems considered by
Cumber@8#.

2. Irradiation due to a small square source patch on the side
face of a cube shaped enclosure filled with a transparent
medium~piecewise constant distribution!. This problem was
considered by Versteeg et al.@9#.

3. Irradiation on the cold walls of a unit cube due to a non-
uniform, hot absorbing/emitting medium~combination of

piecewise constant and derivative-discontinuous distribu-
tions!, and is the case benchmark E1 of Hsu and Farmer
@11#.

The above summary shows that all the aforementioned continuity
classes are considered. In each test the starting mesh was uniform,
soNf54Nu . The coarsest possible meshNu51 was always con-
sidered as a starting point, butNu was also varied to examine the
effect of the density of the initial mesh. Two different refinement
practices were tested:~i! bisection and~ii! predicted refinement
using Eqs.~13a–b! and~18!. Both methods applied unidirectional
or bidirectional refinement depending on the value ofNAR in
Eq. ~20!.

Fig. 2 „a… Schematic of idealized jet flame problem; „b… Hemisphere mesh and intensity contours for irradiated
point „0, À0.1, À0.25…; and „c… Hemisphere mesh of concentrated source; irradiated point „0, À0.1, À0.25…. Inset
gives full hemisphere, diagram gives region within dotted line at 12 Ã magnification relative to inset.
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Fig. 3 „a… Square source patch location relative to irradiated point in unit cube. Patch side
length lÄ1Õ9; „b… Hemisphere mesh for square patch problem with starting mesh NuÄ11,
NfÄ44; „c… Hemisphere mesh for square patch problem with starting mesh NuÄ22, Nf

Ä88; and „d… Hemisphere mesh for square patch problem with starting mesh NuÄ44, Nf

Ä176.
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Performance Indicators. To indicate the performance of the
algorithm two sets ofelement counts NE are presented for each
test case:~a! the cumulative total number of elements at termina-
tion of the algorithm, and~b! the ‘‘minimum’’ cumulative element
number at which the algorithm first returns heat flux values within
the required error tolerance. The first result represents a ‘‘headline
performance figure’’ for the adaptive algorithm, whereas the sec-
ond figure indicates the potential for reduction of the final element
count, while satisfying the original error objective, by means of
fine-tuning of the numerical parameters: number of elements
NuNf in the starting mesh, local refinement criterion«R,tol and the
factor f T in the global termination criterionf T3«R,tol .

To obtain an indication of the potential of the adaptive algo-
rithm in coupled CFD/radiation problems, where ray tracing is
overwhelmingly the largest computational cost, the cumulative el-
ement count of the adaptive algorithm is compared with the ray
count of the standard DTM for similar error level. In order to
generate the local error measure that drives the refinement pro-
cess, the adaptive algorithm incurs the additional cost of the ray
tracing associated with four sub-elements. Thus, the totalcumula-
tive ray number~i.e., the total storage count for each incident
point! is 5 times thecumulative number of elementsreported be-
low. Nevertheless, the cumulativeelementcounts provide an ad-
equate basis for comparison with the standard DTM if it is borne
in mind that the latter doesnot provide an error estimate. The only
way to obtain an error estimate is to compare the standard DTM
heat flux value at a given mesh with a DTM heat flux value
computed on~at least!one further mesh with twice as many rays
in each direction. This exercise would also involve four extra rays
for each original one, so the total ray count for the standard DTM
is also 5 times the ray count at the coarsest mesh with sufficiently
accurate heat flux. Hence, a comparison of the cumulative element
count for the present adaptive DTM with the ray number for the
standard DTM for a similar error level provides the correct basis
for a performance measure for coupled CFD/radiation problems.

Idealized Jet Flame. In jet flames the highest temperature
occurs in a small core region around the combustion reaction
zone, where the emissive power peaks. The intensity rapidly drops
as the distance from the core increases. As an idealization of a jet
flame it is assumed that the spatial distribution of irradiation at an
incident points arises from a source of emissive power with
roughly ellipsoidal contours around the origin of a Cartesian co-
ordinate system. Consider the irradiation in a plane parallel to the
axis of the idealized flame and perpendicular to the line of sight
between the incident point and the origin of the coordinate sys-
tem. Figure 2~a!shows a schematic sketch of the problem. In the
far-field, the distribution of incident intensity will be not too far
from that due to a bivariate normal intensity distribution. To dem-
onstrate the adaptive algorithm the incident intensity at an irradi-
ated point A, located at~0,20.1,20.25!, is assumed to take the
following form:

I ~x,y!5I maxexpF2
1

2 H S x

sx
D 2

1S y

sy
D 2J G (26)

where x and y indicate the position of the radiation source and
I max51/(2psxsy).

For the first test case the heat flux is computed at an irradiated
point A, located at~0,20.1,20.25!for the distribution defined in
Eq. ~26! taking sx50.1 andsy50.2, respectively. The adaptive
algorithm was run with a coarse starting mesh with 4 elements
(Nu51, Nf54), relative error tolerance«R,tol5531023 and glo-
bal termination factorf T50.8. Figure 2~b!shows the final hemi-
sphere mesh for the adaptive algorithm as a projection of the unit
hemisphere surrounding the irradiated point onto the irradiated
plane using a linear mapping of polar coordinateu onto the radial
direction ~i.e., u5c3r ). In addition to the hemisphere mesh,

three contours of constant intensity (I maxe
20.5, I maxe

21, and
I maxe

22, labelede20.5, e21, ande22, respectively, in Fig. 2~b! are
shown to highlight that the adaptive procedure causes refinement
of the hemisphere mesh in the direction of the intensity gradients.
Since point A is slightly below the center of the idealized flame,
the contours are slightly distorted ellipses. The result clearly illus-
trates that bi-directional refinement is found in regions where the
contours intersect the hemisphere mesh at an angle and uni-
directional refinement where the contours are aligned with one of
the angular coordinate directions.

Accurate solutions of the problem were obtained with a stan-
dard DTM at high ray number (NR543106) and automatic~nu-
merical! integration using the computer codeMathematica®.
Both methods yielded a converged heat flux value of 7.0694. The
standard DTM returns solutions within the required tolerance
band 7.034,q2,7.105 when the ray count exceeds 256. The
element count for adaptive algorithm at termination depends on
the starting mesh and the details of implementation. The bisection
variant of the algorithm in conjunction with a four element start-
ing mesh (Nu51, Nf54) produces values within the error band
for NE>88 elements and terminates at a total cumulative element
count ofNE51,216.

Reduction of the standard deviation values in Eq.~26! by a
factor 10 tosx50.01 andsy50.02 yields a concentrated source
with a small view factor and high intensity. The highNR DTM
and Mathematica® value of incident heat flux at point A is
11.833. Figure 2~c!shows the final mesh of the adaptive quadra-
ture using a 4 element (Nu51, Nf54) starting mesh. The bisec-
tion variant terminated atNE51,004 and first matched the re-
quired tolerance («R,tol5531023) at NE5432. The standard
DTM achieves the same accuracy atNR51,024.

Square Source Patch. As a second test case the irradiation
was computed at the centroid of the bottom face of a unit cube
due to a square radiating patch with unit intensity on one of its
side faces. The cube-shaped enclosure contains a transparent me-
dium and its walls are cold except for the patch. The position of
the patch, denoted by S25, is shown in Fig. 3~a!. Further details of
the problem can be found in Versteeg et al.@9#. The exact value of
the irradiation at the centroid of the bottom face of the cube can
easily be found using view factor algebra and is equal to 8.252
31023. Versteeg et al.@9# showed that the standard DTM consis-
tently achieves an absolute error of 831025, which corresponds
to a relative error of 1 percent («R,tol51022), using around 106

rays. This problem is of considerable interest, since adaptivity is
likely to yield improvements in ray count if the algorithm that can
‘‘recognize’’ the rapid intensity change at the edge of the source.
However, it is not immediately obvious that the algorithm will be
able to cope with the jump discontinuities in the intensity field due
to a source patch, since it is based on error formulas that assume
differentiable intensity fields.

The adaptive algorithm applies refinement in regions with ex-
cessively large gradients of incident intensity. For the method to
work in cases with piecewise constant radiation sources, a starting
mesh is required where two rays straddle each discontinuity. The
present case involves one source patch, so at least one ray of the
starting mesh must hit the patch, otherwise all local gradients are
estimated to be zero and the procedure terminates without refine-
ment indicating zero error. A uniform starting mesh withNu511
andNf544 rays (NuNf5484 elements!generates a single hit on
the source patch, so this is the minimum necessary for the adap-
tive procedure to start working.

Figure 3~b–d! shows final meshes of computations with the
adaptive algorithm using different starting meshes. The results
show that the method correctly interprets the intensity discontinu-
ity at the edge of the source patch as a region of high intensity
gradient. Along sections of the edges of the source the mesh is
highly refined and there is clear evidence of uni-directional refine-
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ment. Figure 3~b!shows clearly that early refinement cycles miss
out three of the four corners of the source patch and converges to
a value of 6.4531023 is obtained, which is in error by 22 percent.
A starting mesh withNu522 andNf588 rays (NuNf51,936)
converges towards a result with 4 percent error. This rapid im-
provement continues with a further doubling of the starting mesh.
A uniform mesh with Nu544 and Nf5176 rays (NuNf
57,744) gave results within a 1 percent error band after adaptive
refinement forNE>8,030 elements and terminates at an element
count of 8480.

This test case demonstrates that this quadrature, which is based
on error formulas for smooth irradiation distributions, does not
break down in the presence of radiation sources with discontinui-
ties. Moreover, modest cumulative element counts, which are two
orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding ray counts for
the standard DTM for a given accuracy, can be obtained if care is
taken when specifying the starting mesh.

Unit Cube With Nonhomogeneous Medium. The final case
study involves the calculation of the irradiation at three points:
point A at the center~0,0,21/2!, point B near the edge~24/9,0,
21/2! and point C near one of the corners~24/9,24/9,21/2!on
the bottom face of a unit cube. The cube is filled with a hot
absorbing/emitting medium with constant source function and
nonuniform absorption coefficient. The problem corresponds to
Benchmark Case E1 designed by Hsu and Farmer@11#. The ge-
ometry of the domain and the locations of the irradiated points are

shown in Fig. 3~a!. The value of the absorption coefficient is high
at the center of the cube and linearly decreases towards the walls
of the cube. This yields irradiation distributions with a strong bias
towards the center of the cube. The medium is discretized by
means of a uniform mesh with 93939 control volumes. The com-
bined effect of the shape of the enclosure and the discretization of
the medium generates irradiation fields with large intensity gradi-
ents and jump discontinuities in the angular derivatives of inten-
sity. The test case is discussed further in Versteeg et al.@10#,
where a DTM solution with 163106 rays was reported to produce
incident heat flux values of 0.193350, 0.109783, and 0.073225 for
points A, B, and C, respectively. The DTM solution compared
favourably with other high quality Monte-Carlo and finite-element
solutions of this problem available in the literature.

The irradiation was computed at A, B, and C with the adaptive
angular DTM quadrature using«R,tol5531023 and a selection of
starting meshes, including the 4 element mesh (Nu51, Nf54).
Figures 4~a–c! show the final meshes of computations with this
starting mesh for all three incident points. It is evident that the
adaptive quadrature concentrates the hemisphere mesh in the di-
rection of the main source contribution around the center of the
cube. At point A this is located around the pole, whereas at points
B the source appears atu545° andf50° and at C it is found
aroundu5f545°. As before, the adaptive quadrature terminates
giving solutions within the specified tolerance band. The cumula-
tive element count at termination varied between 908 and 1156.
The lowest cumulative element count for which the required ac-

Fig. 4 „a… Hemisphere mesh for point A „0,0,À1Õ2…; „b… Hemisphere mesh for point B „À4Õ9,
0,À1Õ2…; and „c… Hemisphere mesh for point C „À4Õ9,À4Õ9,À1Õ2….
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curacy was achieved varied between 156, 320, and 228 elements
for points A, B, and C, respectively. In previous work@10# it was
shown that the standard DTM consistently produces solution
to the same accuracy using around 196, 400, and 676 rays,
respectively.

Concluding Remarks
A new adaptive hemisphere meshing strategy with a number of

distinctive features has been introduced. The algorithm is sup-
ported by a rigorous error theory, which includes sharp error
bounds for the irradiation integral in the DTM for irradiation dis-
tributions of different continuity classes. This enables the compu-
tation of incident heat flux estimates to a pre-specified tolerance.
The combined uni and bidirectional refinement capability allows
improved meshing of regions with high intensity gradients that are
predominantly in one angular direction, reducing the sensitivity of
the method to the aspect ratio of non-uniform starting meshes. The
analytical basis of the underpinning error theory permits us to
claim that, although the method has only been demonstrated for a
few test cases, the algorithm can be applied to radiation problems
involving arbitrary intensity distributions. The method has three
free parameters: the number of elements of the starting mesh, the
relative error tolerance«R,tol and the global termination factorf T .
For differentiable irradiation distributions and for continuous dis-
tributions with discontinuities in the intensity derivatives the al-
gorithm does not need case-dependent empirical adjustments, un-
like Cumber’s adaptive algorithm. Moreover, for the most testing
category of radiation problems, namely those involving piecewise
constant irradiation and, hence, infinite intensity gradients, the
adaptive method gave good results provided that an adequate
starting mesh is chosen.

Experience with the algorithm has shown that, it is adequate to
use very coarse starting meshes with four subelements (Nu51,
Nf54) if the irradiation distribution is sufficiently smooth~e.g.,
such as those in test cases 1 and 3!. Adaption strategies using
bisection and predictive refinement were tested. This revealed that
the predictive ability of Eqs.~13a–b! and ~18! tends to be fairly
poor unless the starting mesh is much finer. As the refinement
progresses, a more accurate picture of the intensity gradients
emerges gradually in most problems. It is, therefore, essential to
avoid the early appearance of excessively fine meshes in regions,
which are subsequently found to have only modest intensity gra-
dients. This explains why the bisection method generally seems to
work best in conjunction with coarse starting meshes.

In radiation problems involving optically thick and/or scattering
media the intensity distribution is often fairly uniform without
large gradients. Test cases 1 and 3 involve comparatively smooth
irradiation distributions with a large view factor, which is typical
of many coupled three-dimensional CFD/radiation problems. In
such cases it was found that similar ray numbers are needed by the
adaptive DTM and the standard DTM to achieve a given accuracy.
Since adaptive meshing involves a computational overhead and
also requires additional storage of the ray directions at each irra-
diated surface point, the adaptive quadrature does not appear to
offer much benefit and fixed angular meshes are likely to be pref-
erable in these cases. Nevertheless, the algorithm consistently
achieved the specified error tolerance. Moreover, the ‘‘minimum’’
cumulative total element count shows there is potential for opti-
mization of the adaptive quadrature through empirical adjustments
of the starting mesh and the global termination factorf T on a
case-by-case basis.

In optically thin problems, on the other hand, very substantial
benefits are possible when the algorithm is applied to radiation
originating from sources with a small view factor. It is straight-
forward to make a rough assessment of the superiority of an adap-
tive approach by considering a small source, which subtends an
angle Dus in the u-direction andDfs in the f-direction. To
achieve one hit on the source requires on the order ofNs

5p2/(DusDfs) rays. Let the number of hits on the source to com-
pute the heat flux to a given accuracy beNh rays. The ray number
required by the standard DTM to achieve the accuracy will then
be on the order ofNs3Nh , but an adaptive quadrature will need
on the order ofNs1Nh elements.

Crucially, this work has shown that the adaptive quadrature
does not break down when it is applied to piecewise constant
intensity distributions, such as the square source patch, and
achieves excellent accuracy if a starting mesh is chosen that af-
fords 8 hits on a patch.

In conclusion, it is noted that an adaptive angular quadrature for
the DTM heat flux integral has been presented with the following
capabilities:

• Evaluation of DTM heat flux integrals to a pre-specified tol-
erance for all test cases.

• Adaptive algorithm and standard DTM use similar ray num-
bers for a given accuracy if the angular irradiation distribu-
tion is smoothly distributed across the hemisphere.

• Good accuracy with very low ray numbers for irradiation due
small view factor sources.

• Good heat flux estimates for piecewise constant sources, pro-
vided that care is taken in the selection of the starting mesh.

Nomenclature

AR 5 aspect ratio of solid angle element

cu, cf 5 error coefficients~Eqs.~2b–d!!

F 5 error multiplier ~Eqs.~2a–b!!.

f T 5 global termination factor

I 5 intensity

I max 5 peak intensity~Eq. ~26!!

N 5 number of angular sub-intervals

NAR 5 refinement parameter~Eq. ~20!!

NR 5 ray number

R« 5 error ratio~Eq. ~8!!

q2 5 incident heat flux

Greek Symbols

d« 5 absolute error due to solid angle

(d« i j )max 5 local absolute error tolerance for hemisphere ele-
ment (i , j )

dq2 5 incident heat flux due to solid angle

Du, Df 5 angle increments

« 5 absolute error

«R,tol 5 local and global relative error tolerance

f 5 azimuthal angle

u 5 polar angle

Subscripts

actual 5 actual value

DTM 5 approximate~DTM! value

i 5 polar angle index

j 5 azimuthal angle index

max 5 maximum
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Appendix

Flowchart of Adaptive DTM Algorithm
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Application of Adomian’s
Decomposition Procedure
to the Analysis of Convective-
Radiative Fins
This paper presents a method which may be used to determine the temperature distribu-
tion within a convective-radiative longitudinal fin of variable thermal conductivity, sub-
ject to convection heat transfer from a fluid of known temperature Tf through the inside
face of the primary surface, and which experiences convection-radiation heat dissipation
into the environment at its tip. The paper demonstrates the use of the Adomian decompo-
sition method in generating an analytical solution of the resulting nonlinear energy bal-
ance equation with nonlinear boundary conditions.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1532012#

Keywords: Conduction, Convection, Enhancement, Finned Surfaces, Radiation

Introduction

When fins dissipate heat by convection or by radiation~or
both!, the performance is significantly affected by variable ther-
mal conductivity, particularly in the case of large temperature dif-
ferences. The analysis of longitudinal convective fins, frequently
provided in published literature, e.g.,@1–3#, is based upon the
assumption that the base temperature is known. However, as
shown in Fig. 1, in an actual situation it is the temperature of the
fluid Tf on the inside face of the primary surface which is known,
rather than the fin base temperature. Therefore, to generate a more
realistic analysis it is necessary to incorporate this convective
boundary, and also to include the conductive resistance of the
wall. In fact, Aziz @4# did adopt this more precise model in calcu-
lations of the optimization of single rectangular, and triangular
fins. Although numerous studies of the heat transfer characteristics
of extended surfaces may be found in published literature, e.g.
@5,6#, these studies neglect the effects of heat transfer from the tip
of the fin, despite the fact that such losses have a significant in-
fluence when the ratio of the fin length to its transversal direction
is small. The governing equation for fins that exchange heat with
their surroundings via radiation, or simultaneous convection and
radiation mechanisms, is given by a nonlinear heat transfer equa-
tion, as is the equation for fins having variable thermal conductiv-
ity. Furthermore, in the case where the base of the fin, or its tip, is
subject to a radiation interaction, the boundary conditions are also
represented by nonlinear forms.

This paper applied the Adomian decomposition method to solve
a nonlinear heat transfer equation with nonlinear boundary condi-
tions. Three different heat dissipation mechanisms are considered,
namely pure convection, pure radiation, and simultaneous convec-
tion and radiation, and heat flow through the fin is considered to
be in the direction away from the base, i.e., towards the tip. In
contrast to many previous papers, this study takes into account the
effects of heat transfer that occurs at the tip of the fin. It will be
noted that since it is the temperature responses of the fin that are
the basis for further analysis and optimization procedures, only
these results are presented in this paper.

The Governing Equation and Boundary Condition
This study considers one-dimensional conduction in a straight

fin of lengthb, cross sectional areaAc , and perimeterP, as shown
in Fig. 1. The fin surface loses heat by a combination of convec-
tion and radiation mechanisms. Both convective heat transfer co-
efficientha and the ambient temperatureTa are assumed uniform.
These conditions may not necessarily hold in all cases. Allowing
the thermal conductivity of the fin to be variable, the energy bal-
ance equation may be written as:

d

dx S K~T!
dT

dxD2
Pha

Ac
~T2Ta!2

Ps

Ac
~«T42aTs

4!50. (1)

Let the thermal conductivity,K, of the fin’s material vary linearly
with temperature as follows:

K~T!5ka@11b~T2Ta!# (2)

whereka is the thermal conductivity at ambient temperature,Ta ,
andb is the slope of the thermal conductivity-temperature curve
divided by the interceptka .

If the conductive thermal resistance of the primary surface wall,
i.e., d50 in Fig. 1, is ignored, then the convection boundary
conditions imposed at the base and the fin tip may be expressed as
follows:

2K~T!
dT

dx
5hf~Tf2T!, x50 (3)

2K~T!
dT

dx
5ha~T2Ta!1s~«T42aTe

4!, x5b, (4)

where Tf is the fluid temperature on the inside of the primary
surface, andhf represents the convective heat transfer coefficient
between the fluid and the primary surface.
The following dimensionless quantities may then be introduced:

u5T/Ta , u f5Tf /Ta , us5Ts /Ta , X5x/b.

Substitution of these dimensionless quantities into Eq.~1! yields:

d2u

dX2 1n1u
d2u

dX2 1n1S du

dXD 2

2n2~u21!2n3u41n450. (5)

Similarly, the boundary conditions may now be expressed as:

m1

du

dX
1m2u

du

dX
5m3~u2u f !, X50 (6)
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m1

du

dX
1m2u

du

dX
1m4u1m5u45m41m6 , X51 (7)

where:

n15
bTa

12bTa
, n25

haPb2

Acka~12bTa!
, n35

Pb2sTa
3«

Acka~12bTa!
,

n45
Pb2sTa

3aue
4

Acka~12bTa!
,

m1512bTa , m25bTa , m35
hfb

ka
, m45

hab

ka
,

m55
bsTa

3«

ka
, m65

bsTa
3aue

4

ka
.

Decomposition Method
Previous studies have proposed the use of the main algorithm

within the Adomian decomposition method to solve boundary
value problems, e.g.,@7–10#. The double decomposition method
evaluates a value ofuo which satisfies the boundary conditions,
and then adds constants of integration for each successive compo-
nent,un . For a detailed discussion of the double decomposition
method, interested readers are invited to refer to Ref.@11#.

It is possible to express Eq.~5! in an operator form, i.e.,

Lxu52~n21n4!1n2u2n1u
d2u

dX22n1S du

dXD 2

1n3u4

52~n21n4!1n2u2n1 NA2n1 NB1n3 NC, (8)

whereLX is a second order differential operator.
Hence the inverse operator,LX

21, is taken to be a two-fold in-
tegral operator defined as follows:

LX
21~• !5E

0

XE
0

X

~• !dX dX

whereud2u/dX2, (du/dX)2, u4 are nonlinear terms.
The decomposition method may be used to formally expand

each of these nonlinear terms into a power series, i.e.,

NA5u
d2u

dX2 5(
n50

`

An , NB5S du

dXD 2

5(
n50

`

Bn ,

NC5u45(
n50

`

Cn ,

where An , Bn , and Cn are the so-called Adomian polynomials
corresponding to the nonlinear termsud2u/dX2, (du/dX)2, and
u4, respectively. Using the derivation process of Adomian poly-

nomials for any type of nonlinearity which is presented in Ref.
@12#, it is found thatAn , Bn , andCn are given by the following
expressions:

A05u0

d2u0

dX2 ,

A15u1

d2u0

dX2 1u0

d2u1

dX2 , (9)

A25u2

d2u0

dX2 1u1

d2u1

dX2 1u0

d2u2

dX2 ,

]

B05S du0

dX D 2

,

B152
du0

dX

du1

dX
, (10)

B25S du1

dX D 2

12
du0

dX

du2

dX
,

]

C05u0
4,

C154u0
3u1 , (11)

C256u0
2u1

214u0
3u2 ,

]

Operating withLX
21 on both sides of Eq.~8! yields the following:

LX
21LXu52LX

21~n21n4!1n2LX
21u2n1LX

21NA2n1LX
21NB

1n3LX
21NC. (12)

Hence,LX
21LXu5u2fX . Let u5(m50

` um , fX5(m50
` fX,m and

fX,m5c0,m1Xc1,m . Equation~12! becomes:

(
m50

`

um5 (
m50

`

fX,m2LX
21~n21n4!1n2LX

21(
m50

`

u

2n1LX
21(

m50

`

Am2n1LX
21(

m50

`

Bm1n3LX
21(

m50

`

Cm .

(13)

The first componentuo is normally taken inhomogeneous term as:

uo5fX,02LX
21~n21n4!5c0,01Xc1,02LX

21~n21n4!.

Higher-order terms are determined from the recursive relation-
ship:

um5c0,m1Xc1,m1n2LX
21um212n1LX

21Am212n1LX
21Bm21

1n3LX
21Cm21 , m>1 (14)

Summing these terms, it is observed that:

wm5 (
i 50

m21

u i5u01u11u2¯1um21 . (15)

Thus, components ofu are determined and written as anm-terms
approximation converging tou asm→`. It is noted that the in-
tegral constants may be retained within each component. These
integral constants, denoted byc0,m andc1,m may be evaluated by
satisfying the boundary conditions for each approximate solution,
wm . It will be clear from the preceding discussion that the evalu-
ation of these constants is no simple matter in the case of nonlin-
ear boundary conditions.

Fig. 1 Straight fin of rectangular cross section
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Nonlinear Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions presented in Eqs.~6! and~7! are of a

nonlinear, inhomogeneous form, and can be expressed by an ap-
proximate solution,wm , as follows:

m1

dwm

dX
2m3wm1m2wm

dwm

dX
1m3u f50, X50 (16)

m1

dwm

dX
1m4wm1m2wm

dwm

dX
1m5wm

4 2m42m650, X51

(17)

Applying the decomposition method to these boundary operator
equations, allows the nonlinear terms to be defined by the follow-
ing expressions:

ND5wm

dwm

dX
5(

n50

`

~Dm!n , NE5wm
4 5(

n50

`

~Em!n .

In accordance with Refs.@11# and@12#, (Dm)n and (Em)n may be
given as follows:

~Dm!05~wm!0

d~wm!0

dX
,

~Dm!15~wm!1

d~wm!0

dX
1~wm!0

d~wm!1

dX
,

~Dm!25~wm!2

d~wm!0

dX
1~wm!1

d~wm!1

dX
1~wm!0

d~wm!2

dX
,

]

~Em!05~wm!0
4,

~Em!154~wm!0
3~wm!1 ,

~Em!254~wm!0
3~wm!216~wm!0

2~wm!1
2,

]

The one-component, approximate solution is given by:

w15u05c0,01Xc1,02LX
21~n21n4! (18)

Satisfying the boundary conditions for this approximate solution,
enables the integral constants,c0,0 andc1,0, to be determined, i.e.,

m1

dw1

dX
2m3w11m2(

n50

`

~D1!n52m3u f , X50 (19)

m1

dw1

dX
1m4w11m2(

n50

`

~D1!n1m5(
n50

`

~E1!n5m41m6 ,

X51
(20)

Let c0,05(n50
` (c0,0)n , c1,05(n50

` (c1,0)n , and w15(n50
` (w1)n .

Equation~18! then becomes:

~w1!n5(
n50

`

~c0,0!n1X(
n50

`

~c1,0!n2LX
21~n21n4!

w1 may be decomposed into the following terms:

~w1!05~c0,0!01X~c1,0!02LX
21~n21n4!,

~w1!15~c0,0!11X~c1,0!1 ,

~w1!25~c0,0!21X~c1,0!2 ,

]

The first term, (w1)0 , is given by the solution of the linear inho-
mogeneous elements of Eqs.~19! and ~20!, i.e.,

m1

d~w1!0

dX U
X50

2m3~w1!0uX5052m3u f ,

m1

d~w1!0

dX U
X51

1m4~w1!0uX515m41m6 .

Accordingly,

m1~c1,0!02m3~c0,0!052m3u f

m1~c1,0!02m1~n21n4!1m4@~c0,0!01~c1,0!02
1
2 ~n21n4!#

5m41m6

Expressed in matrix form, these become:

F2m3 m1

m1 m11m4
G F ~c0,0!0

~c1,0!0
G5F ~h0,0!0

~h1,0!0
G

where

F ~h0,0!0

~h1,0!0
G5F 2m3u f

~m11m4/2!~n21n4!1m41m6
G

If the determinant of the first matrix is non-zero, then (c0,0)0 ,
(c1,0)0 , and (w1)0 may be determined. The second term ofw1
given above, i.e., (w1)1 is derived by solving the nonlinear homo-
geneous elements of Eqs.~19! and ~20!, i.e.,

m1

d~w1!1

dX U
X50

2m3~w1!1uX501m3~D1!0uX5050

m1

d~w1!1

dX U
X51

1m4~w1!1uX511m2~D1!0uX511m5~E1!0uX5150

Accordingly,

m1~c1,0!12m3~c0,0!152m3~D1!0uX50

m1~c1,0!11m4@~c0,0!11~c1,0!1#52m2~D1!0uX512m5~E1!0uX51

Therefore, it is possible to determine (c0,0)1 , (c1,0)1 , and (w1)1 .
In order to increase the accuracy of the integral constants it is
necessary to further evaluate the approximant (w1)n , which must
still satisfy the nonlinear homogeneous boundary equations. The
n-term integral constants are calculated from the following rela-
tionships:

m1

d~w1!n

dX U
X50

2m3~w1!uX501m3~D1!n21uX5050

m1

d~w1!n

dX U
X51

1m4~w1!nuX511m2~D1!n21uX51

1m5~E1!n21uX5150

Accordingly,

m1~c1,0!n2m3~c0,0!n52m3~D1!n21uX50

m1~c1,0!n1m4@~c0,0!n1~c1,0!n#

52m2~D1!n21uX512m5~E1!n21uX51

Then-term integral constants (c0,0)n and (c1,0)n may therefore be
determined. Finally, the integral constants can be obtained from:

c0,05(
n50

X

~c0,0!n , c1,05(
n50

X

~c1,0!n . (21)

At this point the approximate solution,w1 , is fully solved. There-
fore, the next approximationw2 can be determined by marching
the boundary conditions to evaluate the constants,c0,1 and c1,1,
since w25w11u1 and w1 has been determined. In order to in-
crease the accuracy of solution, the further evaluations of the ap-
proximantwm115wm1um , which must still satisfy the boundary
conditions, are required.
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The Adomian decomposition solution provides an analytical so-
lution in terms of an infinite power series. However, there is a
practical need to evaluate this solution with a finite number of
components of Eq.~15!. The integral constants of each component
are evaluated from a finite number of terms in Eq.~21!. The
number of terms depends on the magnitude of nonlinearity in the
problem. In order to investigate the accuracy of the approximate
solution, its order of error~i.e., the deviation of its result from
zero! is plotted for different number of terms within the integral
constants. Figure 2 shows the error,Dz, when the approximate
solution is substituted into the boundary conditions, i.e., Eqs.~6!
and ~7! for different number of terms,n, in the integral constants
series. Figure 3 shows the error,DC obtained by substituting the
approximate solution with varying number of components,m, into
the governing equation, i.e., Eq.~5!. Figure 3 presents the results
for three different heat dissipation mechanisms, namely
convection-conduction, pure convection and pure radiation. Ob-
servation of Fig. 2 shows that the errorDz decreases asymptoti-
cally to zero as the number of terms increases; in fact whenn
>5 the difference never exceeds 0.0003. Figure 3 shows oscilla-
tions of decreasing amplitude in the case of convection-radiation,
and that the difference decreases asymptotically to zero as the
number of components,m, in the approximate solution increases.
When m>6 it is found that the maximum difference never ex-
ceeds 0.0008 for any of the dissipation mechanisms. Therefore, it
may be concluded that the use of 5-terms for the integral constants

of each component, and the use of 6-components within the ap-
proximate solution will yield sufficiently accurate results.

In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed method, its
results are compared with those presented by Yu and Chen@13#. In
their study the temperature distribution of a simultaneous
convective-radiative rectangular fin with variable thermal conduc-
tivity at Tf5600 K was calculated using the Taylor transformation
method. The values of them component approximations,wm , for
m51,2, . . . ,M (M511) used are presented in Table 1, and rep-
resent the case of convection-radiation. Ifwm is plotted againstm,
it will be seen that the oscillations decrease in amplitude, and
assume a uniform value as the number of components,m, in the
approximate solution increases.

Results and Discussion
The usefulness of the proposed method will now be illustrated

by means of a worked example. Consider a rectangular profile,
longitudinal fin made of the alloy AISI 1010 subject to
convection-radiation heat dissipation. The following values are

Fig. 2 Error of boundary conditions, as a function of number
of terms in the integral constants series

Fig. 3 Error of governing equation at XÄ0.5, as a function of
number of components in the approximate solution

Fig. 4 Temperature distributions of a rectangular fin for pure
convection, pure radiation and convection-radiation, at the
fluid temperature TfÄ450 K; 600 K; 900 K, respectively

Table 1 Node temperature of a convective-radiative fin at Tf
Ä600 K, as a function of components in the approximate solu-
tion

X
wm 0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1

w1 2.03076 2.04070 2.04202 2.03472 2.01881
w2 1.83901 1.77652 1.72909 1.69677 1.67938
w3 1.83177 1.76761 1.72020 1.68841 1.67140
w4 1.82692 1.76157 1.71398 1.68235 1.66551
w5 1.82762 1.76276 1.71573 1.68451 1.66778
w6 1.82744 1.76257 1.71560 1.68442 1.66770
w7 1.82755 1.76274 1.71581 1.68464 1.66792
w8 1.82753 1.76271 1.71577 1.68459 1.66787
w9 1.82754 1.76272 1.71579 1.68461 1.66788
w10 1.82754 1.76272 1.71578 1.68460 1.66787
w11 1.82754 1.76272 1.71578 1.68460 1.66787

Yu @13# 1.82900 1.76500 1.71800 1.68700 1.68155
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assumed: ka563.9 W/mK, b520.0007582 K21, Ta5Ts

5300 K, Tf5450 K; 600 K; 900 K, V50.003 m3, Ap

50.003 m2, ha520 W/m2 K, hf51000 W/m2 K, a51.0, «
51.0, and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant is taken to bes55.67
31028 W/m2 K4.

The nondimensional temperature distributions along the fin are
shown in Fig. 4 for fluid temperaturesTf5450 K; 600 K; 900 K,
respectively. The figures present the results for pure convection,
pure radiation and simultaneous convection-radiation heat trans-
fer. It will be observed that the dimensionless fin temperature
always decreases monotonically from the base of the fin towards
the tip, and that the temperature distribution is the lowest in the
case of simultaneous convection-radiation heat transfer. ForTf
5450 K, it can be seen that the temperature distribution is lower
in the case of pure convection than for the pure radiation case. For
Tf5600 K, the two temperature distributions are very similar for
pure convection heat transfer and pure radiation heat transfer. As
before, the temperature distribution is lower in the case of pure
convection. However, in the case ofTf5900 K it can be seen that
the temperature distribution for pure radiation is lower than in the
case of pure convection, i.e., the observed results are reversed.
Regarding the maximum temperature difference between the pure
convection and the simultaneous convection-radiation cases, it
will be seen that this difference is about 3 percent forTf
5450 K, 7 percent whenTf5600 K, and 17 percent forTf
5900 K. The maximum temperature difference between the pure
radiation and the simultaneous convection-radiation cases is ap-
proximately 6 percent atTf5450 K, 7.7 percent forTf5600 K,
and 7 percent whenTf5900 K. The results presented above indi-
cate that convection heat transfer is the most effective dissipation
mechanism at lower fluid temperatures, and is the only mecha-
nism which needs to be considered. However, for higher fluid
temperatures, radiation effects assume the greatest importance.

Conclusions
This paper has presented an essentially closed form solution for

a convective-radiative rectangular fin with temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity. These solutions have taken into consider-
ation the effects of convection-radiation heat transfer from the fin
tip. It has been shown that both the governing heat energy equa-
tion and the boundary conditions are of a nonlinear form. The
Adomian decomposition method has been applied to the nonlinear
differential equation with nonlinear inhomogeneous boundary
conditions, and has been shown to be effective in dealing with this
type of nonlinear problem. It is a valuable tool in the solution of
nonlinear problems associated with complex conditions presented
by fin boundaries and geometries.

Nomenclature

Ac 5 cross sectional area of the fin
Am 5 Adomian’s polynomial
Ap 5 profile area of the fin

b 5 fin length
c 5 integral constant

h 5 heat transfer coefficient
k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 the highest order derivate

L21 5 inverse operator ofL
P 5 fin perimeter
T 5 temperature

Ts 5 the effective sink temperature of the radiation surface
Nu 5 nonlinear terms
V 5 volume of the fin
w 5 fin thickness
x 5 axial distance measured from fin tip
X 5 dimensionless distancex/b

Greek Symbols

a 5 absorptivity
b 5 slop of the thermal conductivity-temperature divided

by the interceptka
« 5 emissivity
u 5 dimensionless temperatureT/Ta
s 5 Stefan-Boltzmann constant
w 5 the approximate solution

Subscripts

a 5 ambient
b 5 base of the fin
m 5 number of components in the approximate solution
n 5 number of terms in the integral constants series
f 5 fluid on the inside face of the primary surface
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An Experimental Investigation on
Flow Boiling of Ethylene-Glycol/
Water Mixtures
Mixtures of ethylene glycol and water are used in cooling the engines in automotive
applications. Heat is transferred essentially under subcooled flow boiling conditions as
the mixture flows over the hot surfaces, which are at temperatures well above the local
saturation temperature of the mixture. Very little information is available in the literature
on the subcooled flow boiling characteristics of this mixture. The present work focuses on
obtaining experimental heat transfer data for water and its mixtures containing ethylene-
glycol (0 to 40 percent mass fraction, limited by the maximum allowable temperature in
the present setup) in the subcooled flow boiling region. The experimental setup is de-
signed to obtain local heat transfer coefficients over a small circular aluminum heater
surface, 9.5-mm in diameter, placed at the bottom 40-mm wide wall of a rectangular
channel 3-mm340-mm in cross-section. Available models for (a) subcooled flow boiling
of pure liquids and (b) saturated flow boiling of binary mixtures are extended to model the
subcooled flow boiling of binary mixtures.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1561816#
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Introduction
Subcooled flow boiling of ethylene-glycol/water mixtures oc-

curs over hot surfaces in the engine coolant passages in automo-
tive cooling application. Efficient cooling of these hot surfaces is
important in avoiding localized dryout in these regions~Finlay
et al., @1#!. Although this mixture has been used for over several
decades, there is very little information available in the open lit-
erature on its heat transfer characteristics under these conditions.
The present work is aimed toward obtaining experimental flow
boiling data and characterizing the mixture effects on the heat
transfer performance.

Subcooled flow boiling of binary mixtures involves the combi-
nation of two phenomena that are quite extensively studied: sub-
cooled flow boiling of pure components, and flow boiling of bi-
nary mixtures. A brief overview of these topics is presented here.

Subcooled Flow Boiling of Pure Components. Figure 1
shows the heat transfer characteristics during subcooled flow boil-
ing of a pure liquid. Heat flux is plotted as a function of the local
wall temperature. The plot represents the conditions existing at a
certain location in a uniformly heated tube with constant liquid
subcooling. As the heat flux is increased, path A-B-C-E-G is fol-
lowed. Initially the heat transfer is by single-phase mode in the
region A-B-C where an increase in the flow velocity or a decrease
in the local fluid temperature causes an increase in the heat trans-
fer rate. At location C in the plot, the local wall superheat is
sufficient to cause nucleation~Onset of Nucleate Boiling, ONB!
for the given set of flow conditions~hysteresis delays nucleation
to D in some cases!. Following the ONB condition, heat transfer
is by combined nucleation and convection modes in the region
C-E ~Partial Boiling!. Finally, beyond E, Fully Developed Boiling
~FDB! is established in the region E-G, and heat transfer is en-
tirely by nucleate boiling mode. In the single phase region A-B,
the single-phase correlations apply, while specific correlations are
developed for the FDB and the partial boiling regions. Kandlikar
@2# provides further details of various regions.

The FDB correlation plotted in Fig. 1 represents a line that is

approached as an asymptote from the partial-boiling region.
Kandlikar @2# used the nucleate boiling component in the Kand-
likar @3# flow boiling correlation to predict the fully developed
flow boiling heat transfer with pure liquids. He compared experi-
mental data from several sources with predictive models by
McAdams et al.@4#, Jens and Lottes@5#, Thom et al.@6#, Mikic
and Rohsenow@7#, and Shah@8# and found good agreement be-
tween his model and the data as well as the trends in their para-
metric relationships. The boiling curves for different mass fluxes
and subcooling merged into a single FDB curve at higher heat
fluxes. This was also noted by Vandervort et al.@9# through their
extensive experiments with water.

Heat transfer in the partial boiling region covers the region
between the ONB and the location where FDB is established.
Various schemes are available in literature for predicting heat
transfer in this region, e.g. Shah@8#. However the scheme pre-
sented by Kandlikar@10# provides a comprehensive methodology
covering the single-phase, partial boiling, and fully developed
boiling regions. This scheme resulted in good agreement~within
15 percent!with water and refrigerant data from earlier investiga-
tors.

Flow Boiling of Binary Mixtures. Heat transfer under flow
boiling of binary mixtures consists of two components, convective
boiling component and nucleate boiling component. The convec-
tive component for mixtures is similar to that for pure liquids and
can be predicted from the existing pure component correlations
using mixture properties. The nucleate boiling component, how-
ever, is affected by the nucleation of bubbles and their growth in
the surrounding liquid mixture. The difference in the liquid and
vapor phase compositions during evaporation sets off a mass dif-
fusion process that increases the saturation temperature at the
evaporating interface and presents an additional resistance to heat
transfer. The resulting suppression in the nucleate boiling compo-
nent depends on the thermodynamic properties and the nature of
the vapor-liquid equilibrium curves~bubble point and dew point!
for the mixture.

Calus et al.@11#, Bennett and Chen@12# and Jung@13# pre-
sented flow boiling correlations for binary mixtures. More re-
cently, Wettermann and Steiner@14# presented a new correlation
scheme to represent their own data for binary mixtures of refrig-
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erants. Barbosa et al.@15# present a review of the existing corre-
lation schemes to predict the heat transfer with binary mixtures.

Kandlikar @10,16#presents a review of the previous work done
with mixtures in pool boiling as well as flow boiling and offers a
comprehensive treatment of the phenomena. He classifies the
level of heat transfer suppression into three regions: near azeotro-
pic region ~heat transfer characteristics are similar to that for a
pure liquid!, mild diffusion-induced suppression region, and se-
vere diffusion-induced suppression region. The correlations pre-
sented by Kandlikar@16# for these regions along with the sub-
cooled flow boiling correlations by Kandlikar@10# are extended in
this paper to model subcooled flow boiling of binary mixtures.

Subcooled Flow Boiling of Ethylene-GlycolÕWater and
Propylene-GlycolÕWater Mixtures. Finlay et al.@1# conducted
experiments with 50/50 mixture by volume of ethylene-glycol/
water covering an operating range for coolant velocities of 0.1 to
5.5 m/s, pressures of 1.15, 1.4, and 2 atm, and for heat fluxes up
to 140 W/cm2 using copper and aluminum tubing and cast-iron
sections. From their literature review, Finlay et al. noted that in
many automotive engines the coolant is pressurized to 2 atm, and
the thermostat is set at 85°C to 95°C. In the high heat flux regions
of the cylinder head, the heat transfer is under subcooled flow
boiling mode. They also noted that the heat transfer is dominated
by nucleate boiling at lower velocities, while convective boiling
was dominant at higher velocities. Their results indicate that there
is a need for better predictive methods for correlating the heat
transfer data, especially in the high heat-flux region~correspond-
ing to FDB!.

Recently there has been an increased thrust to switch to
propylene-glycol/water mixtures. Propylene glycol is less toxic
than ethylene glycol, possesses very similar heat transfer charac-
teristics, and appears to be an ideal replacement. Ambrogi et al.
@17# presented a comparison of the two coolants under a wide
range of heat flux and mass flux conditions.

McAssey et al.@18#, Bhowmick et al.@19,20#, and McAssey
and Kandlikar@21# conducted experiments to compare the perfor-
mance of propylene-glycol/water and ethylene-glycol/water mix-
tures in the engine cooling application. The flow velocity ranged
from 0.4 m/s to 2.5 m/s, and the maximum heat flux employed
was 1.8 MW/m2. The investigation covered subcooled and satu-

rated flow boiling. Under these conditions, the performance with
the two mixtures was very similar. Bhowmick et al.@20# modified
the Chen@22# correlation to correlate their data.

McAssey and Kandlikar@21# compared the ethylene glycol/
water mixture data obtained from automotive engine cooling ap-
plication with the FDB correlation for mixtures~see Eq.~2!! and
found the agreement to be within630 percent. They also indi-
cated that the prediction accuracy would improve with the incor-
poration of accurateF f l for ethylene glycol, inclusion of the factor
FD , and the extension of the Kandlikar’s@2# partial boiling meth-
odology to mixtures.

Effect of Dissolved Gases on Flow Boiling Heat Transfer.
The solubility of dissolved gases in liquids decreases with an in-
crease in liquid temperature. This causes release of dissolved
gases as the liquid temperature is raised resulting in an early
nucleation at temperatures well below saturation temperature. The
effect of dissolved gases on boiling heat transfer of water was
studied by McAdams et al.@4#. Their results indicate that the dis-
solved gases have no effects on the single-phase heat transfer. In
the partial boiling region, the heat transfer coefficient increases
due to increased nucleation activity. However, this effect com-
pletely disappears at higher wall superheats as fully developed
boiling conditions are established. This is well illustrated by
Rohsenow et al.@23# in a figure that shows no effect of dissolved
gases in the fully developed boiling region between completely
degassed water and water with a very high dissolved air content.
Similar results were obtained by Behar et al.@24# with water.

A detailed study on the effect of dissolved gases on the heat
transfer in an R-113 system was performed by Murphy and
Bergles@25#. Nucleation was initiated when the wall temperature
exceeded the saturation temperature corresponding to the partial
pressure of water in the air-water vapor mixture. The effect of
dissolved gases is seen to disappear quickly at higher wall tem-
peratures as the fully developed boiling conditions approach. This
was observed even for the case with very high levels of dissolved
gas content. Figure 2, reproduced from Murphy and Bergles@25#,
clearly shows this trend.

Objectives of the Peresent Work
In the present work, the subcooled flow boiling heat transfer

performance for ethylene-glycol/water mixtures is obtained ex-
perimentally using a rectangular flow channel and a localized spot

Fig. 1 Heat flux dependence on wall superheat at constant
local subcooling during subcooled flow boiling

Fig. 2 Effect of dissolved gases on flow boiling heat transfer
of R-113, Murphy and Bergles †25‡, reproduced with permission
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heater. The heat transfer characteristics in the partial boiling re-
gion and early part of the fully developed boiling region are stud-
ied, and a correlation scheme is proposed for heat transfer for
binary mixtures in these regions.

Experimental Setup
The experimental apparatus used in this study consists of a

horizontal channel in which ethylene-glycol/water mixture flows
over a 9.5-mm circular heater surface mounted flush in the wall.
Kandlikar and Spiesman@26# used a similar experimental setup as
shown in Fig. 3. The test section is fabricated from 6061-T6 alu-
minum with the flow channel c/s of 3-mm340-mm~channel hy-
draulic diameter of 5.58-mm!. A two-piece polycarbonate window
is provided for visual observation of boiling on the heater surface.
The heater assembly, shown in Fig. 4, is made of 2024-T3 alumi-
num. Four thermocouples, TT-E-36-type, are placed along the
length of the 9.5-mm diameter section as shown in Fig. 4. One
thermocouple is placed in the flow before the test section to mea-
sure the incoming fluid temperature. A torlon bushing is used to

insulate the heater element from the test section. The working
fluid is circulated through the test section using a VWR Scientific
model 1167 constant temperature circulation bath. The flow rate
was measured with an Omega FL-1503A rotameter.

Experimental Procedure
The experiments were performed with pure water and mixtures

of ethylene-glycol/water in the mass concentration range from 0
to 40 percent ethylene-glycol~limited by the maximum allowable
temperature in the setup!. For the initial test runs, distilled water
was used as the working fluid in the system. After each run,
ethylene-glycol was added systematically to yield the desired con-
centration for the next run. At the beginning of the data collection
sessions, the water bath was filled, and the pump and the heater
were turned on. The water circulation bath was equipped with two
internal pumps, one on the delivery side and one on the suction
side. Using the two valves across the test section, the pressure at
the test section was maintained at the local atmospheric pressure
value~as shown in Fig. 3!. The mixture was heated to a tempera-
ture of 90°C and allowed to circulate through the system for 3
hours prior to each test with a given concentration. During this
period, the immersion heater in the circulation bath produced boil-
ing in the liquid pool. The cover of the tank of lightly covered
throughout the experiments. Boiling around the heater, with the
liquid subcooled by only five to fifteen degrees would result in a
very low dissolved gas content in the liquid. The power to the
heater and the flow rate were set to the desired values. It was
noted that the system reached steady state conditions within 20
minutes. Temperatures along the heater length and inside the flow
channel were recorded after 30 minutes. From the temperature
measurements in the heater at known locations, the heat flux, the
temperature of the heated surface, and the heat transfer coefficient
were determined.

The tests were performed by powering the heaters and system-
atically increasing the heat flux between the successive runs. The
experiments were then repeated by systematically decreasing the
heat flux from the maximum value to assess the hysteresis effect.
The results presented here are for decreasing heat flux values un-
less otherwise stated.

The heater surface was placed flush with the torlon housing.
The video images of boiling on the entire surface indicated that
there was very little activity present due to rogue sites at the
interface between the aluminum heater and the torlon housing.

Error Analysis
The surface heat flux, the surface temperature, and the heat

transfer coefficient are calculated by measuring the temperature
profile along the length of the circular aluminum heater. The error
associated with the measurement of distances between the ther-
mocouple locations is 0.25 mm. The flow rate is measured with a
flow meter with an accuracy of60.5 percent of the full-scale
value. The thermocouples and the data acquisition system are cali-
brated at steam point and ice point, and yield values within 0.1 K
at these two conditions. The saturation temperature is calculated
from the local pressure measurement and the barometer reading.
The estimated accuracy in the calculation of the saturation tem-
perature is 0.1 K. In order to calculate the standard deviations
associated with the measurement of precision of various quanti-
ties, readings were taken for a few sample runs for every three
minutes over a period of 2 hours.

The surface heat flux and the surface temperature are calculated
by extrapolating the heater temperature measurements. The valid-
ity of this approach was confirmed through a detailed numerical
analysis using an ANSYS model.

The uncertainty analysis was performed according to the ASME
Policy on Reporting Uncertainties in Experimental Measurements
and Results. Table 1 shows the bias and precision limits obtained
from the instrument data, calibration experiments, and statistical
data obtained~40 readings at the same setting!. The results of the

Fig. 3 Schematic of the experimental setup

Fig. 4 Details of heater assembly
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analysis are shown in Fig. 5. The uncertainty is high at the lower
values of the heat transfer coefficient near the single phase region
due to the small temperature difference between the wall and the
fluid. In the region of interest, the uncertainty is between 3–10
percent.

Effect of Dissolved Gases
In the present experiments, the circulation bath was heated with

an immersion heater that kept the water temperature above 90°C.
The difference in the dissolved gas content corresponding to 90°C
and the actual saturation temperature is quite small. For pure wa-
ter, the difference in solubility is only 0.6 percent higher at 100°C
than that at 90°C. In the fully developed boiling region, the effect
of dissolved gases completely disappears as found by earlier in-
vestigators as seen from Fig. 2 by Murphy and Bergles@25#.

Results and Discussion
The study was primarily focused on studying the effect of con-

centration on heat transfer performance. Experimental results are
obtained for pure water and ethylene glycol mass fractions of 1%,
2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%, 7%, 8%, 10%, 11%, 12%, 14%, 20%, 25%,
30%, 35%, and 40%. Two flow velocities of 0.129 m/s and 0.387
m/s are employed. The differences in the saturation temperature at
different concentrations and the resulting differences in heat losses
in the piping for each run made it difficult to keep the subcooling
constant, and a range of 5–25 K in inlet subcooling was obtained.
Note that the saturation temperature of the mixture~bubble point
temperature!increases with increasing concentration of ethylene
glycol as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows a comprehensive plot of heat flux versus wall
superheat for a mean flow velocity of 0.129 m/s. To avoid over-
crowding the plot, results for water and only seven other concen-
trations are shown. As the properties change with ethylene glycol
concentration, the flow Reynolds number changes for each con-
centration. Individual values of Reynolds number and inlet sub-

cooling for the respective runs are also shown in Fig. 7. All prop-
erties are calculated at the saturation temperature~bubble point
temperature!of the mixture.

Figure 7 shows that as the ethylene glycol concentration in-
creases, the heat transfer performance deteriorates~larger super-
heat is needed at the same heat flux! in the partial boiling and
FDB regions for the same flow rate. Addition of just 1 percent
ethylene glycol resulted in a reduction in heat transfer compared
to pure water. As the concentration of ethylene glycol increased,
the curves systematically shifted to the right.

The results from Fig. 7 are redrawn with heat transfer coeffi-
cient versus wall superheat axes in Fig. 8. At lower heat fluxes,
the heat transfer coefficient corresponds to the single-phase value.
Boiling occurs at higher heat fluxes beyond ONB. Comparing
different curves, it is seen that as the concentration of ethylene
glycol increases, heat transfer coefficient at a given wall superheat
decreases. It should be noted that the saturation temperature
~bubble point temperature! for each concentration is different, and
has been accounted for in the calculation of the wall superheat and

Fig. 5 Uncertainty estimates in the experimental results

Fig. 6 Variation of saturation temperature for ethylene glycol Õ
water mixture at atmospheric pressure

Fig. 7 Surface heat flux versus wall superheat for flow boiling
of waterÕethylene glycol mixtures at VÄ0.129 mÕs and atmo-
spheric pressure

Table 1 Bias limits and precision limits

Bias Limit
Temperature measurement—60.1 K
Saturation temperature—60.2 K
Thermocouple location—60.25 mm
Flow velocity measurement—60.006 m/s
Water temperature measurement—60.1 K

Precision limits derived from 50 samples
Heater thermocouples—60.2 K
Water temperature—60.025 K
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the liquid subcooling. Similar results are obtained for a higher
flow velocity of 0.387 m/s and are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

The effect of hysteresis is also investigated in the present work.
The data presented in Figs. 7–10 are obtained for decreasing
value of heat fluxes. To see the effect of hysteresis, experiments
were conducted for both increasing and decreasing heat fluxes.
The hysteresis effects were most significant at the start-up~not
shown here!. Once the highest heat flux was employed, the hys-
teresis effect disappeared in the subsequent runs. The results pre-
sented here correspond to the heater performance after several
cycles of increasing and decreasing heat fluxes. For low velocity
runs, a slight hysteresis effect~10 percent difference in heat flux!
was observed for mixtures in the region 0–10 K wall superheat.
This effect was very small for high velocity~0.387 m/s!runs.

Figures 11 and 12 show such plots for pure water and 6% con-
centrations of ethylene glycol at a flow velocity of 0.387 m/s.

In the present investigation, a high speed video camera, Kodak
Ektapro 1000, was employed to study the nucleation behavior.
The departing bubble sizes in the present investigation are typi-
cally less than 0.1 mm. Earlier investigators reported the presence
of rogue sites surrounding spot heaters. The crevices between the
heater and the surrounding torlon in the preset setup produced
very few rogue sites. The nucleation on the surface of the heater
was seen to be very intense with hardly any interaction with the
bubbles generated at the rogue sites. Similar observations were
made from their experiments by Kandlikar and Stumm@27# and
Kandlikar and Howell@28#.

Comparison With Correlations in the Fully Developed and
Partial Boiling Regions. Heat transfer during subcooled flow
boiling is classified into partial boiling and fully developed boil-
ing regions. Kandlikar@2# presented a comprehensive methodol-
ogy to predict heat transfer in these regions for pure liquids. One
of the major aspects of his methodology is the prediction of the
heat transfer coefficient in the fully developed boiling region us-
ing the nucleate boiling component of the Kandlikar@3# correla-
tion. Heat transfer in the fully developed boiling region for pure
liquid is given by:

q95hTP~Tw2Tf !5h* ~Tw2Tsat!51058Bo0.7F f lhlo~Tw2Tsat!
(1)

hTP in Eq. ~1! is based on (Tw2Tf), whereTf is the bulk liquid
temperature, andh* is based on (Tw2Tsat). According to Eq.~1!,
there is no effect of subcooling on heat transfer in the fully devel-
oped boiling region.F f l is a fluid-dependent factor in the Kand-
likar @3# correlation, which is employed in the subsequent
correlations by Kandlikar@2,16#.F f l for mixtures is obtained as a
mass fraction-averaged value of the respective pure component
FFl values. Since the value ofF f l is not available for ethylene-
glycol, it is used as 1~same as water!in the present work.
The error introduced by this assumption is quite small at lower
ethylene glycol concentrations because theF f l value for mixtures
is the mass-fraction averaged value of the respective pure compo-
nentF f l values.

Kandlikar @16# presented a methodology for predicting heat
transfer during saturated flow boiling of binary mixtures. He iden-
tified three regions to describe the level of mixture effects:~a! In

Fig. 8 Heat transfer coefficient versus wall superheat for flow
boiling of water Õethylene glycol mixtures at VÄ0.129 mÕs and
atmospheric pressure

Fig. 9 Surface heat flux versus wall superheat for flow boiling
of waterÕethylene glycol mixtures at VÄ0.387 mÕs and atmo-
spheric pressure

Fig. 10 Heat transfer coefficient versus wall superheat for flow
boiling of water Õethylene glycol mixtures at VÄ0.387 mÕs and
atmospheric pressure
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the near-azeotropic region, the mass transfer effects are negligible,
and the heat transfer is given by the pure component equation;~b!
In the moderate suppression region, nucleation is suppressed to
some extent and the heat transfer is described by the equation
applicable in the convective boiling dominant region; and~c! In
the severe suppression region, the heat transfer is further reduced
and a factorFD is introduced in the nucleate boiling term to
represent the mass diffusion effects.

Extending the above models to subcooled flow boiling of bi-
nary mixtures, the heat transfer in the fully developed boiling
region can also be classified depending on the level of suppres-
sion. In the near-azeotropic region, Eq.~1! is expected to apply. In
the moderate suppression region, the nucleate boiling term from
the equation applicable to the convective boiling dominant region
is used. It is given by:

q9566.7.2Bo0.7F f lhLO~Tw2Tsat! (2)

In the severe suppression region, the heat transfer is further re-
duced by a factorFD . The final expression in the fully developed
nucleate boiling region is given by

q951058Bo0.7F f lhLO~Tw2Tsat!FD (3)

The diffusion induced suppression factorFD is given by:

FD50.678F11S cp,L

DhLG
D 1/2S dT

dx1
D ~x12y1!G21

(4)

dT/dx1 is the slope of the temperature versus liquid concentration
curve, andy1 is the equilibrium vapor concentration. A volatility
parameterV1 , defined in the nomenclature section, is used by
Kandlikar @10,16# to describe the suppression effects. According
to Kandlikar @16#, for V1,0.03, the mixture can be treated as a
pure component, moderate suppression region covers 0.03,V1

<0.2 ~and Bo.131024), and severe suppression region extends
beyondV1.0.2.

Figure 13 shows the variation of volatility parameter with con-
centration for ethylene-glycol/water mixtures. Applying the crite-
ria described above, the mixture can be treated as a pure compo-
nent below a concentration of 0.13, and Eq.~1! applies in the fully
developed boiling region. For concentrations between 0.13 and
0.4, the mixture falls under moderate suppression and the lower
end of severe suppression regions. The estimation of the volatility
parameter at lower concentrations may be in considerable error

due to errors in estimating the slope of the bubble point curve near
x150. Therefore, the near-azeotropic range may be considered to
be from 0 to 0.15 as seen from Fig. 13.

In the partial boiling region, the following method by Kandlikar
@2# is modified~in Eq. ~6!! and is presented below.
Heat Flux at ONB~locationC in Fig. 1!:

qONB9 5@l l i LG /~8snLGTSat!#@DTSat,ONB#
2 (5)

The heat fluxqF9 at the intersection of the single phase line ABC
and the fully developed boiling curve is given by the following
equation:

CFf l~GiLG!20.7qF92qF9
0.32ChLOF f l~GiLG!20.7DTSub50 (6)

where C51058 in the near azeotropic region,C5667.2 in the
moderate suppression region, andC51058FD in the severe sup-
pression region.
Location ofE:

qE951.4qF9 (7)

Partial Boiling Region, C-E.

q95a1b~Tw2TSat!
m (8)

where,

b5
qE92qC9

~DTSat,E!m2~DTSat,C!m (9)

a5qC9 2b~DTSat,C!m (10)

The exponentm is obtained as follows:

m5n1pq9 (11)

where,

p5~1/0.321!/~qE92qC9 ! (12)

and

n512pqC9 (13)

Note thatm, a, andb in Eqs. ~8–11! are dependent on the heat
flux; hence an iterative scheme is needed to evaluate the heat flux
at a given wall superheat location between pointsC andE in Fig.
1 corresponding to the partial boiling region.

Fig. 11 Effect of hysteresis on flow boiling heat transfer for
pure water at VÄ0.387 mÕs and atmospheric pressure

Fig. 12 Effect of hysteresis on flow boiling heat transfer for
6% ethylene-glycol Õwater mixture at VÄ0.387 mÕs and atmo-
spheric pressure
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Comparison With Data. Figure 12–18 present the compari-
son of the partial boiling and fully developed boiling correlations
presented in Eqs.~1–13! with the experimental data obtained in
the present investigation.

Figure 14 shows the comparison of data for pure water at Re
57339 with Kandlikar’s@2# FDB correlation given by Eq.~1! and
Eqs.~5–13! in the partial boiling region withC51058. The data
covers only the partial boiling region and the early part of the
FDB region. It can be seen that the agreement is quite good be-
tween the data and the correlations.

Figure 15 shows the experimental data for 5% ethylene glycol
solution at Re56887. Also shown in the figure are the predictions
from Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. Two sets of FDB curves are presented,
FDB1 usingC51058 applicable in the nucleate boiling dominant
region, and FDB2 with C55667.2 for the convective boiling
dominant region. As the concentration of ethylene glycol in-
creases, the curves are expected to shift from FDB1 for pure water

to FDB2 . The data for 5 percent ethylene glycol concentration lies
in between the two curves. Again, the wall superheat is not high
enough to enter the FDB region.

The results for the three concentrations of 14 percent, 20 per-
cent, and 30 percent are plotted on a single plot in Fig. 16. Al-
though the Reynolds number is somewhat different, a systematic
shift to the right is noted for both data and predictive correlation.

For a concentration of 14 percent, the results shown in Fig. 16
indicate a better agreement between the data in the FDB region
with the correlation at high wall superheats. The FDB curve in
this plot usesC5667.2. The agreement in the partial boiling re-
gion is quite good.

For the case of ethylene glycol concentration of 20 percent, the
diffusion effects are expected to be somewhat higher, and Eq.~2!
should be applicable. The FDB curve is drawn withC5667.2. At

Fig. 13 Variation of the volatility parameter in the Kandlikar †2‡
correlation for binary mixtures of ethylene glycol Õwater at at-
mospheric pressure

Fig. 14 Comparison of the present data with the FDB correla-
tion „asymptote to data at high superheats …, Eqs. „1… and „2…,
water at atmospheric pressure

Fig. 15 Comparison of the present data with the FDB correla-
tion „asymptote to data at high superheats …, Eqs. „1… and „2…, 5
percent solution of ethylene glycol in water at atmospheric
pressure

Fig. 16 Comparison of the present data with the FDB correla-
tion „asymptote to data at high superheats …, Eqs. „1… and „2…,
11 percent solution of ethylene glycol in water at atmospheric
pressure
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higher wall superheats, the data is expected to follow the FDB
curve. However, such data could not be obtained due to limits on
the available heater power.

The results for 30 and 40 percent ethylene glycol solutions are
shown in Figs. 17 and 18. In both plots, the data exhibit a ten-
dency to go beyond the FDB curve usingC5667.2. This indicates
that the suppression is higher and Eq.~3! with appropriate sup-
pression factorFD is warranted. Since the high wall superheat
data is not available, the FDB curve in the severe suppression
region using the additional suppression factor is not plotted. Ac-
curate values ofF f l are also needed at higher ethylene glycol
concentrations. Further work on obtaining high wall superheat
data for pure ethylene glycol and for the mixtures is recom-
mended.

Conclusions and Future Work
The following conclusions are drawn on the basis of the present

study.

1. An experimental investigation is conducted to study the sub-
cooled flow boiling heat transfer of aqueous ethylene glycol solu-
tions. Experimental results are obtained for surface heat flux as a
function of wall superheat by systematically varying the mass
concentration of ethylene glycol in the range of 0 to 40 percent.
The flow configuration is a rectangular flow channel, 3-mm
340-mm in cross-section, with a circular heater of 9.5-mm diam-
eter placed centrally on the 40 mm side.

2. The results for flow boiling of pure water in the partial boil-
ing and early stages of the Fully Developed Boiling regions are in
good agreement~Fig. 14!with the Kandlikar@2# model. The data
approaches the fully developed curve asymptotically as the wall
superheat increases. Higher wall superheat data is needed to fur-
ther confirm the model in the FDB region.

3. As the concentration of ethylene glycol increases, the heat
transfer performance deteriorates due to the adverse effects of
mass diffusion on the nucleate boiling heat transfer. The moderate
suppression region starts at much lower concentrations than pre-
dicted by using the volatility parameter~Fig. 13! criterion given
by Kandlikar @16#. The error in calculating the slopedT/dx1 re-
quired in evaluatingV1 in this region is suspected to be the main
reason for this discrepancy. Further evaluation is needed to estab-
lish this range accurately for subcooled flow boiling of mixtures.
Similar work with other binary mixture systems is also recom-
mended.

4. The heat transfer model in the partial boiling region given
by Eqs.~5–13!, with an appropriate FDB correlation from Eqs.
~1–3!, is able to correlate the present subcooled flow boiling data
for ethylene-glycol/water system at low concentrations well as
seen from Figs. 14–18.

5. The fully developed boiling model for binary mixtures, Eqs.
~1–3!, seems to be applicable for subcooled flow boiling of binary
mixtures as well. However additional data at higher wall super-
heats and over the entire range of concentration are needed to
further validate and refine the subcooled flow boiling model.

Nomenclature

a 5 constant defined by Eq.~10!
Bo 5 Boiling number5q9/GiLG

b 5 constant defined by Eq.~9!
C 5 constant in Eq.~6!

cp,L 5 specific heat of liquid, J/kgK
D12 5 diffusion coefficient of 1~ethylene glycol!in 2 ~wa-

ter!, m2/s
Dh 5 hydraulic diameter of the flow channel, m

dT/dx15 slope of the bubble point curve at concentrationx1 ,
K

FD 5 Mass diffusion induced suppression factor, Eq.~4!
F f l 5 fluid-surface parameter in Kandlikar@3# correlation,

represents the nucleation characteristics of the surface
with the given fluid

G 5 mass flux, kg/m2s
hTP 5 two-phase heat transfer coefficient defined with wall

to fluid temperature difference, Eq.~1!.
h* 5 heat transfer coefficient defined with wall to satura-

tion temperature difference, Eq.~1!.
I LG 5 latent heat of vaporization, J/kg

m 5 constant defined by Eq.~11!
n 5 constant defined by Eq.~13!
p 5 constant defined by Eq.~12!

q9 5 heat flux, W/m2

Re 5 Reynolds number,rVDh /mL
T 5 temperature, K

DTSat 5 wall superheat, K
DTSub 5 liquid subcooling, K

Fig. 17 Comparison of the present data with the FDB correla-
tion „asymptote to data at high superheats …, Eqs. „1… and „2…,
30 percent solution of ethylene glycol in water at atmospheric
pressure

Fig. 18 Comparison of the present data with the FDB correla-
tion „asymptote to data at high superheats …, Eqs. „1… and „2…, 40
percent solution of ethylene glycol in water at atmospheric
pressure
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V 5 flow velocity, m/s
V1 5 Volatility parameter, defined by Kandlikar@10#,

5(cp,L / i LG)(k/D12)
0.5(x12y1)dT/dx1 ; represents

the mass diffusion effects in the liquid surrounding a
nucleating bubble

v 5 specific volume, m3/kg
vLG 5 vG2vL , m3/kg

x1 5 liquid mass fraction of ethylene glycol in aqueous
solution

y1 5 vapor mass fraction of ethylene glycol in aqueous
solution

Greek Letters

h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K
hLO 5 heat transfer coefficient with all flow as liquid in

Kandlikar @3# correlation, calculated from Gnielinski
@29# and Petukhov and Popov@30# correlations,
W/m2K

h* 5 h based on (Tw2Tsat), Eq. ~1!
k 5 thermal diffusivity,5l/(rcp,L), m2/s
l 5 thermal conductivity, W/mK
m 5 viscosity, N-s/m2

r 5 density, kg/m3

s 5 surface tension, N/m

Subscripts

conv 5 convective component
f 5 bulk fluid

G 5 vapor
L 5 liquid

LG 5 latent
lo 5 entire flow as liquid
nb 5 nucleate boiling component
Sat 5 saturation value

Sub 5 subcooling
tp 5 two phase
W 5 wall
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The Effect of Dissolving Salts in
Water Sprays Used for Quenching
a Hot Surface: Part 1—Boiling of
Single Droplets
We conducted experiments on the effect of dissolving three different salts sodium chloride
(NaCl), sodium sulfate~Na2SO4! and magnesium sulfate~MgSO4! in water droplets
boiling on a hot stainless steel surface. Substrate temperatures were varied from 90°C to
220°C. We photographed droplets as they evaporated, and recorded their evaporation
time. At surface temperatures that were too low to initiate nucleate boiling all three salts
were found to reduce droplet evaporation rates because they lower the vapor pressure of
water. In the nucleate boiling regime, low concentrations (,0.1 mol/l) of Na2SO4 and
MgSO4 enhanced heat transfer because they prevented coalescence of vapor bubbles and
produced foaming in the droplet, significantly reducing droplet lifetimes. Increasing the
salt concentration further did not produce a corresponding increase in droplet boiling
rate. Dissolved salts prevent bubble coalescence because they increase surface tension
and stabilize the liquid film separating bubbles, and because electric charge that accu-
mulates on the surfaces of bubbles produces a repulsive force, preventing them from
approaching each other. Na2SO4 and MgSO4 , which have high ionic strengths, pro-
duced a large amount of foaming in droplets and increased their boiling rate significantly.
NaCl, which has low ionic strength, had little effect on droplet boiling.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1532010#
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Introduction
When measuring heat transfer from a hot surface quenched by a

spray, researchers typically use water that has been carefully dis-
tilled so as to remove any dissolved impurities. It is well known
that even trace contaminants in water can produce large variations
in boiling heat flux. But the water used in engineering spray ap-
plications, which the laboratory tests hope to simulate, is rarely
purified with such care. Industrial users know that the water they
employ for cooling contains significant amounts of dissolved salts
and gases, since it is too expensive to remove them, even though
the effect they have on spray cooling effectiveness is poorly un-
derstood.

The effect of additives on pool boiling heat transfer has re-
ceived much more attention than their role in spray cooling. Pool
boiling studies done by Jamiliahmadi et al.@1# and Najibi et al.
@2# showed that dissolved salts precipitate on the heater surface
during boiling. This initially enhances boiling, since the deposits
act as bubble nucleation sites, but eventually the insulating salt
layer decreases heat transfer. Surfactants also have an important
effect on pool boiling@3–5#: they promote bubble nucleation and
foaming in the liquid and significantly enhance heat transfer.

The use of additives in water sprays has been the subject of a
few studies published in the fire safety literature, since there is
anecdotal evidence that some additives can greatly enhance the
fire suppression capabilities of water. To quantify this effect
Finnerty @6# measured the time required to put out a liquid pool
fire, using water sprays in which a variety of organic and inor-
ganic salts were dissolved. The time to extinguish the fire varied
by an order of magnitude, depending on the salt used, but the
reason for this large difference was not understood. The salts may

modify the combustion chemistry, or they may alter the physical
properties of water and affect evaporation of droplets.

Boiling in droplets deposited on a hot surface differs from that
observed in a liquid pool, since heat transfer depends on the con-
tact area between the droplets and substrate. Any additive that
increases this area will also enhance heat transfer. Qiao and Chan-
dra @7,8# found that dissolving traces of a surfactant in the spray
water significantly enhanced heat transfer. The surfactant reduced
the liquid-solid contact angle and produced foaming in boiling
droplets; both these effects increased the solid area wetted and
enhanced surface cooling. King et al.@9# observed the evaporation
of salt solution droplets placed on a hot stainless steel plate, at
temperatures below those required to trigger boiling. They found
that the dissolved salts reduced the vapor pressure of water and
therefore decreased the droplet evaporation rate. Cui et al.@10#
examined the effect of dissolving either a gas~carbon dioxide!or
salts~sodium carbonate or sodium bicarbonate! in water droplets
boiling on a hot surface. They established that the gas had little
effect on boiling: it came out of solution and escaped soon after a
droplet landed on the surface. The salts, however, prevented coa-
lescence of vapor bubbles inside the boiling droplet, producing
foaming and greatly reducing the droplet lifetime.

The ability of dissolved salts to prevent coalescence of vapor
bubbles is well known: it is the reason, for example, that seawater
foams more than fresh water. The phenomenon is extensively
documented in the chemical engineering literature@11–18#, since
it is important in reactors where a gas is bubbled through a liquid.
The rate of heat and mass transfer between the liquid and vapor
phases is proportional to the contact area between them, which is
a function of the size and number of gas bubbles. The effect has
been demonstrated quite clearly in experiments@11–14# where
gases were introduced into water baths in which electrolytic salts
were dissolved. There was a critical solute concentration above
which the frequency with which bubbles merged was sharply re-
duced. The mechanism by which these solutes prevent coales-
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cence is not clearly understood@14#. Some theories@15–17# at-
tribute it to the change in liquid surface tension produced by
dissolved salts. As two bubbles approach each other the liquid
film separating them thins, increasing the local salt concentration
and surface tension, which stabilizes the liquid. This model does
not explain the observed correlation between the ionic strength of
the solute and the critical concentration required to prevent bubble
coalescence. An alternate hypothesis@18# is that electrical charges
accumulating on the bubble surfaces produce repulsive forces be-
tween them.

In an earlier experiment@10# we demonstrated that dissolving 1
percent by weight of either sodium carbonate or sodium bicarbon-
ate in a water droplet boiling on a hot plate greatly reduced the
droplet lifetime. The dissolved salt prevented coalescence of va-
por bubbles, enlarging the boiling droplet and increasing the area
in contact with the hot substrate. However, the study left us with
several new unanswered questions. For example, do other salts
have a larger or smaller effect on droplet boiling than the two we
tested? What properties of the dissolved salt determine the mag-
nitude of its influence on boiling? What salt concentration maxi-
mizes the boiling rate? And most importantly from a practical
viewpoint, how do salts influence heat transfer in a spray, rather
than just a single droplet, impacting a hot surface?

Our objective in the present study was to vary both the type and
concentration of salts dissolved in water, and observe their effect
on boiling of single droplets of salt solution placed on a hot stain-
less steel surface. In a companion study@19# we confirmed that
salts that enhanced boiling of single droplets also significantly
increased heat transfer to a spray of droplets quenching a hot
surface.

In the experiments reported in this paper we deposited 2.0 mm
diameter droplets of salt solution on a heated surface and photo-
graphed their evaporation. The surface temperature was varied
from 90°C to 220°C, so that we could observe both evaporation
and nucleate boiling of droplets. At surface temperatures above
220°C we earlier found@10# that bubbles grew so vigorously in
salt solution droplets deposited on a hot surface that they shat-
tered, making it impossible to define a droplet lifetime. The salts
to be tested were selected after reviewing the literature on bubble
coalescence in salt solutions. Lessard and Zieminki@11# demon-
strated that the effectiveness of a dissolved salt in preventing coa-
lescence depends on the valencies of its ions. Salts such as sodium
chloride ~NaCl!, both of whose ions have valencies of 1, are the
least effective. Magnesium sulfate (MgSO4), with ionic valencies
of 2 and 2 respectively, has a large effect. Sodium sulfate
(Na2SO4), which has intermediate valency values~1 and 2!, has
an effect that lies between those of the other two salts. We se-
lected all three of these salts~NaCl, Na2SO4 and MgSO4) for our
study, to examine the effect of valence combinations on droplet
boiling. The concentration of each salt was varied from 0 to 0.4
mol/l.

Experimental Method
Water used in our experiments was first distilled and then

deionized. Distilled water was deionized in a NANOpure Biore-
search Deionization System~Model #D4754, Barnstead Ther-
molyne Corporation! to an electrical resistivity of 18.3 MV-cm.
Salt solutions were prepared by weighing out the required quan-
tity of powdered salt and dissolving it in purified water at room
temperature, and then allowing the solution to stand for about 12
hours to ensure complete mixing. The salt concentrations used in
these tests were all well below their solubility limits in water.

A syringe pump was used to drive liquid through a 33-gauge
stainless steel hypodermic needle, from whose tip the droplets
detached and fell onto the test surface placed 50 mm below the
needle tip. The test surface was a stainless steel plate, 50.8 mm
square and 6.35 mm thick, finished with 600 grit emery cloth and
metal polish. During experiments it was cleaned with a cotton
swab dipped in distilled water after each test to remove any salt

residue. It was bolted to a copper block in which two cartridges
heaters were inserted. Chromel-Alumel thermocouples were used
to measure surface temperature. Before depositing a droplet on the
surface its temperature was held constant within60.5°C by regu-
lating power to the heaters using a temperature controller. Tests
were done at surface temperatures ranging from 90°C to 220°C.

The diameters of water droplets in our tests, measured by pho-
tographing spherical droplets in air after they detached from the
tip of the needle, were determined to be 2.060.02 mm. Dissolv-
ing salts in the water produced no measurable change in their size,
from which we concluded that solute concentrations were suffi-
ciently low to have no appreciable effect on liquid surface tension.

After each droplet was deposited on the hot surface, its boiling
was recorded using both a 35 mm camera and a video system. The
Nikon F-3 camera used to take photographs was controlled by a
computer based data acquisition and control system that sent
pulses at pre-determined time intervals to trigger the camera mo-
tor drive, taking still photographs of successive stages of droplet
impact. The resolution of these pictures was much higher than that
of video images, allowing bubbles nucleating inside droplets to be
clearly seen. The evaporation time of each droplet was measured
from video images; the resolution of these measurements, corre-
sponding to the duration of a single video frame, was 33 ms.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows photographs of the boiling of droplets of pure

water, NaCl solution and Na2SO4 solution on a stainless steel
surface at a temperature of 130°C. The initial diameter of all the
droplets was 2.0 mm. The molar concentration of both salt solu-
tions was the same, 0.06 mol/l. Each column in Fig. 2 shows
successive stages during the lifetime of a droplet, and each row
shows droplets boiling at the same time~t! measured from the
instant of droplet impact on the surface, as indicated besides each
row of photographs. Reflections of the droplets are seen in the
polished stainless steel surface.

A number of small vapor bubbles nucleated inside the droplets
immediately after they touched the surface. In the pure water
droplet these bubbles rapidly coalesced and burst through the liq-
uid surface so that byt50.5 s~the second frame in Fig. 1~a!!no
bubble was visible. When a water droplet is placed on a hot stain-
less steel plate the surface under it cools rapidly. Measurements of
surface temperature variation, under conditions identical to those
in our experiments@20#!, showed that when a 2.0 mm water drop
is placed on a polished stainless surface initially at 130°C the
temperature drops by approximately 35°C in 25 ms. Consequently
no more bubbles formed in the droplet because the temperature of
the stainless steel substrate became too low to sustain further
nucleation. The droplets were then in a state of evaporation rather
than of nucleate boiling. Dissolved NaCl had little effect on
evaporation of a droplet~Fig. 1~b!! except that the large vapor
bubble stayed intact untilt52.00 s, when it burst through the
droplet surface. The droplet containing NaCl took approximately
12 s to evaporate completely, compared to 10 s for a pure water
droplet; the increase in evaporation time was attributed to the
vapor pressure of water being reduced by the dissolved salt.

Dissolved Na2SO4 had a significantly greater effect on droplet
boiling than NaCl. Once a droplet containing dissolved Na2SO4
landed on the hot surface, many bubbles were produced inside it
~Fig. 1~c!!. These bubbles did not merge but grew larger, greatly
expanding the bubble diameter. Consequently the contact area be-
tween the liquid and the hot surface was significantly increased.
The droplet lifetime was reduced to about 5 s, only half that of
pure water. A ring of deposited salt was left on the test surface
~see Fig. 1~c!,t55.50 s) after all the water evaporated.

Dissolved MgSO4 had an effect similar to that of Na2SO4 .
Figure 2 shows the boiling of droplets of water containing dis-
solved MgSO4 with three different concentrations: 0.01 mol/l
~Fig. 2~a!!, 0.06 mol/l~Fig. 2~b!!, and 0.4 mol/l~Fig. 2~c!!respec-
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tively. Boiling in droplets containing 0.06 mol/l of MgSO4 closely
resembled that of droplets with the same concentration of Na2SO4
~compare Figs. 1~c!and 2~b!!. MgSO4 was slightly more effective
than Na2SO4 in reducing droplet lifetime. When the concentration
was reduced to 0.01 mol/l, there was only one large bubble inside
the drop and the bubble lifetime increased~Fig. 2~a!!. Raising the
salt concentration to 0.4 mol/l increased the number of bubbles in
the drop~see Fig. 2~c!,t50.25 s), but did not further diminish the
droplet lifetime. In fact, the time taken for the liquid to evaporate

was slightly greater for a droplet containing 0.40 mol/l of dis-
solved MgSO4 than it was for one with 0.06 mol/l of the same
salt.

Figure 3 summarizes our measurements of droplet lifetimes on
a stainless steel surface with surface temperatures varying from
90°C to 220°C. Data is shown for pure water drops and those of
0.06 mol/l solutions of NaCl, Na2SO4 , and MgSO4 . Each data
point represents the average of five measurements, with error bars
marking the highest and lowest values. When the surface was at a

Fig. 1 Boiling of droplets of „a… pure water, „b… NaCl solution „0.06 molÕl…, and „c… Na2SO4 solution „0.06
molÕl…, deposited on a stainless steel surface at a temperature of 130°C
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temperature below the saturation point of water~100°C!, droplets
evaporated with no nucleation of vapor bubbles in the liquid. The
only effect of the dissolved salts was to decrease the vapor pres-
sure of the drops. Calculations showed that the magnitude of this
reduction was rather small~;1 kPa!for the relatively dilute~0.06
mol/l! solutions used. However, towards the end of droplet evapo-
ration, when the volume of liquid decreased and the salt concen-
tration increased, the vapor pressure reduction was significant
enough to produce a measurable increase in droplet lifetime. King
et al. @9# have previously observed the same effect.

A test surface initially at a temperature above 130°C was suf-

ficiently superheated to trigger nucleate boiling in drops. Dis-
solved Na2SO4 and MgSO4 prevented coalescence of these
bubbles and increased the droplet-surface contact area sufficiently
~see Figs. 1 and 2!to offset the reduction in liquid vapor pressure,
decreasing the droplet lifetime by approximately 50 percent.
However dissolved NaCl did not produce foaming in the drops as
the other two salts did~see Fig. 1!and therefore did not enhance
boiling. When the surface temperature was increased above 180°C
droplet boiling was so rapid, and bubble nucleation so vigorous,
that it was no longer possible to discern if any of the salts pro-
duced a reduction in droplet lifetime.

Fig. 2 Boiling of droplets of MgSO 4 dissolved in water with concentrations of „a… 0.01 molÕl, „b… 0.06 molÕl,
and „c… 0.40 molÕl, deposited on a stainless steel surface at a temperature of 130°C
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The effect of varying salt concentration is shown in Fig. 4,
which shows measured droplet lifetimes of droplets containing
between 0 and 0.4 mol/l of dissolved salt placed on a surface at
130°C. For purposes of comparison we also did a series of tests
with solutions of sucrose, which is a non-ionic solute but in-
creases liquid viscosity. Small amounts~,0.06 mol/l!of Na2SO4
and MgSO4 produced a significant decrease in droplet lifetime,
but further increases in salt concentration had little effect. In fact,
droplet lifetime began to increase at the highest concentrations
~.0.3 mol/l!. Dissolving either NaCl or sucrose in droplets al-
ways increased droplet lifetime.

Dissolving salt in a droplet appears to influence its boiling in
two ways: it prevents bubble coalescence, producing foaming and
increasing heat transfer from the substrate; and it decreases the
vapor pressure of water, reducing the droplet evaporation rate.
Depending on which of these two effects is dominant, droplet
lifetime may be increased or decreased by a solute. At surface
temperatures too low to initiate bubble nucleation~<100°C!dis-
solved salts always increase droplet lifetime~see Fig. 3!. At higher
surface temperatures small concentrations of Na2SO4 and MgSO4
are sufficient to promote foaming in drops and enhance boiling;
adding larger amounts only reduces the droplet evaporation rate
~see Fig. 4!. NaCl produces little foaming~see Fig. 1!, which is
why it always increases droplet lifetime. Sucrose, which is non-
ionic, was totally ineffective in preventing bubble coalescence and
greatly reduced the evaporation rate of water.

The decrease in vapor pressure due to dissolved salts can be
calculated using the method described by Cisternas et al.@21#.
During boiling of a droplet the concentration of salt in it is con-
stantly increasing; however, for the same salt concentration, dis-
solved MgSO4 depresses the vapor pressure less than Na2SO4 .
This may be part of the reason that MgSO4 was slightly more
effective in reducing droplet lifetime than dissolved Na2SO4 ~see
Fig. 3!.

Our experiments established that the most important effect that
a dissolved salt plays in droplet boiling is in preventing nucleating
bubbles from merging. Unfortunately, though the ability of dis-
solved salts to prevent coalescence of vapor bubbles has been
extensively documented@e.g.,@11–14,18,22##the phenomenon is
still not well understood. We found only one theoretical model
that tried to predict the minimum concentration of dissolved salt
in water required to prevent the merging of two bubbles. Origi-

nally proposed by Marruci@15#, and later extended by other re-
searchers@16,17#, the model assumes that when two bubbles ap-
proach each other the liquid film separating them thins rapidly.
The dissolved salt in the thinning liquid layer cannot diffuse away
quickly, raising the local salt concentration and therefore the sur-
face tension. The increased surface tension prevents draining of
the liquid film and retards coalescence.

This model considers only surface tension changes and neglects
electrostatic effects that may be important in ionic solutions. Elec-
tric charge accumulating on the surfaces of bubbles may produce
a repulsive force, preventing them from approaching each other
@18#. However, no quantitative model of such effects has yet been
developed.

In the absence of any more comprehensive model we used Mar-
ruci’s theory @15#, as enhanced by Prince and Blanch@17#, to
compare with our measurements of salt concentration required to
prevent bubble coalescence in boiling droplets. The model is
based on a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in the thinning
liquid film between a pair of bubbles approaching each other, and
neglects all electrostatic forces. It predicts that the transition salt
concentration above which bubbles do not coalesce is given by
@17#:

ct51.18nS Bs

r b
D 1/2

RgTS ]s

]c D 22

(1)

In Eq. ~1! the transition concentration is a function of bubble
size. As the radius of coalescing bubbles increases, the salt tran-
sition concentration required for inhibiting bubble coalescence de-
creases. Figure 5 shows the calculated variation of transition con-
centration with bubble radius for the three salts used in our
experiments.

Bubble coalescence in boiling is a very complex phenomenon,
since there is a range of bubble sizes present in droplets. From
photographs we measured vapor bubbles varying in radius from
0.1 mm to 0.5 mm soon after the start of boiling~see Figs. 2 and
4, t50.25 s). To compare these values with predictions from Eq.
~1!, we estimated the transition concentration (ct) from Fig. 4, as
being 0.11 mol/l for Na2SO4 and 0.06 mol/l for MgSO4 . The
corresponding bubble sizes from Fig. 5 are listed in Table 1.

Predicted bubble sizes seem to be significantly larger than those
measured. However, the comparison is not very conclusive, since

Fig. 3 Variation of the lifetime of 2.0 mm diameter droplets of
water or salt solution placed on a stainless steel plate with
varying surface temperature

Fig. 4 Variation of droplet lifetime with solution concentration
for 2.0 mm diameter water droplets containing either NaCl,
Na2SO4 , MgSO4 , or sucrose, deposited on a stainless steel
surface at a temperature of 130°C
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even small changes in estimates ofct can produce large variations
in the predicted bubble size~see Fig. 5!. It is likely, though, that
the model is too simple to accurately simulate the variety of
physical phenomena that govern bubble coalescence in nucleate
boiling. Phase change at bubble surfaces during boiling produces
localized concentrations of salt, which the model does not con-
sider. Marangoni convection, driven by concentration gradients
along vapor bubble surfaces, can also affect bubble dynamics.
Finally, electrostatic forces caused by ions accumulating at bubble
surfaces play an important role in bubble coalescence.

Electrostatic effects in a solution are a function of its ionic
strength~I!, which is defined in terms of the valence of the ions
present in the solution and their concentration:

I 50.5(
i

ciZi
2 (2)

whereci is the molar concentration~mol/l! andZi the valence of
ionic speciesi. Chang et al.@23# confirmed that bubble coales-
cence in saline solutions decreased with increasing ionic strength.
In our experiments, too, it was clear that droplet the effectiveness
of dissolved salts in reducing bubble lifetime depended on their
ionic strength: in Fig. 4 droplet lifetime is seen to decrease with
increasing salt concentration. Also, MgSO4 and Na2SO4 , which
have ions with larger valencies than NaCl and consequently
greater ionic strength at the same concentration, were much more
effective in producing foaming in the liquid~see Figs. 1 and 2!.

Though the model used to develop Eq.~1! does not explicitly
consider the effect of ionic strength, it does include it indirectly
through the dependence of surface tension of salt solutions on
their ionic strength. The increase of surface tension caused by
dissolving a strong electrolyte in water is largely due to the repul-

sion of ions from the surface by electrostatic image forces@24#.
The variation of surface tension with concentration (ds/dc) listed
in Table 1, which was used in Eq.~1!, is therefore a function of
the ionic strength of the salt solutions.

The rate of diffusion of a dissolved salt in water may also play
an important role in droplet boiling. When a bubble grows in a salt
solution, the solute concentration increases at the bubble surface
when liquid evaporates, and increases the ionic strength locally.
The lower the rate of diffusion of salt away from the region of
high concentration, the stronger is this effect. The diffusion coef-
ficient of NaCl in water is much higher than those of Na2SO4 and
MgSO4 . The diffusion coefficients of the three salts in a 0.1 M
solution at 100°C are@25#: 1.98831029 m2/s ~NaCl!, 1.244
31029 m2/s (Na2SO4), and 0.89231029 m2/s (MgSO4). There-
fore we expect much less accumulation of salt around bubbles in
NaCl solution droplets, and less foaming, than in those containing
Na2SO4 or MgSO4 .

Conclusions
Dissolving small amount of ionic salts in water droplets evapo-

rating on a hot stainless steel surface had a significant effect on
their evaporation and boiling. For surface temperatures that were
too low to produce nucleate boiling dissolved salts always re-
duced the droplet evaporation rate. If the droplet was in a state of
nucleate boiling, small concentrations~,0.1 mol/l! of Na2SO4
and MgSO4 were effective in inhibiting bubble coalescence and
produced foaming in the liquid, significantly reducing the droplet
lifetime. Increasing salt concentration above 0.3 mol/l reduced the
vapor pressure of water enough to produce an increase in droplet
lifetime. Dissolved NaCl did not generate foam; it only reduced
the vapor pressure of water and therefore the boiling rate. A the-
oretical model of bubble coalescence, which considers the varia-
tion of surface tension with salt concentration, was used to calcu-
late the size of bubbles in foaming droplets. It predicted bubbles
that were larger than those observed in our experiments. Other
properties of the salts such as their ionic strengths and diffusion
coefficients, which were not considered in the model, are also
important in determining the effect of dissolved salts on droplet
boiling.
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Nomenclature

B 5 retarded Van der Waals coefficient
c 5 salt concentration

ct 5 transition concentration
I 5 ionic strength

r b 5 bubble radius
Rg 5 gas constant
T 5 temperature
n 5 number of ions produced upon dissociation
s 5 surface tension
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The Effect of Dissolving Salts in
Water Sprays Used for Quenching
a Hot Surface: Part 2—Spray
Cooling
The effect of adding one of three salts (NaCl, Na2SO4 or MgSO4! to water sprayed on
a hot surface was studied experimentally. A copper test surface was heated to 240°C and
quenched with a water spray. The variation of surface temperature during cooling was
recorded, and the surface heat flux calculated from these measurements. Surface heat flux
during cooling with pure water sprays was compared with that obtained using salt solu-
tions. Dissolved NaCl or Na2SO4 increased nucleate boiling heat transfer, but had little
effect on transition boiling during spray cooling. MgSO4 increased both nucleate and
transition boiling heat flux. Enhanced nucleate boiling was attributed to foaming in the
liquid film generated by the dissolved salts. MgSO4 produced the largest increase in
nucleate boiling heat transfer, Na2SO4 somewhat less and NaCl the least. A concentra-
tion of 0.2 mol/l of MgSO4 produced the greatest heat flux enhancement; higher salt
concentrations did not result in further improvements. During transition boiling particles
of MgSO4 adhered to the heated surface, raising surface roughness and increasing heat
transfer. Addition of MgSO4 reduced the time required to cool a hot surface from 240°C
to 120°C by an order of magnitude.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1532011#

Keywords: Cooling, Droplet, Enhancement, Heat Transfer, Impingement, Sprays

Introduction
Liquid sprays are used to cool hot objects in many industrial

processes. Typical applications are found in continuous casting
processes in metal foundries, emergency core cooling of nuclear
reactors, and cooling of electronic equipment. In heat-treating pro-
cesses, rapid quenching to room temperature is used to control
solute precipitation in alloys, enhancing both hardness and
strength.

Much recent research has focused on finding methods of im-
proving the effectiveness of spray cooling. It has been established
that dissolving surfactants in the spray water, which promote
bubble nucleation and foaming, enhances heat transfer. Qiao and
Chandra@1# reported that adding surfactants to water sprays can
increase nucleate boiling heat flux by up to 300 percent, and Jia
and Qiu@2# confirmed this finding. But little is known about the
effect of other dissolved substances, such as gases or salts, on the
cooling effectiveness of water sprays.

In two earlier studies@3,4# we studied the effect of dissolving
either gases or ionic salts on the boiling of water droplets depos-
ited on a hot stainless steel surface. We found that dissolved car-
bon dioxide had little effect on droplet boiling: the gas came out
of solution and escaped almost immediately after droplets con-
tacted a hot surface@3#. Dissolved salts, however, prevented coa-
lescence of vapor bubbles in a boiling droplet, produced foaming
and significantly reduced droplet lifetime@3,4#. The effectiveness
of any particular salt in enhancing boiling was a function of its
ionic strength: sodium chloride~NaCl! produced little change
whereas sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) and magnesium sulfate
(MgSO4) greatly reduced droplet evaporation time. Only small
concentrations of these salts~,0.1 mol/l! were required to en-
hance heat transfer; greater amounts of solute decreased the vapor
pressure of water and therefore the droplet boiling rate.

Though dissolved salts enhanced the boiling of individual water
droplets, it was still not clear whether they significantly improve
spray-cooling efficiencies. We undertook the present study to de-
termine whether dissolving a salt in a water spray would influence
the rate at which it quenched a hot metal surface. A hot copper
surface was rapidly cooled using a spray of either pure water or
salt solution. The surface temperature varied from 240°C to 95°C,
so that we observed all regimes of heat transfer including film
boiling, transition boiling, nucleate boiling, and forced convec-
tion. Experiments were done with the three salts~NaCl, Na2SO4
and MgSO4) that had earlier been used in the single droplet study
@4#. We measured the transient temperature distribution in the cop-
per substrate as it cooled, and calculated the surface heat flux. We
varied the water mass flux~0.5 or 3.0 kg/m2s!, mean impact ve-
locity of droplets~17 to 23 m/s!, and salt concentration~0.01 to
0.4 mol/l!.

Experimental Method
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus built to

measure surface temperature during spray cooling. The apparatus
was a modified version of the one used by Qiao and Chandra@1#
and has been described in detail elsewhere@5#. The main compo-
nents of the system were: a water delivery system, a spray nozzle,
a heated copper test surface, and a data acquisition and control
system to record surface temperature.

The turbine pump~CT9755, Burks Pumps, Pique, OH! supplied
water through stainless steel tubing and valves to the spray nozzle.
Only a portion of the total flow delivered by the pump was actu-
ally supplied to the nozzle, while any excess was re-circulated
through a bypass valve back to the supply tank. The mass flow
rate of water supplied to the nozzle was measured by a flow meter
~GF1360, Gilmont Instruments, Barrington, IL! with a resolution
of 61 ml/min, and controlled by adjusting a needle valve. The
nozzle inlet pressure was adjusted using a pressure regulator~26
A, Watts Regulator Groups, North Andover, MA! and measured
with a digital pressure gauge~OMEGA DPG-500! with an accu
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racy of 67 kPa. The spray nozzle was located normal to and
directly above the center of the upward facing test surface.

Two commercial full cone nozzles~Unijet TG 0.6 and 0.7,
Spray Systems Co., Wheaton IL! were used in this study to obtain
two different mass fluxes at the surface: 0.5 and 3.0 kg/m2s. They
provided uniform coverage over the test surface. The mean veloc-
ity of spray droplets impinging on the test surface was estimated
from the following correlation developed by Ghodhane and Hol-
man @6# and extended by Qiao@7#

Um5S U0
21

2Dp

r
2

12s

rd05
22ghD 1/2

(1)

The second term dominates the right hand side of Eq.~1!; neglect-
ing the other three produces an error of less than 1 percent. The
droplet impact velocity was controlled by adjusting nozzle pres-
sure alone. Three nozzle pressures were used in the present study
~138, 207 and 276 kPa!to obtain mean droplet velocities of 17,
20, and 23 m/s.

The spray mass flux was measured by replacing the test surface
with a section of copper tubing with the same internal diameter as
the surface and recording the volume of water flowing into the
tubing in a known period of time. The measurement was estimated
to be accurate within64 percent. The mass flux of water at the
test surface was kept constant while changing nozzle pressure by
raising or lowering the spray nozzle relative to the surface.

The Sauter mean diameter (d32) of droplets in the sprays, ob-
tained from the manufacturer, was approximately 0.2 mm. Addi-
tion of the low concentration of salts~0.06–0.4 mol/l!used in our
tests changed the density, viscosity, and surface tension of water
by less than 1 percent@8#, and therefore did not affect the spray
pattern. We did not find any difference between the measured
mass flux of pure water or salt solution sprays for the same spray
settings. Previous research@9,10# has shown that even large
changes in Sauter mean diameter~in the range 0.2 to 1 mm!has
little effect on spray cooling. Therefore, any observed difference
in heat transfer from a hot surface to a pure water or salt solution
spray can be attributed to the effect of the dissolved salts on the
boiling process rather than any change in droplet size or distribu-
tion.

Experiments were done with sprays of pure water and solutions
of NaCl, Na2SO4 , and MgSO4 . Most tests were done with salt
solutions containing 0.06 mol/l of additive, a concentration that
had previously@4# been found to maximize the evaporation rate of
single droplets. Other tests to ascertain the effect of varying salt
concentration were done using MgSO4 solutions containing 0.01

to 0.4 mol/l of solute. Fresh salt solutions were prepared before
each experiment by weighing and dissolving the selected salt in
distilled water.

The test surface was the flat end of a 25.4 mm diameter copper
cylinder, electroplated with a 10mm thick coating of nickel to
minimize corrosion. The bottom of the cylinder was bolted to a
heated copper block that housed two 500 W cartridge heaters.
Four 0.5 mm diameter chromel-alumel thermocouples were in-
serted into holes drilled 6.35 mm apart along the axis of the cop-
per cylinder, with the first thermocouple positioned 0.4 mm below
the test surface. High thermal conductivity paste was applied to
the thermocouples to ensure good contact between the copper sur-
face and the thermocouple bead.

The test surface was cleaned prior to each experiment by wash-
ing it first with acetone and then with distilled water. It was heated
to 240°C by regulating the power to the heating cartridges. Then
the pump was switched on while a plastic plate was held in front
of the test surface to shield it from the spray. Once the nozzle
pressure reached a steady value, the power to the heaters was
turned off and the plastic plate was removed to allow water from
the nozzle to quench the test surface. The test surface took be-
tween 5 s to 300 s, depending on spray parameters, to cool from
240°C to 95°C. Temperatures measured by the thermocouples
were continuously recorded using a digital data acquisition sys-
tem. Photographs of the test surface at selected temperatures were
taken using a 35 mm camera, which was driven by the data ac-
quisition and control system.

Only transient quenching tests were done in this study. Previous
studies@1# have shown that boiling curves obtained from transient
spray cooling tests are almost identical to that determined from
steady-state measurements.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 displays typical temperature measurements made dur-

ing spray cooling of a surface using pure water with a mass flux
m150.5 kg/m2s and mean droplet velocityUm520 m/s. The tem-
perature variation recorded by each of the four thermocouples (T1
to T4) is shown. Prior to spray cooling, the test surface was heated
to a constant temperature of 240°C. Heat conduction within the
copper cylinder was high enough to give an almost uniform tem-
perature profile along its centerline. The temperature difference
between the top thermocouple and the bottom one was less than
1°C at the start of cooling, and increased during quenching to
approximately 10°C. The temperature measured by the thermo

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus for spray cooling
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couple closest to the surface dropped from 240°C to 100°C in
approximately 250 s, during which the bottom one dropped from
240°C to 110°C.

Surface heat flux during spray quenching was calculated from
temperature measurements such as those in Fig. 2 using the se-
quential function specification method to solve the inverse heat
conduction problem@2#. The surface temperature was determined
by assuming one-dimensional heat conduction within the test
block. Error analysis showed@7# the calculated heat flux to be
accurate to within 10 percent, with the largest errors occurring at
the start and the end of cooling where the relative magnitude of
heat flux was small.

Figure 3 shows the variation of heat flux and surface tempera-
ture during spray quenching with pure water, calculated from the
temperature measurements of Fig. 2. As the surface temperature
decreased the mechanism of heat transfer changed, passing suc-
cessively through four different regimes. At the highest surface
temperatures (Tw.220°C) spray droplets were in a state of film

boiling where a thin vapor layer blanketed the surface, insulating
it and reducing surface heat flux to a relatively low value (q9
'0.03 MW/m2). Better liquid-surface contact was obtained in the
transition boiling regime (140°C,Tw,220°C); heat transfer in-
creased significantly, reaching a maximum at the critical heat flux
point (q950.26 MW/m2). Heat transfer decreased rapidly with
further reduction in surface temperature in the nucleate boiling
regime (105°C,Tw,140°C). Once the surface temperature be-
came too low (Tw,105°C) to sustain bubble nucleation, cooling
was due to single-phase forced convection alone (q9
<0.05 MW/m2).

Plotting surface heat flux (q9) as a function of surface tempera-
ture (Tw) gives the boiling curve for spray cooling. Figure 4
shows the boiling curve for a water spray withm150.5 kg/m2s
andUm520 m/s. Similar boiling curves for sprays of 0.06 mol/l
solutions of NaCl, Na2SO4 and MgSO4 , with the same mass flux
and mean droplet velocity, are also shown in Fig. 4. All three salts
enhanced nucleate boiling heat transfer and critical heat flux. The
increase was greatest for MgSO4 , somewhat less for Na2SO4 and
least for NaCl; previous experiments@4# had established the same
ranking for the effectiveness of these salts in enhancing heat trans-
fer to single droplets on a hot surface. Na2SO4 and NaCl had little
effect on the temperature at which CHF occurred and on transition
boiling heat transfer, whereas MgSO4 increased both.

Examination of photographs of the surface taken during
quenching showed that dissolving a salt in the spray water had
two visible effects. First, it produced foaming during nucleate
boiling of the thin liquid film on the test surface. Foaming was
noticeably more pronounced in Na2SO4 and MgSO4 solutions
than in the NaCl solution, producing greater surface cooling. Sec-
ondly, during transition boiling of MgSO4 solution some salt pre-
cipitated onto the test surface. Patches of deposited salt, each sev-
eral millimeters in diameter, were clearly visible on the surface for
Tw,180°C. When cleaning the test surface it was found that
these particles adhered quite tenaciously. Na2SO4 and NaCl,
which have a much higher solubility than MgSO4 @8#, did not
accumulate on the surface. The deposited MgSO4 particles effec-
tively increased the test surface roughness, enhancing surface heat
flux. During transition boiling the salt particles broke through the
vapor layer insulating the heated surface and increased direct
liquid-solid contact, while in nucleate boiling they provided
bubble nucleation sites. Greater surface roughness also shifted the

Fig. 2 Transient temperature measurements during spray
cooling using pure water with mass flux m lÄ0.5 kgÕm 2s and
mean droplet velocity UmÄ20 mÕs

Fig. 3 Calculated surface heat flux and temperature obtained
from interior temperature measurements during spray cooling
using pure water with mass flux m lÄ0.5 kgÕm 2s and mean
droplet velocity UmÄ20 mÕs

Fig. 4 The effect of dissolved salts on heat transfer during
spray cooling with 0.06 mol Õl concentration salt solutions.
Spray mass flux m lÄ0.5 kgÕm 2s and mean droplet velocity Um
Ä20 mÕs.
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onset of transition boiling, and therefore the critical heat flux, to a
higher temperature~170°C for MgSO4 solution compared to
150°C for pure water!. Surface roughness is known to greatly
influence the critical flux during spray cooling@12#.

Dissolved salts were equally effective in enhancing heat trans-
fer when liquid mass flux was increased. Figure 5 shows the boil-
ing curve for quenching with pure water and salt solutions with a
spray mass flux of 3.0 kg/m2s. All three salts enhanced heat trans-
fer and their relative effectiveness was in same order as previously
observed atm150.5 kg/m2s. In this case, however, MgSO4 did
not increase the temperature at which critical heat flux occurred,
unlike what was observed at the lower mass flux~see Fig. 4!. At
this high spray mass flux the surface was flooded with water and
salt particles did not precipitate on the surface. The only effect of
the dissolved salts was to promote foaming in the boiling water
film.

Increasing the nozzle pressure, and therefore the mean droplet
impact velocity in the nozzle, increases spray cooling heat transfer
@1,9#. Dissolved salts further enhanced heat transfer at all droplet
velocities in our tests. Figure 6 shows measured heat flux for pure
water and MgSO4 solution ~0.06 mol/l! at three different droplet
velocities: 17 m/s, 20 m/s, and 23 m/s. Comparison of the boiling
curve for pure water with that of the salt solution at each velocity
shows a significant increase in heat transfer at all temperatures.

All the results reported in this paper so far were those from tests
done using salt solutions with a solute concentration of 0.06 mol/l.
We also did experiments to investigate the effect of varying salt
concentration. Figure 7 shows boiling curves for MgSO4 solution
sprays with concentrations varying from 0.01 mol/l to 0.4 mol/l.
Surface heat flux increased with salt concentration for all tempera-
tures, until the concentration exceeded 0.2 mol/l. Further raising
the concentration to 0.4 mol/l reduced the heat transfer forTw
,210°C; at higher temperatures, where droplets were in transi-
tion boiling, heat flux continued to increase with salt concentra-
tion.

Experiments on the nucleate boiling of single droplets of salt
solution placed on a stainless steel surface@4# showed that there is
an optimum salt concentration that minimized droplet lifetime.
Increasing the amount of dissolved salt further reduced the vapor
pressure of water and decreased the rate of droplet boiling. Our
spray cooling data followed the same trend: a concentration of 0.2
mol/l of MgSO4 maximized nucleate boiling heat transfer~see

Fig. 7!. At higher surface temperatures (Tw.210°C) dissolved
salt particles deposited on the heater surface, increasing its rough-
ness. The salt particles disrupted film boiling of droplets and en-
hanced heat transfer. Surface heat flux therefore continuously in-
creased with salt concentration.

Figure 8 shows the variation of critical heat flux with concen-
tration of MgSO4 . The critical heat flux increased from 1.6
MW/m2 for a pure water spray to a maximum value of approxi-
mately 2.9 MW/m2 when a 0.2 mol/l solution of MgSO4 was
used. Further increases in salt concentration resulted in the critical
heat flux being diminished.

Enhanced heat transfer due to dissolved salts can greatly reduce
the time required to quench a surface with a water spray. Figure 9
shows the variation of surface temperature during the cooling of a
surface with a water spray withml53.0 kg/m2s and Um
520 m/s. When quenching with pure water the initial cooling rate

Fig. 5 The effect of dissolved salts on heat transfer during
spray cooling with 0.06 mol Õl concentration salt solutions.
Spray mass flux m lÄ3.0 kgÕm 2s and mean droplet velocity Um
Ä20 mÕs.

Fig. 6 The effect of dissolving 0.06 mol Õl of MgSO 4 in water
used for spray cooling at three different droplet velocities: 17
mÕs, 20 mÕs, and 23 mÕs. Spray mass flux m lÄ3.0 kgÕm2s.

Fig. 7 The effect of varying salt concentration on heat flux
during spray cooling with MgSO 4 solution. Spray mass flux
m lÄ3.0 kgÕm 2s and mean droplet velocity UmÄ20 mÕs.
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was relatively slow because spray droplets were in film boiling
and rebounded off the surface after impact. It took 8 s for the
surface temperature to decrease from 240°C to 210°C. Below this
temperature surface heat flux increased greatly and it took only an
additional 2 s for the surface to cool to 120°C. Dissolving a very
small amount of MgSO4 ~0.01 mol/l! in the water did not have a
measurable effect on the spray cooling rate, but adding 0.06 mol/l
of salt significantly enhanced heat transfer: it took only 5 s to cool
the surface from 240°C to 120°C. When salt concentration was
increased to 0.4 mol/l surface heat flux was high even whenTw
.210°C~see Fig. 7!, and there was no longer an initial period of
slow cooling. It took only about 1 s to quench the test surface
down to 120°C.

Conclusions
We conducted experiments on the effect of dissolving one of

three salts~NaCl, Na2SO4 or MgSO4) in water sprays used for
cooling of a hot surface. The results were compared with those
obtained using pure water sprays. Dissolved NaCl or Na2SO4 in-
creased nucleate boiling heat transfer, but had little effect on tran-
sition boiling during spray cooling. MgSO4 increased both nucle-
ate and transition boiling heat flux. Enhanced nucleate boiling was
attributed to foaming in the liquid film generated by the dissolved
salts. MgSO4 produced the largest increase in nucleate boiling
heat transfer, Na2SO4 somewhat less and NaCl the least. This
ranking of effectiveness corresponded to that previously observed
for single droplets of water boiling on a hot surface@4#. A con-
centration of 0.2 mol/l of MgSO4 produced the greatest increase
in heat flux; higher salt concentrations did not result in further
improvements. During transition boiling particles of MgSO4 ad-
hered to the heated surface, raising surface roughness and increas-
ing heat transfer. Addition of salts can reduce the time required to
cool a hot surface from 240°C to 120°C by an order of magnitude.
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Nomenclature

d05 5 mass median diameter, m
d32 5 Sauter mean diameter~SMD!, m

g 5 acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

hf 5 height of nozzle above surface, m
m1 5 spray mass flux, kg/m2s
Dp 5 pressure drop across nozzle, N/m2

q9 5 surface heat flux, W/m2

t 5 time, s
Tmax 5 surface temperature at the critical heat flux

Tw 5 surface temperature, °C
Um 5 mean droplet impact velocity, m/s
Uo 5 upstream velocity of the nozzle and relative velocity

of the droplet to the test surface, m/s; initial droplet
velocity, m/s

Greek Symbols

r 5 density, kg/m3

s 5 surface tension, N/m
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Conjugate Heat Transfer
and Effects of Interfacial Heat
Flux During the Solidification
Process of Continuous Castings
Multiphase fluid flow involving solidification is common in many industrial processes such
as extrusion, continuous casting, drawing, etc. The present study concentrates on the
study of air gap formation due to metal shrinkage on the interfacial heat transfer of a
continuous casting mold. Enthalpy method was employed to model the solidification of
continuously moving metal. The effect of basic process parameters mainly superheat,
withdrawal velocity, mold cooling rate and the post mold cooling rate on the heat transfer
was studied. The results of cases run with air gap formation were also compared with
those without air gap formation to understand the phenomenon comprehensively. The
current study shows that there exists a limiting value of Pe above which the effect of air
gap formation on the overall heat transfer is negligible.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1560146#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Interface, Melting, Solidification

Introduction
Thermal transport phenomenon plays an important role in en-

gineering applications especially in manufacturing processes such
as continuous casting, optical fiber drawing, hot rolling, metal
wire drawing, etc. Continuous casting is a rapidly developing field
and has gained prime importance in the manufacturing of ferrous
and non-ferrous slabs. A substantial amount of steel is produced
by continuous casting every year. In a typical continuous casting
process, superheated metal enters an open ended metal mold via a
tundish and a nozzle. The metal is cooled due to heat exchange
with the water-cooled mold. As the metal shell forms, it is con-
tinuously withdrawn from the exit of the mold through pinch roll-
ers. Lubrication is provided with the help of mold flux, which
prevents the liquid metal from sticking to the mold wall. On exit,
the metal shell is subjected to spray cooling before finally being
cut off by a gas torch. Serious problems are encountered during
continuous casting if the process parameters are not carefully
monitored and controlled. The heat extraction rate and the with-
drawal speed are critical and can lead to breakout without proper
control. Breakout is a serious condition where the metal shell
formed cannot withstand the ferrostatic pressure of the liquid core
due to insufficient shell thickness. The solid metal breaks, spilling
out hot liquid metal leading to formidable damages and repairs.

Numerical modeling of continuous casting dates back almost
five decades. Primarily two numerical approaches have been
adopted to solve this problem; one is the moving grid technique
and the second is the fixed grid technique. The fixed grid tech-
nique takes care of the latent heat evolution by introducing non-
linearities in the specific heat or enthalpy of the material, whereas,
the moving grid technique involves the change of grid points with
time. The fixed grid method is easy to implement whereas the
moving grid method is more accurate but difficult to implement.
Phase change problems are highly non-linear due to the presence
of a boundary~solidification front! across which the properties
vary like a Dirac-d-type behavior. In such problems, the numerical
simulations for the temperature history and/or the location of the
solidification front result in either overprediction or underpredic-

tion, as well as numerical oscillations about the true response as
pointed out by Namburu and Tamma@1#. Finite difference meth-
ods were traditionally employed for analyzing the phase change
problems, but lately, numerical analysts are focusing more on fi-
nite element analysis~FEA! due to their inherent advantages in
handling the evolution of latent heat. By employing finite ele-
ments in conjunction with numerical integration, a reasonable ac-
curacy can be obtained for sufficiently smooth variations of the
effective heat transfer capacity@1#. In this research the enthalpy
based fixed grid method has been employed to model the thermal
transport accompanied by solidification.

Several parameters governing the process need to be studied
carefully in order to streamline the continuous casting process.
Typical parameters include superheat temperature, withdrawal ve-
locity, mold cooling rate and post-mold cooling rate. Metal
shrinkage leads to the development of an air gap at the metal mold
interface causing a formidable decrease in the heat transfer rate.
Air gap at the metal-mold interface results in decreased contact
conductance, thus decreasing the overall effective heat transfer
rate. This leads to higher mold temperatures and lower heat trans-
fer efficiency. Mold heat transfer is governed by the size of the
gap separating the solidifying shell from the wall of the cooling
mold and the properties of the flux which infiltrates the gap. Ap-
plication of inverse techniques was one of the common methods
used to quantify the contact conductance at the metal mold inter-
face. Inverse techniques are usually used to back calculate the
heat transfer coefficient when the temperature profile is known.
Mechanism of heat transfer at a metal mold interface was studied
by Ho and Pehlke@2# for ingot casting. A numerical procedure
was also presented which was based on the non-linear technique
of Beck @3# and an implicit formulation of the enthalpy method.
Three different mechanisms were expected to affect the transition
of a metal-mold solid contact to an interfacial gap, namely, sur-
face interaction of the metal and the mold, transformation of metal
and mold materials and effects of the geometry. Huang et al.@4#
presented the conjugate gradient method for the inverse solution
to determine unknown contact conductance during metal casting.
The advantage of the conjugate gradient method was that there
was no need to assume a specific functional form over the specific
domain. Ho@5# has characterized the metal mold interface heat
transfer in continuous casting of slabs. A continuous casting
model was formulated based on a spreadsheet program. This
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model was coupled with the interface model to integrate the phe-
nomenon. A relationship characterizing the temperature depen-
dency of mold flux viscosity was introduced and incorporated in
the fluid flow equations for liquid mold flux. Isaac et al.@6# simu-
lated the solidification of aluminum in cast iron mold using ex-
perimental values of air gap.

Investigators like Blackwell and Ockendon@7#, Chidiac et al.
@8#, DeBellis and LeBeau@9#, Kang and Jaluria@10#, have carried
out numerical investigation of continuous casting process using
the enthalpy method which has been widely used in phase change
problems. Metal-mold heat transfer has been studied by several
other investigators like Kim et al.@11#, Piwonka and Berry@12#,
Ho and Pehlke@13#, Droste et al.@14#. Recently several investi-
gators like Holzhauser et al.@15#, Stone and Thomas@16# and Cho
et al. @17# have performed experimental investigations on the
mold-metal thermal resistance due to mold flux. Various expres-
sions for evaluating metal-mold heat transfer coefficient have
been compiled by Brimacombe et al.@18# which take into account
factors like chill properties, transient effects and conjugate heat
transfer.

Although a lot of information is available on the metal-mold
interface heat transfer for metal ingot castings, where the inverse
solution was attempted, no data could be found regarding the
same in continuous castings for pure metals. Extensive studies
have been conducted to include all kinds of process parameters
but at the expense of computational time and space. Thus, the
process of continuous casting entails efficient and simple models
to simulate the phenomena realistically. Simplified formulations
have to be explored and their results compared, to benchmark the
adequacy of the models. The present method is simple as it em-
ploys linear 1D conduction to model the air gap formation to
account for metal-mold contact conductance. The details of this
method are shown at a later section. A finite element method was
used to simulate the 2D solidification process coupled with con-
jugate heat transfer during continuous casting. Conduction and
convection were the primary modes of heat transfer.

Mathematical Formulation
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the present numerical investi-

gation. Aluminum was chosen for the cast material while the mold
material was copper. The pre-mold region was assumed to be
insulated whereas the mold surface and the post mold region was
subjected to convective heat transfer. Aluminum was modeled as
Newtonian incompressible fluid with Boussinesq approximation.
The fluid flow was assumed to be laminar and two-dimensional.
The symmetry of the problem allowed for modeling half of the
domain for computational purpose. The left half of the domain
was modeled and a transient algorithm was used. The post mold
wall exit was taken as the origin. An aspect ratio, Ar520 was used
in the present research. Various mold parameters shown in Fig. 1
were,L3 /L50.5, L1 /L50.1, andtm /W50.25.

A commercial finite element code called Ansys@19# was used
for the numerical investigation. A user routine was developed to
include multiphase fluid flow accompanied by solidification. The
user routine was validated with analytical and experimental infor-
mation to gain confidence. The ultimate objective was to study the
effect of air gap formation on the interfacial heat transfer. So, the
original algorithm was modified to include interfacial heat resis-
tance to model the air gap formation. Numerical simulations were
conducted on a Silicon Graphics Inc.~SGI! Origin 200 server.

Governing Equations. The following assumptions were
made to simplify the current study involving conjugate heat trans-
fer:

1. The fluid is Newtonian, incompressible with Boussinesq ap-
proximation.

2. The fluid flow is laminar in the liquid region.
3. There is negligible change in the density with change in

phase. For numerical purposes, the density was assumed to

be same in both the phases. However, shrinkage was calcu-
lated based on the linear coefficient of expansion of the ma-
terial.

4. Materials were considered homogeneous and isotropic.
5. Material properties were constant within individual phases.
6. Viscous work and dissipation are neglected.
7. In the phase transition zone (DT), the thermal conductivity

of the domain is equal to the thermal conductivity of the
solid phase. Phase transition zone is the temperature differ-
ence over which the evolution of latent heat takes place and
is explained later.

Based on these assumptions the governing equations can be ex-
pressed as follows.

Continuity Equation.
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Momentum Equations. The momentum equations in thex
and y directions, commonly known as the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, govern the fluid flow and are given by:
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Fig. 1 Problem domain in terms of dimensional parameters
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Energy Equation.
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The energy equation is the thermal transport equation. As stated
earlier, the density of the liquid is constant throughout the domain
but subject to the Boussinesq approximation and the specific heat
and the thermal conductivity are evaluated according to their re-
spective phases in the domain. The momentum equation is
coupled with the energy equation. In the liquid region, both mo-
mentum and energy equations are solved simultaneously to deter-
mine the temperature field. In the solid phase, theX component of
velocity is set to zero while the withdrawal speedU0 is substituted
for the Y velocity component. Thus, the only governing equation
in the solid phase is the energy equation. The solidification front
position was identified by comparing the nodal temperature with
the solidification temperature of the material. If the solidification
front passed between two nodes then linear interpolation was used
to determine its exact position. The boundary conditions are con-
vection on the mold surfaces (Bi2) and the post mold region
(Bi3), superheat temperature at the inlet (u0), zero axial thermal
gradient at the exit and insulated pre-mold. The metal was as-
sumed to enter and exit the mold with withdrawal speed whereas
no slip boundary condition was applied on the wall.

A physical quantity, namely enthalpy was introduced to handle
the solidification process. Enthalpy is defined as the integral of
heat capacity with respect to temperature. Thus,

H5E
T0

T

r•C~T!dT (5)

or equivalently,

dH

dT
5r•C~T! (6)

The derivative in the above equation is numerically averaged over
each element, from which the value ofrC is obtained.

The enthalpy method incorporates the latent heat in the specific
heat of the material.

r•C~T!5r•Cs for T,T1 (7)

r•C~T!5r•C* 5r•S Lh

DTD for T1,T,T2 (8)

r•C~T!5r•Cl for T.T2 (9)

Here,T1 andT2 are the solidus and liquidus temperatures respec-
tively, andDT is the difference between them. The energy equa-
tion was formulated using temperature but for solidification pro-
cess, enthalpy was incorporated using Eqs.~5! through~9!.

Interface Heat Flux Model Formulation. In the present re-
search, the air gap was modeled in terms of appropriate heat re-
sistance. Figures 2~a! and ~b! display the magnified sketch of the
mold where the heat resistance due to air gap was incorporated in
terms of effective convective heat transfer coefficient (Heff) on the
vertical face of the mold. The air gap which forms at the interface
~Fig. 2~b!! is modeled by applying an effective heat resistance.
This equivalent heat resistance is incorporated by changing the
convective coefficient on the vertical mold surface. It is to be
noted that the effective heat transfer coefficient,Heff , which is
less than mold cooling rate (h2), is applied on the vertical surface
of the mold that corresponds to the length of the air gap and is
shown in Fig. 2~a!. Thus, the heat transfer on the vertical face of
the mold is governed by the effective heat transfer coefficient
(Heff) and the mold cooling rate (h2). Assumptions in the formu-
lation of the interfacial gap, based on the findings of Refs.@2#,
@13#, are as follows:

1. Shrinkage of the solid metal is uniform based on an average
temperature; the shape of the air gap is uniform and continu-
ous.

2. The physical dimensions of the air gap formed are small
enough to neglect their effect on the thermal transport due to
the change in the shape of the domain.

3. Heat flow in the gap is by pure conduction.

It should be noted here that although convection may have some
effect at the gap, it is neglected to keep the current model trac-
table. At this time it is not known the effect of neglecting the
convection at the interface gap. One possibility is to have less
solidification than the actual process. Future work is underway to
study the effect of convection.

Referring to Fig. 2 and equating the resistances from the first
principle, the following expression for effective heat transfer co-
efficient can be obtained

Heff5S kair•h2

kair1Xgap•h2
D (10)

Air gap width is calculated based on the two-dimensional metal
shrinkage in the mold region. Metal shrinkage can be calculated
as follows:

Xgap5
DA

Lm
(11)

DA5A1•b•dT (12)

whereA15Area of the solidified metal in the mold region~Area
AFJI in Fig. 2~a!!

DA5shrinkage area
b52•a, wherea is the linear coefficient of expansion
dT5temperature difference5(Tavg2Ts)
Tavg5average temperature of the solidified region
Ts5solidification temperature of the material
Lm5the vertical length of the solid shell on the copper mold

wall, which is equal to the length of the segment AF in Fig. 2~a!

Detailed derivation in this regard can be found in Gawas@20#.
Equation~10! incorporates metal-mold contact conductance due
to air gap formation and hence it is also representative of the
interface heat flux.

Numerical Procedure
Due to the inherent symmetry of the model, half of the geom-

etry shown in Fig. 1 was used. A commercial code called Ansys
@19# was used for the numerical exercise. The computational grid
comprised of non-uniform four noded elements and was denser
near the mold walls because of high temperature and velocity
gradients. A user algorithm was setup to model the process of
continuous casting which was further modified to incorporate the
interfacial heat transfer based on shrinkage. The flow diagram for

Fig. 2 „a…, „b… Effective heat transfer coefficient formulation
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the algorithm to model the effective air gap heat resistance at the
interface is illustrated in Fig. 3. The effective heat resistance was
accounted for by changing the coefficient of convective heat
transfer on the outer surface of the copper mold. In each time step,
the effective heat transfer coefficient was calculated based on the
formulation. The boundary condition,Heff , on the outer surface of
the mold was then updated for the next time step. Time step was
carefully controlled to avoid divergence due to inherent stiffness
of the problem. The following convergence criteria was used:

Convergence Monitor5(
i 51

n uf i
k2f i

k21u
uf i

ku

It represents the normalized rate of convergence for the degree
of freedom variables, namely temperature and velocity, using the
currentkth iteration and the previous (k21)th iteration. The con-
vergence monitor was set to 1026 for the current study.

Code Validation. The present code and the user algorithm
was validated by comparing the results, namely the location of the
solidification front, with analytical results by Siegel@21# and ex-
perimental data by Wolff and Viskanta@22#. As seen from Figs. 4
and 5, the results obtained by the present method are in good
agreement with the published analytical results and experimental
data. The accuracy of the present method was further validated by

a grid independency test. Two different grids were examined—
one with 2600 elements and the other with 5700 elements. The
grids were tested by running a stiff case with high values of pro-
cess parameters. It was found that the maximum temperature dif-
ference along the wall and the centerline was equal to 2 percent
and 1 percent respectively. Hence, the grid with 2600 elements
was used in the present study. Details in this regard can be found
in @20#. It should be noted here that Ref.@21#was for solidification
process of a very slowly moving metal, and Ref.@19# was for
stationary liquid metal. Interfacial heat flux was not considered in
these works. However, the objective here was to validate if the
current method can be used to solve solidification problems.

Results and Discussion
The objective of the present research was to study the effect of

air gap formation on different process parameters. Numerical in-
vestigation was performed to determine the effect of each param-

Fig. 3 Flow chart for the algorithm to incorporate effective
heat resistance due to air gap

Fig. 4 Comparison of numerically obtained solidification front
positions with analytical results by Siegel †21‡

Fig. 5 Comparison of numerically obtained solidification front
positions with experimental data by Wolff and Viskanta †22‡
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eter, namely withdrawal speed~Pe!, superheat (u0), mold cooling
rate (Bi2) and post mold cooling rate (Bi3). The ranges of param-
eters used in the present study were Pe51–4, u051.2– 3.0, Bi2
50.02– 0.1, and Bi350.05– 0.15. The governing equations were
solved in terms of primitive variables and the results obtained
were non-dimensionalized with the help of various non-
dimensional parameters stated in the nomenclature. The pre-mold
was insulated whereas the Stefan number~St! was equal to 2.5
throughout the exercise. The cast metal and the mold were made
of aluminum and copper respectively. A few cases were also in-
vestigated to compare the results of the interfacial model with the
noninterfacial model, i.e., neglecting the effects of air gap forma-
tion.

Figure 6 shows the effect of withdrawal speed on the solidifi-
cation front position with air gap formation. The phenomenon of
continuous casting is a transient one and hence as the Peclet num-
ber ~Pe! increases, the liquid metal has higher velocities and less
time to cool and consequently the phase front moves down the
mold. The movement of the phase front is more prominent in Case
~b! as compared to Case~a!, because Case~b! has relatively lower
cooling rates. Also, the slope of the front becomes steeper with
increase in Pe, the steepest slope is exhibited at Pe54.0 for u0
51.2, Bi250.1, Bi350.15. For higher mold cooling rates, the
position of the solidification front on the wall differs by small
magnitudes as compared to that with Case~b!. No breakout con-
dition was observed, in spite of high values of Peclet number.

Variation of nondimensional local heat flux along the wall for

u051.2, Bi250.02, Bi350.05, Pe51, 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 is shown
in Fig. 7. In the upstream direction there is a sharp drop in the heat
flux from Y* 518 ~the entry of mold region!to the point of in-
ception of the solidification front. The local heat flux remains
almost constant from the solidification front position on the wall
till the mold exit (Y* 50). In part of the mold region (10<Y*
<18), depending of the value of Pe, lower values of local heat
flux along the wall are observed. This can be attributed to the air
gap formation as it leads to higher thermal resistance or lower
contact conductance. AtY* 510, the flux increases as the metal
exits the mold where the air gap ceases to exist. The discontinuity
in the curves atY* 510 is due to the change in the boundary
condition at the mold exit (Bi2ÞBi3). Figure 8 shows the varia-
tion of wall temperature versusY* . The slope changes abruptly at
Y* 518 as a result of the change in the boundary condition from
the pre-mold region (Y* 518 to 20!to the mold region (Y* 510
to 18!. It can be seen from the figure that the wall temperature
increases with increase inY* , i.e., along the upstream direction.
There was a noticeable change in slope of the temperature profile
at Y* 510, which indicated higher mold temperatures, again due
to the increased heat resistance incurred by the air gap formation.
As expected, higher Peclet numbers lead to higher wall tempera-

Fig. 6 Effect of withdrawal speed on solidification front: „a…
u0Ä1.2, Bi2Ä0.1, Bi3Ä0.15; and „b… u0Ä1.2, Bi2Ä0.02, Bi3
Ä0.05.

Fig. 7 Effect of withdrawal speed on non-dimensional local
heat flux on the wall for u0Ä1.2, Bi2Ä0.02, Bi3Ä0.05

Fig. 8 Effect of withdrawal speed on wall temperature for u0
Ä1.2, Bi2Ä0.1, Bi3Ä0.15
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tures due to the transient nature of the problem. Therefore, it can
be stated that the average temperature of the system increases with
increase in Peclet number.

Figures 9 and 10 show the relative positions of the solidification
fronts foru051.2, Bi250.1, Bi350.15, Pe51.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0,
and u051.2, Bi250.02, Bi350.05, Pe52.0, 2.5, respectively. In
these figures the solid lines represent the results when interfacial
heat flux was considered. The dotted lines in the figures are cor-
responding results without taking the interfacial heat flux into ac-
count. It is to be noted that with increase in the air gap width there
is a decrease in the effective heat transfer coefficientHeff . Con-
sequently, it leads to lower thermal efficiency of the system rela-
tive to the initial cooling rate Bi2 . Lower heat extraction rate in
the mold means hotter fluid flows through the mold. Hence the
solidification front moves downstream with respect to the same
cases run without interface heat flux modeling and is demon-
strated in Fig. 9. It is also observed from Fig. 9 that the slope of
the solidification front for the cases with interfacial heat flux was
steeper with respect to that of the non-interfacial heat flux model.

Figures 10~a!and~b! show the solidification fronts for Pe52.0
and Pe52.5 with lower cooling rates (u051.2, Bi250.02, Bi3
50.05), respectively. It can be noted that the air gap does not
influence the position and the shape of the phase front signifi-
cantly for the given parameters. This is because, a combination of
higher withdrawal speed~Pe52.0, Pe52.5!and lower cooling
rates (Bi250.02, Bi350.05) leads to the downstream movement
of the solidification front. When the solidification front moves
downstream, less solidified metal is in the mold. That means the
volume of the solidified metal in the mold is less, leading to lesser
shrinkage or smaller air gap width. It should be noted that the
shrinkage is directly proportional to the volume of the solidified

metal in the mold. In fact as seen in Figure 10~b! (u051.2, Pe
52.5, Bi250.02, Bi350.05), the solidification fronts for both in-
terfacial and non-interfacial models are almost indistinguishable.
This is because as the air gap width tends to zero, the value of the
nondimensionalized heat transfer coefficientH* approaches the
Bi2 value which is prominently demonstrated in the present cases.
Therefore, it can be said that for a given set of parameters and
conditions in the study of withdrawal speed, there exists a limiting
value of Pe above which the effect of air gap formation on the
overall heat transfer is negligible.

Figure 11 shows the local heat flux variation for different su-
perheat values. The air gap had a considerable effect on the local
non-dimensional heat flux for the case withu051.2, Pe51.5,
Bi250.1, Bi350.15. At this superheat value, the nondimensional
effective heat transfer coefficient,H* was 231022, resulting a
decrease in the value of Bi2 ~due to air gap thermal resistance! by
about 80 percent. This led to a drastic reduction in local heat flux
which was due to a combination of low withdrawal speed, low
superheat and high cooling rates. In this case the solidification
front moved upstream with lower superheat and withdrawal speed
(u051.2, Pe51.5!, resulting in a higher value of the volume of
solidified metal in the mold. Consequently, more shrinkage of the
metal occurred, which led to higher values of air gap width and
subsequent drastic drop in local heat flux.

Figure 12 shows the solidification front location for cases ex-
ecuted with and without interface heat flux modeling for different
superheat values. Dashed line represents the solidification front
for the respective cases run without interface heat flux modeling
whereas the solid line represents the solidification front with the
interface heat flux. As seen in Fig. 12, the effect of air gap forma-

Fig. 9 Comparison of solidification front positions for u0Ä1.2, Bi2Ä0.1, Bi3
Ä0.15, „a… PeÄ1.5, „b… PeÄ2.0, „c… PeÄ2.5, „d… PeÄ3.0, and „e… PeÄ4.0, Dotted
line: Without interfacial heat flux, Solid line: With interfacial heat flux.
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tion is more prominent at low superheat value (u051.2) ~Figs.
12~a! and ~c!!. The solidification front is significantly displaced
downstream with the interface heat flux model with respect to the
cases without interfacial heat flux. The difference between the
front locations for interface and noninterface models considerably
decreases with increase in superheat~Figs. 12~b!and~d!!. Hence,
it can be stated that the effect of air gap formation on the heat
transfer is less significant with the increase in superheat. This is
because, the volume of the solidified metal in the mold decreases
with the increase in the superheat due to downstream movement
of the solidification front. Less solid metal in the mold means
smaller air gap, as there is a direct relationship between the
shrinkage and the solid metal volume in the mold. Therefore, it
can be concluded that if the solidified metal volume in the mold is
considerably small, causing negligibly small air gap width, then
the difference between the solidification front positions for the
model with and without interfacial heat flux will be negligible.

A curve fit was obtained to yield a power law variation of the
calculated non-dimensional air gap width with the superheat for
various values of Pe. For both the cases, the cooling rates were set
to Bi250.1 and Bi350.15. The corresponding graphs can be seen
in Fig. 13. The diamond shaped symbol represents cases with
Pe51.5 and the corresponding equation is given by:

G* 50.0029•u0
20.7585 (13)

The rectangle shaped symbol represents cases with Pe52.0 and
the corresponding equation is given by:

G* 50.00211•u0
21.1796 (14)

The r 2 ~variance!value for the Eqs.~13! and~14! was found to be
equal to 0.9847 and 0.8998 respectively. The lower value of the
variance for the second case is due to insufficient data points. The
value of the variance turns out to be equal to unity for both cases
if a polynomial curve fit is done. However, the power law curve fit
equations are presented here because of its usefulness in practical
applications. The previously described phenomena, that is, de-
crease in the air gap with increase in Pe andu0 is clearly visible
here.

Figures 14~a!and ~b! show the variation of overall nondimen-
sional heat flux with respect to mold cooling rate, foru051.2,
Pe52.0, Bi350.05, 0.1, 0.15 andu051.2, Pe52.5, Bi350.05,
0.1, 0.15 respectively. The overall nondimensional heat flux (Q* )
ranged from 1.01 to 2.2 for the present cases. As the mold cooling
rate is increased from Bi250.02 to Bi250.05, the value ofQ*
increases which shows that mold cooling rate is the dominant
factor for heat transfer in spite of the interfacial air gap. Further
increase in mold cooling rate from Bi250.05 to Bi250.1 results
in a decrease in the value ofQ* . The maximum value ofQ*
occurs at Bi250.05 for the given process parameters and is seen
in Figs. 14~a!and ~b!. This is because, increase in mold cooling
rate from Bi250.05 to Bi250.1 leads to upstream movement of
the solidification front. This means more metal is being solidified
in the mold leading to more shrinkage and as such a higher value
of air gap width and length. It is to be noted that both effective
heat transfer coefficient (Heff) and mold cooling rate (h2) govern
the overall heat flux, where, (Heff!h2). Due to the upstream
movement of the solidification front,Heff is applied over a signifi-
cant length on the surface of the mold. Hence, the overall heat flux
is dominated more byHeff than h2 . Therefore, higher air gap
width contributes a low value of effective heat transfer coefficient
and thus reduces the heat transfer rate. This is the reason the
decrease in the overall heat flux~after Q050.05) is observed in
Fig. 14. Thus the value of the volume of the solidified metal in the
mold is crucial because it is directly related to the air gap width.
The heat extraction efficiency of the mold is also affected in a
similar way by the air gap formation.

In the current study it is observed that the solidification front
location does not change significantly with the change in post
mold cooling rate. This is because most of the total heat is ex-

Fig. 10 Comparison of solidification front positions for u0
Ä1.2, Bi2Ä0.02, Bi3Ä0.05, „a… PeÄ2.0, and „b… PeÄ2.5, Dotted
line: Without interfacial heat flux, Solid line: With interfacial
heat flux.

Fig. 11 Variation of local heat flux for different superheats for
PeÄ1.5, Bi2Ä0.1, Bi3Ä0.15
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tracted in the mold and hence the mold cooling rate dominates the
cooling mechanism. The air gap modeling did not change this
aspect of the process. It can be noted here that Greif@23# has also
reported the negligible effect of post mold cooling rate on the
solidification front position in his work, which did not take into
account the air gap formation. By observing the corresponding

Fig. 12 Comparison of solidification front positions with and without inter-
face heat flux modeling for Bi 2Ä0.1, Bi3Ä0.15. „a… PeÄ1.5, u0Ä1.2, „b… Pe
Ä1.5, u0Ä3.0, „c… PeÄ2.0, u0Ä1.2, and „d… PeÄ2.0, u0Ä2.5, Dotted line: With-
out interfacial heat flux, Solid line: With interfacial heat flux.

Fig. 13 Power law curve fit for the variation of non-
dimensional air gap width with superheat at different with-
drawal speeds „Bi2Ä0.1, Bi3Ä0.15…

Fig. 14 Overall heat flux variation with respect to mold cooling
rate for u0Ä1.2, Bi3Ä0.05, 0.1, 0.15 for different withdrawal
speeds, „a… PeÄ2.0, and „b… PeÄ2.5
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isotherms~not shown here due to space limitations!, it can be
concluded that the temperature distribution in the post mold re-
gion is significantly affected by change in cooling rate as more
heat is removed from the withdrawn metal with the increase in
Bi3 . The isotherms in the post mold region move upstream with
increase in the post mold cooling rate. This was the case for all the
parameters in the present study of post mold cooling rate. The
temperature profile provides useful information on the metallurgi-
cal transformation of the metal and is critical in the case of alloys.
It can also be stated that average temperature of the system de-
creases with the increase in post mold cooling. The position and
the shape of the solidification front cannot be controlled by vary-
ing the post mold cooling rate. However, the temperature of the
solid metal leaving the post mold region can definitely be con-
trolled by changing the value of Bi3 . The temperature of the solid
metal exiting the mold is of practical importance for subsequent
metal handling operations.

Conclusions
The overall heat transfer was strongly affected by small values

of air gap at the metal mold interface. The fact that air has very
low conductivity explains this finding. The comparison of the re-
sults for cases run with and without interface heat flux modeling
demonstrated major differences in the phase front locations, total
heat flux and temperature distribution. Higher temperature in the
mold region as well as sharp drop in heat flux was observed due to
increased heat resistance at the solidified metal mold interface.
However, in cases with higher superheat and withdrawal speed,
the effect of air gap resistance, which is proportional to volume of
the solidified metal in the mold, was minor.

The effect of withdrawal speed on the phase front and the tem-
perature distribution was significant. Increase in withdrawal speed
leads to steeper phase front for cases with higher cooling rates. At
lower cooling rates (Bi250.02, Bi350.05) the solid front moves
downstream, but the effect is more prominent. Higher Peclet num-
bers lead to more superheated fluid flowing in the mold resulting
in higher heat fluxes. The effect of air gap decreases with increas-
ing Peclet number as smaller air gap leads to lesser thermal resis-
tance. Increase in Pe number pushes the solidification front down-
stream leading to smaller air gap width, and hence less effect of
the inter facial heat flux on the cooling process. There exists a
limiting value of Pe for a given set of process parameters beyond
which the air gap does not affect the solidification front location
and the local heat flux. The effect of air gap also diminishes at
higher superheat temperature, as it leads to smaller air gap widths.

It was found that the overall heat flux in the mold increases
with the increase in Bi2 value from 0.02 to 0.05 and then de-
creases for values of Bi2 from 0.05 to 0.1. This shows that, for the
same superheat and withdrawal speed, the effective heat transfer
coefficient, Heff , dominates the overall heat transfer at higher
mold cooling rates. Thus, a critical value of Bi2 exists for a given
set of parameters, which gives the maximum heat extraction rate.
For the range of parameters studied here, critical value of Bi2 was
found to be to 0.05 foru051.2, Pe52.0, 2.5, Bi350.05, 0.1, 0.15.
The effect of post mold cooling rate was minor. Since most of the
heat is extracted in the mold, the post mold cooling rate only
affects the temperature distribution in the post mold region. The
post mold cooling rate cannot be used to control the shape and the
location of the solidification front.

Nomenclature

Ar 5 aspect ratio of cast material,L/W
Bi 5 Biot number, h W/k
C 5 specific heat
g 5 constant of gravity

G* 5 nondimensional air gap width,Xgap/W
h 5 heat transfer coefficient

H* 5 nondimensional effective heat transfer coefficient,
HeffW/km

Heff 5 effective heat transfer coefficient
k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 length of the cast material

Lh 5 latent heat of fusion
P 5 pressure

Pe 5 Peclet number,U0W/as

q* 5 nondimensional local heat flux
Q* 5 average dimensionless heat flux
Ste 5 Stefan number,Cs(T2T`)/Lh

t 5 time
T 5 temperature

U0 5 withdrawal speed
Vx 5 X component of velocity
Vy 5 Y component of velocity
W 5 half thickness of the cast material

x,y 5 spatial coordinates
X* , Y* 5 nondimensional spatial coordinates, x/W•y/W

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity ~also coefficient of linear
expansion where stated!

b 5 coefficient of volumetric expansion
d 5 dirac-delta-function
m 5 dynamic viscosity
r 5 density
u 5 nondimensional temperature5(T2T`)/(Ts2T`)

u0 5 superheat5(T02T`)/(Ts2T`)
F 5 degree of freedom variable

Subscripts

0 5 condition at the inlet
1 5 Pre-mold region property
2 5 Mold region property
3 5 Post mold region property

eff 5 effective value
gap 5 air gap property

l 5 liquid phase
m 5 mold property
s 5 solid property
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The Effects of Air Infiltration on a
Large Flat Heat Pipe at Horizontal
and Vertical Orientations
In the satellite or energy conversion industries flat heat pipes may be utilized to transfer
heat to the thermal sink. In this investigation, a large flat heat pipe, 1.22 m30.305 m
30.0127 m, fabricated from 50 mil Monel 400 metal sheets and Monel 400 screens was
videographed at horizontal and vertical orientations with an infrared video camera. The
heat pipe evaporator section consisted of a 0.305 m30.305 m area (one heated side only)
while the side opposite the heated section was insulated. The remaining area of the heat
pipe served as the condenser. In the horizontal orientation the heated section was on the
bottom. In the vertical orientation the evaporator was aligned below the condenser. The
sequence of photographs depicts heat inputs ranging from 200 W to 800 W, and the effect
of air infiltration on heat pipe operation for both orientations. For the horizontal orien-
tation, the air is seen to recede towards the small fill pipe as the heat input is increased.
For the vertical orientation, the air and water vapor exhibit a buoyant interaction with
the result that the air presence inhibits heat transfer by rendering sections of the con-
denser surface ineffective. The effects depicted in this paper set the stage for future
analytical and experimental work in flat heat pipe operation for both normal and variable
conductance modes.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1532020#

Keywords: Energy Conversion, Heat Transfer, Heat Pipes, Measurement Techniques,
Multi-Phase

Introduction

Figure 1 depicts a conceptual thermophotovoltaic~TPV! energy
conversion system utilizing flat heat pipes. Combustion gases
from a heat source such as a gas turbine combustor flow through
channels on which heat pipes are mounted. These hot side heat
pipes serve as emitter surfaces. Across from the hot side heat
pipes, TPV cells can be mounted to cold side heat pipes which are
heat pipes in contact with the thermal sink. An isothermal emitting
surface is needed in TPV energy conversion systems because the
voltage outputs of the TPV cells are very sensitive to the wave-
length bandwidth of the emitting surface. The emitter’s wave-
length bandwidth is a function of temperature. On the cold side,
the TPV cells could utilize a flat heat pipe, but this is less critical.
Flat heat pipes are not new to the industry, several companies
have designed them for space or computer applications@1–4#.

Flat heat pipes are similar to cylindrical heat pipes. The only
real difference between the two is geometrical. While this may
seem a minor difference, it presents many challenges from an
engineering standpoint. Typically, heat pipes are used to transfer
quantities of heat across a distance with only a slight temperature
loss from end to end. The cylindrical design works well to serve
this purpose. However, when designing an emitter for a TPV en-
ergy conversion system, it is advantageous to have a large surface
area to volume ratio in order to maximize the power density of the
system. A flat heat pipe was conceived for this purpose. Flat heat
pipes also have different internal flow and structural design con-
siderations than those of cylindrical heat pipes.

Flow properties in cylinders are different from those in rectan-
gular geometries such as flat plates and/or boxes. The flow of a
thin film through a flat wick~such as in the liquid return path of a
flat heat pipe!is not the same as the flow of a cylindrical circum-
ferential film. Also, vapor flow through a cylindrical space differs

from vapor flow through a rectangular cross section. The flow
geometrical differences can alter the steady-state limitations in flat
heat pipe design.

The limit most affected in the design of a moderate temperature
~100°C! flat heat pipe utilizing water as the working fluid is the
capillary limit. The capillary limit involves the ability of the wick
to develop the necessary pumping head to overcome the vapor and
liquid pressure losses as the working fluid circulates through the
heat pipe.

In this investigation, it was desired to qualitatively examine the
effects of what would happen if air infiltrated a hermetically
sealed flat heat pipe containing only water. In order for a flat heat
pipe to withstand pressure differences across its flat surfaces, the
flat surface structure needs to be supported. Monel pins were used
as support structures in this flat heat pipe design. These pins were
welded to the sheet metal surfaces, and the welds, should they
crack, would be a source for air infiltration for a heat pipe con-
taining water as the working fluid and operating below 100°C in
an atmospheric environment.

It should be pointed out that this flat heat pipe was not designed
as a variable conductance or gas loaded heat pipe. There was no
noncondensable gas reservoir at the condenser end, however, there
was a short 5 cm in length, 18 mm in diameter fill pipe attached to
the condenser end. In a gas loaded variable conductance heat pipe
~VCHP!, Fig. 2, a reservoir which contains an amount of a non-
condensable gas is added to the heat pipe condenser end. Marcus
@5#, and Marcus and Fleischman@6# give an excellent review of a
simplified VCHP. A primary goal for a VCHP operating with a
constant heat sink temperature is to achieve a steady internal op-
erating temperature at varying heat input conditions. This is ac-
complished for increasing evaporator heat input by the working
fluid vapor compressing the noncondensable gas towards the res-
ervoir, thus, lengthening the active condenser length. The con-
denser length that contains the gas essentially prohibits heat rejec-
tion from that portion of the heat pipe condenser. With proper
design, this increase in heat pipe condenser area with increasing
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heat input can achieve a nearly isothermal vapor operating condi-
tion. Generally, this calls for the gas reservoir volume to be much
larger than the condenser volume. In this investigation, the ratio of
the fill pipe volume to the condenser volume was 0.002. So if air
infiltrates the heat pipe, it will not behave as a traditional VCHP,
i.e., for an increasing heat input, a rise in this heat pipe’s operating
temperature is expected.

Several investigators have examined the effects of noncondens-
able gas levels on VCHP operation. These have been predomi-
nately for cylindrical VCHPs. Kobayashi et al.@7# have conducted
an experimental and analytical study to examine the flow field
behavior of the vapor/non-condensable gas mixture. They deter-
mined that gravity and noncondensable gas level had a strong
effect on the location and profile of the gas/vapor interface layer.
Peterson and Tien@8# examined the mixed double diffusive con-
vection in gas loaded heat pipes and two-phase thermosyphons.
They showed that temperature and concentration gradients can
redistribute the gas within the condenser. This redistribution, how-
ever, did not greatly alter the overall condenser heat transfer.
Peterson et al.@9# also showed that double diffusive convection
changes the non-condensable gas flow structure as the Rayleigh
number is increased.

The heat pipe employed in this study was a very large flat heat
pipe since in the energy conversion industry large surface areas
are required to cool large power producing devices. Initially, a
small amount of air was loaded into the heat pipe. An attempt was
made to compare the performance for this air loaded heat pipe to
one without air, but unfortunately, air was believed to have infil-
trated the second case. This investigation also presents the use of
infrared videography as a diagnostic measurement tool to record
the external surface temperatures of the heat pipe’s condenser re-
gion and to infer what was internally happening between the air
and water vapor in the condenser end. The primary focus of this
paper is on the qualitative effects of air infiltration in a large, flat
heat pipe.

Flat Heat Pipe Fabrication
A flat heat pipe, 1.22 m30.305 m30.0127 m, was fabricated

from 50 mil Monel R400 metal sheets and Monel R400 screens,
@10,11#. The heat pipe was designed to utilize water as the work-

ing fluid in an operational temperature range of 25°C to 130°C.
Two layers of Monel screens were used, 40 mesh and 120 mesh.
The purpose of the two different screen sizes was to design a wick
of varying permeability.

Long copper bars with fine radius edges were utilized to facili-
tate bending the heat pipe to the required dimensions. The two
layers of screen were then placed on top of the vessel. The 120
mesh screen was then placed on the top of the 40 mesh screen to
aid in the development of the capillary pumping head of this
screen wick. The screen was then tack-welded to the vessel wall
in regular intervals between the pin spacer locations. The Monel
sheets and screens were then punched, making holes in the loca-
tions where the support pins were to be TIG welded. The 6.35 mm
diameter pins were then cut to the proper length, milled, and de-
burred to fit into the necessary space. Figure 3 depicts a section of
the Monel sheets, screens and pins~Boughey, 1999!. The gap size
between the Monel sheets was approximately of 0.019 mm. There
were 15 rows, three pins per row of Monel pins, TIG welded to
the face sheets.

The sides of the two separate halves were welded together,
carefully sequencing the welds and using a heat trap to minimize
deformation. After this, the ends were welded on and the fill fit-
ting was welded snug to the end. The pins were then placed in
their proper spots and TIG welded on both sides of the heat pipe.

Leak-testing and charging consisted in the fabrication of a
charging apparatus. A 6.35 mm nipple was fitted to the fill end of
the heat pipe~condenser!and mated to an air compressor. The
heat pipe was then pressurized for leak testing. To leak test, soapy
water was applied to the pressurized heat pipe in order to detect
the leaks. Leaks would form bubbles in the soapy water. The heat
pipe was allowed to sit pressurized over night and it was discov-
ered that some very small leaks did exist. These were found by
injecting a small amount of R134a into the heat pipe and ‘‘sniff-
ing’’ it with a Yokogawa refrigerant leak detector. The leaks were
then fixed. A bourdon tube pressure gage was mounted on the fill
neck.

Charging the heat pipe with working fluid was performed fairly
simply. First, the heat pipe and charging assembly were mated to
an oil diffusion vacuum pump and evacuated. In the fluid charging
column was placed the correct amount of water to charge the heat
pipe. These amounts were measured and marked, taking into ac-
count the volume that would occupy the fittings as well as the heat
pipe. Once evacuation was complete, the valve attached to the
vacuum pump and the valve attached to the heat pipe were closed
and the vacuum pump was shut off. The valve attached to the fluid
column was then opened, and the vacuum inside the fittings drew
the water in to fully fill the pipe volume between the fittings. The
heat pipe valve was then opened slightly to bleed in the necessary
charge~as marked on the column!. All valves were then closed
and the charging apparatus removed. The heat pipe was charged to
125 percent of the porous volume that the screen wick contained.

Thirty-eight ~38!, 20 AWG type K thermocouples were
mounted on the heat pipe as shown in Fig. 4. The thermocouples
were soldered in place. The entire heat pipe was then painted flat
black using Krylon paint. The emissivity of the black surface was

Fig. 1 Schematic of a TPV conversion system

Fig. 2 A variable conductance heat pipe

Fig. 3 Heat pipe cross section
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measured as 0.94 at 25°C by using thermocouple data on the heat
pipe and calibrating the infrared camera with these data. Later,
during operational tests, the surface emissivity was measured at
0.95 at 100°C.

A heated plate, 0.304 m30.304 m, was fabricated from 0.025
m thick aluminum stock. Eight equally spaced holes 15.8 mm in
diameter were centered and drilled through the aluminum cross
section. Eight 1 KW Watlow firerod cartridge heaters, coated with
heat sink compound, were inserted into the holes. The aluminum
heater block was coated on one side with the heat sink compound
on the side to be in contact with the heat pipe. A 0.304 m
30.304 m block of wood was then placed on the back side of the
aluminum heater block and the wood/aluminum heater assembly
was clamped to one side of the evaporator section. The entire
heated evaporator section was then covered with thermal insula-
tion. The thermocouples and cartridge heaters were then con-
nected to a data acquisition system. Measurement uncertainty was
1/20.2°C per thermocouple channel and the heater input could
be recorded1/25W. A stand was fabricated so that the heat pipe
could be operated at various angles of inclination.

Experimental Investigation
Data was taken for two types of heat pipe orientation and two

different non-condensable gas loadings. Two gas loadings were
selected in order to discern the effects caused by minor and major
air leaks into the heat pipe. The first heat pipe orientation was
horizontal. In this orientation the flat side of the heat pipe was
parallel to the ground. In addition, the evaporator heater was on
the side facing the ground, thus, the evaporator section was heated
from below while the top portion of the evaporator section was
adiabatic ~thermal insulation was wrapped around the entire
evaporator section!. The second heat pipe orientation was vertical
with the evaporator section placed below the condenser section.
At 25°C room temperature, the internal pressure of the heat pipe
without gas loading would be the saturation pressure of the work-
ing fluid at 25°C, or approximately 3.14 kPa for water. Since this
pressure represents a partial vacuum, it was very easy to bleed a
little air into the heat pipe for the initial gas loading. For the first
case, air was bled in until the pressure gage read 33 kPa. Assum-
ing that the air would initially occupy the entire inside volume
~0.00472 m3, approximately!at a partial pressure of 29.86 kPa and
temperature of 25°C would mean that the air mass was approxi-
mately 0.00165 kg. The water fill was approximately 400 cc.

In addition to the thermocouple measurements for the evapora-
tor and condenser sections, the condenser temperature was also
monitored on the side adjacent to the heater by infrared videogra-
phy. Thus, the entire condenser surface temperature could be
monitored and the results would be indicative of what was hap-
pening internally with respect to the vapor and gas~air! interfaces.
In other words, in a typical heat pipe with no air infiltration, the
inside temperature difference between the evaporator and con-
denser can be very close to an isothermal condition. When a non-
condensable gas is introduced, there can be significant tempera-
ture differences between where the gas is located in the condenser,
and where the vapor is located. These temperature differences
would affect the condenser surface temperature distribution and
would easily show up on the infrared camera video tape. Hence,
one could get a real time thermal image of what was physically
happening inside the condenser end of the flat plate heat pipe
should air infiltrate the system.

The infrared camera video system was calibrated by using the
thermocouple data. The heaters were turned on, and the internal
temperature of the heat pipe, before air was added, was set at
100°C ~internal pressure conditions equal to atmospheric condi-
tions with water as the working fluid!. The emissivity of the in-
frared camera was then dialed in until the IR camera was depict-
ing a near isothermal condenser region at a temperature of 100°C.
This emissivity was 0.95. The IR camera system was now cali-
brated. Periodically, the emissivity would be checked by compar-
ing thermocouple data to IR data. There was a fluctuation in sur-
face emissivity between 0.93 and 0.95. Care was taken so as not
to operate the flat heat pipe above 101 kPa internal conditions in
order to prevent any puffing out along the heat pipe flat surfaces
which might result in an emissivity calibration error, i.e., partial
hemispherical surfaces. It was decided to only report the tempera-
tures in this particular study using the IR camera since the IR
camera data was within1/21°C of the thermocouple data.

With the heat pipe charged with water and air, the apparatus
was set in the horizontal orientation and the heat input was set at
200 W. After stabilization of the heat pipe, which took approxi-
mately three hours due to the large thermal mass of the heat pipe,
temperatures stabilized and IR video data was taken. The heat
input was then changed to 400 W and IR data was taken again
when the heat pipe temperatures appeared to stabilize. This pro-
cedure was followed up to a heat input value of 800 W. The
heaters were then shut down and the heat pipe allowed to cool
overnight. The next day, it was noticed that the heat pipe tempera-
ture was at 24°C, but its internal pressure was at 65 kPa instead of
the original 33 kPa, so apparently some leaks had developed.
Whether these leaks developed overnight or during the data runs
is not clear. The heat pipe was placed in the vertical orientation,
and with approximately the same amount of initial air inserted the
process was repeated. An effort was made to seal the heat pipe
from leaks and attempt a run with no air, but this turned out to be
very difficult to achieve with the welded pin fabrication scheme
presently employed. However, many of the leaks were sealed and
the horizontal and vertical heat pipe results for very little added
air show a marked contrast to the ‘‘larger’’ added air results. It
should also be pointed out that as the internal temperature of the
working fluid approached 100°C with increasing heat input, the
driving pressure difference from the room~atmospheric!and heat
pipe internal pressure became negligible, hence, any air infiltra-
tion from the room under these conditions would be very slight.
Finally, the materials used in welding the heat pipe might re-
lease non-condensable gases when the heat pipe is heated during
experimentation.

Experimental Results and Discussion
The flat vapor-air interface profile, VCHP theory without a res-

ervoir of Marcus and Fleischman@6# was used to compare with
the horizontal flat heat pipe data. That theory expresses the evapo-
rator heat input as

Fig. 4 Thermocouple locations †ii‡
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In the above equation, the heat input,Q, is equal to the product of
the heat transfer coefficient,h, the condenser perimeter,C, the
driving temperature difference, and the condenser length,Lc . The
last term on the right hand side represents the estimated inactive
condenser length due to the presence of the non-condensable gas.
This term is a rearrangement of the perfect gas law. Therefore,Lc
minus this length represents the active condenser length.

Figures 5 and 6 show a comparison of the flat vapor-air profile
theory by Marcus and Fleischman with the present data for the
horizontal cases. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the theory shows that
for no gas reservoir, the operating vapor temperature~and corre-
sponding vapor pressure! goes up with increasing heat input.
Thus, theory predicts that this heat pipe would not make a good
VCHP without a gas reservoir. Moreover, the theory shows that
for a moderate quantity of air in the range of 0 to 0.01 kg, there
seems to be very little effect on the vapor operating temperature
due to the quantity of air. The upper air mass limit of 0.01 kg is
actually greater than the mass of air the heat pipe could contain at
100 kPa and 25C~0.0055 kg!. The actual data is also presented on
Fig. 5. The case of 0.0016 kg of air and the case with very little
air, 0.0001 kg, appear to follow the Marcus and Fleischman trend
only at a lower operating vapor temperature. This effect could be
due to vapor mass diffusion into the air volume and heat pipe
axial wall conduction which does not allow the non-active con-
denser end to completely prohibit heat transfer out of the heat
pipe. This would lengthen the active condenser length at a given
heat input and result in a lower operating vapor temperature. It is
also suspected that the ‘‘insulated’’ evaporator section was losing
heat to the atmosphere for the larger 0.0016 kg air mass case,
hence, the entire prescribed heat input was not going entirely into
the heat pipe. This conclusion is supported by observing them
50.0016 kg of air data on Figure 6. The active condenser length
of that presented data appears at low heat inputs to fall very short
of the length predicted by the Marcus and Fleischman theory. For
the case of little included air, 0.0001 kg, the present data appears
to be a much better fit with the Marcus and Fleischman theory.

Infrared „IR… Videographic Results
The following infrared videographic results are shown for the

horizontal and vertical orientations. They are also shown in a side
by side comparison at a specified heat input for the large~0.0016
kg! and small~0.0001 kg!non-condensable gas loadings.

A. Horizontal Orientation. Figures 7 and 8 depict the large
and small flat heat pipe gas loadings at a low heat input of 200 W
for the horizontal orientation. It is believed that the presence of air
in the heat pipe system would locally inhibit condensation of the
water vapor, thus, allowing the local condenser surface tempera-
ture ~as seen by the IR camera!to drop. As can be seen, the
amount of non-condensable gas present in the heat pipe shows
remarkable differences in the condenser surface temperature dis-
tribution. For the large gas loading, the condenser area is essen-
tially blocked by the air, thus prohibiting effective heat transfer.
This region in Fig. 7 shows a temperature very close to the am-
bient room temperature because the heat pipe is hard to see~an
approximate outline has been drawn in!. In contrast, Fig. 8 depicts
a larger active condenser region that is above the ambient tem-
perature. It is further believed that the heat pipe in Figure 7 has
not primed very well. This may be due to the presence of the
non-condensable~air!, or the heater on the evaporator was not in
good thermal conduct. In any event, for a heat input of 200 W, a
higher operating temperature in the active condensing region was
expected.

Figures 9 and 10 show the large and small gas loading cases at
heat inputs of approximately 500 W. These pictures are more typi-

cal of the expected results for a water heat pipe with an air load-
ing. In Fig. 9, the gas is compressed towards the end of the con-
denser region where the fill pipe is located. This is because as the
heat input increases, the working fluid operating temperature and
pressure for the heat pipe increases and the vapor pushes the air
slug back and compresses it. This lengthens the active condenser
surface so that the heat input is now rejected through a larger
condenser surface area. This increase in active condenser length,
however, is not enough to maintain an isothermal vapor tempera-
ture as in a well designed VCHP. Thus, the heat pipe’s internal
temperature and pressure increase. Figure 10 for the small air
loading case shows that for approximately the same heat input
value, 450 W, the air is compressed almost entirely to the back of
the condenser region.

Figures 11 and 12 depict the large and small gas loadings at a
heat input of 800 W. In Fig. 11, the surface temperature profile
indicates that the air is compressed almost to the end of the con-
denser section on the right side, but not quite pushed all the way
back on the left side, in fact, there is still a small cooler air pocket
present in the condenser end. To corroborate the IR data depiction,
one could feel, by placing a hand on that area of the condenser
surface, that the far left region was indeed cooler than the bulk of
the condenser surface. Figure 12 shows the condenser surface
temperature to be almost at a uniform 95–100°C. In Fig. 11, the
active condenser surface temperature is in the 100–105°C range
which is reasonable considering a portion of its condenser surface
is cooler due to the presence of air. The horizontal figures show
typical behavior for a large flat heat pipe with a large and small
amount of air loading. This would be the case if air infiltrated a
hermetically sealed heat pipe through cracks in the welds and
leaks in the system valves. It should also be pointed out that after
the tests of both cases, it was determined that more air appeared to
have infiltrated the systems. This was confirmed by taking final
pressure readings when the heat pipe cooled down. For the large
air case, the initial pressure reading was 33 kPa at 25°C, and the
final pressure reading was near 60 kPa at 25°C. For the small air
case the initial pressure reading was 3.4 kPa at 25°C~almost free
of air!, and 10 kPa at 25°C as the final reading, thus some air did
infiltrate the small gas case. The reasons for the air infiltration
were the Monel pins and welds. There were 45 pins that served as
the internal support structure for this heat pipe, hence 90 welds. It
was very hard to keep all welds intact, especially during the ther-
mal cycling of the tests, i.e., on/off, etc.

B. Vertical Orientation. The next series of infrared images,
Figures 13–18, show the operation of the air infiltrated flat heat
pipe in a vertical orientation. For this orientation, the evaporator
section was located below the condenser section. The heat input
range was again 200–800 W. Figure 13 depicts the large gas
loaded case at a heat input of 200 W. As can be seen, the only
active portion of the condenser region is in the lower left corner
adjacent to the evaporator section~not seen because it was cov-
ered with thermal insulation hence the evaporator appears cooler
than the condenser on the IR videotape!. The heat pipe condenser
was operating asymmetrically and the air appears to cover most of
the condenser heat transfer area. Figure 14 shows the condenser
surface to be more active at 200 W for the small gas loading case.
In fact, two thirds of the condenser surface is believed to be ac-
tively condensing as indicated by the fairly uniform surface tem-
perature on the order of 33°C. Also seen are some thermocouple
wires which are the yellow lines in the picture. The cool spots on
both sides of the heat pipe are the PVC clamps.

At a heat input of 400 W for the large gas loading, Fig. 15, the
heat pipe condenser is operating in a highly asymmetric fashion.
The active condenser region is believed to be the growing ‘‘fin-
ger’’ on the left. The air which is believed to be depicted by the
lower temperature blue ‘color’ is in the middle and along the right
edge. The air inside the condenser section is almost 18°C cooler
than the water vapor~white/red!. An estimation of the effect of the
thermal resistance due to the condensate falling film thickness on
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outside surface temperature showed that for a range of condensate
film thickness between 0.5 to 2.0 mm, the surface temperature
variation should only be about 5°C. What apparently is happening
is that as the water vapor gets hotter due to the increase in heat
input, it becomes less dense that the cooler air, and since the air
has no place to go, a buoyancy driven flow field is believed to be
established. The cooler air is more dense than the water vapor and
sinks. The asymmetrical flow could have been established by non-
uniformities in the evaporator heat flux, which was established by
eight cartridge heaters inside an aluminum block, and the entire
block coated with heat sink compound on the side in contact with
the evaporator. Any gaps in the heater block to the evaporator
surface caused by surface warpage could create a non-uniform
heating environment. The Monel surface of the heat pipe did ex-
hibit some warpage after the welding processes. The green regions

are indicative of a more diffused water-air mixture if one assumes
the internal pressure of the heat pipe at any given operating heat
input is fairly constant. Due to the relatively large cross sectional
area of the vapor core, 0.00387 m2, the vapor velocities for the
present heat input range are very low. Thus, the observed con-
denser surface temperature distributions are not believed to be
caused by differences in pressure due to the vapor velocity from
one part of the condenser to another.

The 400 W input small air infiltration case is shown in Fig. 16.
The condenser surface temperatures appear to be more symmetri-
cal, but buoyancy effects are still present. As can be seen, the
water vapor appears to rise up along both edges of the condenser
section. The non-condensable air appears to sink slightly in the
central portion. It is interesting to note that in the horizontal ori-

Fig. 5 Comparison of data to flat profile Theory 1

Fig. 6 Comparison of data to flat profile Theory 2

Fig. 7 Horizontal, 200 W, large air

Fig. 8 Horizontal, 200 W, small air

Fig. 9 Horizontal, 500 W, large air

Fig. 10 Horizontal, 450 W, small air
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Fig. 11 Horizontal, 800 W, large air

Fig. 12 Horizontal, 800 W, small air

Fig. 13 Vertical, 200 W, large air

Fig. 14 Vertical, 200 W, small air

Fig. 15 Vertical, 400 W, large air

Fig. 16 Vertical, 400 W, small air

Fig. 17 Vertical, 800 W, large air

Fig. 18 Vertical, 800 W, small air
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entation, the air was more readily compressed towards the fill
pipe. Buoyancy effects for the horizontal orientation were mini-
mal. In the vertical orientation, air-water vapor buoyancy effects
are more pronounced due to the influence of gravity. It would be
interesting to conduct a future study of varying aspect ratios in-
volving the width and depth of the vapor flow channel, with the
heat pipe length. Also of interest would be to compare these re-
sults to cylindrical gas loaded/air infiltrated heat pipes with vary-
ing aspect ratios involving internal vapor flow diameter and heat
pipe length.

Figures 17 and 18 depict the 800 W heat input cases for the
large and small air infiltrations, respectively. The large air case,
Fig. 17 shows the same general trend as Fig. 15. Figure 18 depicts
a buoyant effect much like a ‘‘lava’’ lamp.

Conclusions
A large, flat heat pipe was fabricated from Monel metal sheets

and Monel screens. An attempt was made to add a small amount
of non-condensable gas~air! to the heat pipe and observe the
effect on its operation. The purpose was to simulate air infiltration
of the heat pipe. Two different gas loadings were utilized which
were characterized as large, 0.0016 kg of air added, and small,
0.0001 kg of air added. It was not the intent of this investigation
to perform a detailed study on the effect of the quantity of air
infiltration as it was to determine if a flat, gas loaded heat pipe
was a viable candidate for power/energy conversion schemes. The
heat input ranged from 200 to 800 W.

The results indicate that the large flat heat pipe could be a
viable candidate in energy conversion schemes. Infrared videog-
raphy was used to capture real time data for the heat pipe con-
denser section surface temperature distribution. It was shown that
these data gave a good indication of what was happening inside
the heat pipe and what would happen should air infiltrate the heat
pipe core. For the horizontal orientation, the effect of air infiltra-
tion caused the heat pipe to operate like a gas loaded heat pipe
with no gas reservoir, i.e., for an increase in heat input, an in-
crease in operating temperature and pressure resulted. The air was
seen to be compressed to the rear of the condenser section as the
heat input increased. In vertical orientation, however, this was not
to be the case. The flat heat pipe displayed internal buoyant and
diffusive effects between the working fluid vapor and the infiltrat-
ing non-condensable gas~air!. The air was not readily compressed
towards the end of the condenser section, but rather interacted
with the water vapor to show appreciable effects believed to be
buoyancy driven. These effects were seen for both large and small
air infiltration masses.
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Nomenclature

Av 5 vapor core cross sectional area
C 5 heat pipe perimeter
H 5 outside heat transfer coefficient

H f g 5 latent heat of vaporization
Lc 5 overall condenser length
m 5 non-condensable mass

P0 5 reference operating pressure
Pv i 5 vapor pressure of fluid in the inactive condenser end

Q 5 heat input
Rg 5 gas constant
Rv 5 gas constant of vapor
T0 5 reference operating temperature

Tamb 5 ambient temperature
Tg 5 temperature of gas in the inactive condenser region
Tv 5 temperature of vapor in the active condenser region
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Temperature and Volumetric
Fraction Measurements in a Hot
Gas Laden With Water Droplets
Two temperatures can be detected in a hot gas laden with water droplets. The lower one
is the temperature read by a sensor immersed in the flow. This measurement is affected by
significant evaporative cooling resulting in readings much below the real gas tempera-
ture. The higher one is the temperature of the gas. The difference between these two
temperatures is proportional to the water volumetric fraction in the flow. On this basis, a
new technique for the measurement of the water volumetric fraction is proposed. The
results are compared with a conventional measurement technique based on optical meth-
ods. A novel approach to the gas temperature measurement is also introduced. The sens-
ing device is kept at temperatures exceeding the Leidenfrost transition and therefore it is
insensitive to the presence of the water droplets. Independent measurement techniques
developed at the Evaporative Cooling Sensor Accuracy Test (ECSAT) facility provide the
data to validate the measurements obtained with the Above Leidenfrost Temperature‘
and Evaporative Cooling (ALTEC) sensor.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1561453#

Keywords: Droplet, Evaporation, Flow, Heat Transfer, Measurement Techniques

Introduction
The evaporative cooling effect produced by minute water drop-

lets carried by a hot gas has several technical applications, such as
cooling of engines and electronic components as well as heat
transfer enhancement. In fire protection engineering, evaporative
cooling has a significant impact on the activation of fire sprin-
klers. In full-scale tests on warehouse fires it is not uncommon to
observe that, upon the activation of a sprinkler~i.e., the primary
sprinkler!, the adjacent sprinklers respond with large delays or do
not activate at all~sprinkler’s skipping phenomenon!. Further
away from the primary sprinkler, as the evaporative cooling effect
subsides, sprinklers activate as expected. These observations can
be explained by considering the presence of water droplets in the
gas plume following the activation of the primary sprinkler. Por-
tion of the spray does not reach the ground and it is entrained by
the hot gas ascending plume. Most of these droplets evaporate
inside the plume, while a small fraction travels far enough to
reach the adjacent sprinklers and impact on their surface.

Several researchers have quantified the evaporative cooling ef-
fect associated with water droplets in a hot gas flow. In a fire
scenario within an enclosure, a model for estimating the evapora-
tion heat losses due to the water spray introduced by a sprinkler in
a smoke layer is reported by Chow@1#. The author points out that
the water droplets evaporate while traveling through the hot gas.
Therefore, a portion of the water droplets may not be able to reach
the burning objects. The model investigates the evaporation of the
sprinkler water spray in the hot gas layer near the ceiling of the
enclosure.
Grissom and Wierum@2# found that the lowest surface tempera-
ture for the existence of spray evaporative cooling could be deter-
mined experimentally as a linear function of the impinging water
droplets mass flow rate. Evaporative cooling due to a sparse spray
is extensively investigated by diMarzo and Tinkler@3#. They de-
rived a model from the results obtained for a single droplet de-
posited on a low thermal conductivity solid with its surface ex-
posed to radiant heat input from the environment@4#. The model
encompasses coupled near and far field close-form solutions.

Since the spray is sparse, a simple superposition of the individual
droplet cooling effects is adequate to describe the overall spray
cooling.

Two temperatures can be measured in a gas laden with water
droplets:~a! the lower one includes the evaporative cooling effects
described previously;~b! the higher one is independent of the
presence of the water droplets and is the actual gas temperature.
The Evaporative Cooling Sensor Accuracy Test~ECSAT! facility
will provide data relevant to the evaporative cooling phenomenol-
ogy and we will outline the measurement techniques used to ob-
tain the hot gas temperature and the water volumetric fraction
from the experimental data. A newly developed Above Leiden-
frost Temperature Evaporative Cooling~ALTEC! sensor provides
a direct measurement of the gas temperature. We will introduce
the conceptual design of the ALTEC sensor and the theoretical
basis for its operation, control and data acquisition. Finally, we
will compare the measurements obtained with the ALTEC sensor
with the gas temperature and water volumetric faction information
from the ECSAT facility and we will draw our conclusions.

ECSAT Facility
The ECSAT facility @5# consists of a square duct (0.61 m

30.61 m in cross-section! through which a steady air flow is in-
duced by a fan. Figure 1 provides a depiction of the relevant
elements and dimensions of the facility test section. A 70 kW
natural gas burner warms up the air at the facility intake. The hot
gas proceeds through a tightly packed steel wool region where
both the velocities and temperatures are uniformed. Thereafter, the
gas enters a plenum and spray nozzles add water in the desired
amount and with a prescribed droplet size distribution. The flow is
then accelerated through a circular orifice. The orifice cross-
sectional area is 0.25 m in diameter and is located 0.5 m down-
stream of the water spray nozzles. The test section is located
downstream the orifice in the vena contracta. Incidentally, within
the cross-section, the temperature variation, detected by thermo-
couples, does not exceed 8°C in both the gas and the gas-water
flows. Twenty-eight thermocouples provide a description of the
temperature evolution along the 4.7 meters duct downstream of
the circular orifice.

Four additional thermocouples~type K, 62°C! are placed in-
side the duct, just upstream of the cross section where water drop-
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lets are introduced (x50). Figure 2 shows the typical temperature
distribution, for both dry and wet conditions. The first temperature
reading forx50 represents the average of the four thermocouple
readings at that location. The axial distance along the duct, re-
ported in Fig. 2, is adjusted to reflect the changes in average
velocity over the flow cross section due to the orifice restriction.
This correction is necessary since we are interested in droplet
residence times rather than in the actual physical distance between
points. It follows that, in the proximity of the orifice, as the flow
velocity increases, the effective distance between thermocouples
is appropriately reduced in Fig. 2. A comparison between the two
values of the temperature measured at the test section clearly
shows the effect of the evaporative cooling in wet conditions. It is
worth noting that, due to the heat losses to the external environ-
ment, the temperature drops as the flow proceeds downstream the
orifice. Note also that the gas temperature upstream the spray
nozzle location is equal in both dry and wet conditions. It can be
observed that about 1.5 meters downstream the test section, the
slope of the temperature distribution for the wet case becomes
equal to the slope of the temperature distribution for the dry case.

This indicates that the water is completely evaporated and the
temperature is affected only by the heat losses to the environment.
The temperature difference between the two temperature profiles
far away from the orifice can be related to the heat required to
vaporize the water droplets. Therefore, the thermocouples mea-
sure actual gas temperatures at the location just before the sprays
nozzles and at the location after the complete evaporation of the
water.

Measurement Methods

Temperature of the Hot Gas. To determine the gas tempera-
ture between the spray nozzles and the location of the complete
evaporation of the water, some information concerning the rate of
vaporization of the droplets is needed. Consider the energy bal-
ance written for the air flow as:

rGV̇GcG~TD2TG!5rLV̇G~b02b!L (1)

The asymptotic temperature difference,DT, between the two
traces in Fig. 2, that is associated with the sensible heat removed
from the air in order to vaporize the droplets, can be expressed in
the following form:

DT5
rLV̇G•b0•L

rLV̇GcG

(2)

With Eq. ~2!, Eq. ~1! can be simplified as:

TD2TG5DT@12 f ~x!# (3)

The functionf (x) links the initial volumetric fraction to its evo-
lution along the duct. Note thatf (x) must be equal to 1 at the
spray nozzles location and it is equal to zero forx greater or equal
to xE , where all the water drops are evaporated. TheD2 law @6#
applies to evaporating droplets. Making use of its formulation, a
reasonable representation of the data is obtained as:

f ~x!5H S 12
x

xE
D l

x<xE

0 x.xE

(4)

It follows that the interpolation describing the gas temperature
betweenx50 andx5xE is given by substituting Eq.~4! into Eq.
~3! to yield:

TG5TD2DTF12S 12
x

xE
D lG (5)

The temperature in dry conditions is represented with an exponen-
tial fit of the available data in the following form:

TD5~T02M !e2Px1Bx1M (6)

The constantB represents the slope of the trace on the right hand
side due to the heat transfer losses to the ambient.

It is reasonable to presume that this approach provides a good
representation of the hot gas temperature trend. In particular, the
intersection of this curve with the vertical dashed line in Fig. 2
provides the hot gas temperature at the test section. As one may
notice from the plot, the evaporative cooling reduces the thermo-
couple reading by some 50°C with respect to the estimated gas
temperature.

Gas Velocity. The test section is illuminated by a 600 mW
Argon-ion laser sheet. The velocity measurements in the cross-
section are obtained with a Particle Tracking Velocimetry~PTV!
technique and yield uncertainty in the velocity measurements of
10 percent@7#. Note that the volumetric mean diameter of the
droplets is less than 100mm. This results in a terminal velocity
smaller than 0.14 m/s. Since the gas velocities are in excess of 3.5
m/s, the difference between the droplet and gas velocities intro-
duces an error of less than 4 percent in the gas velocity measure-

Fig. 1 Sketch of the test section in the ECSAT facility „dimen-
sions in meters …

Fig. 2 Temperature distribution downstream the orifice in the
ECSAT facility „L dry conditions, l wet conditions …. The thin
line is given by Eq. „6… and the thick line is given by Eq. „5….
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ment. All the streaks are parallel to each other in the test section.
Their length is uniform within a 10 percent variation about the
average value. This implies that the flow can be considered one-
dimensional in the test section.

Volumetric Fraction Via Optical Method. Several tech-
niques are available for measuring the water volumetric fraction.
One could resort to shadowgraph imaging@8# or to phase dopler
interferometry@9,10#. A simpler approach is used here. The water
volumetric fraction is defined as the ratio of the volumetric flow
rate of water droplets over the total volumetric flow rate. If the
water volume is negligible with respect to the volume of the gas,
the volumetric fraction can be expressed as:

b5
V̇L

V̇G

(7)

The droplet size distribution, for the spray nozzles used in the
experiments, is shown in Fig. 3. The nozzles are identified as PJ8
and PJ10 respectively@11#. The droplets are grouped by size into
N bins, each bin containingni droplets of volumeVi . The volu-
metric flow rate of the water droplets is the volume of the particles
flowing through a given cross section in the amount of time while
the camera shutter is open~i.e., shutter speed,s!. Therefore we
can write:

V̇L5
1

s (
i 51

N

niVi (8)

The minimum particle size optically resolved is 25mm. This
means that no droplets with a diameter less than 25mm can be
observed with the available equipment. Figure 3 shows that, for
both nozzle sizes, the contribution of these droplets to the water

volume is negligible. Therefore, the limitations of the optical reso-
lution do not introduce a relevant error in the measurements. The
mean droplet volume is introduced as:

VM5

(
i 51

N

niVi

(
i 51

N

ni

(9)

It is reasonable to assume that the evaporation process is propor-
tional to the droplet surface area. Further, since the water volu-
metric fraction is in the order of parts per million, it is also rea-
sonable to assume that no coalescence between droplets occurs.
Under these circumstances, over a given time interval, each drop-
let would lose by evaporation a shell of equal thickness. There-
fore, the residual water volume and droplets number can be cal-
culated at different times during the evaporation process.

Figure 4 shows that the mean droplet volume remains approxi-
mately constant for a large portion of the evaporation process. The
mean droplet volumeVM* , averaged over the liquid fraction from
0.2 to 1, is also reported in Fig. 4 by the dotted lines. The error
introduced in the calculations is 7 percent and 10 percent for the
PJ8 nozzle and the PJ10 nozzle respectively. With this informa-
tion, Eq. ~8! can be simplified as:

V̇L5
nVM*

s
(10)

By substituting Eq.~10! into Eq.~7!, the water volumetric fraction
b can be expressed as:

b5
nVM*

sUA*
(11)

5
nVM*

A* L
(12)

Fig. 3 Droplet Size Distribution for the PJ8 and PJ10 nozzle.

Fig. 4 Residual droplet volume versus the fraction of residual
liquid for the PJ8 and PJ10 nozzles
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The cross sectional areaA* is given by the product of the laser
sheet thickness times the width of the field of view. The lengthL
is the average length of the droplet streaks and it is equal to the
product of the velocityU and the shutter speeds. At steady state
conditions, a set of 30 picture frames of the flow are taken and the
number of steaks crossing the areaA* are measured and counted.
Once the values ofn and L are obtained, Eq.~12! provides an
estimate of the water volumetric fraction. The estimated uncer-
tainty on the water volumetric fraction measurement is 40 percent.
This is due to the variation associated with the streak number over
the 30 picture frames examined in each sample. The average
length of the droplet streaks exhibits a variation of about 10 per-
cent about the mean value as noted in the gas velocity section.

Volumetric Fraction Via Evaporative Cooling Effect. Con-
sider the steady-state energy balance written for a cylinder im-
mersed in a hot gas stream laden with water droplets. All the
water deposited on the sensor is assumed to evaporate. This is
reasonable because the droplets are sparse and the gas temperature
high. Therefore, there is little chance for a significant water
build-up on the sensor leading to run-off or re-entrainment of the
water in the gaseous stream. The collection efficiencyk quantifies
the number of droplets that will hit the sensor with respect to the
total number of droplets that flow through the sensor cross sec-
tional area,A. Under these premises, the energy balance can be
written as:

rLAUbkL5Sh~TG2TW! (13)

Note that the temperature of the wetted sensor~or wet tempera-
ture!,TW , can be significantly lower than the hot gas temperature,
TG . Introducing the heat transfer correlation for a cylinder in
cross-flow for Reynolds number of the air stream (U•D/vG)
ranging between 40 and 1000@12#, one obtains:

b50.52p
«•kGPr0.37

krLvG
0.5L

TG2TW

AUD
(14)

The parameter« considers the enhancement of the heat transfer
coefficient due to the presence of droplets in the gaseous stream
@13#. This parameter is set to 2 for the conditions typical of the
applications under consideration. Note that the ratio of the thermal
conductivity and the square root of the kinematic viscosity is
nearly constant over the range of temperatures of concern@14#. By
grouping the numerical values and the physical properties in Eq.
~14! into a quantityC, this equation becomes:

b5
TG2TW

CAUD
(15)

The constantC is determined both analytically using Eq.~14! and
experimentally using Eq.~15!. To determine the value ofC ana-
lytically, the collection efficiency,k, is set at 0.96 as it will be
discuss later on. Thirteen experiments are conducted for velocities
ranging between 3 and 5 m/s, volumetric fraction between 3 and 9
ppm while using the same sensor~i.e., D is kept constant!. Figure
5 makes use of Eq.~15! to evaluate the evaporative the constant
C. From the data regression shown in the figure,C is set to 85@K
s0.5 m21# when the water volumetric fraction is expressed in parts
per million. The two dashed lines identify the uncertainty bounds
of 610 percent. With this result, the water volumetric fraction can
be readily obtained once the wet temperature, the gas temperature,
and the gas velocity are measured. The constantC is for water
droplets in air over any cylindrical sensing element of diameterD,
provided that complete vaporization of the deposited droplets
takes place. Incidentally, the value ofC deduced from the theory
is also shown in Fig. 2. This value, from Eq.~14! is found to be
102 @K s0.5 m21#.

Wet Temperature Sensor

Effect of Sensor Size.Conventional temperature sensors do
not measure the temperature of the gas because they are affected
by significant evaporative cooling due to the droplets deposited on
the sensor surface. Equation~15! shows that for identical flow
conditions~U andb constant!, the temperature difference is pro-
portional to the square root of the sensor diameter. A brass sensor
is exposed to a gas flow laden with water droplets. Without chang-
ing the experimental conditions~i.e., the velocity, the gas tem-
perature and the water volumetric fraction! seven brass sleeves of
increasing diameter are added to the original sensor. As the sensor
diameter is increased the wet temperature detected decreases. Fig-
ure 6 shows the results of these experiments in logarithmic scale.
The slope of the linear regression through the points~0.48 versus
1/2! confirms the dependency with the square root of the sensor
diameter seen in Eq.~15!. Therefore, it seems reasonable to have
a diameter of the sensor as large as possible in order to achieve a
good separation between the two temperatures in the numerator of
Eq. ~15! and consequently an increased accuracy in the determi-
nation of the water volumetric fraction.

Effect of Collection Efficiency.The droplet collection effi-
ciency k is defined as the ratio between the number of droplets
impacting the sensor surface and the number of droplets that
would impact the same surface if they had infinite inertia. Aihara
and Fu@15# provide an analytical solution for this problem. They
determined that the collection efficiency solving the equation of
motion for the droplets in the gas flow. The droplet Reynolds

Fig. 5 Evaluation of the constant C experimentally using Eq.
„15… „Data Regression … and analytically using Eq. „14… „Theory….
The dashed lines bound the Á10 percent region about the data
regression.

Fig. 6 Difference between the gas temperature and the tem-
perature read by a sensor in a hot gas laden with water droplets
as a function of its diameter
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number at its terminal velocity in the air is about 0.4. This is
consistent with the Stokes flow approximation used in their analy-
sis.

The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 7. The collection
efficiency is plotted versus the diameter of the cylindrical sensor,
under conditions typical of a fire scenario that is for velocities of
1–3 m/s and droplet of about 100mm in diameter. Two observa-
tions can be drawn:~a! the collection efficiency approaches an
asymptotic value of 0.96 for small sensor diameters; and~b! the
collection efficiency decreases if the diameter of the cylindrical
sensor increases.

Recall that increasing the sensor size increases the accuracy in
the determination of the water volumetric fraction. Therefore, this
requirement, in conjunction with the two observations above, sug-
gest that an optimal sensor size must be identified.

Wet Sensor Development.The wet temperature sensor is con-
stituted of a thermocouple inserted in a cylinder. To avoid edge
effects, the thermocouple is located at midpoint along the cylinder
axis. Aluminum, copper or brass tubes can be used for this pur-
pose. The thermocouple is inserted along the tube axis and the
narrow gap between the thermocouple and the internal wall of the
tube is filled with conductive paste. The portion of the empty tube,
opposite to the thermocouple insertion side, is filled with a solid
rod of the same diameter of the thermocouple~i.e., 1.59 mm!.

On the basis of the results previously obtained, the optimal
diameter of the sensor can be chosen so that the time response is
compatible with the time response of the ALTEC sensor and with
the restriction to remain in the asymptotic region for the droplet
collection efficiency, while achieving the best measurement accu-
racy possible. The ALTEC sensor time response has been esti-
mated experimentally to be 50 seconds. By using aluminum, we
minimize the response time due to its low heat capacity. A 4.76
mm aluminum cylinder yields a time constant of about 30 seconds
and a collection efficiency in the asymptotic range. With this ar-
rangement an approximate expression for the water volumetric
fraction for gas velocities between 3 and 5 m/s is given as:

b'0.09~TG2TW! (16)

This means that the volumetric fraction can be obtained with an
uncertainty of61 ppm for a temperature difference uncertainty of
610°C.

ALTEC Sensor. Consider a cylindrical heater positioned in
cross flow. For temperatures above 300°C, the power required to
maintain the heater at a given temperature above the gas tempera-
ture both in dry and wet conditions shows similar trends indicat-
ing that the evaporative cooling effect is not a factor. For tempera-
tures below 300°C, the heater in wet conditions must supply
additional power to evaporate the water deposited on its surface.
The reason for this behavior is that, at about 300°C, the Leiden-

frost transition occurs and, for temperatures above the transition,
the water droplets do not wet the surface. The Leidenfrost phe-
nomena have been the subject of numerous investigations. Em-
merson@16# has compared the maximum evaporation time and the
Leidenfrost point for discrete droplets of water deposited on
smooth surfaces of stainless steel, brass and Monel, for various
pressures. The study shows that the Leidenfrost point of water
varies with pressure in a way peculiar to the surface material,
depending on the ‘wettability’ of the heating surface. Yao et al.
@17# has conducted experiments with water droplets impacting
thin steel strips kept at a temperature above the Leidenfrost point.
Hatta et al.@18# has performed a study on collision dynamics of
water droplets over a rigid surface. In their paper, particular em-
phasis is given to the above Leidenfrost region, for water particles
~300–600mm! impinging on porous surfaces. Bernardin et al.
@19# has used high-speed photographic techniques to record the
impact behavior of water droplets over a hot aluminum surface.
The main parameters influencing the heat transfer and the impact
phenomenon are the injection velocity and the surface tempera-
ture. A similar study by Bernardin et al.@20# has shown the influ-
ence of the surface roughness on heat transfer regimes induced by
water droplets impacting over metallic surfaces.

These observations are at the base of the ALTEC sensor design.
Imagine a couple of identical heaters~platinum wires!both kept
above the Leidenfrost transition at different temperatures from
each other,TH andTC . Consider that the heat transfer coefficient
between the platinum wires in the ALTEC sensor and the hot gas
is inclusive of the radiant heat component. The energy balance for
each wire can be written as:

DV2

R
5h~T2TG! (17)

The typical arrangement for controlling a single wire heater at a
constant temperature is essentially a Wheastone bridge, with an
operational amplifier whose output is proportional to the differ-
ence of the voltages between the pointsE andF shown in Fig. 8.
The operational amplifier controls a bipolar gate power transistor
so that the ratio of the resistances on the left side of the bridge is
constantly equal to the ratio of the resistances on the right side of
the bridge. Figure 8 illustrates the adaptation of the original ar-
rangement to include the two heaters of the ALTEC sensor. The
resistance between pointE and pointG is equivalent to the hot
heater in parallel with a circuit containing the cold heater and a
resistorN in series. By insuring that there is no voltage difference
between pointsE andF, the controller maintains the overall resis-

Fig. 7 Collection efficiency as a function of the sensor
diameter

Fig. 8 Controlling circuit for the ALTEC sensor
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tance of the legEG equal to the resistance of the resistorN.
Introducing the variablew as the ratio of the voltages across the
cold heater and the resistorN, one obtains:

RC

RN
5w (18)

By recalling that the overall resistance of the legEG is maintained
equal toRN , one can relate the resistance of the hot wire tow as
follows:

RH

RN
5

w11

w
(19)

By assuming that the heat transfer coefficient is similar for both
heaters, Eq.~17!, written for both heaters, yields the following
ratio:

w2

w11

DVH
2

DVC
2 5w115

TH2TG

TC2TG
(20,21)

Note that the electrical resistance of a platinum wire is a linear
function of its temperature~i.e.,R5J•T1K). By combining Eqs.
~18!, ~19!, and~21!, one can obtain the temperature of the gas as:

TG5
RN

J
~w1121/w21/w2!2

K

J
5

RN

J
g~w!2

K

J
(22,23)

Figure 9 demonstrates that the functional shown in parenthesis is
almost linear in the range of interest. Therefore, the gas tempera-
ture can be obtained as:

TG5Qw1T* (24)

The principal components of the sensor are the electronic circuit
and the measurement sensor. The sensor is constituted of a support
frame for the two platinum wires as illustrated in Fig. 10. Three
6.4 mm diameter copper rods have been curved and joined to-
gether so that their extremities are equally distant from each other.
The clearance is equal to the platinum wires length~30 mm!. The
wires are attached to the tip of the three rods. A temperature-
shrinking Teflon tubing insulates the copper rods from each other.
Similarly, a temperature shrinking Teflon tubing cover keeps the
overall probe assembly together. In our application, the heating
elements are platinum wires of 0.2 mm in diameter.

Results and Discussion
The value of the slopeQ in Eq. ~24! can be determined experi-

mentally for a variety of conditions. For this reason, about 70 tests
are performed both with and without water droplets. The results
are plotted in Fig. 11. The gas temperature is read directly with a
thermocouple for the dry tests and it is inferred from the ECSAT
facility measurements for the wet tests as previously described.
The slopeQ is consistent for all tests and its numerical value is

9906110°C. Figure 11 shows that the data fall in a band6110°C
about the average value. A single point calibration at ambient
temperature is used to determine the parameterT* in Eq. ~24!.
This test is performed in no flow conditions by exposing the AL-
TEC sensor to quiescent air. With this information, the calibration
is completed to yield:

TG5990w21060 (25)

The first set of test is performed in dry conditions and the ALTEC
readings are compared with the ones obtained from a K-type ther-
mocouple. Figure 12 illustrates the results. Most of the data fall
within a band610°C shown by the dashed lines in the figure.
There are some slight discrepancies at temperature less than
130°C. The average error in the range of gas temperature between
100°C and 200°C is 7 percent. At low temperatures, the ECSAT
flow velocity is quite high compared to the typical ceiling jet

Fig. 9 Function g „w … versus w from Eqs. „22… and „23…

Fig. 10 Sketch of the ALTEC sensor

Fig. 11 Calibration curve to determine the slope Q in Eq. „24…
„L dry conditions, l wet conditions …
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velocity expected in a fire situation. This is due to the necessity of
maintaining an adequate one-dimensionality of the flow down-
stream the ECSAT orifice. Therefore, in the ECSAT facility, the
minimum velocity is about 3.5 m/s. Alpert@21# provides a func-
tional relationship between the ceiling jet velocity and tempera-
ture in a fire situation, given a ceiling height and a radial distance
from the fire plume impingement point. Figure 13 depicts the
velocity-temperature relationship for various ratiosH of the ceil-
ing height and the radial distance. Considering a fire sprinkler
separation of 3 m, these ratios correspond to ceiling heights rang-
ing form 6 m to 9 m. The ECSAT experimental conditions are also
shown in the figure. It is important to consider that in a real
scenario it is unlikely to observe velocities of 3 m/s in absence of
a hot plume. Therefore, in the ECSAT facility, the ALTEC sensor
occasionally performs at unusually high-flow-low-temperature
combinations that are not observed in real fire situations. These
conditions are off-design and result in inaccuracies for the low
valuesw corresponding to these situations since an unusual high
power output is required by the sensor.

A second series of tests has been performed in wet condition.
Water droplets are injected through the spray nozzles in the
ECSAT facility. The procedure to evaluate the temperature of the
gas in presence of water droplets has been explained previously.
The gas temperature determined with this approach is identified as
the ECSAT temperature. Figure 14 compares the gas temperature
deduced from the measurements in the ECSAT facility with the

temperature measured with the ALTEC sensor. Also in this case,
slight discrepancies are observed for temperatures below 130°C.
Most of the data fall within a610°C band shown by the dashed
lines in the figure. This corresponds to an average error in the
range of gas temperature between 100°C and 200°C is 5 percent.
The results shown in the figure clearly demonstrate the insensitiv-
ity of the ALTEC sensor to the water droplets and the accuracy of
the gas temperature readings. The measurement of the gas tem-
perature in presence of water droplets is not documented in the
open literature. In fact, the approach presented here is the subject
of a patent application.

We can use Eq.~15! with both the gas temperature measured
with the ALTEC sensor and the wet temperature measured with
the thermocouple inserted in the aluminum cylinder~4.76 mm in
diameter!to estimate the local water volumetric fraction.

Figure 15 compares these values of the volumetric fraction with
the measurements obtained with the previously described optical
method. The appropriate error bars for each measurement are
shown in the figure. For the optical technique the error estimates
were discussed in previously. For the ALTEC sensor measure-
ments note that the temperatures difference is measured with an
uncertainty of610°C while the velocity is known with an uncer-
tainty of 10 percent. The constantC introduces an uncertainty of
about 10 percent thus resulting in the overall uncertainty for the
water volumetric fraction shown in the figure.

Note that while the optical method requires steady state condi-
tions and it is based on the examination of a statistically relevant

Fig. 12 Comparison between the temperature measured by
the ALTEC sensor and the values read by a thermocouple in
dry conditions

Fig. 13 Velocity-temperature correlations for a natural convec-
tion plume versus the ECSAT facility operating conditions. The
error bar abound each experimental point represents one stan-
dard deviations about the mean value. The solid lines represent
the correlation by Alpert †21‡.

Fig. 14 Comparison between the temperature measured by
the ALTEC sensor and the values obtained from the ECSAT
facility in wet conditions „the methodology to obtain the ECSAT
data is described in the paper …

Fig. 15 Water volumetric fraction: values obtained with the
ALTEC sensor versus optical measurements. The error bars
about each point represent one standard deviation about the
mean value.
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number of picture frames, the new method proposed here is only
limited by the response time of the ALTEC sensor. This method-
ology is applicable to gas flows where the evaporation rate is
substantial. Recall that the droplet impacting the wet sensor must
evaporate completely. Therefore, the gas temperature must be rea-
sonably higher than the saturation temperature~about 100°C of
temperature difference for water and air! of the liquid and the
liquid droplets must be small~about 100mm in diameter!and
sparse~volumetric fractions of about 10 ppm!. The available op-
tical techniques@7,8,9#are applicable to far more general condi-
tions. Nonetheless, in several applications~e.g. large fire tests!,
where optical techniques are impractical to use, a significant num-
ber of volumetric fraction and gas temperature measurements can
be achieved at a reasonable cost with this approach.

Conclusions
A new measurement technique enables the direct determination

of the temperature of a hot gas laden with water droplets. The
theoretical approach is presented leading to the design of the AL-
TEC sensor. The control and data acquisition features are briefly
described. A series of tests in dry conditions demonstrate the ac-
curacy of the measurements with respect to a standard thermo-
couple. Data from the ECSAT facility are used to infer the value
of the hot gas temperature in the presence of water droplets. The
hot gas temperature is also obtained with the ALTEC sensor. The
measurements compare favorably in both cases over the range of
conditions typical of fire scenarios. The feasibility and accuracy of
the measurements obtained with the newly developed ALTEC
sensor are proven and quantified.

A new methodology to measure the evaporative cooling effect
due to water droplets in a hot gas flow is presented. Theoretical
considerations couple the gas temperature and the wet temperature
measurements with the determination of the water volumetric
fraction in the gaseous stream. We provide the design details for
the wet temperature sensor. The measurements obtained with this
novel technique compare favorably with those obtained with a
conventional optical method for applications where the droplets
evaporation rate is significant.
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Nomenclature

A 5 longitudinal cross sectional area of the sensor@m2#
A* 5 laser-sheet cross sectional area@m2#

B,M,P 5 parameters in Eq.~6!
C 5 evaporative cooling constant in Eq.~15! @°C s0.5

m21#
c 5 specific heat@J kg21 °C21#
D 5 sensor diameter@m#

E,F,G 5 points in Fig. 8
f (x) 5 function in Eq.~3!

g(w) 5 function defined in Eq.~23!
H 5 ratio of the ceiling height and the fire sprinklers sepa-

ration
h 5 heat transfer coefficient@W m22 °C21#
J 5 platinum wire electrical resistance temperature coeffi-

cient @V °C21#
K 5 platinum wire electrical resistance at 0°C@V#
k 5 thermal conductivity@W m21 °C21#
L 5 average length of a droplet streak
N 5 number of droplet size bins
n 5 number of droplets through sectionA*

ni 5 number of droplets in thei -th size bin

Pr 5 Prandtl number Pr5mG cG /rG
Q 5 slope in Eq.~24! @°C#
R 5 electrical resistance@Ohm#

RN 5 resistanceN ~See Fig. 8! @Ohm#
S 5 sensor heat transfer surface@m2#
T 5 temperature@°C#

T* 5 intercept in Eq.~24! @°C#
DT 5 temperature difference between the asymptotic tem-

perature distributions in dry and wet conditions@°C#
U 5 gas velocity@m s21#
V̇ 5 volumetric flow rate@m3 s21#

VM 5 mean droplet volume@m3#
VM* 5 averaged mean droplet volume@m3#
Vi 5 volume corresponding toi -th diameter class of the

droplet distribution@m3#
DV 5 voltage difference@Volt#

x 5 adjusted axial distance along the duct@m#
xE 5 distance of complete evaporation of the water drop-

lets from injection@m#
w 5 resistance ratio as defined in Eq.~18!

Greeks

b 5 water droplets volumetric fraction
k 5 collection efficiency
L 5 latent heat of evaporation@J kg21#
l 5 exponent in Eq.~4!
m 5 dynamic viscosity@Pa s#
« 5 heat transfer enhancement factor
r 5 density@kg m23#
s 5 video-camera shutter speed@s#
y 5 kinematic viscosity@m2 s21#

SuperscriptsÕSubscripts

0 5 spray nozzle location
C 5 cold heater
D 5 dry condition
G 5 gas
H 5 hot heater
L 5 liquid
W 5 wet condition
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Marangoni and Variable Viscosity
Phenomena in Picoliter Size
Solder Droplet Deposition
This paper focuses on the effect that surface tension (Marangoni phenomenon) and vis-
cosity dependence on temperature has on the spreading, transient behavior and final
post-solidification shape of a molten Sn63Pb solder droplet deposited on a flat substrate.
A Lagrangian finite element formulation of the complete axisymmetric Navier-Stokes
equations is utilized for the description of the droplet behavior. Linear temperature de-
pendence for the surface tension and an exponential dependence for the viscosity are
assumed. The initial droplet temperature is varied in 50 K steps from 200°C to 500°C,
whereas the substrate temperature is kept constant at 25°C. This varies the initial Rey-
nolds number Re0 from 360 to 716 and the Marangoni number Ma from29 to 249. The
initial Weber number We0 and initial Prandtl number Pr0 are for all cases O(1) and
O~1022!, respectively. The impact velocity and the droplet diameter remain unchanged in
all cases examined at 1.5 m/s and 80 microns. A major finding of the work is that,
contrary to intuition, the Marangoni effect decreased droplet spreading monotonically.
Due to the Marangoni effect, the mechanism that arrested spreading is the surface tension
and not the beginning of freezing. Droplet receding during recoiling was aided by the
Marangoni effect. On the other hand, the change of viscosity with temperature showed no
significant influence on the outcome of the droplet impact.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1532014#

Keywords: Droplet, Heat Transfer, Interface, Microscale, Solidification

1 Introduction
Free surface flows with thermal transport play an important role

in a wide range of modern technical applications, such as spray
deposition, injection, casting, welding, soldering or extrusion pro-
cesses, Maronnier and Picasso et al.@1#. In recent years, there has
been an increasing interest in micro-scale liquid transport, with
many applications ranging from MEMS to the manufacturing of
microelectronics. Free surface motion is in many interesting cases
complex and influenced by a large number of parameters. The
understanding of the underlying physics lends itself to many fun-
damental investigations.

In this context, the deposition of molten picoliter size solder
droplets with diameterO ~100 mm! upon a flat conductive sub-
strate is examined, thereby focusing on the effects of a tempera-
ture dependence of surface tension~temperature-induced Ma-
rangoni effect!and viscosity.

Earlier numerical and experimental investigations have shown
that the impact velocity and surface tension are important param-
eters determining the fluid mechanical behavior of the droplet
upon impact within the parametric domain of solder jetting pro-
cesses,@2,3#. The low impact velocities ofO ~1 m/s! ensure that
no splashing occurs. Considering the importance of surface ten-
sion for the problem, a variable surface tension may change the
spreading behavior of the droplet markedly.

Numerous literature sources reflect the need for further clarifi-
cation of both, temperature- and concentration-induced Ma-
rangoni effects, especially in small-scale applications. Monti and
Savino et al.@4# identified experimentally a reduced wetting of a
silicone droplet on a flat substrate caused by Marangoni velocities
at the free surface, which entrain surrounding air between the
droplet and the substrate. Solutal Marangoni convection is pre-
sumed to be of crucial importance in solidification processes lead-
ing to phase separation or to local concentration changes in alloys,

Cao and Wang et al.@5#. Khodadadi and Zhang@6# observed en-
hanced melting in molten metal drops due to temperature-induced
Marangoni convection with Ma ofO(105) and Song and Li@7#
reported that internal droplet flows are often caused by surface
tension forces rather than by buoyancy forces. These authors ex-
plicitly stated a significant influence of Marangoni convection on
the fluid dynamics of the molten metal, even for rather small
Marangoni numbers. Ehrhard and Davis@8# discussed the spread-
ing of droplets on a horizontal plate under the presence of ther-
mocapillary forces, based on the lubrication theory. This work was
extended by Braun and Murray et al.@9# to account for solutal
Marangoni effects in Pb-Sn alloy droplets with Ma of
O(1021) – O(1022). Both investigations reported a reduced
spreading if the droplet is heated from the substrate underneath.
The accurate prediction of spreading and of the solidified droplet
shape is of importance in many applications in microchip manu-
facturing to ensure the reliability of the process, Waldvogel and
Poulikakos@10#. To the best of our knowledge no work on inertia
dominated droplet impact flow combined with Marangoni convec-
tion has yet been presented in the open literature.

The numerical investigation herein is based on the Lagrangian
formulation of the axisymmetric, unsteady Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, and the energy equation, which are discretized utilizing the
Galerkin finite element method and a deforming, non-adaptive
triangulation mesh. The implementation employed extends the
methodology of Haferl and Butty et al.@3# to account for the
temperature dependence of the surface tension and viscosity.

2 Surface Tension and Viscosity Correlations
Variations in surface tension cause a force acting tangentially to

the surface considered. Gradients in surface tension originate from
~den Boer@11#!

• a temperature gradient, causing a thermocapillary effect
• a concentration gradient, causing a destillocapillary effect
• an electrical potential
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Since Sn63Pb is an eutectic alloy, we concentrate in the following
on the thermocapillary effect, assuming that neither a marked con-
centration gradient through a non-eutectic solidification nor an
electrical potential is involved in the solder droplet deposition
process.

Based on an atomistic approach, Fowler@12# performed a sta-
tistical mechanics analysis of the relation between surface tension
and intermolecular forces acting at an interface. Withr for the
distance from the surface, the surface tension coefficientg can be
written as:

g5
p

8
rm

2 E
0

`

g~r !] rf~r !r 4dr (1)

The particle number densityrm , the pair correlation function
g(r ) and the pair potentialf(r ) are depending on temperature,
which supports theoretically and from first principles the tempera-
ture dependence of surface tension.

Using Eq. ~1!, it can be shown that Macleod’s empirical for-
mula, Eq.~2!, for surface tension is supported by the theory of
statistical mechanics and thermodynamics, wherer liq andrvap are
the densities of the liquid and the vapor phase.

g5const~r liq2rvap!
4 (2)

In verifying Eq. ~2!, the approximation is used that the difference
in density is proportional to the square root of the difference be-
tween the critical and the current temperature of the fluid. There-
fore one can write:

g5const~TC2T!2 (3)

The assumptions made upon deriving Eq.~3! limit the validity to
a narrow range close to the critical temperature. More applied
expressions replace the square exponent by a parametera, which
was shown to be reasonably close to unity for organic and other
compounds by Jasper@13#. This correlation is also commonly
used for liquid alloys as solder and sufficiently verified with ex-
periments. Therefore, we relate surface tension linearly with tem-
perature, where the surface tension gradient is noted as (dTg)ref :

g5g ref1~dTg!ref~T2Tref! (4)

Born and Green@14# derived an atomistic expression for vis-
cosity m based on a generalized hydrodynamic equation describ-
ing the mean motion of a cluster of molecules. Using the ap-
proaches of Fowler, Born and Green, Egry@15# pointed out that
there is a fixed relation between surface tension and viscosity,
since they have similar microscopic origins:

m5
16

15
Am

k̃T
g (5)

In Eq. ~5!, T is the absolute temperature;k̃ is the Boltzmann
constant, andm the atomic mass. Using Eq.~3! in Eq. ~5! suggests
that viscosity is related to temperature as follows:

m5const~TC•T21/42T3/4!2 (6)

Equation~6! is again restricted for a narrow range close to the
critical point, according to the assumptions made upon deriving
Eq. ~3!. Furthermore, Eq.~5! is derived for pure substances and is
not necessarily valid for alloys. Experiments suggest to assume an
exponential function for viscosity in the range of a reference point
with viscositym ref and viscosity coefficientk, Eq. ~7!:

m5m ref exp@2k~T2Tref!# (7)

Koke @16# discussed a more sophisticated approach for viscosity
especially for alloys, in particular solder. It is based on the work
of Thresh and Crawley@17# and can be cited as follows:

mSolder5mPb1xSn~mSn2mPb!

mSn52.75•1025rSn
1/3 expS 0.08849•rSn

T1273 D
mPb52.54•1025rPb

1/3 expS 0.0863•rPb

T1273 D (8)

rSn57.142•10320.6127•T

rPb51.109•10421.3174•T

This set of equations provides the viscosity of solder in@Pa•s# for
the case where the temperatureT is in @°C#. Figure 1 shows a
comparison between Eq.~6!, ~7!, and~8! for solder Sn63Pb and
the parametric domain of 180°C to 500°C. Good agreement be-
tween the microscopic approach using Fowler’s and Born’s deri-
vations~Eq. ~6!! and the exponential equation for viscosity~Eq.
~7!! is found. The more sophisticated approach for mixtures~Eq.
~8!! deviates somewhat from the two previous equations, particu-
larly in the temperature range close to the solidification tempera-
ture where it emphasizes the increase in viscosity. The general
agreement between the microscopic and the macroscopic ap-
proach validates the microscopic approach, which leads surface
tension and viscosity back to the same intermolecular origin. This
justifies the simultaneous consideration of the temperature depen-
dence of surface tension and viscosity in this study. Equation~8!
was implemented in the simulations since it provides the most
realistic approximation of viscosity progression within the tem-
perature domain considered, especially close to the solidification
temperature.

Despite its wide employment in the manufacturing of electron-
ics, it is cumbersome to find complete tables of thermophysical
data for solder Sn63Pb. However, the thermophysical properties
used in this investigation and provided in Table 1 for a reference
temperature of 260°C are carefully chosen and attuned to several
literature sources,@18–22#.

3 Governing Equations and Solution Procedure

3.1 Set of Equations. The axisymmetric mathematical de-
scription of the problem in a dimensionless Lagrangian form of
the Navier Stokes equations, Eq.~9!–~12!, was discussed in depth
by @3#. Here, the equations shall only be repeated briefly for the
sake of completeness. Only the necessary extensions to account
for the Marangoni and viscosity phenomena are described and
discussed with more detail.

Fig. 1 Comparison of different correlations for viscosity m
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DtP1
1

M2 S 1

R
]R~RU!1]ZVD50 Continuity (9)

DtU2
1

R
]R~Rs̄RR!2]Zs̄RZ1

s̄uu

R
50 R-Momentum (10)

DtV2
1

R
]R~Rs̄RZ!2]Zs̄ZZ2

1

Fr
50 Z-Momentum (11)

DtQ i2
2

Pei
F 1

R
]R~R]RQ i !1]Z

2Q i G50 Energy (12)

i 51 Droplet

i 52 Substrate

The dimensionless parameters are defined as

R5
r

d0
, Z5

z

d0
, U5

u

v0
, Coordinates

V5
v
v0

, Velocities

t5
t

d0 /v0
, P5

p2pamb

rv0
2 , Time, Pressure

(13)

s̄ i j 5~s i j 1d i j p0!/rv0
2 Stresses

Q i5
Ti2min~T1,0,T2,0!

T1,02T2,0
Temperatures

A sketch of the problem, including the definitions of the coordi-
nates, is shown in Fig. 2. The dimensionless stress components
s i j in the momentum equations are defined as follows:

T=̄ 5F sRR sRZ 0

sRZ sZZ 0

0 0 suu

G s̄RR52P1
2

Re
]RU, s̄ZZ52P1

2

Re
]ZV

s̄uu52P1
2

Re

U

R
, s̄RZ5

1

Re
~]ZU1]RV!

(14)

whereT=̄ is the dimensionless stress tensor. The characteristic di-
mensionless numbers of the problem are the initial Reynolds,
Froude, Mach, Weber and Peclet number defined as:

Re05
rn0d0

m0
, Fr5

n0
2

d0g
, M5

n0

c
(15)

We05
rd0n0

2

g0
, Pei5Re0i , Pr0i5

d0n0

a i

wherea i represents the thermal diffusivities of the different re-
gions (i 51 droplet,i 52 substrate!. The dimensionless initial and
boundary conditions have the following form:

t50: H U50, V521, P5
4

We0
,

Q150, Q251

R50: U50, ]RV50, ]RQ50 (16)

Z50: U5V50

Since the impact velocity of the droplet is small in the solder
jetting technology applications we are interested in, splashing is
prevented. The initial substrate temperature is equal to the sur-
rounding temperature and both, the free surface of the droplet and
the substrate are considered to be adiabatic, which mathematically
reads:

¹Q i•nY 50 (17)

The conservation equation~9!–~12! for mass, momentum and en-
ergy are spatially discretized with a Galerkin FEM description.
The derivatives of the stress tensor components in space can be
avoided and change into a projection of the stress tensorT=̄ onto
the outer surface normal. Circumventing these derivatives, a vari-
able viscosity can easily be incorporated by employing a local
Reynolds number for each element, no additional term is intro-
duced in the numerical form of the momentum equations. The
local Reynolds number is simply defined as:

Re5
rn0d0

m
(18)

where the local viscositym is computed with Eq.~8!.

Fig. 2 Sketch of the impingement process

Table 1 Thermophysical properties of Sn63Pb @ 260°C

Density Viscosity
Surface
Tension

Surface
Tension Slope

Heat
Capacity

Thermal
Conductivity

Latent Heat
of Fusion

Melting
Point

Symbol r m ref g ref dTg cp K L Tm

Unit @kg/m
3# @Pa•s# @mN/m# @mN/mK# @J/kgK# @W/mK# @J/kg# @°C#

Liquid 8218 0.002237 498.53 20.214 238 25 42000 183
Solid 8240 - - - 176 48 42000 183
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The weak formulation of the momentum equations in this ap-
plication reads:

E
V

fkDtVY 1T=̄ •¹fk1fk•S s̄uu /R
1/Fr DdV5E

]V
fk•nY •T=̄ dG

(19)

For elements at the free surface, the right hand side of Eq.~19!
can be rewritten according to Landau and Lifshitz@23#, Chap. VII:

nY •T=̄ 522
H̄

We
nY 1

¹g

rn0
2 (20)

This formulation includes a variable surface tension, since a vari-
able Weber number We, and an additional surface tension gradient
term is introduced.H̄5H/d0 is the dimensionaless curvature,
whereH is given by:

H5
1

r

z8

2•@~r 8!21~z8!2#1/21
~r 8z92z8r 9!

2•@~r 8!21~z8!2#3/2 (21)

The primes in Eq.~21! indicate differentiation of the coordinatesr
andz with respect to the arc lengths of the free surface.

As discussed in section 2, a variable surface tension can be
assumed to be a linear function of temperature. Using Eq.~4!, Eq.
~20! becomes:

nY •T=̄ 522
H̄

We
nY 1~dTg!ref¹T/rn0

2 (22)

Introducing the Marangoni number Ma and using the dimension-
less temperatureQ, one further modifies:

nY •T=̄ 522
H̄

We
nY 1

Ma

Re0
¹Q (23)

Ma5
Re0

We0

~dTg!ref~T1,02T2,0!

g0
(24)

The Weber number We in Eq.~23! differs from the initial Weber
numberWe0 expressed in Eq.~17! and has to be defined locally
like the local Reynolds number. With Eq.~4! one finds:

1

We
5

g

rd0n0
2 5

g ref1~dTg!ref~T2Tref!

rd0n0
2 ⇔ 1

We

5
1

Weref
1

Ma

Re0
~Q2Q ref! (25)

The maximum values of the two terms on the right hand side of
Eq. ~23! will be estimated and compared for the case of highest
superheat temperature. The first term will be referred to as
Laplace term, the second as Marangoni term. Using the first
Frenet formula for curvature, one finds for the Laplace term:

1

We
u2H̄u5

1

WeUtz

R
2 tY8•nYU< 1

We S Utz

RU1i tY8i D
<

1

We S 1

Rmin
1i tY8imaxD (26)

where tY denotes the tangential vector along the surface with arc
lengths and itsz-componenttz . The primes denote again differ-
entiation with respect to the arc length. The minimum radiusRmin
is equal to the grid size, here equal toDsmin50.02. For the case
R→0 thez-component of the tangential vector also vanishes due
to the symmetry condition. Applying de l’Hoˆpital’s rule:

lim
tZ ,R→0

UtZ

RU5 lim
tZ ,R→0

U tZ8

R8
U5 lim

tZ ,R→0
U tZ8

tR
U5utZ8u<i tY8imax'

)

DSmin

(27)

The last expression in Eq.~27! refers to the fact that the tangential
vector can at most change its direction by 120 deg from one
element node to the other, Fig. 3. It is assumed that the largest

Fig. 3 Maximum change of tangential vector

Table 2 Parameter variations in simulations

Run m5 f (T)
T1,0
@°C#

Q ref
@-#

Qm
@-#

SHP
@-#

Reref
@-#

Weref
@-#

Maref
@-#

A1 No 200 1.3429 0.9029 0.09189 360.97 2.8927 0
A2 No 200 1.3429 0.9029 0.09189 360.97 2.8927 29
A3 Yes 200 1.3429 0.9029 0.09189 360.97 2.8927 29
B1 No 250 1.0444 0.70222 0.29778 427.65 2.9545 0
B2 No 250 1.0444 0.70222 0.29778 427.65 2.9545 213
B3 Yes 250 1.0444 0.70222 0.29778 427.65 2.9545 213
C1 No 300 0.85454 0.57455 0.42545 491.85 3.019 0
C2 No 300 0.85454 0.57455 0.42545 491.85 3.019 219
C3 Yes 300 0.85454 0.57455 0.42545 491.85 3.019 219
D1 No 350 0.72308 0.48615 0.51385 552.78 3.0864 0
D2 No 350 0.72308 0.48615 0.51385 552.78 3.0864 225
D3 Yes 350 0.72308 0.48615 0.51385 552.78 3.0864 225
E1 No 400 0.6267 0.42133 0.57867 610.25 3.1569 0
E2 No 400 0.6267 0.42133 0.57867 610.25 3.1569 233
E3 Yes 400 0.6267 0.42133 0.57867 610.25 3.1569 233
F1 No 450 0.55294 0.37177 0.62824 664.98 3.2307 0
F2 No 450 0.55294 0.37177 0.62824 664.98 3.2307 240
F3 Yes 450 0.55294 0.37177 0.62824 664.98 3.2307 240
G1 No 500 0.49474 0.33263 0.66737 716.17 3.308 0
G2 No 500 0.49474 0.33263 0.66737 716.17 3.308 249
G3 Yes 500 0.49474 0.33263 0.66737 716.17 3.308 249
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resolvable free surface curvature is the curvature of a circle en-
closing one triangular element. However, with this and Eq.~26!
one can estimate:

1

We
u2H̄u<

1

We
~2i tY8imax!'

1

We

2)

Dsmin
(28)

The following inequality is valid for the Marangoni term:

I Ma

Re0
¹Q I5UMa

Re0
U•i¹Qi<

uMau
Re0

2•
Qmax

Dsmin
(29)

The maximum temperatureQmax which can occur is equal to 1.
With this one finds for the ratio between the Laplace and the
Marangoni term:

~Laplace!max

~Marangoni!max
')

1

We

Re0

uMau
58 (30)

Equation~30! indicates that the Laplace term and the Marangoni
term are often of the same order of magnitude, especially if the
strong overestimation of the Laplace term in Eq.~28! is taken into
account. Therefore, incorporating the Marangoni effect in the
model is worth pursuing.

To circumvent the problem of singularity caused by enforcing
both, the boundary conditions of a moving contact line and a
no-slip condition, the Navier-slip condition is introduced at the
contact line, Baer and Cairncross et al.@24#:

Fig. 4 Change of spreading with increasing droplet superheat „bold dotted line: constant viscosity and surface tension; thin
dashed line: constant viscosity and variable surface tension; bold solid line: variable viscosity and surface tension …: „a… T1,0
Ä200°C; „b… T1,0Ä250°C; „c… T1,0Ä300°C; „d… T1,0Ä350°C; „e… T1,0Ä400°C; „f … T1,0Ä450°C; and „g… T1,0Ä500°C.
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nY •T=̄ • tY5
1

«
VY • tY (31)

In Eq. ~31!, nY and tY are the normal and tangential unit vectors,
respectively. The Navier-slip length« is assumed to be of the
orderO(1023) as stated in the same reference. One has to keep in
mind that this condition only limits the fluid stresses at the contact
line. The temperature dependence of wetting is not taken into
account.

The solidification process was numerically modeled by setting
the velocities to zero when a grid point reached the solidification
temperature. The release of the latent heat of freezing was incor-
porated utilizing the ‘exact specific heat method,’ Bushko and
Grosse@25#. An inert gas atmosphere was assumed to suppress
oxidation of the free surface, as it is indeed the case in solder

jetting ~free surface oxidation would effect the Marangoni convec-
tion as mentioned by Arafune and Sugiura et al.@26#!.

3.2 Numerical Solution Procedure. The Navier-Stokes
equations in the weak formulation were spatially discretized using
triangles and linear shape functionsfk ,k51,2,3. The commercial
meshing tool Hypermesh® created the non-adaptive grid, whereas
an automatically initiated remeshing was executed if one of the
internal element anglesb i exceeded the range of 15 deg,b i
,130 deg through distortion during the transient impact process.
The Bach-Hassager iterative scheme was used for solving the
fractional time step of Eqs.~9!–~11!, describing the fluid dynami-
cal behavior, Bach and Hassager@27#. Convergence was consid-
ered as being reached in the fluid mechanical part, when the rela-
tive changes of the velocities and pressure values were less than

Fig. 4 „continued …
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0.1 percent between two iterations. The energy equation~12! was
solved as a sub-step, based on the velocities obtained at the end of
the fluid-dynamic sub-step, using the Crank-Nicholson scheme.
To account for the coupling of momentum and energy equation
through the temperature dependence of surface tension and vis-
cosity, the dimensionless maximum time step was chosen with
1024 sufficiently small to avoid unacceptable errors in both, the
fluid mechanical solution and the thermal solution. A further re-
duction of the time step to decrease the maximal possible surface
tension and viscosity change within one time step did not show
improved results but strongly increased the needed computing
time. Moreover, the maximum time step was automatically re-
duced in sub-iterations if convergence problems occurred.

All simulations were performed using a fine grid of about 6500
elements created with 3500 nodes. The average element length
was about 0.02, which is 1/200 of the initial droplet diameter. This
high refinement was chosen to resolve even the smallest changes

in spreading behavior, since spreading was modeled by connect-
ing a node from the droplet free surface to the substrate. The
accuracy of the spreading prediction is therefore in the order of
the distance between two neighboring free surface nodes. Each
case required a total CPU time of about 28 h~1 GHz, Pentium III!
to complete 50,000 time steps. A number of simulations were
performed in order to ensure mass and energy conservation. For
the mesh density and time step utilized, both mass and energy
were conserved within a final error of less than 1 percent com-
pared to the initial values. Furthermore, it was verified that the
final droplet shape is sufficiently independent from the mesh size
to match the accuracy of those results presented in previous stud-
ies @3#. The chosen time step did not show an influence on the
final outcome of the solidified droplet.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Parameter Variations. In order to investigate the ef-
fects which the temperature dependence of surface tension and
viscosity has on the spreading, the transient behavior as well as on
the end shape of the droplet, simulations were performed utilizing
different values of droplet superheat. The initial droplet tempera-
ture was changed from 200°C to 500°C in steps of 50 K, causing
other parameters to change as well, according to their definition in
section 3. The droplet impact velocity was kept constant at 1.5
m/s. The initial droplet diameter also remained unchanged at the
typical value for solder jetting of 80mm. However, due to the
change of the initial droplet temperature, the initial Reynolds, We-
ber and most importantly the Marangoni number changed from
case to case. Table 2 summarizes the simulations performed and
the corresponding parameter values.

In Table 2,SHP is the so-called superheating parameter, which
states the degree of superheating of the droplet above its melting
temperature of 183°C, Eq.~32!.

SHP5
T1,02Tm

T1,02T2,0
(32)

Qm512SHP is the dimensionless melting temperature andQ ref
is the dimensionless reference temperature corresponding to the
dimensional value of 260°C.

4.2 Influence of Thermal Marangoni Effect. Considering
the droplet post-solidification shapes in Fig. 4, every figure com-

Fig. 5 Spreading versus absolute Ma-number

Fig. 6 Vorticity and relative change in surface tension at time tÄ0.3 for: „a… invariant; and „b… variant thermal
properties „MaÄÀ49….
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pares the end shapes of three cases: One with constant~indepen-
dent of temperature!surface tension and viscosity~bold dotted
line!, one involving only the Marangoni effect~thin dashed line!
and the third accounting for both, a change of surface tension and
viscosity with temperature~bold solid line!. The spreading for the
constant property cases increases slightly with droplet superheat
but is practically constant. This has to be expected since the in-
creasing wettability with higher temperature is not modeled by the
Navier-slip boundary condition as mentioned earlier. On the other
hand, the spreading decreases by approximately 20 percent~and
with this the contact area by up to 34 percent! between 200°C and
500°C initial droplet temperature if a variation of both properties
with temperature is included, Fig. 4. The change of viscosity has a
marginal influence on spreading as can be seen comparing the
case of a variable surface tension and a constant viscosity and the
case with both thermophysical properties as a function of tem-
perature. Plotting the contact line radiusx-contact versus the ab-
solute Marangoni number,2Ma, shows a monotonic decrease of
the spread radius with increasing Marangoni effect, Fig. 5. This
clearly indicates that the thermocapillary forces cause the reduced
spreading. The small deviations from the main trend in some cases
shown in Fig. 5 have the order of the side length of one element,

which is within the numerical accuracy of the spreading predic-
tion as outlined prior. The change in spreading also influences the
final shape of the droplet: Increased spreading accumulates mass
in the outer regions close to the substrate, whereas reduced
spreading enhances the recoiling and the final height of the solidi-
fied droplet. Following this trend, the end shapes for the constant
property cases are wider and flatter, whereas the droplet final
shapes for the temperature dependent properties are narrower and
taller.

The reduced spreading with increasing absolute Marangoni
number is a counter-intuitive result. One can easily verify with
Eq. ~23! that the direction of the Marangoni force points towards
the substrate, since the Marangoni number is negative and the
temperature gradient is positive. In other words, the surface tem-
perature is lower closer to the substrate causing a higher surface
tension and a pulling force directed to the substrate. One would
expect a surface flow in the direction of the contact line, thereby
accumulating mass and actually enhancing the spreading. In fact
the opposite is observed, spreading is reduced. To further clarify
this counter-intuitive result and the influence of the Marangoni
effect on the droplet spreading, a detailed investigation of the
vorticity evolutionv inside the droplet was performed.

Fig. 7 „a… Illustration of spreading mechanism „left… and surface velocity vec-
tors „right… at time tÄ0.3; „b… vorticity field without Marangoni effect, tÄ0.3;
and „c… vorticity field with Marangoni effect, MaÄÀ49, tÄ0.3.
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The vorticity, Eq. ~33!, was calculated with a finite element
approach and a linear interpolation function for each element,
Eq. ~34!.

v5]RV2]ZU (33)

velt,i5(
i 51

3

Vi]Rf i2(
i 51

3

Ui]Zf i (34)

The vorticity of a node surrounded byn elements was equated to
the area average of the vorticities of the surrounding elements:

vnode5(
i 51

n S Ai

(
j 51

n

Aj
D velt,i (35)

Figure 6 shows the vorticity and the relative change of surface
tension,G, along the droplet surface for constant,~a!, and vari-
able,~b!, surface tension and viscosity, respectively.

G5
g2g ref

g ref
•100 percent (36)

Fig. 8 „a… Contact line freezing time versus absolute value of Ma-number; and „b… contact line freezing time versus
superheat temperature.

Fig. 9 „a… Droplet spread radius; and „b… droplet top center of symmetry as a function of time t.
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The surface length~arc length! starts from the contact line
(S/Smax50) and ends at the centerline of the droplet (S/Smax
51). The case chosen corresponds to maximum superheat at a
dimensionless timet50.3. The strong correlation between the
Marangoni force and vorticity across the surface is clearly ob-
served. The Marangoni effect reduces the vorticity to even nega-
tive values at the free surface close to the contact line. This ob-
servation enables us to provide an explanation for the reduction of
spreading with increasing Marangoni effect: The Marangoni force
is surely directed towards the substrate but instead of causing an
actual mass flow towards the contact line it only initiates a clock-
wise fluid rotation close to the free surface. This is understandable
since the magnitude of radial flow inertia is large compared to the
Marangoni effect, even for large absolute values of the Marangoni
number. The peak in vorticity at lengthS/Smax50.5 is caused by a
strong change in the curvature of the droplet surface. This is fur-
ther verified with the right hand side of Fig. 7~a!, where a depic-
tion of the surface velocity vectors is provided for the same su-
perheat and time step. Fluid above the surface buckling (S/Smax
50.5) is still moving downward, whereas fluid below this region
is already deflected by the impact on the substrate, causing a rapid
change of the velocity direction~i.e., a strong vorticity!. Examin-
ing several frames at different time steps~not shown here for
brevity!, it was determined that this point of changing curvature
also marks the end of a surface wave. This wave travels along the
surface towards the centerline. It also explains the slightly devi-
ated velocity vectors on the surface above the point of changing
curvature compared to those inside of the fluid, which are still on

an undisturbed downward travel in theZ-direction. Neither the
travel speed nor the amplitude of this wave is affected by the
Marangoni effect.

It is actually easier to first focus on the case without Marangoni
effect to further understand the mechanism affecting the spreading
behavior of the droplet: The vorticity at the free surface is slightly
positive for this case, as it can be seen in Fig. 7~b!, whereas the
vorticity of the fluid in the wall region is always negative for all
cases, independent whether the Marangoni effect is incorporated
or not, since it is initiated by the wall friction. These counter-
rotating vorticity regions entrain fluid, which they squeeze and
direct towards the contact line region, as it is illustrated on the left
hand side of Fig. 7~a!. On the other hand, the positive vorticity at
the free surface cannot be seen in the case accounting for the
Marangoni effect: Figure 7~c! shows the vorticity field for Ma
5249 at the same time step as in Fig. 7~b!, t50.3. Therefore,
thermocapillary forces weaken the effect of fluid entrainment to
the contact line, since the vorticity at the free surface in the con-
tact area is changed to negative values. The clockwise rotation of
the flow in this case acts against the oncoming inertia flow, hence
opposing the radial flow. This mechanism causes a reduction in
droplet spreading as observed in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Considering the freezing time of the contact line~i.e., the time
when the contact line is arrested by freezing! in Fig. 8~a!, one can
see that the contact line is still moving up to three times longer for
the highest Marangoni number compared to the lowest Marangoni
number. Again, the effect of variable viscosity is not significant.
On the other hand, this increase in arrest time of the contact line is
less distinct for the cases excluding the Marangoni effect, Fig.
8~b!. This leads to the assumption that the strong surface vorticity
caused by the Marangoni force close to the substrate extends the
motion of the contact line to longer times through additional con-
vective heat flux to the contact area, delaying the beginning of
freezing. This statement is supported by Fig. 9~a!, showing the
temporal contact line evolution for the highest superheat tempera-
ture. The spread radius for cases with and without Marangoni
force has an almost identical development until the timet50.5.
The droplet recoiling starts after this time value, Fig. 9~b!. It is
only for the Marangoni cases that the recoiling leads to a strong
receding of the droplet and to a reduction of the spread radius.
Hence, the thermocapillary forces seem to promote this droplet
receding during recoiling. Table 3 reports the mechanism found

Fig. 10 Evolution of surface temperature „a… and surface tension in time „b…

Table 3 Reason for contact line arrest upon spreading

Ma Contact line arrest due
to freezing

Contact line arrest due
to surface tension

0 d
29 d

213 d
219 ~d! ~d!
225 d
233 d
240 d
249 d
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for the contact line arrest~end of spreading!for different Ma-
rangoni numbers. The onset of freezing stops spreading for the
cases with small absolute Marangoni numbers since no significant
recoiling occurs. This is the same behavior as for cases without
the Marangoni effect and therefore expected to eventuate. In con-
tradiction, the stronger thermocapillary forces for larger absolute
Marangoni numbers lead to a strong droplet recoiling after the
first spreading and especially before freezing can occur. The
mechanism that arrests spreading for larger absolute Marangoni
numbers is therefore the surface tension instead of the beginning
of freezing.

As outlined in the previous paragraph, the Marangoni effect
influences primarily the droplet spreading and the initial recoiling
phase, until the dimensionless time is approximately 1.0. Figure
10 shows the time evolution of surface temperature,~a!, and sur-
face tension,~b!, from t50.1 tot51 along the surface length for
the case of variable surface tension and viscosity and for the high-
est superheat temperature. It is demonstrated that a noticeable
temperature and surface tension gradient exists primarily only
close to the substrate, initially imposed by the boundary condi-
tions. The local droplet temperature and with it the surface tension
are approaching uniform values as time increases. This corre-
sponds to a progressively decreasing Marangoni effect.

The surface temperature along the surface length is increasing
monotonically with arc length for all times considered except for
t50.6. In this case, the surface temperature increases within the
rangeS/Smax50 till S/Smax'0.6, whereas it decreases again be-
yond S/Smax'0.6. This behavior can be understood when the
droplet shape for this time step is considered, Fig. 11. The droplet
is at the end of the initial spreading process and starts to recoil.
The surface region close to the symmetry axis (S/Smax'1) is
thereby closer to the colder substrate than the surface at interme-
diate values ofS/Smax. Due to the cooling effect of the substrate,
the maximum in surface temperature does not occur at the center
of symmetry.

5 Conclusion
A numerical investigation was presented studying the effects of

thermocapillarity and viscosity variation with temperature for the
deposition of picoliter size solder droplets on a flat substrate.
Properties of eutectic Sn63Pb were employed in this study be-
cause of its wide spread use for electrical joints. Counter-
intuitively, a reduced spreading with increasing absolute Ma-
rangoni number was found~the surface tension maximum occurs
in the region of the contact line!. This finding was explained
through the emergence of strong negative vorticity at the free
surface in the contact area instead of the moderate positive vor-
ticity observed when no thermocapillary forces were present. Pre-
vious studies of a monotonic droplet spreading without initial in-
ertia showed in principal the opposite behavior. Hence, one should
not in general study inertia and thermocapillary effects on droplet
spreading separately and then superimpose the solutions. The mo-
tion of the contact line in time was shown to be a function of the
Marangoni number as well. The initial spreading was limited due

to surface tension forces for large absolute Marangoni numbers,
whereas the contact line was arrested by the onset of freezing for
small absolute Marangoni numbers. Thermocapillary forces sup-
port droplet receding after the initial spreading, which also leads
to a stronger recoiling phase. The final post-solidified droplet
shapes were shown to be narrower and taller for large absolute
Marangoni numbers~smaller contact area affecting bonding! com-
pared to the constant surface tension cases. The effect of viscosity
variation was found to be minor.

Nomenclature

Latin symbols

c 5 speed of sound@m/s#
d 5 droplet diameter@m#

Fr 5 Froude number@2#
g 5 gravity @m/s2#
G 5 change in surface tension@percent#

H, H̄ 5 curvature@1/m#, @2#
k 5 thermal conductivity@W/mK#
k̃ 5 Boltzmann constant@J/K#
L 5 latent heat@J/kg#
M 5 Mach number@2#
m 5 mass@kg#

Ma 5 Marangoni number@2#
n̄ 5 normal vector@2#

p, P 5 pressure@Pa#,@2#
Pe 5 Peclet number@2#
Pr 5 Prandtl number@2#

r, R 5 radial coordinate@m#, @2#
Re 5 Reynolds number@2#

s, S 5 arc length@m#, @2#
Ds 5 element side length@2#

SHP 5 superheating parameter@2#
t 5 time @s#
tY 5 tangential vector@2#
T 5 temperature@K, °C#

u, U 5 radial velocity@m/s#, @2#
v,V 5 axial velocity @m/s#, @2#
We 5 Weber number@2#
z, Z 5 axial coordinate@m#, @2#

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity @m2/s#
d 5 Kronecker symbol@2#
« 5 Navier-slip coefficient@2#
g 5 surface tension@N/m#
k 5 viscosity coefficient@1/K#
m 5 dynamic viscosity@kg/ms#
r 5 density@kg/m3#
s̄ 5 shear stress component@2#
t 5 time @2#

Q 5 temperature@2#

Subscripts

0 5 initial
1 5 droplet
2 5 substrate

amb 5 ambient
Pb 5 lead
Sn 5 tin

z 5 axial direction
u 5 azimuthal direction

Mathematical Operators

Dt 5 Lagrangian derivative towardst
dT 5 ordinary derivative towardsT

]R,Z 5 partial derivative towards coordinates

Fig. 11 Streamlines and isotherms in droplet at tÄ0.6
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Effectiveness-NTU Relations
for Heat Exchangers With Streams
Having Significant Kinetic Energy
Variation
Effectiveness-NTU equations are derived for counter and parallel-flow heat exchangers
with fluids having high velocities. In this case, the change in the kinetic energy occurring
within the heat exchanger will significantly affect the temperature profiles. The effective-
ness is found to depend on the usual non-dimensional variables that compare the heat
exchanger conductance to the hot- and cold-side capacity rates and on four additional
nondimensional quantities that reflect the magnitude and distribution of the kinetic energy
on the hot and cold-sides of the heat exchanger. The governing differential equations are
derived, nondimensionalized, and solved analytically for the case of an exponentially
distributed kinetic energy. Graphical solutions are presented and interpreted for several
cases. The solutions are applied to a particular case involving high velocities within a
counter-flow heat exchanger used to produce cryogenic temperatures.
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Introduction
Devices for exchanging heat between flowing streams are typi-

cally operated under conditions where the change in the kinetic
energy is negligible relative to the change in the thermal energy of
the fluids. A well-designed heat exchanger will generally exhibit a
small pressure drop and a long residence time for the fluid; both
conditions suggest low velocities and small kinetic energy
changes. As a result, the«-NTU relations that are typically used to
model heat exchangers are derived based on the assumption of
negligible fluid kinetic energy variations in the stream-wise direc-
tions. However, there are some energy conversion devices where
heat exchange must occur between fluid streams with substantial
and varying kinetic energy, sometimes due to velocities in a non-
axial direction. Some examples might include the vortex tube,
turbine blade cooling, tangentially injected heat exchangers@1,2#,
nozzles and diffusers@3#, and heat transfer problems in high ve-
locity aircraft @4#. A particularly interesting example that has been
recently presented in the literature by Kaiser et al.@8# is a novel
cryogenic cooling device based on expanding a gas through a
nozzle to produce a static temperature drop that can be used to
produce low temperature cooling. In order for this refrigerator to
operate, the high velocity must be maintained even within the
counter-flow heat exchanger that separates the hot and cold ends
resulting in a significant interplay between kinetic energy varia-
tion and static temperature distribution.

This paper is motivated by the need to understand the behavior
of systems in which the heat transfer rate is fundamentally
coupled to variations in kinetic energy through the internal tem-
perature profiles. The governing equations within counter- and
parallel-flow heat exchangers are derived and the kinetic energy
terms are retained. An exponential variation in kinetic energy is
assumed and the resulting problem is nondimensionalized and
solved. The effectiveness of the heat exchanger in this situation is
found to depend on the typical non-dimensional groups, number
of transfer units and capacity ratio, and on additional non-

dimensional parameters that represent both the magnitude and
variation of the kinetic energy. The analytical solution to the prob-
lem is presented and shown to limit to the conventional solution
as the kinetic energy terms disappear. The analytical solution is
used to explore the behavior of a heat exchanger under some
conditions of interest. Results are presented graphically for sev-
eral situations and these figures are interpreted physically. Finally,
the solutions are applied to the ‘‘Bernoulli’’ effect cryocooler—a
physical device based on producing low temperature refrigeration
through the expansion of a gas through a nozzle coupled with a
counter-flow heat exchanger. This device relies on the transfer of
heat between streams of gas undergoing significant changes in
kinetic energy and the coupling between the temperature distribu-
tion and kinetic energy variation can conveniently be analyzed
using the equations derived in this paper.

Analytical Solution
Counter-flow and parallel-flow heat exchangers are illustrated

in Figs. 1 and 2. In both cases the cold-side fluid enters~at x
50) with a specified mass flow rate (ṁc), static temperature
(Tc, in) and velocity (vc, in). The hot-side fluid either enters at the
other end (x5L) in the counter-flow configuration or at the same
end (x50) in the parallel-flow configuration. The hot-side fluid
has a specified mass flow rate (ṁh), static temperature (Th, in) and
velocity (vh, in). If the heat exchanger is well insulated and the
cold-side fluid is single-phase then the governing differential
equation for the cold-side fluid is:

ṁc•
d

dx FcP,c•Tc1
vc

2

2 G5p•U•~Th2Tc! (1)

wherecP is the specific heat at constant pressure,p is the wetted
perimeter available for heat transfer, andU is the total conduc-
tance that characterizes the heat transfer rate between the two
streams. If extended surfaces are present in the heat exchanger
then an appropriate surface efficiency must be added, here we are
assuming that this effect is included in the calculation ofU. Equa-
tion ~1! implies that the heat exchanger is operating at a steady
state. The specific heat is assumed to be constant within the heat
exchanger so that the governing differential equation becomes:
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dTc

dx
5

p•U

ṁc•cP,c
•~Th2Tc!2

1

cP,c
•

d

dx S vc
2

2 D (2)

The governing differential equation for the hot-side fluid depends
on the configuration:

dTh

dx
5

p•U

ṁh•cP,h
•~Th2Tc!2

1

cP,h
•

d

dx S vh
2

2 D ~counter-flow!

(3a)

dTh

dx
52

p•U

ṁh•cP,h
•~Th2Tc!2

1

cP,h
•

d

dx S vh
2

2 D ~parallel-flow!

(3b)

In both cases, the fluid is assumed to be single phase with a
constant specific heat capacity and total conductance.

The hot and cold-side nondimensional temperatures (Qh and
Qc) and nondimensional axial position~X! @5# are defined to as-
sist in the analysis:

Qh[
Th2Tc, in

Th, in2Tc, in
(4a)

Qc[
Tc2Tc, in

Th, in2Tc, in
(4b)

X5
x

L
(5)

Hot and cold-side number of transfer units (NTUh and NTUc) are
defined by comparing the heat transfer conductance to the appro-
priate capacity rate:

NTUh5
U•p•L

ṁh•cP,h
(6a)

NTUc5
U•p•L

ṁc•cP,c
(6b)

Within the heat exchanger, a local nondimensional kinetic energy
~KE! is defined relative to the kinetic energy of the fluid at the
inlet:

KEh5
vh

2

vh, in
2 (7a)

KEc5
vc

2

vc, in
2 (7b)

The kinetic-to-thermal energy ratio~b! is defined as the ratio of
the kinetic energy at the inlet to a reference thermal energy
change:

bh5
vh, in

2

2•cP,h•~Th, in2Tc, in!
(8a)

bc5
vc, in

2

2•cP,c•~Th, in2Tc, in!
(8b)

These definitions lead to a non-dimensional, differential govern-
ing equation for the cold-side fluid:

dQc

dX
5NTUc•~Qh2Qc!2bc•

d

dX
KEc~X! (9)

The nondimensional, differential governing equation for the hot-
side fluid depends on the configuration:

dQh

dX
5NTUh•~Qh2Qc!2bh•

d

dX
KEh~X! ~counter-flow!

(10a)

dQh

dX
52NTUh•~Qh2Qc!2bh•

d

dX
KEh~X! ~parallel-flow!

(10b)

The axial distribution of the kinetic energy must be specified in
order to solve these governing equations. The most physically
relevant and useful distribution is an exponential decay in the
direction of the flow. This situation occurs approximately in swirl-
ing flows that are subjected to a viscous torque and has been
experimentally measured in several devices such as cyclone sepa-
rators and vortex tubes@6,7#. The exponential assumed functional
form can be used to approximate a large number of actual distri-
butions via appropriate choice of the characteristic length constant
and therefore the results will be widely applicable. The length
constant that characterizes the kinetic energy decay on each side
(Ld,h andLd,c) is made nondimensional~x! by comparison with
the total length of the heat exchanger. These length constants will
be calculated based on the particular application under consider-
ation and may be related to the magnitude of a viscous shear that
is degrading the momentum of the fluid~as in a highly swirling
flow! or other considerations such as density variations~as in the
Bernoulli cryocooler considered in a subsequent section!.

xh5
Ld,h

L
(11a)

xc5
Ld,c

L
(11b)

The nondimensional kinetic energy distribution in the cold-side
fluid is given by:

KEc~X!5expS 2
X

xc
D (12)

The nondimensional kinetic energy distribution in the hot fluid
depends on configuration.

KEh~X!5expF2
~12X!

xh
G ~counter-flow! (13a)

KEh~X!5expS 2
X

xh
D ~parallel-flow! (13b)

Substitution of these profiles into the non-dimensional, differential
governing equations leads to:

Fig. 1 A counter-flow heat exchanger

Fig. 2 A parallel-flow heat exchanger
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dQc

dX
5NTUc•~Qh2Qc!1

bc

xc
•expS 2

X

xc
D (14)

dQh

dX
5NTUh•~Qh2Qc!2

bh

xh
•expF2

~12X!

xh
G ~counter-flow!

(15a)

dQh

dX
52NTUh•~Qh2Qc!1

bh

xh
•expS 2

X

xh
D ~parallel-flow!

(15b)

These equations can be solved analytically by introducing the ap-
propriate boundary conditions related to the static temperature of
the incoming streams:

Qc~X50!50 (16)

Qh~X51!51 ~counter-flow! (17a)

Qh~X50!51 ~parallel-flow! (17b)

The analytical solution is accomplished by introducing a nondi-
mensional temperature difference:

DQ5Qh2Qc (18)

By subtracting Eq.~15a! or ~15b! from Eq. ~14!, it is possible to
obtain an equation involving only the non-dimensional tempera-
ture difference:

dDQ

dX
5~NTUh2NTUc!•DQ2

bh

xh
•expF2

~12X!

xh
G

2
bc

xc
•expS 2

X

xc
D ~counter-flow! (19a)

dDQ

dX
52~NTUh1NTUc!•DQ1

bh

xh
•expF2

X

xh
G

2
bc

xc
•expS 2

X

xc
D ~parallel-flow! (19b)

The solutions to these equations are:

DQ5C1•exp@~NTUh2NTUc!•X#1C2•expF2
12X

xh
G

1C3•expS 2
X

xc
D ~counter-flow! (20a)

C25
2bh

12~NTUh2NTUc!•xh
C35

bc

11~NTUh2NTUc!•xc

DQ5C1•exp@2~NTUh1NTUc!•X#1C2•expS 2
X

xh
D

1C3•expS 2
X

xc
D ~parallel-flow!

(20b)

C25
2bh

12~NTUh1NTUc!•xh
C35

bc

12~NTUh1NTUc!•xc

whereC1 is an undetermined constant that will be subsequently
set to satisfy the boundary conditions. The nondimensional tem-
perature difference is integrated with respect to axial position us-
ing Eq. ~14! with Eqs.~20a! or ~20b! in order to obtain the non-
dimensional cold-side temperature distribution.

Qc5
NTUc•C1

NTUh2NTUc
•$exp@~NTUh2NTUc!•X#21%

1xh•NTUc•C2•FexpS 2
12X

xh
D2expS 2

1

xh
D G

2~NTUc•C3•xc1bc!•FexpS 2
X

xc
D21G ~counter-flow!

(21a)

Qc52
C1•NTUc

NTUh1NTUc
•$exp@2~NTUh1NTUc!•X#21%

2C2•NTUc•xh•FexpS 2
X

xh
D21G

2~bc1NTUc•C3•xc!•FexpS 2
X

xc
D21G ~parallel-flow!

(21b)

The hot-side fluid nondimensional temperature is the sum of Eqs.
~20a!and~21a!or Eqs.~20b!and~21b!, depending on configura-
tion:

Qh5Qc1DQ (22)

The constantC1 is obtained by enforcing the hot side inlet tem-
perature boundary condition.

C15

12xh•NTUc•C2•F12expS 2
1

xh
D G1~NTUc•C3•xc1bc!•FexpS 2

1

xc
D21G2C22C3•expS 2

1

xc
D

NTUc

NTUh2NTUc
•@exp~NTUh2NTUc!21#1exp~NTUh2NTUc!

~counter-flow!

(23a)

C1512C22C3 ~parallel-flow! (23b)

The effectiveness of a heat exchanger~«! is typically defined as
the ratio of the actual to a theoretical maximum heat transfer rate:

«5
Q̇

~ṁ•cP!min•~Th, in2Tc, in!
(24)

After invoking an energy balance on the cold-side fluid, the effec-
tiveness can be written as:

«5
NTUmax

NTUc
•H Qc~X51!1bc•FexpS 2

1

xc
D21G J (25)

Alternatively, an energy balance on the hot-side fluid yields a
different equation for the effectiveness that depends on the con-
figuration:

«5
NTUmax

NTUh
•H 12Qh~X50!1bh•F12expS 2

1

xh
D G J

~counter-flow! (26a)
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«5
NTUmax

NTUh
•H Qh~X51!211bhFexpS 2

1

xh
D21G J

~parallel-flow! (26b)

The effectiveness predictions associated with Eq.~25! and Eqs.
~26a! or ~26b!, depending on configuration, are consistent when
coupled with the analytical solution given by Eqs.~20! through
~23!, verifying that this solution satisfies energy conservation.

The effectiveness predicted using these equations is a function
of six nondimensional variables—the two typical ones that char-
acterize the ratio of heat transfer conductance to capacity rate on
each side (NTUh and NTUc) as well as four additional groups that
characterize both the magnitude of the kinetic energy entering the
heat exchanger (bh and bc) and the axial distribution of that
kinetic energy (xh andxc) on each side.

«5«~NTUh ,NTUc ,bh ,bc ,xh ,xc! (27)

In the subsequent section, this analytical solution will be exam-
ined and interpreted for a few conditions.

Results
The effectiveness of a heat exchanger is typically given in

terms of a number of transfer units~NTU! and a capacity ratio
(RC), defined as:

NTU[
p•L•U

~ṁ•cP!min
(28)

RC[
~ṁ•cP!min

~ṁ•cP!max
(29)

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the effectiveness as a function of the
number of transfer units~NTU! for several values of the capacity
ratio (RC) in the counter-flow and parallel-flow configurations,
respectively. These figures were developed for the zero-kinetic
energy situation (bc5bh50) and in this limit the equations de-
veloped earlier faithfully reproduce the results presented in sev-
eral textbooks on heat exchanger design, for example@5#.

As the kinetic energy of the cold-side fluid becomes significant,
the effectiveness of the heat exchanger will decrease. This behav-
ior occurs because the reduction in kinetic energy of the cold-side
fluid as it moves through the heat exchanger tends to increase its
static temperature with a consequent reduction in the temperature
difference that drives heat transfer. Figure 5 illustrates how the
nondimensional temperature profiles for a balanced~i.e., RC51)
counter-flow heat exchanger are affected when the cold-side
kinetic-to-thermal energy ratio is increased. Note that as the di-
mensionless kinetic energy approaches unity, the velocities will
become very large; for example, whenbc51 with air at nomi-
nally room temperature and a 100°C temperature drop across the

Fig. 3 Effectiveness of a counter-flow heat exchanger pre-
dicted by Eq. „25… in the absence of kinetic energy „bÄbc
ÄbhÄ0…

Fig. 4 Effectiveness of a parallel-flow heat exchanger pre-
dicted by Eq. „25… in the absence of kinetic energy „bÄbc
ÄbhÄ0…

Fig. 5 Nondimensional temperature as a function of X for dif-
ferent values of bc in a balanced, counter-flow heat exchanger
„NTUcÄNTUhÄ2.0, xcÄ1.0, bhÄ0.0…

Fig. 6 Effectiveness as a function of NTU h for different values
of bc in a balanced, counter-flow heat exchanger „NTUc
ÄNTUh , xcÄ1.0, bhÄ0.0…
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heat exchanger the associated Mach number is approximately 1.
Figure 6 illustrates the resulting heat exchanger effectiveness as a
function of the number of transfer units.

A similar pattern can be observed for the parallel-flow configu-
ration. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of cold-side fluid kinetic en-
ergy on the effectiveness of a balanced, parallel-flow heat ex-
changer as a function of the number of transfer units. Very high
levels of kinetic energy in the cold-side fluid may actually result
in its static temperature rising above that of the hot-side fluid and
locally reversing the direction of heat transfer. This phenomenon
explains the peak exhibited by the high kinetic energy curves in
Fig. 7 and also the fact that the effectiveness becomes negative at
extremely high values of kinetic energy and number of transfer
units.

Figures 5 through 7 were generated for the situation where the
length constant associated with the kinetic energy decay is com-
parable to the length of the heat exchanger~i.e., for xc51.0).
Figure 8 illustrates how the cold-side characteristic length of the
kinetic energy decay affects the temperature profiles within a bal-
anced, counter-flow heat exchanger. Figure 9 illustrates the result-
ing heat exchanger effectiveness as a function of the non-
dimensional cold-side decay length for various values of the cold-
side kinetic-to-thermal energy ratio. If the non-dimensional decay
length is very small then the cold-side fluid undergoes a
deceleration-related temperature rise almost immediately upon en-

tering the heat exchanger, reducing the temperature difference that
drives heat transfer within the heat exchanger and lowering the
heat exchanger’s effectiveness. In the limit of a vanishingly small
decay length (xc→0) the situation can be adequately modeled
using the stagnation temperatures in conjunction with conven-
tional heat exchanger effectiveness correlations. At very large val-
ues of the nondimensional decay length (xc→`), the velocity

Fig. 7 Effectiveness as a function of NTU h for different values
of bc in a balanced, parallel-flow heat exchanger „NTUc
ÄNTUh , xcÄ1.0, bhÄ0.0…

Fig. 8 Nondimensional temperature as a function of X for dif-
ferent values of xc in a balanced, counter-flow heat exchanger
„NTUcÄNTUhÄ2, bcÄ0.5, bhÄ0.0…

Fig. 9 Effectiveness as a function of xc for different values of
bc in a balanced, counter-flow heat exchanger „NTUcÄNTUh
Ä2.0, bhÄ0.0…

Fig. 10 Effectiveness as a function of xc for different values of
bc in a balanced, parallel-flow heat exchanger „NTUcÄNTUh
Ä2.0, bhÄ0.0…

Fig. 11 Fractional deviation in effectiveness as a function of
NTUh for different values of bc in a balanced, counter-flow heat
exchanger „NTUcÄNTUh , xcÄ1.0, bhÄ0.0…
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change of the fluid within the heat exchanger is insignificant and
therefore the kinetic energy, although possibly quite large, has no
effect on the internal temperature profiles or the heat exchanger
effectiveness. This result is evident by the fact that the effective-
ness curves in Fig. 9 approach the zero-kinetic energy solution as
xc is increased. In this limit, the situation can be adequately mod-
eled using the static temperatures within conventional heat ex-
changer effectiveness correlations. The equations derived in this
paper are needed in the intermediate region, where the decay
length and the heat exchanger length are not too different and the
inlet kinetic energy is significant. Figure 10 illustrates the effec-

tiveness predicted for the parallel-flow configuration under the
same conditions and shows that it behaves in a similar manner.

Figures 8 through 10 were derived for a balanced heat ex-
changer with a constant number of transfer units (NTUh5NTUc
52). Obviously a very large number of similar figures would be
required to completely map out all of the possible operating con-
ditions. However under some limiting conditions the effect of ki-
netic energy can be considered as a perturbation to the more con-
ventional, zero-kinetic energy solutions. The fractional deviation
of the effectiveness relative to the zero-kinetic energy solution is
defined as:

D«

«
5

«~NTUh ,NTUc ,bh ,bc ,xh ,xc!2«~NTUh ,NTUc ,bh50,bc50!

«~NTUh ,NTUc ,bh50,bc50!
(30)

Figure 11 illustrates this fractional effectiveness deviation as a
function of the number of transfer units for different values of the
cold-side kinetic-to-thermal energy ratio. This figure is based on
the same information shown in Fig. 6 but reveals that the frac-
tional deviation in effectiveness is essentially independent of the
number of transfer units for the balanced, counter-flow configura-
tion. This result is generally true as any of the variables that de-
scribe the kinetic energy level or distribution in either the hot- or
cold-side fluids are varied. Figure 12 illustrates the fractional de-
viation in effectiveness as the cold-side kinetic-to-thermal energy
ratio is varied for various values of decay length. Figure 12 was
developed for a balanced, counter-flow heat exchanger in the limit
of infinite number of transfer units, however, Fig. 11 reveals that
these results are nearly independent of the number of transfer
units and therefore allows this deviation in effectiveness to be
applied as a perturbation to the zero-kinetic energy solution.

It is clear that kinetic energy in the cold stream has a negative
effect on the heat exchanger’s performance. In contrast, kinetic
energy in the hot-side fluid will have a positive impact on effec-
tiveness. Figure 13 illustrates how the non-dimensional tempera-
ture profiles for a balanced, counter-flow heat exchanger are af-
fected by kinetic energy in the hot-side fluid. The deceleration of
the hot-side fluid causes a temperature rise that tends to elevate
the temperature difference between the two streams, augment the
heat transfer rate, and therefore improve the effectiveness. The
effectiveness of a balanced, counter-flow heat exchanger as a
function of the number of transfer units is illustrated in Fig. 14 for

various values of the hot-side kinetic-to-thermal energy ratio,
clearly indicating the positive effect on performance. Figure 15
illustrates the effectiveness of a balanced, parallel-flow heat ex-
changer as a function of the number of transfer units for various
values of the hot-side kinetic-to-thermal energy ratio and shows a

Fig. 12 Fractional deviation in effectiveness as a function of
bc for different values of xc in a balanced, counter-flow heat
exchanger „NTUcÄNTUh , bhÄ0.0…

Fig. 13 Nondimensional temperature as a function of X for
different values of bh in a balanced, counter-flow heat ex-
changer „NTUcÄNTUhÄ2.0, xhÄ1.0, bcÄ0.0…

Fig. 14 Effectiveness as a function of NTU h for different val-
ues of bh in a balanced, counter-flow heat exchanger „NTUc
ÄNTUh , xhÄ1.0, bcÄ0.0…
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similar augmentation of the heat transfer rate occurs in this con-
figuration. Figure 16 illustrates the fractional deviation in effec-
tiveness as a function of the kinetic energy in the hot-side fluid as
the characteristic length for kinetic energy decay is reduced. This
figure was prepared in the limit of infinite number of transfer units
but the results are insensitive to the number of transfer units, as
with Fig. 12 previously. Notice that the deviation is most pro-
nounced for high levels of kinetic energy and/or short character-
istic decay lengths, characteristics that are consistent with our
previous observations for cold-side kinetic energy.

Figure 17 illustrates the fractional deviation in effectiveness as
a function of the kinetic energy for various values of the decay
length when both fluids are characterized by the same conditions
(bh5bc5b andxh5xc5x). It is interesting to note that when
the decay length is very short, the temperature change produced
by kinetic energy occurs immediately upon entering the heat ex-
changer and, since the level of kinetic energy is assumed to be the
same in each stream, the overall effectiveness is unchanged by the
presence of kinetic energy. At very large decay length, there is
essentially no stream-wise variation of kinetic energy and hence
no effect on the effectiveness. At intermediate decay length, the
effectiveness is increased by the kinetic energy indicating that the
beneficial effect on the hot fluid dominates the negative effect on
the cold fluid.

Thus far only balanced heat exchangers have been investigated.
Figure 18 illustrates the effectiveness of a counter-flow heat ex-
changer as a function of the thermal capacity ratio between the
cold- and the hot-side fluids as the kinetic energy in the cold-side
fluid is varied. In all cases, the number of transfer units based on
the side with the minimum capacity rate is held constant. As pre-
viously observed for the balanced heat exchanger, the effect of
cold-side kinetic energy is to degrade the heat exchanger’s perfor-
mance relative to its zero-kinetic energy counterpart. However,
this effect is amplified when the cold-side fluid thermal capacity
rate is less than that of the hot-side fluid. Figure 19 illustrates this
phenomenon more clearly by showing the fractional deviation in
the effectiveness rather than the absolute effectiveness. This trend
is true in general for all configurations under all operating condi-
tions. The effect of kinetic energy on one side of the heat ex-
changer is amplified as the thermal capacity rate on that same side
is reduced.

Application of Results to Bernoulli Cryocooler
Figure 20 illustrates a closed-cycle cryocooler, which has been

recently proposed by Kaiser et al.@8#. This refrigeration cycle
does not rely on either the Joule-Thomson effect or a work-
extracting expansion device. It would therefore be free of the

Fig. 15 Effectiveness as a function of NTU h for different val-
ues of bh in a balanced, parallel-flow heat exchanger „NTUc
ÄNTUh , xhÄ1.0, bcÄ0.0…

Fig. 16 Fractional deviation in effectiveness as a function of
bh for different values of xh in a balanced, counter-flow heat
exchanger „NTUcÄNTUh , bcÄ0.0…

Fig. 17 Fractional deviation in effectiveness as a function of
xÄxhÄxc for different values of bÄbhÄbc in a balanced,
counter-flow heat exchanger „NTUcÄNTUh…

Fig. 18 Effectiveness as a function of cold- to hot-side capac-
ity ratio for various values of bc in a counter-flow heat ex-
changer „NTUmaxÄ2.0, bhÄ0, xcÄ1.0…
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constraints related to fluid properties that limit the operating re-
gime of a Joule-Thomson cryocooler and be much less complex
then a reverse-Brayton device. Instead, the refrigerator produces
cooling through the ‘‘Bernoulli’’ effect. High-pressure gas enters a
counter-flow heat exchanger and is cooled to near the load tem-
perature. The gas leaving the counter-flow heat exchanger is ex-
panded through a nozzle to a high velocity, causing a reduction in
its static temperature. The fluid is subsequently warmed by ac-
cepting the refrigeration heat transfer. The high velocity gas then
passes back through the counter-flow heat exchanger where it pre-
cools the high-pressure gas. The energy associated with the refrig-
eration load is carried up the temperature scale by the higher
kinetic energy on the low-pressure side of the heat exchanger; it is
therefore critical that this high velocity be maintained throughout
the heat exchanger. The Bernoulli cryocooler is an ideal applica-
tion of the previous results as the interplay between heat transfer
and kinetic energy is not only significant, it is required in order for
the device to operate.

The heat exchanger core geometry envisioned by Kaiser et al.
@8# for the Bernoulli effect cryocooler, shown in Fig. 21, is a

parallel plate configuration that is conducive to manufacture via
micro-machining techniques. The core is composed of a large
number of channels~N!, each of uniform width~W! and the same
length ~L!. The channels are of uniform thickness,th and tc , on
the hot ~high-pressure!side and cold~low-pressure!side of the
heat exchanger, respectively. Table 1 lists the geometry and oper-
ating conditions originally put forward in@8#.

We will begin by estimating the velocity distribution in the heat
exchanger using the technique outlined by Kaiser et al.@8#. A
linear temperature distribution fromTH to TC is assumed. The
flow in the channels is taken to be laminar and fully developed so
that the product of the friction factor and Reynolds number is a
constant~C!, taken to be 64 for consistency with@8#. Finally, the
viscosity is assumed to vary as the square root of absolute tem-
perature and the gas is assumed to obey the ideal gas law. Com-
bining these assumptions leads to the following equations for the
velocity and pressure distribution on the cold side of the heat
exchanger.

pc~X!5pc,outA11
L•C•mH•vc,out•TR

10•tc
2
•pc,out•~TR21!

•H 12F12~12X!•
~TR21!

TR
G5/2J (31)

vc~X!5

vc,out•F12~12X!•
~TR21!

TR G
S pc~X!

pc,out
D (32)

whereTR is the temperature ratio spanned by the cooler (TH /TC) andmH is the viscosity of the gas at the hot inlet temperature. A
similar set of equations can be written for the pressure and velocity distributions in the hot channels:

ph~X!5ph,out•A11
L•C•mH•vh,out

10•th
2
•ph,out•~TR21!

•H F12~12X!•
~TR21!

TR
G5/2

2S 1

TR
D 5/2J (33)

vh~X!5vh,out•
@TR2~12X!•~TR21!#

S ph~X!

ph,out
D (34)

Fig. 19 Fractional deviation in effectiveness as a function of
the cold- to hot-side capacity ratio for various values of bc in a
counter-flow heat exchanger „NTUmaxÄ2.0, bhÄ0, xcÄ1.0…

Fig. 20 Schematic of the ‘‘Bernoulli’’ effect cryocooler
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The hot exit and cold inlet conditions can be connected with a
continuity equation and some assumption regarding the efficiency
of the nozzle. Here we assume that the nozzle generates no en-
tropy, leading to:

vc, in•pc, in•tc5vh,out•ph,out•th (35)

vc, in
2 5vh,out

2 12•cp•TC•F12S ph,out

pc, in
D 12g/gG (36)

whereg is the ratio of the specific heat capacity at constant pres-
sure to the specific heat capacity at constant volume.

Equations~35! and~36! assume that the cold inlet and hot exit
temperatures are not too different and that the flow does not
change velocity or lose pressure as it passes through the load heat
exchanger. Equations~31! through ~36! can be solved simulta-
neously to yield the pressure and velocity everywhere as a func-
tion only of the cold exit conditions. Figure 22 illustrates the
velocity and pressure distribution in the hot- and cold-sides of the
heat exchanger for the conditions listed in Table 1 with neon gas
and a cold exit velocity and pressure of 25 m/s and 500 kPa,
respectively. Notice that while the pressure always decreases in
the direction of flow, the velocity is governed primarily by density
variations caused by temperature and pressure changes. Therefore,
the velocity tends to decay in the direction of flow in the hot side
and increase in the direction of flow on the cold side.

The analysis described by Kaiser et al.@8# decouples the veloc-
ity distribution from the static temperature distribution by sepa-
rately calculating a pinch-point temperature difference neglecting
kinetic energy changes and the heat transfer considering only the
kinetic energy changes. Here we will predict the performance of
this device more accurately, by considering the coupled effect of
kinetic energy variations and temperature distribution using the
«-NTU equations derived in this paper. Figure 23 illustrates the
dimensionless kinetic energy variation as a function of axial po-
sition for the hot and cold fluids. Also shown in Fig. 23 are the
best-fit exponential functions that yield the dimensionless decay
lengths (xh and xc) used in the simulation. This technique is
repeated to capture the variation in kinetic energy as the cold exit
conditions are varied. The nondimensional kinetic energy in the
hot and cold-fluids at the inlets (bh and bc) can be calculated
from the inlet velocities. The conductance is estimated assuming
laminar, fully developed flow so that the Nusselt number~Nu! is a
constant, taken to be 7.6. Conduction through the wall separating
the two fluids is neglected and the thermal conductivity at the
average temperature (k̄) is used:

U5
Nu•k̄

2~ tc1th!
(37)

The number of transfer units on the hot and cold sides (NTUh and
NTUc) can be computed according to:

NTUc5NTUh5
2•U•L•Tc, in•~g21!

tc•vc,out•Pc,out•g
(38)

The effectiveness of the heat exchanger can be computed using
the equations derived in this paper. The effectiveness is used to
compute the hot-side exit temperature (Th,out):

Th,out5Th, in1
~vh, in

2 2vh,out
2 !

2•cp
2«•~Th, in2Tc, in! (39)

The refrigeration load (Q̇re f) per mass flow rate can be computed
according to:

Q̇ref

ṁ
5

~vc, in
2 2vh,out

2 !

2
2cP•~Th,out2Tc, in! (40)

The first term in Eq.~40! represents the Bernoulli effect, the re-
frigeration effect produced by the acceleration of the fluid through
the nozzle. The second term represents the loss of refrigeration
related to the heat exchanger ineffectiveness. The compressor
power (Ẇc) per mass flow rate is ideally@8#:

Ẇc

ṁ
5R•Th, in• lnS Ph, in

Pc,out
D (41)

The coefficient of performance~COP! of the refrigeration cycle,
neglecting additional losses such as axial conduction through the
heat exchanger and parasitic losses with the environment, is:

COP5
Q̇L

Ẇc

(42)

Figure 24 illustrates the computed COP for the geometry listed in
Table 1 as a function of the cold exit velocity at various values of
cold exit pressure. Also illustrated in Table 1 is the COP reported

Fig. 21 Heat exchanger core geometry

Fig. 22 Velocity and pressure distribution in Bernoulli cryo-
cooler „Neon with v c ,outÄ25 mÕs, Pc,outÄ100 kPa, all other con-
ditions as listed in Table 1 …

Table 1 Geometry and operating conditions for Bernoulli effect cryocooler from †8‡

Parameter Symbol Value Parameter Symbol Value

Cold exit pressure pc,out 100–500 kPa Working gas ¯ Helium or Neon
Hot gas inlet temp. TH 300 K Cold gas inlet temp. TC 50 K
Heat exchanger length L 40 mm Channel width W 50 mm
High pressure channel th 50 mm Low pressure channel tc 20 mm
Cold gas exit velocity vc,out 0–100 m/s Number of channels N 200
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by Kaiser et al. for a cold exit pressure of 101.3 kPa. The key
difference in the analysis presented here and the original analysis
described by Kaiser et al.@8# is the use of a«-NTU equations that
explicitly include the coupling between the kinetic energy varia-
tion in the heat exchanger and the temperature profile. This effect
appears to be extremely significant for this application, making
the cycle non-viable for the proposed geometry under any of the
conditions considered here, because the COP is always negative.
This analysis is meant only to illustrate an interesting application
of the equations derived and presented here and should not be
taken as a commentary on the relevance of the Bernoulli effect
cryocooler concept.

Conclusions
The governing non-dimensional equations are derived for a

counter- and parallel-flow heat exchanger in which the fluid
streams are simultaneously experiencing heat transfer and signifi-
cant changes in their kinetic energy. Analytical solutions to these
differential equations are presented for the particular case where
the kinetic energy variation is exponential. The effect of kinetic
energy on the performance of the heat exchanger is examined in a
few interesting cases, allowing the following general conclusions
to be drawn:

• Kinetic energy in the cold-side fluid generally degrades the
heat exchanger’s performance. This degradation becomes less pro-
nounced as the characteristic length for kinetic energy decay be-
comes larger. This general behavior is true for both the counter-
flow and parallel-flow configurations.

• The ratio of the effectiveness with kinetic variation to the
zero-kinetic energy effectiveness is essentially independent of the
number of transfer units in a balanced, counter-flow heat ex-
changer. This observation allows the kinetic energy effect to be
treated as a perturbation to the more conventional zero-kinetic
energy effectiveness solutions.

• Kinetic energy in the hot-side fluid generally improves the
heat exchanger’s performance. This improvement becomes less
pronounced as the characteristic length for kinetic energy decay
becomes larger. This general behavior is true for both the counter-
and parallel-flow configurations.

• The effect of kinetic energy, positive or negative, is aug-
mented when the capacity rate of the fluid with kinetic energy is
decreased.

The «-NTU solution was also used to analyze a cryogenic refrig-
eration device that has been proposed which fundamentally relies
on the coupling between heat transfer and kinetic energy. The
results show that the particular geometry and operating conditions
that were initially deemed to be viable will not perform well when
the effect of the kinetic energy changes on the static temperature
distribution is explicitly considered.

Nomenclature

C 5 solution constant or the product of friction factor and
Reynolds number

COP 5 coefficient of performance, Eq.~42!
cP 5 specific heat capacity at constant pressure, J/kg-K
k̄ 5 thermal conductivity at mean temperature, W/m-K

KE 5 nondimensional kinetic energy, Eq.~7!
L 5 heat exchanger length, m

Ld 5 length constant characterizing kinetic energy decay, m
ṁ 5 mass flow rate, kg/sec

NTU 5 number of transfer units, Eq.~6!
Nu 5 Nusselt number

p 5 perimeter for heat transfer, m or pressure, N/m2

Q̇ 5 heat transfer rate, J/sec
RC 5 capacity ratio, Eq.~29!

t 5 channel thickness, m
T 5 static temperature, K

TR 5 temperature ratio
U 5 total conductance for stream-to-stream heat transfer,

W/m2-K
v 5 velocity, m/sec
W 5 channel width, m
Ẇ 5 power, W
x 5 axial position, m
X 5 nondimensional axial position

Greek Symbols

b 5 nondimensional magnitude of kinetic energy, Eq.~8!
x 5 nondimensional length constant for kinetic energy de-

cay, Eq.~11!
D«/« 5 fractional deviation relative to the zero-kinetic energy

effectiveness, Eq.~30!
DQ 5 non-dimensional temperature difference, Eq.~18!

« 5 heat exchanger effectiveness, Eq.~24!
g 5 ratio of specific heat capacities
m 5 viscosity ~N-s/m2!
Q 5 non-dimensional temperature, Eq.~4!

Subscripts

c 5 cold-side fluid, compressor
h 5 hot-side fluid

Fig. 23 Calculated kinetic energy distribution and the corre-
sponding best-fit exponential for Bernoulli cryocooler „Neon
with v c ,outÄ25 mÕs, Pc,outÄ100 kPa, all other conditions as
listed in Table 1 …

Fig. 24 Coefficient of performance as a function of the cold
exit velocity for various cold exit pressures and the results
from Kaiser et al. †8‡ for Bernoulli cryocooler „Neon with all
other conditions as listed in Table 1 …
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in 5 inlet
max 5 maximum
out 5 outlet
ref 5 refrigeration
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